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Abstract

The dissertation examines the close but overlooked relationship between male poetry
societies and the sharp rise of literary courtesans in the late Ming. l attempt to identify a
particular group of men who devoted exclusive efforts to the promotion of courtesan
culture, that is, urban dwellers of pro sperous Jiangnan, who fashioned themselves as
retired literati, devoting themselves to art, recreation, and self-invention, instead of
government office. l also offer a new interpretation for the decline of courtesan culture
after the Ming-Qing transition.
Chapter 1 provides an overview of the social-cultural context in which late Ming
courtesans flourished. l emphasize office-holding as losing its appeal for late Ming
nonconformists who sought other alternative means of self-realization. Chapter 2
examines the importance of poetry by courtesans in literati culture as demonstrated by
their visible inclusion in late Ming and early Qing anthologies ofwomen's writings.
Chapter 3 examines the life and poetry of individual courtesans through three case studies.
Together, these three chapters illustrate the strong identification between nonconformist
literati and the courtesans they extolled at both collective and individuallevels.
In Chapter 4, by focusing on the context and texts of the poetry collection of the
courtesan Chen Susu and on writings about her, 1 illustrate the efforts by both male and
female literati in the early Qing to reproduce the cultural glory of late Ming courtesans.
However, despite their cooperative efforts, courtesans became inevitably marginalized in
literati culture as talented women of the gentry flourished.
This dissertation as a whole explores how male literati and courtesans responded
to the social and literary milieu oflate Ming Jiangnan to shed light on aspects of the
intersection of self and society in this floating world. This courtesan culture was a
counterculture in that: 1. it was deep-rooted in male poetry societies, a cultural space that
was formed in opposition to government office; 2. in valuing romantic relationship and
friendship, the promoters of this culture deliberately deemphasized the most primary
human relations as defined in the Confucian tradition; 3. this culture conditioned,
motivated, and promoted serious relationships between literati and courtesans, which
fundamentally undermined orthodox values.

IV

Résumé
La présente thèse analyse l'étroite relation, ignorée pour autant, entre les sociétés
poétiques masculines et l'ascension fulgurante des courtisanes instruites, de la fin de la
dynastie Ming. Nous allons essayer d'identifier un groupe d'hommes qui avaient consacré
leurs efforts exclusifs à la promotion de la culture des courtisanes, à savoir des citadins de
l'époque prospère de Jiangnan, formés en hommes de lettres retraités, dévoués à l'art, au
divertissement, à l'invention de soi - plutôt qu'aux fonctions gouvernementales. Nous
allons proposer une nouvelle interprétation du déclin de la culture des courtisanes après la
transition Ming-Qing.
Le chapitre 1 offre une vue d'ensemble sur le contexte socioculturel de
l'épanouissement des courtisanes, vers la fin de la dynastie Ming. Nous allons insister sur
la perte de l'intérêt pour les titres d'autorité chez les non-conformistes à la recherche
d'autres moyens de réalisation de soi. Le chapitre 2 porte sur l'importance que la culture
littéraire reconnaissait à la poésie des courtisanes, à travers leur inclusion explicite dans
les anthologies de littérature féminine, vers la fin de la dynastie Ming et le début de la
dynastie Qing. Le chapitre 3 propose une analyse de la vie et de la création poétique
individuelles des courtisanes, à travers trois études de cas. Dans leur ensemble, les
premiers trois chapitres démontrent la forte identification des intellectuels nonconformistes et des courtisanes révérées, au niveau individuel et collectif.
En analysant, dans le chapitre 4, le contexte et le texte de la création poétique de
Chen Susu et les documents sur cette courtisane, nous allons illustrer les efforts des
hommes et des femmes de lettres du début de la dynastie Qing, de réitérer le prestige
culturel des courtisanes de la fin de la dynastie Ming. Toutefois malgré leurs efforts
concertés, la marginalisation des courtisanes dans la culture littéraire était inévitable, vu
l'affirmation des femmes talentueuses de la haute société.
Dans son ensemble, cette thèse examine la réponse des hommes de lettres et des
courtisanes en réaction au milieu social et littéraire de la fin de la période Ming Jiangnan,
dans le but d'éclairer certains aspects de l'entrecroisement de l'individuel et du social dans
ce monde fluctuant. Cette culture des courtisanes s'était constituée en contre-culture dans
le sens 1. de son profond enracinement dans les sociétés poétiques masculines, formées
comme espace culturel en opposition aux fonctions gouvernementales; 2. de la
valorisation des relations et de l'amitié romantiques par les promoteurs de cette culture,
ceux-ci ayant délibérément déplacé l'accent mis sur les relations humaines de base - telles
que définies par la tradition confucianiste 3, de la subversion des valeurs conservatrices,
par le conditionnement, la motivation et la promotion des relations sérieuses entre les
hommes de lettres et les courtisanes.
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Introduction

To anyone working on women's culture in Chinese history, it is obvious that the study of
women's literary practices in late imperial China (roughly 1500-1900) has been a
productive area of scholarship in the past decade. This can be attributed to the
development of feminist critical theories where gender is used as a category of analysis
and women are taken as historical subjects. One significant effect is that many
previously neglected literary texts by women of late imperial China have been excavated,
interpreted, and analyzed. Therefore, stereotypical views of the passive, suffering,
illiterate Chinese woman have been greatly challenged and changed. 1
Moreover, scholars interested in Ming-Qing women's literary culture have begun
to pay particular attention to late Ming courtesans as a social and cultural phenomenon.
They have rediscovered the many roles that these courtesans played and recognized their
significance in the creation of a unique cultural atmosphere in the late Ming literati world.
However, compared to ground-breaking studies on gentry women's writing and their
literary practices in the past decade, little research has been conducted on the writings by
late Ming courtesans. Because of the relative inaccessibility of sources for writings by
courtesans, scholars have depended heavily on the few nostalgic accounts of courtesans
by contemporary male literati who survived the Ming-Qing dynastic transition, such as
Yu Huai *t~ (1616-96), author of Banqiao zaji ;flifit~t§ê (Miscellaneous records of the

1 For recent and in depth book length studies ofChinese women in history before the modem
period, see books by Patricia B. Ebrey, Dorothy Ko, Francesca Bray, and Susan Mann. For literary studies
ofChinese women's writings, see the work conducted by Kang-i Sun Chang, Grace S. Fong, Maureen
Robertson, and Ellen Widmer. Their major works are listed in the bibliography. For critical reviews of
Western scholarship on Chine se women in the pa st including Ming-Qing writing women, see Ropp,
"Women in Late Imperial China;" and Teng, "The Construction."
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Wooden Bridgei or by male writers in later periods, such as Chen Yinke ~J~üî:['[;; (18901969) who wrote the biography of the most celebrated courtesan of the Ming-Qing
transition, Liu Rushi ~PP~D:tË (1618-64), the Liu Rushi biezhuan ~PP~D:tËllU1t: (Biography
of Liu Rushi). Accordingly, the images oflate Ming courtesans presented in these
studies are largely reflections of the tastes of the male literati producing them rather than
courtesans' self-representations.
Willard J. Peterson is one of the earliest historians to bring up the cultural
importance of courtesanship during the late Ming period. In Bitter Gourd: Fang I-chih

and the Impetus for Intellectual Change, Peterson informs the reader in passing of "a
tendency" in many late Ming writings to "romanticize the liaisons between prostitutes
and literati.,,3 This book is essentially a study of an essay by the late Ming and early
Qing literatus Fang Yizhi jj.L-~~ (1611-71), entitled "Seven Solutions" -t;fW. In the
essay, Fang created a fictional character Baoshuzi im';]-=f, a veiled reference to Fang
himself, who sought ways of escaping from the depression he felt when he struggled in
vain to find a proper alternative to government service. What is most relevant to this
study is the fact that Fang included the men who were "ambitious and aloof' but chose to
remain out of office, such as "men of the mountains" (shanren WÀ), "immortals"

(xianren 1wÀ), and "profligates" ('zong le' zhi ren 'r.1ft~' "LÀ)4 in the category of

2 The Banqiao zaji is reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu [Z13rêlt~~ff§j~~, zibu rffB,
vol. 253: 904-17. For an annotated Eng1ish translation ofit, see Levy, A Feast of Mist and Flowers.
3 Peterson, Bitter Gourd 143-44. The point was also made in Robert van Gulik, Sexual Life in
Ancient China 308-13.
4 According to Peterson, shanren refers to hermits, but in reality, these people "often sought to
have contact with society" on their own terms. Another way to withdraw from ordinary society was to
become a xianren, a term used by Fang here to refer to men who devoted themselves to Daoist esoteric
practices. The '''zong le· zhi ren" refers to the profligates who indulged in wine and courtesans. But very
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"useless men" (wu yong zhi ren ~ffl;LA).5 As Peterson has note d, it is precisely this
group of "useless" men who "represented untrammelled independence and freedom from
society's demands" and who romanticized the relationship between literati and
courtesans. 6 It is also the spirit ofbeing so "useless" that motivated Chen Yinke, the
great Chinese historian ofthe twentieth century, to write a biography for Liu Rushi over
three hundred years after the fall of the Ming. Chen states, "Y et if 1 do not do that which
is useless, how can 1 take pleasure in this life that does have a limit" CfffiS~~;L$, {ar
J;)~f:f~lILj::).7 As Wai-yee Li points out, "Only the category ofuseless can establish

the individual's freedom to define a private realm of significance, which is in turn a
response to morality."s
Most influential in shaping our understanding of the life and literary practice of
late Ming courtesans, particularly of Liu Rushi, has been the book by Kang-i Sun Chang,
The Late-Ming Poet Ch 'en Tzu-Iung: Crises ofLove and Loyalism. The focus ofthis
work, however, is "the meaning oflove and loyalism,,9 in the poetry of Chen Zilong ~*T

ff!î (1608-47), Liu Rushi's lover, who died as a martyr for the Ming.

Chen was one of the

founders of the Ji Society ~ffr±, the Songjiang branch of the Fu she fïffr± (Restoration
Society), the largest and most influential political organization that flourished at the end

often in late Ming texts, "shanren" was a term commonly used to refer to the unrestrained literati. See
Peterson, Bitter Gourd 128-45. For my discussion of shanren, see Chapter 1.
5 In Fang's original text, the sentence is: "Since you are not in accord with the times and the times
do not make use ofyou" Tret/fi~!I]~mjl1~3Z.:1':PtîT-hence the subtitle of "useless men." Peterson has
elaborated upon this sentence. See Peterson, Bitter Gourd 120; Quotation of Chine se text on 182.
6 Peterson, Bitter Gourd 131.
7 Chen Yinke, Liu Rushi biezhuan 7. The quotation is originally from Xiang Hongzuo's JJiî{J,~ff(f
(1798-1835) preface to his lyrics ("Yiyunci binggao xu" 'I:i~~"lpqm)"f). In the beginning ofhis Liu Rushi
biezhuan, Chen Yinke cites this sentence to show his attitude towards his writing of the biography of Liu
Rushi. The English translation of the quotation is by Wai-yee Li, in "The Late Ming Courtesan" 52.
8 Wai-yee Li, "The Late Ming Courtesan" 52.
9 Chang, The Late-Ming Poet xi.
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of the Ming. lo Chang stresses the importance offemale talent, romantic love, and
courtesan culture of the late Ming in shaping late imperialliterati culture. She also
emphasizes the significance of the cult of qing 'Iw (feelings or love) to the close but often
neglected relationship between love and loyalism in the development of the loyalist
poetic tradition and culturallife of the Ming-Qing transition period. According to Chang,
the powerful sense of identification between the Chinese literatus and the elite courtesan
remained strong even after the dynastic transition. Chang argues that "after the faH of the
Ming, the courtesan became a metaphor for the loyalist poets' vision ofthemselves."ll
Chang is the first to offer a serious study in English of Liu Rushi's poetry and life. As
her frequent notes indicate, she relies greatly on Chen Yinke's biography of the courtesan,
the Liu Rushi biezhuan.
The first contemporary scholar who has offered an important extensive study in
English oflate Ming courtesans as a collective group is Dorothy Ko. In Teachers of the

Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China, Ko extends the
term of "teachers of the inner chambers" (guishu shi

OOmgffi) to include alliiterary

women of the era, from gentry wives to professional writers to elite courtesans. Ko
devotes the last chapter ofher book to an examination of courtesans, women whom she
thinks to be the "harbinger of a new womanhood that gentry wives found attractive.,,12
According to Ko, despite the polarized social status of these two groups of women as

10 On the Fu she, see Atwell, "From Education to Politics." See also Xie Guozhen ilM~f~ (190182), Ming Qing zhiji dangshe yundong kao f!l3m~ll~t.iJi±~Jir~ 145-86. On the Ji she, see Xie Guozhen,
Ming Qing zhiji dangshe yundong kao 187-203.
Il Chang, The Late-Ming Poet 17.
12 Ko, "The Written Word" 78.
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defined in Confucian nonnative texts, courtesans and gentry women shared a basic
gendered position in imperial China-they were women and they served men. 13
Ko cites Peter Stallybrass's statement that "To emphasize gender is to construct
woman-as-the-same: women are constituted as a single category, set over against the
category ofmen.,,14 She thus de mon strates with several cases the "commonalities"
among courtesans and gentry women: they were in fact members of much the same
literary culture regardless of their c1ass; they fonned "transitory" friendships with each
other in their "transitory communities" through reading, writing, and the exchange of
poetry. The friendship networks in these "transitory communities" demonstrate that late
Ming courtesans enjoyed a high degree ofrespectability.
Ko's book as a whole, through the examination of gentry women's domestic
communities [such as Shen Yixiu's 1X1rf~ (1590-1635)] and social communities [such
as Shang Jinglan's F§j~1Il (1605-ca. 1676)] and courtesans' "transitory communities,"
provides a vital picture of the lives of Chine se educated women (courtesans and gentry
wives alike) in the floating world of the most culturally and economically advanced
region of seventeenth century China, known as Jiangnan. According to Ko, within a
given patriarchal gender system, these women successfully "crafted" an "intellectual and
emotional" space through writing, which provided their lives with meaning, comfort, and
dignity, without envisioning radical changes in their society. The dynamic between
ideological strictures and practical realities in these women's lives suggests to Ko that

13
14

Ko, Teachers of the lnner Chambers 258-6l.
As quoted in Ko, Teachers of the lnner Chambers 259.
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gender relations were "the most essential, volatile, and dynamic aspect of the Confucian
tradition." 15
The most recent collective efforts in studying the shift of the image of the
courtesan from the Ming to the Qing have been the articles included in Writing Women in

Late Imperial China, edited by Ellen Widmer and Kang-i Sun Chang and the chapter
"Entertainment" in Precious Records: Women in China 's Long Eighteenth Century by
Susan Mann. The focus of these studies has shifted from the heyday of courtesan culture
in the late Ming and the Ming-Qing transition to its demise in the Qing. In these studies,
scholars pay attention to both courtesans and the men who wrote about courtesans. Waiyee Li's seminal article likens early Qing cultural nostalgia for the late Ming courtesan to
the modem historian Chen Yinke's romanticized portrayal of Liu Rushi, arguing that the
idealized images oflate Ming courtesans sometimes related to the "self-perception of the
authors producing them" and "the perception of contemporary historical crisis.,,16 In
other words, in constructing the cultural image of the late Ming courtesan, male authors
also invented their own selves.
Notably, most of the contributors ofthese works have shown a strong sense that
images of the courtesan changed over time from considerably positive images in the late
Ming and Ming-Qing transition to considerably negative ones in the time that followed
the transition. During its heyday, courtesanship was associated with glamour, refined
taste, and nostalgia. However, by the High Qing period of the eighteenth century, after
the survivor generation of the Ming had passed away, the courtesan was more frequently

15

16

Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers 296.
Wai-yee Li, "The Late Ming Courtesan" 71-72.

6

linked to negative images, vulgarization, and feelings ofpity.17 While late Ming and
early Qing anthologists mingled the poetry of courtesans with that of gentry women in
their anthologies, their counterparts in the High Qing attempted to preserve only writings
by respectable gentry women. The gentry woman Wanyan Yun Zhu 7'G@j'lilI:~ (17711833) excluded courtesan poetry from her anthology Guochao guixiu zhengshiji ~~JjOO
*IEfr'Éî~

(Correct Beginnings: Collected Poetry by Women of Our Dynasty, 1831).

Susan Mann attributes this shift mainly to the classical revival of the High Qing and elite
women' s conscious efforts to morally distinguish themselves from courtesans and thus to
marginalize this group ofwomen. 18 In his review ofMann's Precious Records, Paul
Ropp attributes gentry women's changed attitudes towards courtesans more to the
blurring of class lines and resuItant status anxieties than to the classical revival. l9
However, Yun Zhu's criteria for selection were weIl situated within larger
anthologizing trends of the High Qing. In the first years of the High Qing, Shen Deqian

1x1!M (1673-1764, style name Guiyu &~~) and Zhou Zhun mJ~ (courtesy name Qinlai
~J.:*)

strictly insisted on social status and moral conduct as guidelines for poem

selections and they completely excluded poetry by Ming courtesans from their anthology,
the Mingshi biecai ji

B)j~~5:lU~~

(Poetry anthology of the Ming, 1739). As one of the

most influential scholar-officials in the Qianlong ljiZj)j: reign (1736-95), Shen Deqian's
selection criteria had created a new precedent for later anthologists ofboth genders in the
Qing. After aIl, while female entertainers in the High Qing no longer enjoyed the high

17

Ropp, "Ambiguous Images" 18; Ko, "The Written Word" 74-75; and Mann, Precious Records

121-22.
18 Mann, Precious Records 53, 122-25, l36, and 142. The point has also been made in passing in
Chang, "A Guide to Ming-Ch'ing Anthologies" 119-20.
19 Ropp, Rev. of Precious Records 593.
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status of their counterparts in the late Ming, the Qing gentry writing women continued to
flourish, finally becoming the only dominant figures in female literary culture of late
.
. 1 Ch'ma. 20
lmpena
My own study of late Ming courtesans is greatly indebted to these pioneering
studies, especially the works of Chang and KO. 21 However, my dissertation also
questions sorne of the arguments in recent scholarship on late Ming courtes an culture,
particularly Chang's implication of "love and loyalism" in the poetry and culturallife of
the Ming-Qing transition period and Ko's description of "transitory communities"-the
courtes an sphere where they built "transitory" friendships with gentry women. To better
explain my approach and framework, 1 will define the following key terms used in this
study before proceeding further: (1) late Ming, (2) courtesan, and (3) literati, scholarofficial, gentry, elite.

(1) Late Ming
Historically, "late Ming" refers to the period from 1573 to 1644, the long Wanli ~~
reign (1573-1620) onward. But texts produced in the eras of Jiajing ~l4!f (1522-66) and
Longqing ~i};f (1567-72) or those of early Qing up to the Kangxi "*~~ reign (1662-1722)
will also be used in this dissertation to show the prelude to and continuation of the 1ate
· peno
. d.22
M mg

20 While Western scholarship has begun to offer a new perspective on late Ming courtesans,
Chinese scholarship remains largely impervious to feminist influence. Therefore, my literary review
focuses largely on recent English scholarship on this subject.
21 Precursors of my study of late Ming courtesans can also be found in recently published articles
by such scholars Marsha Weidner, Ellen Johnston Laing, Tseng Yu-ho, and James Cahill. 1 have also listed
their major studies in the bibliography.
22 Xie Guozhen uses the term "late-Ming-early-Qing" SJl*m:fJJ, viewing the early Qing, the early
mie of the Manchus up to the fortieth year of the Kangxi reign as an extension of the late Ming in terms of
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(2) Courtesan
The courtesan enjoyed a striking textual visibility and respectability in late Ming literati
culture. Prior to this period, the tenn qingni lianhua w~:li::ft (literally, lotus flowers in
dark mud) was used to den ote people with noble characters in difficult circumstances. It
is weIl known that the great historian Sima Qian
.R~ê

Pj,~~

(ca. 145-ca. 85 BCE) in his Shiji

used the lotus flower as a metaphor to praise the patriotic poet Qu Yuan ftBJJR (ca.

340-278 BeE) for his pure and upright personality.23 The Song Neo-Confucian
philosopher Zhou Dunyi ]i:û!l&~~ (1017-73) claimed he loved only the lotus flower,
referring to it as "a gentleman among flowers" (::ft~;gr~ili).24 However, only in the
late Ming was the tenn commonly used to refer to cultivated courtesans. Qian Qianyi ~
~M

(1582-1664), a celebrated literary and political figure of the Ming-Qing transition

period, to whom Liu Rushi eventually married, referred to famous courtesans such as
Wang Wei .:t1~ (ca. 1600-ca. 1647) as lotus flowers?5 Mei Dingzuo t~JffiffrF (1549-1618)
named his courtesan collection Qingni lianhua ji Wyft\:li::ft~ê (A record of lotus flowers
in dark mud; 1600)-hence, the dissertation title of "Lotus Flowers Rising from the Dark
Mud."
the larger literati traits and social tendencies. See Xie Guozhen, Ming ma Qing chu de xuefeng BJj*mfJJB"]
~oo. 1-2. 1 adopt this idea, but for the convenience of my analysis, 1 extend the end year from the fortieth
year of Kangxi (1701) to the last year ofKangxi's rule (1722).
23 See Sima Qian, "Qu Yuan lia sheng liezhuan" JlîlJJji]f~)îU1$, in Shiji 84.2482.
24 See Zhou's "Ai lian shuo" ~:ii~Jt in He Fuzheng ji1![~ (1600-46+), comp., Wenzhang bianti
huixuan y:~f)$m~~ 428.11 a-b. In this study, sorne materials such as this are taken from the electronic
version of the Wenyuange edition of the Siku quanshu (Wenyuange Siku quanshu dianzi ban Y:~*!OOIZ.9)$~
~~T!I&); hereafter SKQS-dianziban.
25 See the entry on "Caoyi daoren Wang Wei" lj'LtziltA..=Emz, in Qian Qianyi, comp., Liechaa
shiji xiaazhuan )îU~Jjw$I~VJ\{$. 760. For Wang Wei's literary life, see the case study ofher provided in
Chapter 3.
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Following Dorothy Ko, by the English word "courtesan," 1 mean the refined and
high-placed female entertainers who were skilled in various artistic fields previously
dominated by men, such as poetry, painting, and calligraphy. They are customarily
called mingji ilfrx in Chinese, meaning literally "famous prostitute.,,26 But occasionally,
especially when 1 review works by other scholars, 1 may follow their practice and use this
term for female entertainers who were not "famous."
Other scholars such as Victoria Cass prefer the Japanese term "geisha" to
"courtesan." Cass believes the former better conveys the sense that these women were
first and foremost performing artists. 27 However, the extant sources suggest that
performing was no longer the most essential aspect of the persona of the courtesan in the
late Ming. Compared with their counterparts of the Yuan dynasty recorded in Xia
Tingzhi's

Jf&ïz (fl fourteenth century) Qinglouji ~ifI~, who were essentially good

at singing qu f±B (drama lyrics), late Ming courtesans were brilliant in many artistic fields,
particularly in poetry.
The Ming relied exclusively on the "eight-legged essay" (bagu wen

J\~~:X)

to

select officiaIs. ConsequentIy, poetic endeavour was explicitly a political statement of
withdrawal for many male literati. This was a sharp contrast to the case in the Tang (618907) and sorne tirne in the Song (960-1279), when poetic composition was an essential
part of the civil exarnination and thus closely connected to political power. This
historical change regarding the status of poetry in the civil examination of the Ming
provides useful clues that can help us to identifY the particular group of men behind the
valorization ofpoetry, including that by courtesans or literary women in general. It also
26

27

Ko, "The Written Word" 78.
Cass, Dangerous Women xii.
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helps explain why so many women of the Ming devoted exclusive efforts to the writing
ofpoetry. The Suzhou woman poet Lu Qingzi ~~P~P-T (fl. 1590) explicitly claimed,
"Poetry is definitely not the calling of men; it is really what belongs by right to us

Under the influence of the larger literati trends, writing poetry became a
fashionable practice among courtesans as well. 29 As the famous literatus Feng Menglong
~~~f!~

(1574-1646) stated, he heard from the elderly people that courtesans in Wuxia

(Suzhou) ofhis day were different from those forty years before because they were no
longer good at singing and performing (fr§i/fD§i, fr5Z/ftt). Feng writes, "Ifthey are
capable of writing one or two words to respond to a rhyme, people would be very
surprised, considering these words as precious and rare as sounds of the phoenix" (HÉ cp
:f~fD-~+, if§Btt)J~JI\,~~.~,-!)?O Feng's somewhat exaggerated remarks suggest that

during last decades of the late Ming, composing poetry had replaced singing and dancing
to become the most essential defining aspect of the elite courtesan. 31

28 See Lu Qingzi's preface to Yongxue zhai yigao lVjc§:J~Hlf/ilj by Xiang Lanzhen J~]'jJ~ (ft.
1623), in Hu Wenkai tîJ.l3tm, Lidai jùnü zhuzuo kao J1I{i:Mfi:p::~{'F~ 176. Translation by Grace S. Fong,
in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 686.
29 The importance of poetry by courtesans in late Ming literati culture was evidenced by their
visible inclusion in late Ming and early Qing anthologies. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
30 Feng Menglong, "Chenji" OJ~3t in Guazhir illf;Z:§t. 148-49.
31 To be sure, there were still many female entertainers being good at singing and acting in the late
Ming. But these singing girls or actresses joined a separate professional group although there was never a
clear-cut division between courtesan and actress. Feng's remarks suggest that at least for sorne Ming literati,
literary courtesans were still expected to have traditional performing skills. In her study of Ming stages,
Wang Anqi =f.3èififT observes that the new professional division between courtesans and actresses had come
into formation by the late sixteenth century. She argues, "Although there were many Ming courtesans being
skilled in dramatic singing and play-performing, these were only supplementary talents for them. In this
regard, courtesans were different from professional actresses whose occupation was performing on stage."
See Wang Anqi, Mingdai chuanqi zhijuchangjiqi yishu ~{i:~i'i:fz!lUf~&;It~1iItÏ 87. For a recent study
ofthe courtesan song in the seventeenth century, see Zeitlin, "Notes ofFlesh" (forthcoming). I wish to
thank Professor Judith Zeitlin for kindly sending me her paper.

Il

Although poetry-composing at literary gatherings was highly "performative" as
Beverly Bossler has noted,32 many late Ming courtesans were actually professional
writers and artists, just like literary men. As my study will show, for courtesans, the
functions of poetry were multifaceted: they did not merely "perform" poetry at parties. 33
To conclude, courtesans of the Ming discussed in this dissertation are first and foremost
writing subjects who produced poetic texts.

(3) Literati, scholar-official, gentry, elite
The term "literati," was first used by Max Weber to denote the close relationship between
Chinese education and political power. 34 A similar and commonly used term with this
implication is "scholar-official." However, Chang Chung-li prefers to use the word
"gentry" because he thinks it conveys the complexity of the role of the Chinese local
leaders. By the word "gentry," Chang means the degree-holders and officiaIs who had
prestige, influence, and wealth in society. According to Chang, once a degree-holder
held governmental office, he was no longer regarded as gentry in the place where he he Id
the post (he thus joined a separate status group), but he was still considered as gentry in
his hometown. 35 But scholars such as Ho Ping-ti criticize the word "gentry" because it
may lead people to think of the landed-gentry of Europe.

36

In Chinese Local Elites and Patterns ofDominance, Joseph W. Esherick and
Mary B. Rankin prefer to use the term "elite," for it is flexible enough to refer to all kinds

Bossler, "Shifting Identities" 7.
If courtes ans were considered "performing" poets, male literati too were performers in this
sense as they often wrote poems at literary gatherings in the presence of courtesans.
·34 C. K. Yang, introduction, The Religion of China: Confucianism and Taoism xxviii-xxix.
35 Chang Chung-li, The Chinese Gentry 3-5.
36 Ho, The Ladder of Success 40.
32

33
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of people regardless of class-gentry, merchants, military leaders, community leaders.
Whoever dominates in a particular "arena" and uses his strategies to gain or retain his
dominance can be described as "elite.,,3? For my study, the term "literati" is preferable if
not perfect, because it denotes the importance ofliterary talent for the persona of the late
Ming elite man. But l will be careful when using the term "scholar-official" or "gentry"
to refer to late Ming educated men, especially those who devoted particular effort to the
valorization of late Ming courtesan culture, as l am fully aware that many of them no
longer held degree or office, whether by choice or not.

Because of the limited scope oftheir studies-while Kang-i Sun Chang's book focuses
on one particular courtesan, Dorothy Ko's devotes only one chapter to courtesans, both
Chang and Ko have not been able to sufficiently take into account the significance of the
role that men played in the process ofvalorizing late Ming courtesans. Nor have they
been able to describe and categorize the men who devoted exclusive efforts to the
promotion of courtesan culture. In attempting to stress the importance of the image of the
courtesan in establishing more equalized gender relations, Chang writes,
In response [emphasis mine] to this altered image of courtesans and of
women in general, Ming literati naturally [emphasis mine] developed
relationships with women that reflect, if not true equality, at least
compatibility and mutual respect. 38
Romantic love did seem to have emerged between talented men and courtesans with
beauty, talent, and refined taste in the late Ming, yet one cannot help but wonder why this

37

38

Esherick and Rankin, eds., Chinese Local Elites 10-11.
Chang, The Late-Ming Poet 15.
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phenomenon occurred only in the late Ming. Moreover, even during the late Ming, many
other literati, especially those who were famous for their moral integrity, such as Huang
Daozhou ~iliJWJ (1585-1646) and Huang Zongxi ~*~ (1610-95), would "naturally"
keep a distance from courtesans and distinguish themselves from the "umestrained"
literati who indulged in romantic liaisons with these women.
Like Chen Zilong, Huang Daozhou died as a martyr for his sovereign during the
Manchu conquest. However, unlike Chen Zilong, Huang Daozhou's loyalist character
and his decision to die for his country had nothing to do with romantic love with
courtesans. Prior to the fall of the Ming, Huang's society friends, su ch as Tan Yuanchun

ijïJ71:W (1586-1637),39 a famous poet, once used the courtes an Gu Mei )i]{frJi§ (1619-64), a
courtesan of great beauty (~13), as bait to convert him from a Confucianist to one of
them, the pleasure seekers, but he remained unmoved by Gu Mei's feminine charm. 40 Gu
later became concubine to Gong Dingzi 1!iHffi~ (1616-73),41 a poet, painter, and an
official active in the Ming-Qing transition.
Another prominent example is Huang Zongxi. He chose to live after the fall of
the Ming, but he never served in the Qing. Like Huang Daozhou, he held a negative
attitude towards courtesans and the free-style of nonconformist literati. He once
seriously criticized Hou Fangyu {~:1Jf~ (1618-55), a friend in his literary circles, asking

39 For Tan Yuanchun's English biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming
Biography 1246-48. See also Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 571-74.
40 See the entry "Shizhai Huang gong yi shi" EJi1f~0~~, in Fang Bao 151& (1668-1749),
Fang Bao ji 151&!f:,juan 9: 239-40.
41 For Gong Dingzi's English biography, see Hummel, ed., Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing Period
2431.
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Hou not to indulge himself in relationships with courtesans. 42 Both Huang Daozhou and
Huang Zongxi were Ming loyalists in the sense that Chang has identified through the
descriptions of Chen Zilong and Qian Qianyi, but apparently, they were not willing to get
involved in relationships with courtesans. Strictly speaking, these loyalist courtesans,
such as Liu Rushi, spent a significant portion of their adult lives under the Qing dynasty
and are classified in Hu Wenkai's iî)lY.:r~ catalogue of Chinese women's writing as Qing
dynasty women. 43 In this sense, the loyalist courtesans were not "true" late Ming
courtesans. In fact, the privileging of the most well-known love relationships of Liu
Rushi with leading loyalist poets Chen Zilong and Qian Qianyi, members of the most
influential political organization of their time, the Fu she, has led to the simplification or
neglect of complicated gender relations in the larger cultural and historical context of
male poetry societies (shishe ~ffr±) in the late Ming.
Ironically, once the lover of Chen Zilong, Liu later became concubine/wife to
Qian Qianyi. Qian did not die for the Ming as did Chen Zilong, Huang Daozhou, and
many others. He surrendered to the Qing and served in the Qing, but later asked for
retirement and became involved in loyalist activities to resist the Manchu invaders. It
seems to me that most ofKang-i Sun Chang's favourite examples of Ming loyalists who
enjoyed romantic relationships with courtesans, such as Qian Qianyi, Gong Dingzi, Hou
Fangyu, and Wu Weiye ~{:&t* (1609-71), either took examinations, or held
appointments, or did both in the new regime. Particularly, Gong Dingzi, whom Gu Mei

42 Xie Guozhen, Ming ma Qing chu de xuefeng Il; He Guanbiao fDJ7Et~, "Lun Ming yimin zidi
de chushi" rufâ~~~T~8"JWf± 23-31. Hou Fangyu 1ater became the husband ofthe famous courtes an Li
Xiang *~ [also Li Xiangjun *~:Bl Their love story was retold in Kong Shangren's fLf8J{:f (16481718) famous drama The Peach Blassam Fan fjEfEffi (1699).
43 See Appendix 1.
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eventually married, served three regimes in Beijing during the Ming-Qing transition: the
Ming, the regime of the rebel Li Zicheng *EffDG (1605?-45), and the Qing,
successively.44 Their loyalist sentiments reflected in their writings had little to do with
their loyalty to the Ming but had much to do with the late Ming ide al of untrammelled
nonconformists, the fengliu wenren

J@.1J1EXA, who were deeply concemed with freedom,

individuality, and the meaning of creating a self.45
In her studies of late Ming courtesans, Dorothy Ko considers that "the late Ming
courtesan" continued to be "integral to the operation of the civil-service examination, the
process that reproduced the empire' s political and cultural elites," as was the case in
earlier dynasties, such as the Tang.

46

Accordingly, she attempts to situate the courtesan

culture, part of the urban culture of late Ming Jiangnan, within main stream Confucian
tradition, disagreeing with the use of the term "counterculture,,47 suggested by Charlotte
Furth to refer to the late Ming floating world.

48

But as l will demonstrate, many

promoters of late Ming courtesan culture, those who associated and exchanged poems
with courtesans or anthologized and valorized poetry by courtesans were commoner
literati without degree or office. Moreover, while Ko attempts to identifY the
"commonalities" shared by both courtesans and gentry women, her women-centered

44
45

See Hummel, ed., Eminent Chinese of the Ch 'ing Period 431.
Historians who have studied the history of the Ming-Qing transition have emphasized elements

on the Ming side that are to blame for the Manchu's takeover of the Ming. In her case study of the local
elites of Tongcheng of Anhui and their response to the Manchu conquest, Hilary Beattie points out that
even though many of the local Tongcheng elites had been involved in Donglin party and its successor, the
Fu she, they did not show much loyalism for the Ming as they did not organize much resistance to the
Manchu invaders. Sorne of them chose retirement while most of them became collaborators with the new
regime. See Beattie, "The Alternative to Resistance" 239-76. Lynn Struve also argues that ifthere was no
hair-and-dress decree from the Qing state that forced Ming people to adopt the Manchu style, Ming people
might not have been irritated enough to resist the Manchu invaders. Struve, The Southern Ming 60-61.
46 Ko, "The Written Word" 82-83.
47 Furth, "The Patriarch's Legacy" 206.
48 Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers 67.
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approaeb and ber foeus on a separate spbere exclusively for women prevent ber from
further investigating the "commonalities" between the cultural spheres ofwomen and
men, and more specifically, the roles men played in the courtesan sphere. But ifwe
consider gender as a valid tool of analysis, when studying courtesans, we have to place
them in relationships with men. Within a restrictive, hierarchical gender system, it is
unlikely that late Ming courtesans, women who were "the most dependent on men," as
noted by Ko, could enjoy freedom, fame, respect, and friendship with gentry women if
male literati did not act as conduits between these two groups of women.
In a pioneering study, "The Epistolary World of Female Talent in SeventeenthCentury China," Ellen Widmer investigated the important networks of literate gentry
women in the Hangzhou area during the Ming-Qing transition. Widmer examines three
collections of literati letters, a small portion of which were written by women. In these
letters, Widmer finds that many prominent gentry women kept in touch by means of
letter-writing and they often exchanged poetry, painting, or calligraphy. Sorne ofthem
sometimes formed poetry societies across great geographical distances. Although the
social network of courtesans was not the focus ofher study and the friendship network
between courtesans and gentry women remained "rather obscure" to her,49 Widmer has
provided useful cIues for further investigation into women's literary practices within the
larger picture of male literary societies where late Ming courtesans interacted with both
literati men and gentry women.
If we trace the friendship networks among courtesans and gentry women Ko
describes, we will soon find that the "transitory communities," communities where
courtesans formed "transitory" friendships with gentry women through reading and
49

Widmer, "The Epistolary World" 7.
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writing were in fact the literary societies dominated by men. Gentry wives' access to
these "transitory communities" was largely by means of the fashionable, so-called
companionate marriages in which husband and wife shared intellectual interests and
social and cultural activities. AU the gentry women and courtesans Ko mentions in her
chapter were loosely connected to the circles of the famous literatus-merchant Wang
Ruqian 1±&~ (1577-1655), known by his courtesy name Ranming ~ajJ, the great
patron ofmany literati men and women of the late Ming and the Ming-Qing transition. 50
Ifwe examine the guidelines for membership of Wang Ruqian's literary societies, we
will find that courtesans and gentry women were equally welcomed in Wang's poetry
clubs and both were subsumed under the category of"Beauty" (meiren ~A). As
Wang's writings reveal, literary courtesans played a more important part than gentry
women in his literary circles before the Ming-Qing transition, or more precisely, in the
late Wanli and Tianqi reign-periods, while after the faU of the Ming, the cultural role of
courtesans in literati circles was taken over by respectable gentry women poets. 51
In order to situate late Ming courtesan culture in a larger historical process, below,
1 trace the earlier history ofthis culture in the pre-Ming periods. As textual evidence
suggests, official prostitution in China emerged as early as the ancient Spring and
Autumn period (722-481 BCE) when Guan Zhong rgfr:p, the minister to Duke Huan of Qi

50 Among the many male and female literati financially assisted by Wang Ruqian were the famous
playwright Li Yu *~ (1610-80); the pleasure-quarter musician Su Kunsheng f.i.fB~; courtesan poets,
and Yang Yunyou i'J'b~bz:; and gentry women, such as
such as Wang Wei, Liu Rushi, Lin Tiansu
Huang Yuanjie ~Î!ifr, Wu Shan ~rl!, and Wu Shan's daughter Bian Mengjue --t~H.
51 In a poem written in 1654, Wang Ruqian inserted an interlineal note that states: "In the old days,
1 became acquainted with the lady scribes: Wang [Wei), Yang [Yunyou), Lin [Tiansu), and Liang ~
[Yuwei nIDl~). Now 1 meet ladies of the inner chambers: Wu Yanzi [Wu Shan), Yuanwen [or Xuanwen,
Wu Shan's daughter Bian Mengjue), Huang Jieling [Huang Yuanjie), and Wang Duanshu" (:gr3i.:E,
~~:tz:~, ~~~gT, 5C[5r))t, jilt-'&-%, .:E~ffij1J)l(~~OO). See Wang Ruqian, et al, Chunxingtang shiji
wJî'§!:iW'~ 5.75a.

**7'2"*,
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J1ftEf0- summoned seven hundred prostitutes and settled them in lanes and streets in the
hopes ofincreasing tax revenue for the state. 52 During the Western Han (206-194 BCE),
the Emperor Wu iiff:\;'$ began to establish the so-called barracks prostitutes (yingji !fit
~50 for military officers and soldiers who had not brought their families. 53 But it was

during the Tang dynasty that official prostitution became more institutionalized and the
particular connection between "men of culture" (wenren XÀ-) and official prostitutes
began to develop.
The Tang used poetry to select officiaIs. Customarily, successful candidates of

thejinshi Ji± examinations held celebrations with friends in the pleasure quart ers of the
capital city ofChang'an ~~.54 Romances between scholars and courtesans were
frequently portrayed in the mid-Tang chuanqi stories. 55 Poetry and romance became
identified with courtesan culture. Stephen Owen has interpreted this culture of romance
as "Mid-Tang attempts to represent spheres of autonomy," an interest in the creation of a
"private sphere" independent of the "public world.,,56 However, in reality, a serious
relationship such as that of marriage between a literatus and a courtesan was unlikely and
impractica1. 57 In his Bei/iji ::ItlIli& (The records of the northern quarters), the Tang
literatus Sun Qi I*~ records one ofhis own personal experiences with courtesans. Sun

52 Wang Chutong .=Em1'JI!I, Lianshiiti.rJ:.. 21.299. See also Wang Shunu .=Eii~J(, Zhongguo changji
shi CP~fr~ftXrJ:.. 25.
53 Wang Shunu, Zhongguo changji shi 37.
54 Wang Shunu, Zhongguo changji shi 79-83.
55 For Tang chuanqi stories, see Wang Pijiang 1.=Eij'f.jjl (1887-1966), comp., Tangren xiaoshuo lm
ÀJN~~t;. For a discussion of love stories of the mid-Tang from historical and socio-cultural perspectives,
see my paper, "Cong anqing chuanqi kan zhong Tang yihou shimin yishi de mengfa" t:É~'I~1!J~;gcplm

t)13HiJ~,'G,~BSEi)'j~.
56
57

Owen, "Romance" 131, 141.
See my paper, "Cong aiqing chuanqi" 32-33.
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Qi was impressed by a talented courtesan named Yizhi 1i~. Very often he presented
her with poems and enjoyed spending time with her. One day, Yizhi wrote Sun a poem
on a red card and handed it to Sun. In the poem, she indirectly asked him to marry her.
But Sun refused, regretful yet determined, saying "1 know exactly what your secret
request is, but this is not correct behaviour for a candidate. What choice do 1 have" (~5;O

As in the Tang, official prostitution in the Song (960-1279) was also
institutionalized. 59 As Bossler has demonstrated, the institution of courtesanship became
an important part of Song society. It affected "politics and govemment, family and social
life, and moral discourse.,,6o Although personal involvement with prostitutes in the Song
was not a violation of the legal codes for officiaIs as was the case in Ming-Qing periods,
it was repeatedly depicted as "debauchery, emblematic of the evil or irresponsible
official.,,61 General attitudes towards prostitutes were rather negative during the Song.
For example, Zhou Gongshu JWJ~*;J(, a student of Cheng Yi l~~~ (1033-1107), the
prominent Song Neo-Confucian philosopher, once defended his relationship with a
prostitute, arguing his behaviour "did not hurt righteousness" (lf:t~"ê~:EI). His mentor
exc1aimed, "This behaviour is ev en inferior to that ofbirds and animaIs. How could it
not hurt righteousness" (lf:t~ij~Btt!.,

R 1~~"ê~:EI)?62

Cheng also said, "Your

parents bequeathed you your body, but you pair it with a depraved prostitute. Is that

See the entry on "Wang Tuan'er" .r:1!llI5l, in Sun Qi, Beili zhi 535.
In her study of the Song prostitutes, Bossler uses the term "courtes an" to refer broadly to
govemment prostitutes (guanji andyingji) and even household concubine-servants (shi'er).
60 Bossler, "Shifting Identities" 6.
61 Bossler, "Shifting Identities" 31.
62 See the entry for "Zhou Gongshu," in Zhu Xi *~ (1130-1200), Yi Lua yuanyuan lu 1:ft1~~Wri1~
~ 14.6b (SKQS-dianziban).
58

59
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right"

(XBlîllll, t~~M~1~, PJ--p-)?63

To maintain class distinctions seems to be the

fundamental concem for Neo-Confucians such as Cheng Yi. This may explain why
fewer detailed narratives about the lives of individual courtesans in the Song than in the
Tang can be found despite the fact that prostitution did play an important role in Song
.

sOCIety.
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Official prostitution continued to play an integral part during the Yuan dynasty
(1206-1368). Scholars who have studied the history of Chine se theatre have emphasized
the importance of the pleasure quarters to the development of several forms of theatrical
entertainment such as the Northem drama of the Yuan, known as zaju

HJJU. 65

During the

Ming, after Zhu Yuanzhang *7Cri;[ (1328-98) made Jinling ~~Jt (Nanjing) his capital,
he established an entertainer compound for the purposes ofhosting public functions.
Entertainment houses were accordingly established side by si de along the banks of the
Qinhuai *$ River. The formaI aspects of the courtesan's role were maintained.
However, Zhu Yuanzhang decreed that ifhis officiaIs were caught sleeping with female
entertainers, they would be sentenced to a severe penalty only one degree below the death
penalty ('§'~m~§!, !W5:2*~A ~~).66 This was later legislated and the clause of
"OfficiaIs sleeping with prostitutes" '§'5ëm~§! appeared in the "Criminal Law" lfUif of

Zhu Xi, Yi Luo yuanyuan lu 14.6b.
Scholars who study ci (song lyric) poetry observed that the development of the ci genre was
originally associated with pleasure quarters in cities of the Five Dynasties and the Song. See Kang-i Sun
Chang, The Evolution ofChinese Tz'u Poetry. But the reason Song male literati felt at ease writing ci
poetry, poetry that was associated with prostitutes, was rooted within the generic conventions of the genre
which could be interpreted as fictional rather than empirical. See Fong, "Persona and Mask."
65 See, for example, Idema and West, Chinese Theater.
66 Wang Qi .=E~~ (1433-99), Yupu zaji mlOO;j@§ê,juan 1, reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu
congshu. zibu, vol. 239: 689. See also Levy, A Feast of Mist and Flowers 19.
63

64
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the Da Ming lü jçBjHf (the Great Ming code).67 This clause was adopted by the Qing
legal codes but with more con crete substatutes. 68 Even though it was sometimes the case
in imperial China that common practice fiouted legal regulations, we have significant
evidence that officiaIs in the late Ming lost or quit their posts because of their
nonconformist lifestyles. 69 Yuan Hongdao :R*~ (1568-1610), the founder of the
Gong'an schoo10~1JIeo withdrew from his post as the magistrate ofWuxian (modem
Suzhou), one of the most culturally and economically advanced urban centers in the late
Ming because his official status ["black gauze hat" wusha mao ,~MJ;IjJ\§] prevented him
from freely pursuing sensual pleasure with women ["red skirt" hongqun

ffI11t or "red

sleeves" hongxiu ffItEE]. In the section of "stylish words" iHlB in the Shehua lu [§".~
(A record offiowers of the tongue), the compiler Cao Chen l.!rê (fi. in the Wanli era)
recorded Yuan Hongdao's words regarding his attitude towards office-holding and
pleasure-seeking:

See Liu Weiqian îlHi~ (ft. 14 century) et al, comp., Da Ming lü,juan 25, reprinted in Siku
quanshu cunmu congshu, shibu 3I:fi~, vol. 276: 701. See also Sommer, Sex, Law, and Society 220-21.
68 Bodde and Morris, Law in Imperial China 435-36; Staunton, Ta Tsing Leu Lee 118; Zhang
Xuecheng .~~~, "Fu xue" ~ffl~, in Wenshi tongyijiaozhu 3t3l:w~f.3(ij: 536, 551.
69 For example, Zang Maoxun trçlti(f1~1Jê1 (1560?-1621, courtesy name Jinshu ~*;Z), lost his post in
the Imperial Academy (Guozijian ~T~) of Nanjing because ofhis nonconformist behaviour. He then
lived a colourfullife as a retired literatus, spending his time traveling, forming poetry societies, writing
poetry, and anthologizing literary works and having them published. See the entries on Zang Maoxun, in
Zhang Huijian iJ-lHil&U, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao ~mŒ!.if3tÀ1f:* 328, 333, 352, 366, 371,
375,382,388,410,432,436,449. Feng Mengzhen ;:\§~f!"! (1548-1605, courtesy name Kaizhi 13fJ~) was
dismissed from office in 1587 because he was accused ofbeing frivolous and unrestrained. See Zhang
Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 339. Feng had poems addressed to courtesans, such as Xue
(ca. 1564-ca. 1637) and Hao Wenzhu iJffl3tJi$K. For a study of the libertine life of
Susu
nonconformist literati epitomized by Li Yu, see Hanan, The Invention of Li Yu.
70 For Yuan Hongdao's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 56768. The Gong'an school emphasized spontaneity and self-expression in writing. On the Gong'an school and
the literary theory of the Yuan brothers and their supporters, see Chih-p'ing Chou, Yuan Hung-tao and the
Kung-an School. See also Chaves, "The Panoply ofImages."
67
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When Yuan Zhonglang [Yuan HongdaoJ served as the magistrate of
Wuxian, he often c1imbed Tiger Hill with Fang Zigong. Whenever he saw
the "red skirts" [pretty women J, he avoided them. He then said to Fang:
"As for officiaIs keeping company with the "red sleeves" [pretty women J
when c1imbing mountains, only those in the past enjoyed this refined
lifestyle; nowadays an official cannot have both [his post and romance
with women]. This makes me feel that the "black gauze hat" obstructs

To be sure, the association between literati and cultivated courtesans was not a
new phenomenon in the Ming. Nor did Ming scholar-officials have more freedom to
indulge themselves in romantic liaisons with courtesans: they were in fact legally
forbidden to have sex with courtesans. The works of Wilt Idema have shown that the
faithful courtes an became a popuhir subject in early Ming drama. In his "loyalty plays,"
the early Ming prince Zhu Youdun *:fn~)( (1379-1439) celebrated courtes ans who
committed suicide in order to demonstrate their loyalty to chosen literati. 72 But it was
definitely in the late Ming that cultivated courtesans were highly extolled and the
courtesan culture reached its zenith. Many graceful terms such as guixiu OOJ!§ (boudoir

See Cao Chen, comp., Shehua lu, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, zibu, vol. 143: 614.
Idema, The Dramatic Oeuvre of Chu Yu-Tun 137-43. See also Idema and West, Chinese Theater,
Chapter VIII "Theater in the Time of Chu Yu-Tun" 347-50. But Idema also points out that not ail the plays
by Zhu Youdun described courtesans in positive terms. For example, "Fo-lo-chang" is an exception. See
Chinese Theater, Chapter VIII, 352.
71
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talents), nÜshi:9.:~ (lady scribes), or mingyuan i5~ (famous ladies) were used in the
late Ming to refer to not only gentry women writers but also courtesans. 73
Dorothy Ko pointed out that the late Ming courtesan Lin Tiansu ~*7(* (fi. 1620s)
received praise for her artistic talent from the leading scholar-official and literatus painter
Dong Qichang liJtê't (1555-1636), who referred to Lin as a guixiu (short for guifang zhi

xiu ~m~*), meaning literally "elegance from the inner quarters." Ko found Dong's
reference to Lin as "lady" (guixiu) curious, because the terro was "commonly used in the
late Ming to denote a gentry woman with artistic talent.,,74 However, in my research, l
have discovered that many late Ming writings apply the terro guixiu to both gentry
women and courtesans. Lin Tiansu was not the only courtesan to have received such an
honour.
In his "Ti Ma ji hua lan" :lil~L~~x:mM, the prominent commoner literatus Chen
Jiru ~JUfH$ (1558-1639), a friend of Dong Qichang, combined the two obviously
contradictory terros-guixiu (boudoir talent) and mingchang ij~[§ (famous courtesan)together, using the phrase "guixiu mingchang" to address the well-known, multitalented
courtesan Ma Xianglan ,~1f§M (1548-1604).75 Qian Qianyi was very impressed by the
courtesan-calligrapher Sun Yaohua t%f*_ (fi. early seventeenth century), praising her as
73 As Fong has pointed out, these terms had graced the titles ofmany anthologies ofwomen's
poetry produced in the late Ming. See Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 13l-32.1t is
noteworthy that these anthologies also included poetry by courtesans. For a detailed discussion about late
Ming and early Qing anthologies ofwomen's poetry, anthologies often with such terms as guixiu, nüshi, or
Mingyuan in their titles, see Chapter 2 of this dissertation.
74 Ko, "The Written Word" 79-80.
75 Chen Jiru, "Ti Maji hua lan," in Chen Meigongji ~r§10~,juan Il, reprinted inXuxiu Siku
quanshu *,{~[9J$~~,jibu ~:g:~, vol. 1380: 159. For a useful study ofthe life and works of Ma Xianglan,
see Eileen Grace Truscott, "Ma Shou-chen: Ming Dynasty CourtesanJArtist." For an introduction to a
number of Ma Xianglan's paintings that are extant today, see Catalogue 4-9, in Marsha Weidner, ed. Views
from Jade Terrace 72-81. For a more recent discussion of Ma Xianglan's life and painting, see Ellen
Johnston Laing, "Wives, Daughters, and Lovers," in Weidner, Views from Jade Terrace 31-39.
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"a real fiourishing talent of the woman's quarters" (~OOm;L*ift).76 In his poem "Ti
Xue Su hua lan"

~ÎW*:mllL

another late Ming literatus Xu Teng 1~tl!! (1561-99)

praised the famous courtesan Xue Su su ÎW** (ca. 1564-ca. 1637) for her out standing
talent in painting by pairing her with the famous Tang courtesan poet Xue Tao ÎW1. (ca.
770-ca. 832).77 He addressed the two as "Xue jia guixiu" ÎW~OO*, meaning "ladies
from the Xue family.,,78 In another poem under the title "Xianggui qi diao shi" ~OO--c-~
lS~

(Mouming songs for the seven ladies from the fragrant boudoirs), Xu Teng grieved for

talented women poets who had experienced misfortune, such as Su Xiaoxiao fi/JvJ\
Xue Tao, Huo Xiaoyu ~/J\3S., Cui Yingying ~• •, [Bu ti3'1 Feiyan ~Ftl, Li Yi'an *
~~ [Li Qingzhao *1f!f~~ (1081-ca. 1141)], and Zhu Shuzhen *~R~ (fi. 1095-1131).79

Of the seven poets that Xu Teng wrote about, only Li Qingzhao was a historical woman
of the gentry c1ass. 80
This tendency continued to be in vogue during the early Qing. Zou Yi ~~~
(1615-?, courtesy name Liuqi 1.m*~) inc1uded Liu Rushi in his Shiyuan ba mingjia xuan
See the entry on Sun Yaohua, in Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 759.
For a case study ofXue Susu's life and poetry, see Chapter 3. On Xue Susu and her painting,
see Tseng Yu-ho, "Hsüeh Wu and Her Orchids." For reproductions ofXue Susu's paintings and a short
introduction, see Catalogue "Xue Susu," in Weidner, Viewsfrom Jade Terrace 82-88. For an annotated
edition ofXue Tao's poetry, see Zhang Pengzhou ,*~:IB-, ed., Xue Tao shijian i'W.iFf~. On Xue Tao
and her poetry, see also Idema and Grant, The Red Brush 182-89.
78 Xu Teng, Mantingji ~I: T Mf 14.26a (SKQS-dianziban).
79 Xu Teng, Mantingji 14.34a-35b. For discussions ofthe lives of Li Qingzhao and Zhu Shuzhen
and English translations oftheir writings, see Idema and Grant, The Red Brush 204-56.
80 Su Xiaoxiao and Xue Tao were famous courtesans; Huo Xiaoyu, Cui Yingying, and Bu Feiyan
were fictional characters. Huo was a courtesan while Feiyan was the concubine of a low military officer.
Cui Yingying was the heroine of the chuanqi story Yingying zhuan 1t1t{Ji by the Tang poet Yuan Zhen ft
fii (779-831). The story was believed to be a veiled reference to Yuan's own experience. Yingying was
presented as a woman from a noble family, but according to the study of Chen Yinke, she was a courtesan.
See Chen Yinke, "Du Yingying zhuan" ~J11t~1$ in Chen Yinke, Yuan Bai shijianzheng gao ftBil~~~
~lî 106-16. For the stories ofHuo Xiaoyu, Cui Yingying, and Bu Feiyan, see Wang Pijiang, comp.,
Tangren xiaoshuo 77-82,135-40, and 292-95, respectively. The authenticity of Zhu Shuzhen as a historical
figure has been questioned in recent studies. See Idema, "Male Fantasies and Female Realities."
76
77
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u~~j\i5%~

(Selected works of eight famous women poets), praising her to be "the

best of the famed poets from the women's quarters" (Ja;lMOO~ij%).81 In "Diao
Dong Shaojun [Dong Bai] shi xu"

ifjIys [IS] g~ff (Lament for Dong Shaojun, the

courtesan-tumed-concubine), Wu Qi ~*fIT (1619-94), a leading scholar of the early Qing,
states that "a lovely courtesan would become a perfect wife ifbrought home to the inner
quarters" (r:[ À3ÎÈ:~{.gr&~11f~~m{~Mff). 82 In fact, many famous courtesan-poets/artists
eventually married into gentry families, becoming wives and concubines of prominent
scholars, a cultural phenomenon unique only to the late Ming (extending to the early
Qing) in Chine se history.83 The courtesan-painter Gu Mei, concubine of Gong Dingzi,
even received the title of Lady (furen xÀ) from the early Qing court. 84

Zou Yi, "Liu Rushi shi xiaoyin" fYP~Dft'::fFf/J\511b. Zou Yi's "Liu Rushi shi" is reprinted in
several series. 1 have used the edition of Zhang Nanjie 5:R1W~, comp., Yicongjiaji fkitEf3~ (preface
dated 1907).
82 Cited by Yu Huai in the postscript to his Banqiao zaji. See Yu Huai, Banqiao zaji 916. In the
quoted sentence, "Qianguo" m~ refers to courtesans. The allusion is taken from a Tang dynasty chuanqi
story, Li Wa zhuan *frlfi by Bai Xingjian af'S'fW. In the story, the courtesan Li Wa *frl was known for
her self-cultivation as a woman (fr1iEm~{~) and eventually recognized by the emperor C::R-=r) who entitled
her Lady Qianguo 1ff~xÀ. The story of Li Wa is reproduced in Wang Pijiang, Tangren xiaoshuo 100-07.
83 Prominent examples inc1ude Yang Wan
(l602-45?) who married Mao Yuanyi 3lf7Gf~
(1594-1641), Liu Rushi who married Qian Qianyi, Gu Mei who married Gong Dingzi, Wang Wei who
married Xu Yuqing §t:W~P (1586-1662), Dong Bai)fa who married Mao Xiang '§'~ (1611-93), and Li
Xiang who married Hou Fangyu. See Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü for specifie entries. An earlier case was Xue
Susu, who married the well-known scholar Shen Defu 1Xî~:f:-g: (1578-1642) as a concubine, but this
marriage did not last very long. See the entry on "Ti Xue Susu huace" ~iW:*:*.fffi, in Zhu Yizun *~
~ (1629-1709), Pushutingji Ili~ ~ ~ 54.l4a-15a (SKQS-dianziban). A later example was Chen Susu ~-*
:*:*, a Yangzhou courtesan who became the concubine ofJiang Shijie ~.fI'j (1637-1709), known by the
name Jiang Xuezai ~"!:ft or Jiang Zhongzi ~{rp-=r in the Kangxi era. For a discussion about the love
story of Chen Susu and Jiang Xuezai and the early Qing literati's responses to their romance, see Chapter 4.
84 See Wanyan Yun Zhu and Wanyan Miaolianbao 5Gruîfrj>~f*, eds., Guochao guixiu zhengshi
xuji ~lj!)j~~lEfrÉî*,~ (1836), "Fulu" J)ft~ 20a-b. Gu Mei was addressed as "Hengbo furen" fJûÉlxÀ
in many early Qing writings by prominent literati of the early Qing, such as Wu Qi, Mao Qiling "ÊJ~~
(1623-1716), Xu Qiu 11RlIlJL (1636-1708), and Li E J;!!i;'S1 (1692-1752). See, for example, Li E's song lyric,
entitled "To the tuneXiao tao hong: Hengbo furen hua lan shan jing shen suo fu" /J\fjE~J: fJ1Élx}-,JiM
~1!&gr~M, in Fanxie shanfangji, Xuji ~fMÙlm~, *'~ 1O.11a-b (SKQS-dianziban). Liu Rushi was
addressed by literati men and women as "He dong furen" jil]J[:!XÀ. See, for example, Gong Dingzi's poem
81
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Besides guixiu, nüshi, mingyuan, andfuren, a few other graceful terms that were
commonly used to address respectable men, such asjun 13 and qing g~D, seem ev en more
unlikely when used to address courtesans. For example,jun, a polite term of address or a
title was often used for talented courtesans in the late Ming. 85 Comparably,jiaoshu f~~,
meaning collator, was a well-established term that had been used only for cultivated
courtesans since the Tang. 86 However, during the late Ming, it was used to address
talented gentry women poets as weil. Wang Ruqian addressed in his writings the gentry
woman poet Wu Shan ~Ù-J (fi. seventeenth century; courtesy name Yanzi Br), as
"Yanzi, Collator Wu" (Yanzi Wu Jiaoshu Br~~:;n.87
Why did Ming literati begin to mix women from the two categories liang .ft or
the respectable (gentry women) andjian

g, or the lowly (courtesans), and to idealize

courtesans? How could they tum the earlier literary romance in fiction and drama into a
late Ming reality? What caused the change of attitudes towards this group ofwomen?
How did the valorization of courtesans intersect with other cultural and social
circumstances? Did the fashions and values of non-official urban elites of Jiangnan who
valorized courtesans shape a new definition of the elite courtesan in the late Ming? How
did courtesans take new opportunities given by the social and literary trends of late Ming
times to negotiate a space in which to define and renew their place both in literati culture
entitled "Wan Hedong furen" ~V'IT*XA, in Gu Huizhi B-~Z, comp., Liu Rushi shi weiji ;fJiPtlO:fËjf,fx
~270.
85 See, for example, Ma Xiangjun ,~~H:;g (Ma Xianglan), Xue Sujun f{~;;g (Xue Susu),
Changyangjun *m;;g (Wang Manrong J:~~), Li Xiangjun (Li Xiang), Dong Shaojun ]iy1S (Dong
Bai), and Hedong jun ~j'iJjR;;g (Liu Rushi).
86 The terrnjiaoshu was originally the name of a civil official post. It was said that the Tang
military officer Wei Gao:&t~ (745-805) wanted to apply for this title for the courtesan Xue Tao because of
her poetic talent, but he was dissuaded from doing so. See Ji Yougong '1ltf'rrj], Tang shijishi mjf,f'1lê$, 79:
4b-5a (SKQS-dianziban).
87 Wang Ruqian, "Xihujiyou" ["j1ljIJgL71#, inXihu yunshi g§m3m$ 115.
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and society? What caused the de cline oflate Ming courtesan culture? These are the
basic questions with which I am concerned.

In pursuing these issues, I will draw upon the theories of power developed by the
French thinker Michel Foucault to investigate the survival strategies ofliterati men and
courtesans in late Ming Jiangnan and their perceptions of self and society. The late Ming
courtesans' shifting identities reflected the shifting identities of a particular group of men,
male literati who were "ambitious and aloof,,,88 but preferred to remain out of office,
fashioning themselves as "useless" nonconformists. It is my contention that the
valorization of talented courtesans and literary and literate women in general has to be
understood as part of the larger celebration of the power ofwen Y:. (literature, civility,
culture) in the context of late Ming male poetry societies, which had been "organized as
diversion from, or an alternative to, officiallife.,,89 To study late Ming courtesans by
locating them in male poetry societies is to complicate sorne of the presuppositions and
conclusions of current scholarship on late Ming courtesan culture.
As suggested in Michel Foucault' s theory of power, power does not consist of a
binary opposition between rulers and ruled. On the contrary, it is "exercised from
innumerable points, in the interplay of nonegalitarian and mobile relations.,,9o In order to
exist, the centre requires the margins. Power is necessarily accompanied by resistance.
As Marie Florine Bruneau, the historian of seventeenth-century France, has summarized,
there is always the possibility that the relations of power will be overthrown: "For, if
power needs opposition in order to operate, and if it spreads to the social body through

Peterson, Bitter Gourd 130.
See Atwell, "From Education to Politics: The Fu She" 335.
90 Trans. by Robert Hurley. See The History of Sexuality, Volume 1: An Introduction 94.
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these points of opposition, it is also true that it is by these very oppositions that power is
upset and maintained in a state of constant disorder.,,91
Foucault' s theories of power and resistance help us to conceptualize the unofficial
power that both nonconformist literati and courtesans enjoyed in the floating world of
late Ming Jiangnan. In his study of the role Buddhist institutions played in the formation
of gentry society in the late Ming, Brook suggests that monastic patronage served as an
opportunity for gentry to associate with each other in a public context and to publicize
their common identity as the privileged elite of gentry society.92 Craig Clunas's studies
on material culture in the late Ming show that the literati's hobbies such as antiquecollecting, book-printing, and other lavish consumption of various forms of art were not
just personal hobbies; on the contrary, they were collective forces to express their social
distinctions "through things.,,93
Drawing insights also from these studies, l attempt to demonstrate that when
government service was not desirable or approachable, poetry societies served as an even
more accessible "opportunity" than "monastic patronage" for Confucian educated men to
associate with each other to publicize their common identity as the traditionally
privileged elite in society. The valorization of courtesan culture or women's culture in
general can be viewed as cultural consumption by which the literati could "express their
social distinctions" while women's participation injected new life into the literati psyche,
which enmeshed men in sexuality, desire, and self-invention. The late Ming shishe
gathered marginal and unofficial power together, establishing a large collective force that

Bruneau, "Learned and Literary W omen" 157.
See Brook, Prayingfor Power. But 1 do not completely agree with his use of the term "gentry"
in the late Ming context.
93 Clunas, Superjluous Things 160.
91
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changed power relations and power structures in society in late Ming Jiangnan and
created margins necessary for the center to exist. However, during the last years of the
Ming and the Ming-Qing transition when the dynasty was in decline, the educated men at
large became concerned about the political situation of their time. This was the context
of the rise of the political-literary society-the Fu she and its branch Ji she at the very
end of the Ming. Sorne of the members of these societies such as Chen Zilong and Qian
Qianyi became officiaIs and Ming Ioyalists during the troubled times ofthe Ming-Qing
transition, but the defining aspects of the persona of the late Ming nonconformist literatus,
such as pleasure-seeking and freedom-seeking, were maintained.
In sum, this dissertation explores how male literati and courtesans responded to
the social and literary milieu of prosperous Jiangnan in the late Ming (extending to the
early Qing) and thereby sheds light on aspects of the intersection of self and society in
this floating world. 1 attempt to identifY a particular group of men who dedicated
themselves to the promotion of courtesan culture. These men, dwellers of late Ming
Jiangnan cities, such as Nanjing, Suzhou, and Hangzhou, fashioned themselves as retired
literati, devoting themselves to art, recreation, and self-invention, instead of government
office. 1 suggest that this courtesan culture should be read as essentially a
"counterculture" for the following reasons: First, it was deeply-rooted in male poetry
societies, a cultural space that was formed in opposition to government office; second, in
valuing romantic relationship and friendship, the promoters of this culture deliberately
deemphasized the most primary human relations as defined in the Confucian tradition,
such as the ruler-subject relation;94 third, in particular, this culture conditioned, motivated,

94

The famous Suzhou literatus Zhao Yiguang i!'ÊÎ,@::7\:; (1559-1625) retreated only with his wife
to Cold Mountain ~rJJ, where they wrote poetry and entertained friends. As a literatus, Zhao

(::A:~{~~)
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and promoted serious relationships, such as marriage between literati and courtesans,
which fundamentally undermined orthodox values by breaking down the traditional class
distinctions. For this reason, Yu Huai, author of the Banqiao zaji, was severely criticized
by Qing Siku editors-the classical evidential scholars of the High Qing-to be the
"offender of Confucian principles" oo.ftZ$A. 95
The main body of the dissertation is structured in four chapters: Chapter 1
provides an overview of the socio-cultural context in which late Ming courtesans
flourished. 1 emphasize office-holding as losing its appeal for late Ming nonconformists
who sought other means of self-realization and show that many COUrtesans were
intimately connected to poetry societies formed by these unconventionalliterati. This
late Ming attitude towards office-holding can be traced back to a lifestyle exemplified by
those in Yang Weizhen's *~*l,f~ (1296-1370) Hangzhou poetry societies in the late
Yuan. By situating courtesans in male poetry societies, 1 then explore how the promotion
of courtesan culture in the late Ming was used by nonconformist literati as opportunities
or strategies to satisfy the male desire for self-fashioning and how courtesans took this
opportunity to negotiate a space in which to define and renew their place both in literati
culture and society. In particular, 1 will pick up where Dorothy Ko has left offwith the
social networks in Wang Ruqian's literary circles in Hangzhou as case study.
Chapter 2 attempts to reveal the importance of poetic production of late Ming
courtesans in literati culture as demonstrated by their visible inclusion in the late Ming
disregarded the most important human relations, such as the one between ruler and subject and turned the
bland Confucian husband-wife relation into a romantic companionship. For a discussion of the five human
relations (father-son, ruler-subject, husband-wife, brother-brother, and friend-friend) in the late Ming
society, see de Bary, "Individualism" 197-99.
95 The terms "feng" and "y a" taken from Shijing lFf*~ (Book of odes), meaning literarily
"cultivated elegance." Here, they refer to orthodox values. For the comments ofthe Siku [9J!l! editors on
Banqiao zaji, see Yu Huai, Banqiao zaji 917.
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and early Qing anthologies ofwomen's writings. It examines how literati of the late
Ming (extending to the early Qing) promoted courtesan culture through the means of
anthologizing poetic writings by late Ming courtesans. It also investigates how late Ming
literati used prefaces as sites for the first time to legitimize and promote courtesan poetry
as a legitimate part of literati culture. It became commonplace for late Ming prefacewriters to compare their efforts in preserving poetry by courtesans to Confucius'
compilation of the Shijing W~~ (Book of odes), a collection that, as many literati had
argued, also contained "debauched odes" or "licentious songs" (yin shi 1@~~).
Chapter 3 consists of three case studies of individual courtesans to illustrate how
courtesans exercised personal agency, enacted through the writing of poetry to shed light
on one aspect of the intersection of self and society in the late Ming from the courtesan' s
point ofview. 1 have selected Xue Susu, the courtesan as entertainer; Wang Wei, the
courtesan as nonconformist; and Yang Wan

mn (ca. 1602-ca. 1645?), the courtesan as

concubine/wife. Each represents one particular type of courtesan from or active in one of
the three best-known urban centers oflate Ming Jiangnan discussed in Chapter 1 (that is,
Suzhou, Hangzhou, and Nanjing). Together, the first three chapters illustrate the strong
identification between nonconformist literati and the courtesans they extolled at both
collective and individuallevels.
In Chapter 4, by focusing on the context and texts of the poetry collection of the
courtesan Chen Susu ~*** (fI. second half of the seventeenth century) and on writings
about her, 1 illustrate the efforts by both male and female literati in the early Qing to
reproduce the cultural glory of late Ming courtesans. This demonstrates the sense of
cultural continuity provided by the representation of late Ming courtesans and sought by
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the literati class after the Ming-Qing transition. However, despite their cooperative
efforts, courtesans became inevitably marginalized in male literary circles as talented and
"romantic" ifengliu oo.1JrE) women of the gentry flourished and replaced courtesans.
Certainly, changes in male literati culture, such as the promotion of gentry women's
direct participation in literati circles and the prevalence of companionate marriages, also
contributed significantly to the decline.
My arguments are founded on a rich set of primary sources. 1 concentrate on
accounts of courtesans by contemporary Ming literati as well as the courtesans' own
writings-in both individualliterary collections and anthologies. 1 do not focus on the
nostalgic literary discourse of male writers in later periods. By so doing, 1 attempt to
emphasize elements of courtesan culture in the Ming and also to properly evaluate the
roI es that both nonconforrnist literati and courtesans played in the process of the
valorization or "romanticization" of this courtesan culture.
The Qing dynasty is notorious for its literary inquisition. It is well-known that
many literary collections by Ming loyalists or by those officiaIs who surrendered to the
new regime but had anti-Manchu sentiments became special targets of censorship during
the Qianlong reign. The most prominent case was that of Qian Qianyi. Qian was
severely condemned and his works were ordered to be bumed. The Liechao shiji 37U!j!)j~~
~

compiled by Qian, which includes a section on women poets, a section that is believed

to be compiled by Liu Rushi, was among the victims. AIso, writings that contained
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"heterodox opinion on the Confucian canon" 96 or concemed such political parties as the
Donglin party

]!f!>tt_97 and Fu she were also targeted.

However, in many other cases, individualliterary collections became targeted
simply because they did not address serious moral concems. Fang Chengpei's jJt)$G:l:if
writing was presented for buming merely because he once wrote drama which came to be
considered inappropriate in the High Qing period. 98 Although the reasons for prohibition
ofworks by individual writers were more varied and complicated, it is not surprising to
see the names of many famous unconventionalliterati of the late Ming who actively
promoted courtesan culture and women's culture in general, men such as Xu Wei 1~~~
(1521-93), Tu Long ~~i (1542-1605), Wang Zhideng :=EW:ît (1535-1612), Mei
Dingzuo, Zhong Xing iI'r~ (1574-1625), Tan Yuanchun, Chen Jiru, Fan Yunlin -mft~
(1558-1641), and Mao Yuanyi ~7C{~ (1595-1641), on the list ofpeople whose works
were considered worthy of destruction. 99
My choice of sources was also dictated by feasibility as the accessibility of
writings about and by late Ming courtesans has greatly improved during recent years.
Numerous individual collections by contemporary male literati, many banned during the
literary inquisition of the Qianlong reign, as weIl as anthologies ofwomen's writing
including poetry by courtesans, have been reprinted in the Siku series. IDD These sources
have enabled me not only to examine how late Ming courtesans were perceived by

Goodrich, The Literary Inquisition of Ch 'ien-Lung 49.
For a study of the Donglin party, see Dardess, Blood and History in China.
98 Goodrich, The Literary Inquisition of Ch 'ien-Lung 53,60 (note 124).
99 Goodrich, The Literary Inquisition of Ch 'ien-Lung 50-53. Many of their works are now
reprinted particularly in Sikujinhui shu congkan [9J!lUj~i3l!i~iHU,jibu ~$ or zibu -r-ffB.
\00 Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, Sikujinhui shu congkan, Siku weishou shujikan 1Z.9~*~)z:~ft
fU, andXuxiu Siku quanshu. See also Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 130.
96

97
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contemporaries in contrast to men of later ages, but also to investigate courtesans' own
self-perceptions and how the poetry of courtesans was woven into the intricate fabric of
literati culture of the late Ming.
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Chapter One
Male Poetry Societies and the Rise of Late Ming Courtes ans

The "men of the mountains" group appeared in the Jia[jing] and
Long[ qing] reigns,
In the end, their fashions reached the "red skirts" [women].
Huang [Yuanjie] 'fimfr'- accompanied the courtesan Liu [Rushi] while
Wu [Shan] accompanied Gu [Mei]_l
As ifthey had been [Wang] Baigu 3:.B~ and [Chen] Meigong ~*J§0.2
[Author's note}:
Huang Yuanjie often accompanied Hedongjun [Liu Rushi] in [Liu's] Jiangyun lou while
Wu Yanzi [Wu Shan] often traveled with Lady Hengbo [Gu Mei]. [Both Huang and Wu]
were the so-called women of the mountains. Compared to "men ofthe mountains," the se
women were even more stylishly romantic and worth being recorded.

n.1] ~~fr1%1±*îf:E-1'I{*1rrr*t'î, 1ffi!::!5-=f1%&'iHi1&:x}j1H, pJTll~ft~A -tt!,. !fi'X:~~A
jL~irPJ1$.
-By a Qing poet. As quoted in Xie Xingyao lIHQ·~ (1906- ), "Tan Mingji shanren" ~
f'JJ-l*~A.3

1 Huang Yuanjie, courtesy name Jieling.l§"% and Wu Shan, courtesy name Yanzi, were wellknown gentry women poets of the Ming-Qing transition period, who mingled with not only male literati but
also courtesans. "Hedongjun" was the style name of Liu Rushi while "Lady Hengbo" refers to Gu Mei,
concubine of Gong Dingzi. As mentioned in the Introduction, Gu received the title of Lady lfuren) from the
early Qing govemment. See the biographical entry on Gu Mei in Wanyan Yun Zhu and Wanyan
Miaolianbao, eds., Guochao guixiu zhengshi xuji, "Fulu" 20a-b.
2 Baigu was the courtesy name of Wang Zhideng and Meigong was that of Chen Jiru. They were
both the most famous shanren literati ofthe late Ming, who achieved great reputation outside office as
nonconformÎst literati.
3 Xie Xingyao, "Tan Mingji shanren" ~BjJ*~A (On the "men of the mountains" ofthe Jate
Ming), Gujin iî4" 15 (1943), reproduced in Xie Xingyao, Kanyin zhai suibi mlli'hWmHl238-42,
quotation on 241.
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Although its main focus is gentry women's "romantic" unrestrainedness, the above poem
offers valuable insights into the relationships among the rise of late Ming courtesan
culture, that ofwomen's culture in general, and the development of contemporary literati
culture, a culture that Charlotte Furth astutely terms an "artistic and hedonistic
counterculture.,,4 The poem states that the "men of the mountains" (shanren

WA) as a

social category emerged in the Jiajing and Longqing reign-periods. As this type of
unconventionalliteratus continued to flourish throughout the long Wanli era and even
into the Ming-Qing transition, their fashions and values extended to women. This means
that women's "romantic" unrestrainedness was originated from and identified with the
unconventionallifestyle of the "man of the mountains" of the Ming. Huang Yuanjie and
Wu Shan, two notable gentry women poets of the Ming-Qing transition period, were
viewed as romantic "women of the mountains" (nü shanren

ftwA). They frequently

mingled with courtesans, just like male literati, such as Wang Zhideng (courtesy name
Baigu S~)5 and Chen Jiru (courtesy name Meigong J§1}).6 It is well-known that these
"men of the mountains" fashioned themselves as nonconformist literati, the ''fengliu

wenren," devoting themselves to art, recreation, and self-invention, interests independent
of official concems. Although they were unsuccessful in officialdom, they enjoyed great
fame, or sometimes "notoriety," outside office. They were at the core ofunconventional

Furth, "The Patriarch's Legacy" 202-06.
For Wang Zhideng's biography in Mingshi 288.6a. See also Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji
xiaozhuan 481-82. For his English biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography
1361-63. For a reproduction of a calligraphie work by him and a short introduction, see Tseng Yu-ho Ecke,
Poetry on the Wind 56-57.
6 For Chen Jiru's biography, see Mingshi 298.l0a-Ila; for his English biography, see Hummel ed.,
Eminent Chinese of the Ch 'ing Period 83-84. For reproductions of a calligraphie work and a painting by
him and a short introduction, see Tseng Yu-ho Ecke, Poetry on the Wind 64-67.
4

5
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poets (inc1uding courtesans), whose poetry societies were c1ustered in the southem capital
Nanjing and other Jiangnan cities such as Suzhou and Hangzhou.
Scholars have aptly argued that the sudden and sharp rise ofwomen's literary
culture and appearance of more equalized literary gender relations were related to a late
Ming literati lifestyle that emphasized refined taste, romantic male-female
companionship, and other unconventional fashions and values. 7 However, they have
attributed this nonconformist lifestyle largely to urban developments such as
commercialization and printing8 and/or to the strong influence of the Taizhou sect, the
radical wing of the Wang Yangming .=E~EYj (1472-1529) school ofNeo-Confucianism. 9
There is no doubt that each of these factors contributed an important part to the formation
oflate Ming counterculture. But publishing booms and commercialization were not
entirely new phenomena of the Ming and they were already underway as early as the
Song dynasty,1O while the multitalented and unrestrained political outsiders of the Ming,
who c1ustered in the major urban centers ofprosperous Jiangnan and promoted women's
active participation in literati culture, could find their precedents in Yang Weizhen' s
Hangzhou poetry societies in the late Yuan, a time long before the rise of the Wang
Yangming school. As we will see below, the period during which talented courtesans
were greatly appreciated and romanticized coincides with the late Ming-extending from
Jiajing reign-period and throughout the Ming-Qing transition, a period when the shanren
literati became widely influential and their poetry societies were flourishing. It is my
Ko, Teachers afthe Inner Chambers, Chapter 1; Robertson, "Voicing the Feminine" 100.
See Ropp, "Seeds of Change;" Furth, "The Patriarch's Legacy;" and Ko, Teachers afthe lnner
Chambers, Chapter 1.
9 Ko, Teachers afthe Inner Chambers, Chapter l, 79. For a study ofthought of Wang Yangming
and his followers, see de Bary, "Individualism."
10 See Gates, China 's Matar. See aIso Chemiack, "Book Culture and TextuaI Transmission in
Sung China."
7

S
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contention that the valorization of courtesans and literary and literate women in general
has to be understood as part of the larger celebration of the power of wen (literature,
civility, culture) in the context oflate Ming male poetry societies, a cultural space that
was formed in opposition to govemment office.
To illustrate this close but almost entirely overlooked relationship between male
poetry societies and the sudden and sharp rise of literate and literary courtesans, in this
chapter, l first provide a brief summary of the late Ming socio-political conditions and
literati's idealization ofwithdrawal from govemment office. 1 trace this late Ming
attitude towards office and reclusion back to a lifestyle exemplified by those in the Yuan
scholar Yang Weizhen's Hangzhou literary societies to show eccentric literati of the
Ming, who rejected public service in favour of an independent, refined, and hedonistic
life, could draw upon influential forerunners from former generations. 1 then situate
courtesans in male poetry societies to explore how the promotion of courtesan culture in
the late Ming was used by nonconformist literati as opportunities or strategies to satisfy
the male desire for self-fashioning and how courtes ans took this opportunity to negotiate
a space in which to define and renew their place both in literati culture and society. In
particular, 1 will pick up where Dorothy Ko has left offwith the social networks in Wang
Ruqian's literary societies in Hangzhou as case study. By doing so, 1 demonstrate that in
times such as the late Ming when govemment service was not desirable or even possible,
male poetry societies provided an attractive compromise, a romantic and refined middle
ground between govemment office and complete rec1usion in which "men of culture"
could make known their identification with the traditionally privileged social elite. At the
same time, the participation of talented courtesans injected new life into the literati
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psyche, drawing these men further into sexuality, desire, and self-invention. 1 conclude
that the late Ming "artistic and hedonistic counterculture," ofwhich courtesan culture was
an important part, was deeply rooted in male-dominated poetry societies, a cultural space
open for negotiation, accommodation, and resistance for both men and women.

The Late Ming Idealization ofWithdrawal 11
The late Ming, what has been labelled by Furth and Ko as a "floating world,,,12 was a
singular period in Chinese history in which radical political, economic, social, and
intellectual changes occurred. Emperors' neglect of the govemment affairs combined
with eunuchs' nefarious activities resulted in govemment corruption. 13 Political
insecurity tumed the commitment of the educated elite men to their local society and thus
enhanced the local authority.14 With the rapid growth of commerce, more and more rural
people (both rich landlords and poor tenants) swarmed into the great cities. The
preexisting rurallandlord-tenant relationship broke down, but the urban economy and
culture flourished. 15 Education and printing ensured greater literacy among people from
lower socio-economic status. However, the increased number ofliterate men intensified
examination competition. 16 The widespread questioning ofNeo-Confucian orthodoxy,

II 1 draw on Peterson' s concept of withdrawal. He defines three common characteristics of a
literatus who has withdrawn from govemment office: such a man "has not taken any examinations (and
such cases were rare among the highly educated in most periods); he has, or has sought, a degree but never
served in office; or he accepted appointment, but not for a significant portion ofhis adult career." See
Peterson, Bitter Gourd 3.
12 Furth, "The Patriarch's Legacy" 203; Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers, Chapter l.
13 See Ray Huang, 1587, A Year of No Significance, Chapter l "The Wan-li Emperor." ln this
chapter, Ray Huang provided a sympathetic portrait of the Wanli emperor, but he did not minimize the
problem the emperor caused to the Ming dynasty.
14 See Brook, Prayingfor Power; Brokaw, The Ledgers of Merit and Demerit.
15 Brook, The Confusions ofPleasure.
16 For a general study of the history of Chinese civil examinations, see Elman, A Cultural History.
Naquin and Rawski examined the expansion of educational system and popular literary in the eighteenth
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such as in the teachings of the Wang Yangming school, caused ideological confusion, but
aroused a literati self-consciousness which was less state-centered and less orthodoxycentered. 17 As Brook has observed, the late Ming was a time in which "state and society
had been decisively separated."18
For many high-minded men in the Ming, participating in the civil examinations
and serving in office were no longer their favourite choices; instead, withdrawal from
govemment office became a prevalent phenomenon in the literati world. For the state,
literati withdrawal was a serious disturbing problem; for individuals, it opened up many
other possibilities for both men and women to play an important role in society and
culture. During the early Ming, refusaI to serve was significant enough that Zhu
Yuanzhang, the founder of the Ming dynasty, issued a special edict regarding the
punishment for those who did not serve in office (/f:m;g

mLiü).19 It was not unusual

that there were always sorne people who did not want to serve the new regime during a
dynastic transition. However, the problem ofwithdrawal continued from the disordered
early Ming to the relatively peaceful time of the mid-Ming. By the mid-Ming, more and
more people were willing to get involved with friends and community, instead of serving
in office. To withdraw from office in a peaceful time like the mid-Ming should be
considered as a signal of a "new" orientation in intellectual endeavour. Among these
people being fond ofwithdrawal many were high officiaIs or sons ofrich families. Wang
Wei.:::Ell (courtesy name Qinpei ~fJl!Jt,jinshi 1505) was regarded by his contemporaries

century China. But as they have pointed out, this had already begun in the late Ming. See Naquin and
Rawski, Chinese Society in the Eighteenth Century, Chapter 3, 55-64.
17 de Bary, "Individualism."
18 Brook, Prayingfor Power 330.
19 "Yinyi zhuan" ~~1$, in Mingshi 298.1 b.
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as one ofthree outstanding talents from Nanjing (Jinling sanjie jÎZ:~~-={~)?O He was a

jinshi degree holder and official as weIl. However, he was reluctant to teach his son to
follow in his footsteps. He openIy claimed, "In bearing a son, what shouId be vaIued the
most is his inherent quality; he does not have to serve in the office" (±')lJt1*/fJ::H±'ê).
His son Pangyuan ~7C [or Fengyuan :ii7C] was very skilled in poetry but never took any
of the civil examinations. 21
Other officiaIs or potential officiaIs abandoned the civil career path in favour of
the pleasures ofbeautiful mountains and waters. The famous scholar Huang Xingceng
~1W

Ji

(1490?-1540, style name "Man of the Five Mountains" limwÀ) was about to set

out for the spring examination. But when his friend Tian Rucheng

E8&fflG (1500-63+)

came over, informing him of the beautiful scenery ofXihu ~~, the West Lake of
Hangzhou, he immediately changed his mind, and followed Tian to Hangzhou. 22 Zhu
Shitai fft51lf,J* quit his official post when he recalled the spectacular lakes and mountains
of Hangzhou. He and sorne like-minded people formed eight poetry societies in

20 See Mingshi 286.23b. The other two people were Gu Lin !ilJfF~ (courtesy name 'lJ3S.) and Chen
Yi ~JR1JT (courtesy name Lunan ~,Wî). Noteworthy is that Chen Yi was the husband of the famous woman
poet, Ma Xianqing ,~Mg~P, one of the few mid-Ming women whose poetry collections are extant (Hu
Wenkai, Lidaifunü 154). Her poetry collection entitled Zhijuji lEJ5:it contains fourteen poems. Tt is
included at the end of the "Houji":{gt~ in Yu Xian irJ~ (1508-72), comp., Sheng Ming baijia shi ~~B
*~. Yu Xian was one ofthe most important pioneers in anthologizing women's poetry in the late Ming.
The entire Sheng Ming baijia shi is reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu ;i;Rff~, vols. 304-08. The
Zhijuji is in vol. 308: 800-01. Chen Yi also exchanged poems with the famous courtes an Zhu Dou'er :1;f;::r,
)t.. He was her mentor who taught her painting (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 94).
21 Gu Lin, "Nanyuan Wang xiansheng zhuan" Wî[MJJ:.)fG~1$., in Huang Zongxi, comp., Ming
wenhai ~:)(m 393.4b-6b; quotation on 6a (SKQS-dianziban).
22 See Tian Rucheng ffi1tz:ftIG (1500-63+), Xihu youlan zhi_Xihu youlan zhi yu g§1~Jî3l!î.;isU~§m.I
jJJf~;t,~ 20.25b-26a (SKQS-dianziban). For Huang Xingceng's English biography, see Goodrich and
Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 661-65.
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Hangzhou, the "Xihu bashe" ïZ3$JJ;\ffri (Eight Societies ofXihu)?3 The famous shanren
literatus Wang Yin IJi"r (courtesy name Zhongfang 1r:flm; style name "Man of the Ten
Mountains" +-ffiW},j came from Xin'an (in Anhui) to join Zhu, taking charge of one of
the eight societies, the "Dongxiao shishe" 11UJ.~=lfffri.24 The Eight Societies ofXihu were
the early societies formed mainly by retired officiaIs, in which "men of the mountains"
aiso played an important part. 25 She Xiang ~rn (courtesy name Zonghan *11),
member of the famous poetry society of Nanjing in the Ming, the "Qingxi she" w1~fft±
(the Green creek society), quit his post in order to travel mountains and rivers for the rest
ofhis life.
This mid-Ming withdrawal from office was observed by Liao Ji

~§ê,

the

Minister of Personnel in the third year of the Jiajing era (1524). In his memorial to the
Jiajing emperor, Liao Ji complained:
During the reigns of earlier Ming emperors, those qualified to hold office
were not as numerous as they are today, and their customs were simple
and pure. They were devoted to their proper vocation, not frauduiently
clever or pursuing empty fame. The state couid rely on them, and so
political affairs were properly handled and the people were at peace. As
of the Zhengde era [lEt~ (1506-22)], however, many gentry sought empty
reputations. Few have actually been meritorious officiaIs. They affect a

23 For the participants of the Eight Societies ofXihu and their society poetry collection, see Zhu
Shitai, et al, Xihu bashe shitie: Chun sheshi yi juan, Qiu sheshi yi juan jffi~îII/\fftijFf*~-;ffi~fftill'lf-;ffifjc
fftill'lf-;ffi, reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 315: 596-622.
24 For Wang Yin's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 510-02.
25 Of the eight society members, five were retired officiaIs while three were commoners. See Xihu
bashe shitie 598-99.
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calm distain and yet scramble for shortcuts. Whether it is because they
judge office to be inconsequential, or will not work hard at their vocation,
or feel that established authority gives them no elbow room, they aIl make
excuses about having to retum to private life on grounds of ill health.
Even more of those who have taken up office foolishly ask to abandon
their postS. 26
The new attitudes towards govemment service Liao Ji condemned came into great
vogue during the late Ming. In devaluing office-holding, men often romanticized and
idealized the life of a literatus living in retirement. The case of Yuan Hongdao
exemplifies this trend. Yuan obtained his jinshi degree in 1592 and was appointed the
magistrate of Wuxi an in 1595, but resigned from this post in 1597. In a letter to his
friend Qiu Tan ii:l:B (courtesy name Changru ~~), Yuan Hongdao describes his
extreme dis satisfaction about his duty:
The ugliness ofbeing a magistrate is beyond description. In general, when
1 encounter a superior, l am a slave; when entertaining visitors, a prostitute;
when managing the govemment treasury, 1 am merely a granary keeper;
while goveming the people, 1 am only an old maid.,,27
Contrary to his complaints about his job as the magistrate ofWuxian, Yuan
Hongdao passionately extolled the secular and hedonistic life of ordinary people in the
city Suzhou. In a letter to his uncles Lanze and Yunze (lIî~~~!l~hrS), he writes,

26 Yu Jideng 7R~~ (jinshi 1577), Diangujiwen $ttI:~i300 300. Quoted and translated by Brook,
in Brook, Praying for Power 313.
27 Translation by Chih-p'ing Chou, in Yuan Hung-tao and the Kung-an School94.
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Jinchang (Wuxian, i.e., Suzhou) is flourishing alone by itself and the
magistrate is miserable by himself. Why? The painted boats and music of
drums; singing boys and dancing girls, are all affairs of men of character,
not the magistrate's. Rare flowers and strange plants; lofty mountains and
deserted hills, are aU views of the recluse, not the magistrate's. Wine
circles and poetry societies; vermillion gates and purple roads; brushing
dust off clothes on the peak of Moli Mountain or washing feet in the river
beside Tiger Hill, are all happy things oftravelers, not the magistrate's.
Those the magistrate confronts are only grain suppliers dressed in rags,
tricky commoners who make clever talk like reeds in wind-instruments,
and prisoners who are covered by lice all over their bodies. If that is the
case, what does Suzhou matter in the life of the magistrate and the
magistrate to do with Suzhou? Gathering in a village, a cup of wine will
be sufficient to make me happy. My body is neither wood nor rock. How
can 1 bend my waist and bow my head all day, leaving what 1 like and
going for what 1 hate? AlI of my words are genuine and none of them
beats about the bush. If you still do not believe me, please wait and see if
there will be any trace of the Magistrate Yuan in the court of Wuxi an next
.

spnng.

28

28 Chinese text in Yuan Hongdao, Yuan Zhonglang quanji :R*É!~~~,juan 12, reprinted in Siku
quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 174: 602-03.
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In 1597, after he had resigned his post, Yuan Hongdao wrote a letter to Huang
Lanfang J!Nf3j= (jinshi 1592) describing how happy he was: "After I had left my post, I
felt like a huge fish who had jumped into a great pond ... Not only did I regret accepting
the magistrate's post, but I also wondered why on earth I should go through the toil and
trouble of pursuing those bloody juren and jinshi degrees (niao juren jinshi ,~$ A:iit±),
when I could sit peacefully at home.,,29 Yuan c1early documented how he viewed office
and withdrawal, how he finally abandoned his post, and how happy he was after he
retired.
The trend of withdrawal in the Ming was much fuelled and accelerated by the
popularity and influence of successful "men of the mountains." Scholars such as Wang
Zhideng and Chen Jiru completely abandoned all political ambitions but achieved great
reputation and wealth, too, as retired literati. As I mentioned in the introduction,
although late Ming was the heyday of courtesan culture, visiting the courtesan's quarters
in the Ming was considered a violation of the legal codes for officiaIs. For many late
Ming men ofletters who pursued sensual pleasure and freedom from the state's demands,
withdrawal from office was a natural choice.

29 Translation by Chih-p'ing Chou, in Chou, Yuan Hung-tao and the Kung-an School103. 1 have
changed his Wade-Giles spellings into pinyin and added Chinese characters.
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Wang Zhideng, a native of Suzhou, was a multitalented literatus who was skilled
at many artistic fields such as poetry, calligraphy, and painting. He played a leading role
in the Suzhou literati circles for almost thirty years. 30 Wang Shizhen :=Et!t~ (1526-90)/1
leader of the Latter Seven Masters of the Archaist School (i&tr), included Wang
Zhideng on the list ofForty Masters of contemporary literati ofthe Ming (f2Y+r)?2 As
he became influential in the literati world, Wang Zhideng was recommended to
participate in the compilation ofthe national history, but he declined the offer. He spent
the rest of his life pursuing his literary work. 33
Wang Zhideng was a patron of courtesans and a keen promoter of their poetry.
He was known by his legendmy romantic love relationship with the well-known
multitalented courtesan Ma Shouzhen I~V~, known by her courtesy name Xianglan ~~§

111, who was brilliant in poetry and painting.

But likely because of personal

circumstances, Wang declined to marry her. Nevertheless, the two maintained a good
friendship that lasted a life-time, and their relationship became a recurring theme in a late
Ming drama?4 It was said that on Wang's seventieth birthday, Ma arranged a big
celebration to [ete him in Feixu yuan m~~, where drinking, writing, and partying

For his English biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1471-74.
For Wang Shizhen's English biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming
Biography 1399-1405.
32 Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1361. See a1so Guo Shaoyu ~~*~J!I,
"Mingdai de wenren jituan" 8J31i;i't9xÀ~~, in Guo Shaoyu, Zhaoyushi gudian wenxue lunji !l.ij~~tî
!ltx~~ifâ~ 526.
33 See his English biography in Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1361-63.
34 The Wang-Ma love story was partially reproduced in a play entitled Bailian qun
by the
contemporary literatus Zheng Zhiwen ~5;Z.x. The drama also describes the romance between the noted
unrestrained literatus Tu Long and the courtesan Kou Si'er JTl[9~ [Kou Wenhua JTlx'IJJ. See Goodrich
and Fang, eds., Dictionary ofMing Biography 1362.
30
31

a**m
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lasted a month. 35 The preface Wang wrote for Ma's poetry collection, the Xianglanzi Ji
{i'§I:î+~ (preface dated 1591) is still extant. 36 In the preface, Wang was very generous

with his complimentary words to praise Ma's beauty, talent, and romantic and knighterrant temperament:
There lives a beauty of unsurpassed talent and charm. Her family name
Ma recalls the priceless stallions on the market of Yan; her given name
Xianglan evokes the fragrant grasses gracing the River Xiang. She
regards money as dirt-when aiding friends in need she is as generous as
Zhu Jia. Yet she considers a promise as weighty as a mountain-in
keeping her word she is a female Ji Bu .... Her writings would put Sima
Xiangru to shame, but she would not have responded to his seductive
playing on the green zither. Her talents would enable her to tum down
[the Tang general] Li Jing, and [his lover] Red Feather Duster would have
envied her sedentary comforts?7
This preface presents a plausible and fashionable image of the courtesan in the late Ming
literati world.
Wang Zhideng also wrote a preface for Xue Susu's poetry collection entitled

Nanyou cao m~JH1j! (Drafts of Going to the South). Although neither the preface nor the
collection is extant, Xue Susu's poem ofthanks presented to Wang for writing a preface
for her collection has been included in several poetry anthologies ofwornen's poetry

Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1362.
Wang Zhideng's preface to the Xianglanziji is reproduced in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 152-53,
and translated by Dorothy Ko, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 737-39.
37 Translation by Ko, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 737.
35

36
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produced in the late Ming and early Qing. 38 He also wrote a poem dedicated to another
famous courtesan Jing Pianpian

w.-mâllm to praise her poetic talent. 39

In addition, Wang

was responsible for bringing about the marriage of Lü Junsheng g~±. and the
courtesan Zheng Yuji -j~3S.frlil. In commenting on the Zheng-Lü romance, the celebrated
femaie literatus Wang Duanshu .==E~ffijiR (1621- ca.l706), who compiled the anthology of
Ming women, the Mingyuan shiwei ::g~§~*l, praised Wang Zhideng highIy, saying that
"Yuji and Scholar Lü have formed an ideal match while Baigu, a schoiarly 'knight in a

Another prominent "man of the mountains" is Chen Jiru. He bumed his own
student gown and hat at the age of twenty-nine to show his determination to abandon aU
his politicai ambitions. In 1600, when he was approached by Gu Xiancheng Ji~1iJm
(1550-1612), he declined to join Gu's Donglin party, a politicai party that aimed to fight
against the corrupt officiaIs and abusive eunuchs. 41 Chen was a core member of Wang
Ruqian's Hangzhou literati circles that invoived many famous unrestrained taiented
literati such as Dong Qichang, Zhong Xing, Tan Yuanchun, and young Li Yu *~
(1611-80); courtesans such as Wang Wei, Liu Rushi, Lin Tiansu, and Yang Yunyou m~
38 See Xue Susu's poem entitled "Xie Wang zhengjun xu shi" llJJt.E~;g*J(~~, in Zhang
Mengzheng ~~~, comp., Qinglou yunyu WflOO~tt (1616),juan 1: 12. This poem aiso appears under the
title "Xie Wang zhengjun Baigu xu shi" ~::E~;gEf~~~, in Shen Jiyou 1X*R, comp., Zuili shixi ~*
iW'~ 34.44b (SKQS-dianziban).
39 See Idema and Grant, The Red Brush 364-67.
40 See the entry on "Zheng Yuji" in Wang Duanshu, comp., Mingyuan shiwei 19.10a-b. The
"Knight in a yellow cloak" is an allusion taken from the Tang chuanqi story "Huo Xiaoyu zhuan," where
the "Knight in a yellow cloak" brings the unfaithful scholar Li Yi to the bedside of the dying courtesan Huo
Xiaoyu. For the story ofHuo Xiaoyu, see Wang Pijiang, comp., Tangren xiaoshuo 77-82.
41 Regarding his refusaI to Gu's summons, see Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren
nianbiao 378. See also Chen Jiru's biography in Mingshi 298.l0a-lla. For Gu Xiancheng's English
biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 736-44.
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1i.; and gentry women such as Huang Yuanjie, Wu Shan, Wu Shan's daughter Bian
Mengjue --t~lI, and Wang Duanshu.
Like Wang Zhideng, Chen Jiru was also an enthusiastic supporter oftalented
courtesans. He commented on the paintings by the courtesan Ma Xianglan, praising Ma
for her out standing artistic talent. 42 He exchanged poems and maintained close
friendships with Wang Wei and Yang Wan. In particular, Chen Jiru not only wrote
inscriptions dedicated to writing by Wang Wei and made comments on her collections,
but also wrote her biography to honour both her writing and character.
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Aiso like Wang Zhideng, Chen Jiru was called by his contemporaries a
"summoned scholar" (zhengshi 1§&±),44 a respectable term used to refer to those who
were virtuous and erudite but with no official ranks. The great Jin dynasty poet Tao Qian
~twll [Tao Yuanming ~tw~*lEljJ] (365-427) received such a title.
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As a "man of the

mountains" who did not hold degree and office but managed to successfully achieve a
great reputation, Chen became very influential in the late Ming literati world. Zhong
Xing, founder of the poetic school of Jingling y!;~l:~Jî.t a school that is often assumed to
have emerged from the Gong'an school of Yuan Hongdao, claimed that he felt so

See "Ti Maji hua lan," in Chen Jiru, Chen Meigongji 159.
Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 88-89. For Chen Jiru's biography of Wang Wei, the "Wei daoren sheng
kuang ji" mJ(.Œ:A~tJJ~G, see Song Cunbiao *fft~, comp., Qing zhong 'f'l1ffl,juan 6, reprinted in Beijing
tushuguan guji zhenben congkan :jtJ?-5iI~~~mft::z!s:iHU, vol. 65: 826. In addition, Chen Jiru also
produced a preface for Yuyuan ge shiji 3S:~Mlfij~, a poetry collection by the contemporary gentry woman
poet Yao Shao'e frjEYttfX, the wife of Fan Junhe mB~O, a friend ofChen's. For Yao Shao'e and her poetry
collection, see the entry on Yuyuan ge shicao 3S.~OOl.FfIj!!f!, in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 132. According to Hu
Wenkai, Tu Long wrote a preface for the Yuyuan ge shi cao. For Chen Jiru's preface to the poetry
collection, the "Yuyuan ge shiji xu" 3S:~Mft~ff, see He Fuzheng, comp., Wenzhang bianti huixuan
356.2a-3a.
44 See the entry on "Chen Zhengshi Jiru" ~*f3&±~{$ in Qian Qianyi, comp., Liechao shiji
xiaozhuan 637.
45 See Yan Yanzhi ~~~ (384-456), "Tao Zhengshi lei" [l'fl!Jf3&±~, in Xiao Tong rUft (501-31),
comp., Wen xuan -x.'Jfi.,juan 57, reproduced in He Fuzheng, comp., Wenzhang bianti huixuan 738.3a-5b.
42

43
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fortunate to have met Chen Jiru but regretted not having met him sooner (tEl~~1f~*~

1J;UiU=f;B$t\).46 Many prominent scholar-officials such as Wang Shizhen and Dong
Qichang also held him in high regard. In evaluating the influence of Chen Jiru on the late
Ming literati world, the Qing Siku editors even compared Chen to the extremist Li Zhi

*

W(1527-1602), leader of the Taizhou sect, whose iconoc1asm had greatly shaken the
entire intellectual world: "Tho se who leamed the Way admired Zhuolao [Li Zhi] and felt
obligated to discourse on Chan Buddhism while 'men of the mountains' lost no time to
talk about Meigong [Chen Jiru] and feigned being fond of a life in isolated retirement"

The anti-office/orthodoxy position was so widely adopted by the intellectual elites
in the late Ming that they could no longer be understood as a group of outsiders, as was
the case in previous dynasties. In his Nian 'er shi zhaji TI .=j:EUlll"ê, the High Qing
historian Zhao Yi !Ef!11i (1727-1814) examines the educational background of people who
were inc1uded in the "Wenyuan zhuan" xn1$ (Biography ofliterary scholars) in the
official history of the Ming dynasty, the Mingshi 8)jj:. He observes that during the Tang
and Song, men inc1uded in the "Wenyuan zhuan" who were known for their artistic
talents had always been members of the Hanlin yuan ~;f*~JG, the highest circle ofliterary
scholars who achieved this status through civil examinations; however, during the Ming,
the most talented literary men recorded in the "Wenyuan zhuan" had often been

46 See Zhong Xing, "Yu Chen Meigong" W~-*)§0, in Yinxiu xuanji 1Iii*,f~,juan 28: 475. For
Zhong Xing's biographie al information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 570-71. For his English
biography, see Goodrieh and Fang, Dictionary ofMing Biography 408-09.
47 See the entry on Xu Shuofu *,~:j1~, in Qinding Siku quanshu zongmu ~J.ËIZ:9MtiÈ:i!i*,~ El
132.lOb-Ila (SKQS-dianziban).
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commoners and retired literati.

48

Zhao Yi compares three groups of people inc1uded in

the Wenyuan zhuan in the Mingshi: Hanlin scholars, lower level degree holders, and nondegree holders. He found those who managed to have become the Hanlin scholars were
already forgotten in his day. On the contrary, the multitalented poets and artists of great
fame that people remembered were either those who had never obtained a high degree49
or those who had held no degree at aIl.

50

These zhusheng ~1:. (candidates in schools of

the level of county or prefecture), buyi 1!J~ (commoners), and shanren (men of the
mountains) were the main producers and consumers of late Ming literati culture.
Remaining out of office seemed to have provided literary commoners sufficient
lei sure, motivation, and sometimes pressure too, to devote themselves to art and
recreation and thus enabled them to negotiate and sustain their cultural dominance
through other unofficial trajectories. As we have seen and continue to see, it is precisely
this category oftalented and eccentric "commoner" who valorized poetry, including that
by courtesans and literary women in general. They represented "untrammeled
independence and freedom from society's demands,,51 and the spirit oflate Ming "artistic

48

See the entry on "Mingdai wenren bu bijie HanIin" l'j)j1-tXÀ/f&;\t§'~**, in Nian'er shi zhaji

tt=9:~Ug2,juan 34: 782-83.
49 Zhao Yi lists the following people who only obtained thejuren ~~À degree: Zhu Yunming ffOl
ftl'j)j (1460-1526), Tang Yin Jll?Jit (1470-1524), Huang Xingceng, Qu Jiusi ~jUG', (1546-1617), Li
Liufang ,*mt55' (1575-1625), Tan Yuanchun, Ai Nanying :x:wr~ (1583-1646), Zhang Shichun ~±*Jt
(1575-1644), Luo Wanzao m;f;~ (fi. 1627-40).
50 Zhao Yi lists many Ming commoner literati who achieved high Iiterary reputation and so were
included in the "Wenyuan zhuan" but never took the civil examinations: Wang Fu .J],1;( (l362-1416), Shen
Du 1X*(l357-1434), Shen Liang 1X~, Liu Pu ~Ui', Wen Zhengming x~1'j)j (1470-1559), Cai Yu ~~~
(1457-1541), Wang Chong
(1494-1533), Chen Chun 1m11j[ (1483-1544), Zhou Tianqiu f,!fJ;:Rf*
(1514-95), Qian Gu ~~ (1508-ca. 1578), Xie Zhen ~i* (1495-1575), Lu Chan L!:fF!:[:f$], Xu Wei, Shen
Mingchen 1x~ê (fi. sixteenth century), Yu Yin 7fçJit (1519-95), Wang Zhideng, Yu Yunwen itrftx
(1512-79), Wang Shucheng I*~:7i\ (ca. 1536-ca. 1599), Shen Zhou 1Xf,!fJ (1427-1509), Chen Jiru, Lou Jian
~~ (1567-1631), and Cheng Jiasui f!î:[JM~ (1565-1643).
51 Peterson, Bitter Gourd 131

In
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and hedonistic counterculture.,,52 However, during the High Qing, the late Ming shanren
as a social category were collectively depreciated and criticized by the Siku [9)$
editors. 53 Their literary collections were banned and destroyed during Qianlong's literary
inquisition. 54

The Predecessors of Late Ming Shanren
Withdrawal from officiallife was, of course, not solely a late Ming phenomenon.
Reclusion had long been identified with religious eremitism of Buddhism and Taoism.
But eremitism could be also discussed in the Confucian tradition and a Confucian
practice of withdrawal can be traced back to the classical age. As Frederick W. Mote has
pointed out, reclusion was a common reaction for Confucian educated men in disordered
times. The Confucian classical canons gave sufficient sanctions for withdrawal from
officiallife: in fact, withdrawal from public office was the only way to preserve a man's
moral integrity ifhe could not successfully find an upright prince to serve. 55 However,
the immediate precedents of the late Ming "men of mountains" who withdrew from
office but retreated to poetry, wine, and women, are found among those in Yang
Weizhen's Hangzhou poetry societies during the late Yuan. l believe a close look at
Yang Weizhen and his poetic societies will certainly not only enable us to see in what

Furth, "The Patriarch's Legacy" 202-06.
Sorne of the critical comments made by the Siku editors on shanren and their works can be
found in the following entries: entries on Zhangwu zhi shi er juan ~W~+=~ by Wen Zhenheng xii
7, the great-grands on ofWen Zhengming :x~1:!Jj (1470-1559), Xue'an qing shi ~~mJeli~ by Yue
Chun ~Ml., Yanqi youshi yi juan .@;tJ@I~-~ by Chen Jiru, Tianchi miji shi er juan ~1fuw~+ =~ by
Xu Wei (attrib.), and Yimen guangduyi bai er shi liujuan ~F~JJih1t-B=+7\~ by Zhou Lüjing f,!URi
!ti!f (1542-1611+), in Qinding Siku quanshu zongmu 123.8b-9a; 128.24b; 130.8b; 131.25b-26b; and
134.12a-b, respectively.
54 Many of their works are now reprinted particularly in Siku jinhui shu congkan.
55 See Mote, "Confucian Eremitism" 206-12.
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direction the late Ming cultural trend of shanren developed, but also afford us better
understanding of the close association between the rise of eccentric literati and the
appearance of female literati of the late Ming, who picked up the writing brush to
produce artistic works, just like their male associates.
Yang Weizhen (jinshi, 1327), known by his courtesy name "Lianfu"
style name "Tieya"

.m, was a poet and also an eccentric literary figure.

56

.x and
He was a

minor official for sorne time in the late Yuan. When he received the transfer to Jiangxi
province, an area disrupted by rebel activities, he chose instead to take early retirement.
He was later approached by the bandit-rebel Zhang Shicheng ~±~~ (1321-67), but he
refused to join Zhang's retinue. 57 After the faU of the Yuan, he was summoned by Zhu
Yuanzhang, the first emperor of the Ming dynasty. But he declined to serve the new
.
reglme
as we11 .58
As a Han-Chinese literatus, Yang Weizhen did not refuse to serve the Ming in
order to remain loyal to the Mongol ruler: he already withdrew from office during the
Yuan. It is obvious that Yang's refusaI to serve the new regime was more a matter of
personal predilections, and a penchant for freedom and individuality. His case offers
valuable insight into the decisions made by many late Ming literati not to serve the Qing
while they did not serve in the Ming either. Many late Ming literati likewise preferred
freedom and individuality.

56 For Yang Weizhen's biographical information, see Mingshi 285: 2b-4b. For his English
biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1547-53.
57 Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1550.
58 Yang wrote the emperor a poem under the title "Lao guafu yao" ~~Yfflg, (Song of an old
widow), in which he Iikened his refusaI to serve the Ming to that of an old widow who did not wish to
remarry. See Wang Shizhen, Yanzhou sibu gao :~HI'I[9fm~ 149.2b-3a (SKQS-dianziban).
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Yang lived in retirement but he did not cut himself off from friends and
community. He actively engaged in literary discussions and in poetry contests in the
local poetry societies near Xihu, the West Lake of Hangzhou. Hangzhou was one of the
most culturally and economically advanced urban centers in late imperial China with a
long history as an attractive site for literary gatherings. Yang's literary engagements
were often accompanied by wine, women, and carousals. In his Xihu youlan zhiJihu

youlan zhi yu [!3$)j~Iif;j~Lg§$)j~lifi&~, a book of anecdotes about the West Lake, the
late Ming literatus Tian Rucheng records the poetry societies of Hangzhou in the Yuan
period,
During the Yuan, the heroic figures who were not willing to serve in office
an poured their feelings into poetry and wine. At that time, there were
many poetic societies in Hangzhou: Qingyin she, Baiyun she, Gushan she,

Wulin she, and Wulin jiu you hui. The leamed and the refined gathered
together in crowds. They divided themselves in groups to write poems,
competed against one another, and exchanged poetic experiences with one
another. How flourishing the moment was! This continued in the early
years of our dynasty. Therefore, scholars esteemed each other on the basis
of poetic training. 59
7C~~1~::f~JiJf:SZ~, $:t-t;'II:fj~~~~@. ;1ta~tt1\r\l1'fmlJ{fffr±, É3~ffr±,

Rll-rl!

ffr±, :Itt~*ffr±, :Itt~*1L:bZîf.1Wff~Jt, 7tl'rtt1~, ~§~tJJ~&, 16J;1tJWfu. ~
fJ]1i1'f~J$1, i!ij(±AfJ~~~ïf§fiù.

59

Tian Rucheng, Xihu youlan zhi_Xihu youlan zhi yu 21.23a.
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As one of the best-known literati in his region, Yang Weizhen played a leading
role in the literary discussions and poetry contests in the Hangzhou poetry societies. As
Wang Shizhen observes,
In early period of our dynasty, the state's laws were tolerant and scholars
did not have to serve in office. There were literary gatherings every year
in the poetry societies of Zhejiang. One or two famous doyens such as
Lianfu [Yang Weizhen] were invited to take charge of the poetry contests.
The best poems would be pub li shed as model poems. 60

A model for many Ming literati later who were unsuccessful in officialdom but
enjoyed great reputation outside office, Yang was held in high regard as a talented and
somewhat eccentric literatus. He was a writer of various literary genres and he wrote
broadly. His writing subjects covered many categories oftrivial matters such as beauty,
tea, wine, and dice. 61 He was also a calligrapher, a painter, and a compiler ofwritings by
his contemporaries. But what made Yang Weizhen an apt model for the late Ming

shanren literati is not only his retirement from office and his artistic talents, but also the
fact that his literary coterie included also sorne gifted women such as Cao Miaoqing WlPY
~g

and Zhang Miaojing iJ'.RPY~, whose participation in literati culture certainly helped

transform the male literary societies to a refined and romantic refuge, outside

60

See Wang Shi zhen, Yanzhou sibu gao 149.2b-3a.

61

See Yang's biography in Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1552.
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officialdom. 62 Cao Miaoqing was brilliant in many artistic fields such as poetry,
calligraphy, painting, and music. She chose not to marry in order to devote herselfto
care for her mother. 63 Zhang Miaojing lived as a Daoist nun. Neither ofthem were
married women, which may help explain why they had so much freedom to write and
travel outside their families.
When Yang compiled poems of exchange by his friends and associates in the
localliterary circles, he included those by Cao Miaoqing and Zhang Miaojing. In his
preface to the Xihu zhuzhi ci [§Yt!î)ltfJt5z:Î'lm (Bamboo branch songs of the West Lake;
preface dated 1330) compiled by Yang Weizhen, He Wei :fO*! writes,
Tieya [Yang Weizhen] lived in Xihu in his later years. He was very
enchanted by poetry and wine everyday with people like Tan Shao
(courtesy name Jiucheng tLpIG, style name Tiaoxi yuzhe =B~~~~). He
gave up the conventional words to attend to pure and fresh diction. He
was the first to write several poems under the title Xihu zhuzhi ci.
Hundreds of people responded to his rhymes and he compiled an of the
poems together, even including those written by women.

64

62 For the biographical information about Cao and Zhang, see the entries on Cao Miaoqing and
Zhang Miaojing in Wang Duanshu, comp., Mingyuan shiwei 2.lb-2b.
63 For a background note in English on Cao Miaoqing, see Yu-shih Chen's entry on Cao in Chang
and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 732. Chen follows what Hu Wenkai records to suggest
that "Cao served her mother devotedly. Married at the age of thirty, she was a paragon of womanly
conduct" ($BJ:~§f, .=:+~, ffij}OO.f,:itraJf;!IT). See Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 72. However, ail the extant
sources on Cao Miaoqing that are available to me suggest that Cao Iived unmarried in order to serve her
mother with full devotion and that she was a paragon of womanly conduct ($BJ:~ili, +:;f~, ffij}OO.f*
"EiJ f;!IT). See Tian Rucheng, Xihu youlan zhi_Xihu youlan zhi yu Il.20b. See also Xu Boling 1lR1Ël~, Yin jing
jun ~ffl~ l5.11a-b; and Ni Tao 1iJl1l, Liuyi zhiyi lu 7\~Z-~ 359.35b (SKQS-dianziban). Wang
Duanshu also recorded Cao Miaoqing in her anthology, saying that Cao lived unmarried (~~~À). See
Wang Duanshu, comp., Mingyuan shiwei 2.lb.
64 See Cao Xuequan l'1!iJ{:i (1574-1646), Shicang lidai shixuan, E~J1lHt~~~ 262.25a-3lb
(SKQS-dianziban).
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Yang not only included women poets in his anthology of contemporary writings
ofhis literary coterie, but also compiled writings by individual women associates. He
edited and compiled Cao Miaoqing's poetry into the Xiange ji 5~;fX~, to which he also
wrote a preface. In the preface, Yang defended her literary engagement and presented
her as a model of a virtuous and talented woman. 65
The promotion ofwomen's direct participation in literati culture was the very
epitome oflate Ming male poetry societies in the Jiangnan region. But like many literati
in the late Ming, Yang Weizhen, a talented and eccentric literary figure, already in the
Yuan-Ming transition period fashioned himself as a nonconformist, the fengliu wenren,
living life independently as a retired literatus in cities with beautiful scenery such as
Hangzhou and spending his time on poetry, women, and parties. What is the significance
ofYang's choice with regard to the shift in inteUectual orientation of the late Ming when
withdrawal from office became a fashion? What were Yang's motives behind the
compilation and promotion ofwomen's poetry-a personal favour to his women
associates; a gesture to demonstrate his eccentric, unique taste; a means by which to
distance himself from official expectations; an alternative way to earn a living and gain
authority outside government office; or aU of the above?
Yang Weizhen' s fame as an eccentric literary figure was unlikely of any value in
advancing his career in officialdom, but significantly, it marked a beginning in new
interests, attitudes, and tastes in terms of elite self-fashioning in the late imperial period.
65

For a discussion about the preface to Cao Miaoqing's poetry collectionXiangeji, see Chapter 2,

149-53.
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The Japanese scholar, Maeno Naoki

lW!fli#j, has found Yang Weizhen to be an

"unconscious precursor" to such Ming poets as Li Mengyang *~~ (1473-1530) and
He Jingming fBr-itEYj (1483-1521), members of the Former Seven Masters of the Archaist
School, who, like Yang "harked back to the spirit and models of Han and pre-Han
poetry. ,,66 l would argue that Yang' s influence on the late Ming literati world was more
general and multifaceted; it extended beyond the archaist poets. In particular, Yang's
choice of remaining out of office to develop his art, in the process creating an alternative
unrestrained personality contrary to the traditional scholar-official ideal, provided a
charming precedent for literati of the late Ming when withdrawal from office came into
fashion.
However, Yang Weizhen was judged unfavourably by sorne of his
contemporaries, such as Wang Yi::E1f; who criticized Yang ofbeing a "literary devil"

C>(.tff:) because of the "debauched" women Yang kept in company. In the eyes of Wang
Yi, these women were not human Cf~ À); they were not the women who had moral
consciousness about their proper place and roles in the family (~~~m:p::ffij1""fiS:*~;@:).67
But Wang Yi's accusation does not seem to have had any influence on the "men of the
mountains" of the Ming, who determined to follow in Yang's footsteps.

66 Cited in Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1551. But the kanji name of
the Japanese scholar Maeno Naoki lWlfU[1~ appears here to be lWlf~f~, which is obviously a
typographical error.
67 Wang Yi accused these women ofbeing foxes because they remained unmarried but made their
way out of the inner chambers to seek out men. See the entry for Wang Yi's Wang Changzongji sijuan, Bu
yi yi juan, Xu bu yi yi juan :Em*~!;T9'fffAHi!-'ff.tm:i:l-'ff, in Qinding Siku quanshu zongmu
169.24a-25b, quotation 25a. See also Mingshi 285.l6b. But the biography of Yang Weizhen by Edmund H.
Worthy suggests otherwise: it was Wang Hui:E~ (1323-74) who accused Yang Weizhen ofbeing a
"literary devil." See Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1553. For the biographical
information about Wang Hui, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1444-47. But the
second character ofthe name of Wang Hui is incorrectly pronounced as "Wei."
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There is no evidence that suggested Yang Weizhen ever called himself a "man of
the mountains," but he was obviously regarded as such by late Ming eccentric literati. He
was popular throughout the Ming, even among sorne prominent scholar-officials who
were willing to associate with and to be seen as "men of mountains." The prominent
scholar-official Wang Shizhen referred to Yang Weizhen as "Tao Jingjie" ~{ij]m~p [Tao
Qian] to highlight Yang's aloofindependence from worldly business,68 ev en though
Yang's libertine life in the city Hangzhou in the late Yuan had little in common with Tao
Qian's farm life in villages ofmedieval Jiangzhou (Jiangxi province). Yang's writings
were collected, edite d, and compiled by Ming literati. 69 His collections were reprinted in
the late Ming, especially those oflight literature; an edition ofYang's Lüchuang nüshi fît.

m:tc§t:, the encyclopaedia of "women's matters" even received illustrations.70

Episodes

regarding his eccentricity, nonconformity, and hedonism, such as the one about how he
used a woman's shoe as a wine cup (xie bei tf:ff) to drink wine and composed poems on
the subject, were repeatedly told with appreciation by Ming eccentric literati. 71
Qian Qianyi included Yang Weizhen in the Liechao shiji, an extensive anthology
of Ming poetry that he compiled. Qian referred to Yang as a "yimin" ~~ (the
untrammelled), rather than ''yinshi''

~±

(recluse) or "yimin

iI~

(loyalist). Wang

See Wang Shi zhen, Yanzhou sibu gao 149.2b-3a.
According to Cao Xuequan, Feng Kaizhi {,~lJflz [Feng Mengzhen] obtained the Xihu zhuzhi ci
from Xu Maowu ~Dt~ [Xu Gui 1*T:E]. Later, Xu Bo 1* L*+~] (courtesy name XinggongQi})
selected twenty-nine poems to make a new collection. Wh en Cao Xuequan compiled the huge poetry
anthology, the Shicang lidai shixuan, he attached theXihu zhuzhi ci to the end of Yang Weizhen's writings.
See Cao Xuequan, Shicang lidai shixuan 262.26a-32a.
70 See Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1552; Zurndorfer, "Women in the
Epistemological Strategy ofChinese Encyclopedia" 373-74, especially note 83. See also Fong, "Female
Hands" 22-23.
71 See Tian Rucheng, Xihu youlan zhi_Xihu youlan zhi yu 11.14b-15a; see also the poem entitled
"Xiebei ge" tU/f~ by Chen Qianshan ~*m!1J (juren, 1564), in Shen Jiyou, comp., Zuili shixi 13.48a-49a.
68
69
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Duanshu followed Qian's practice by including Cao Miaoqing and Zhang Miaojing, two
women who exchanged poetry with Yang, in the Front Collection (Qianji WI~) ofher
anthology of Ming women, the Mingyuan shiwei. She referred to them as "nü yimin"

iJ:.

~R (unfettered women).72 Apparently, these nonconformist poets ofboth men and

women were valued in the late Ming literati world.

Defining the Late Ming Shanren
In a pioneering study of the late Ming shanren as a social group, the Japanese scholar
Suzuki Tadashi ~71(iE observes that there was a sharp increase in the use of the term
shanren and its variants as a style name in the Ming as compared to previous periods. 73

Indeed, late Ming unrestrained literati who preferred an independent life to govemment
service often called themselves shanren (men ofmountains), kuangfu:tEx (madmen),
daoren ~A (Daoist person), zhuiren 'JtA (the useless person),feiren riA (the cripple),
jiren ~A (the eccentric), buyi (commoners), ciren ~mA (poets), or caizi::t"-=f (the

talented). Many leading literati of the late Ming used these terms as their style names.
For example, Wang Yin styled himself"Man of the Ten Mountains," Huang Xingceng
"Man of the Five Mountains," Zhou Tianqiu JWJXft (1514-95, known by his courtesy
name Gongxia 0Wl) "Man of the Jade Mountains" M3ÜlrA,74 and Hu Yinglin iîJ3JJ!~
(1551-1602) "The Mountain Man ofShaoshi" :'Y~LlJA.75 The famous literatus-painter

See Wang Duanshu, comp., Mingyuan shiwei, the Front Collection (Qianji WJ~).
See Suzuki Tadashi, "Mindai sanjin k6" ~1{;0JÀ.~ 358-63.
74 For his biographical information and a reproduction of a calligraphie work by him, see Tseng
Yu-ho Ecke, Poetry on the Wind 50-51.
75 For his English biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 645-47.
72

73
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Xu Wei used "Shanyin buyi" Ù-l~:ffJ:;&, "Qingteng shanren" F!f~Ù-lA, and "Jiren" ~

A

as his style names. 76 Chen Jiru, the most celebrated "man of the mountains" in the

Ming, called himselfzhuiren 'RA and daoren :i][A. Tang Yin ŒJî'[ (1470-1523,
courtesy name Bohu 1SJ1E) called himself the "Number One Free Romantic Talent of
Jiangnan" 1T~m-mi\).m=tT.77 These men completely abandoned all political
ambitions but achieved great reputation as accomplished writers and artists. Regardless
of the differences among these terms, these eccentrics can be subsumed under the
common category of "men ofthe mountains." They shared much in common: they were
essentially 1) "useless" (in terms ofnot serving in govemment office); 2) self-indulgent;
and 3) talented. The sudden and sharp rise ofliterate and literary courtesans was closely
connected to a lifestyle of men of letters of this kind.

(1) Shanren and Reclusion
According to Suzuki, the term shanren originally appeared in the Zuozhuan

tc1,-.78

It

referred to the low-ranking officiaIs who administered "mountains and forests" (Ù-ltt). It
was not until the Tang and Song that the term started to be used to refer to those who held
no office and official ranks. The biography of Yang Zhi

Songshi

m.

(jinshi 1042) in the

*9:: contains an explicit statement that '''men of the mountains' was a title for

76 For Xu Wei's biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 609-12.
See also Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 560-62.
77 For his English biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1256-59.
For a reproduction of a painting by him and a brief introduction, see Tseng Yu-ho Ecke, Poetry on the
Wind 18-19.
78 Suzuki, "Mindai sanjin kô" 385 (note 1).
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those who had no official salary or position" GIIÀ~ffi~{lILm).79 Therefore, by

shanren, they meant "commoners," set against the category of serving officiaIs.
However, compared to the lofty hermits of the past such as Xu You ~tEÈ, Chaofu
~)è, Boyi {Él~ and Shuqi

TI'"0ZJZf, who really lived in the mountains of the Qi~, Ying *.w,

or Shouyang t:r~~ to cultivate their moral self, late Ming "men of the mountains" were
commonly the literary descendants of Yang Weizhen, the unconventionalliteratus who
withdrew from office but actively engaged in a sort oflibertine life in urban areas to
maintain only the spirit ofbeing the "man of the mountains." It is noteworthy that late
Ming literati consciously separated "yi"

~

(the unfettered) from "yinyi"

~I~,

the more

general term for recluses or hermits used in historical writings, to idealize the
untrammelled aspect. To situate the late Ming retired literati in the longstanding
traditions that associated eccentricity with religious eremitism, Chen Jiru collected the
unfettered people of the past up until the late Yuan together into the Yimin shi ~.R;5t:
(preface dated 1603). In the preface to the book, Wang Heng .=E~r (1564-1607)
emphasized the difference between "yin" (reclusion) and "yi" (being unfettered), saying
that rec1usion was a matter that occurred in the era of decadence (:$ti!tL~) while being
unfettered is comparable to an unruly god or an immortal. He states, "It is like the flying
cloud or the rising rainbow-people can see it with their eyes, but they cannot control,

l'Ç).80 It is obvious that this group of people did not want to serve in office, but did not
want to live in isolation either. On the contrary, they wanted to live as a visible and
79

80

"Mindai sanjin kô" 385 (note 1).
Chen Jiru, comp., Yimin shi 274.
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active cultural community. The sense of community and friendship was an essential part
oftheir lifestyle which coalesced in the development ofmyriad literary circ1es.
This flexible and hedonist mode ofwithdrawal was romanticized and commonly
called "shiyin" $J5i (rec1usion in the marketplace),81 seyin -èJ5i (rec1usion in the arms of
pretty women)82 and liyin:œ:J5i (rec1usion in office).83 Although they actively engaged in
a wide range of seeular enjoyments in town with friends (inc1uding women), spirituaIly,
they were aIl "men of the mountains." But this kind ofwithdrawal was critieized by
eontemporaries for it opened the way for pretence. As Shen Defu 1.t1J~r4 (1578-1642)
points out:
The reputation of shanren was originally sound .... However, during reeent
deeades, those eommoners that send their poetry serolls out everywhere to
impress those in power also eaU themselves shanren. It appeared in the
early years of Jiajing and flourished in recent years of our emperor
[Wanli].84

81 Sorne Ming literati used the term "shiyin" to name their private gardens or their literary
collections to express their unique taste and intent. For example, Yao Zhe trJtYrttl, courtesy name Yuanbai ft
E3, used "shiyin" to name both his garden (Shiyin yuan rtJ ~~) and the literary collection by him and his
son (Shiyin yuan shiwen rtJ ~1hlI~x:). See the entry on Shiyin yuan shiwen rtJ ~1hlI~'if:x, in Qinding Siku
quanshu zongmu 192.52b-53a. The garden was located in the east side of the Qinhuai River of Nanjing
with the courtesan's quarters in its neighbourhood. Many leading literati such as Wang Shizhen and Zhou
Tianqiu, a famous painter from Suzhou, visited and wrote about it. Sorne years later, Gong Dingzi and Gu
Mei also had a garden named "Shiyin yuan" where they entertained friends. l cannot determine if it was the
same garden.
82 For a discussion of the association ofliterati's obsessions with women and their career setbacks,
see Martin W. Huang, "Sentiments of Desire" 163-64.
83 Wang Heng c1aimed he "hid" himself in office. See his preface to Yimin shi compiled by Chen
Jiru, reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, shibu, vol. 115: 274-656; the word "li yin" appeared on 276.
84 See the entry on "Shanren minghao" I-LtA15~m" in Shen Defu, Wanli ye huo bian f.it~11!:f31~,
juan 23: 585.
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Criticism also came from "men of the mountains" themselves. Xue Gang ~[iqJ Uinshi
1464) was called a "man ofthe mountains" by friends, but he declined such a title:
Those that consciously cultivated the self often called themselves "men of
the mountains," a worthy title. However, nowadays in the capital city of
Chang'an,85 commoners all call themselves "men of the mountains"
regardless of the gap between them and "men of the mountains" of the
past, a gap that is as huge as the one between oxen and good horses. Other
people also call them "men of the mountains" regardless of the gap
between them and "men of the mountains" ofthe past, a gap that is as
huge as the one between oxen and good horses. They really do not know
what they are talking about. 86

In spite ofvarious criticisms, the "men of the mountains" and their lifestyle
became idealized and fashionable in the late Ming. Sorne officiaIs also used the term

shanren as their style names, which indicates their willingness to be seen as men of
letters of this kind. He Jingming was styled "Dafu shanren" *1~ÙJÀ, Wang Shizhen
"Yanzhou shanren" ~1\NÙJÀ, and Li Weizhen **lf~ (1547-1626, courtesy name 2fs:$)
"Dabi shanren" *Y~\ÙJÀ.87 Suzuki refers to this type of shanren as the "officiaIs of the
mountains" (guandai shanren m*ÙJÀ), set against the ''unfettered men of the

The term Chang' an is used to refer to the capital city Beijing.
Xue Gang, Tianjue tang hi yu 7(~'.§ti~l~f~,juan 3. As quoted in Chen Wanyi ~-*;i;tllt Wan
Ming xiaopin yu Mingji wenren shenghuo ~~/J\J"I=I~~8;:l*:X:À~m 47 (note 25).
87 For Li Weizhen's biographical information, see Mingshi 288.1b-2b.
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mountains" (yimin shanren ~~WA).88 In commenting on the collection Eryou wei tan
=@'*~

by the scholar-official Wang Shimao .=Ei!trJ, brother of Wang Shizhen, the

Qing Siku editors sighed with pity that "the lifestyle of the 'man of the mountains'
gradually polluted scholar-officials" (WA ~*i.~H~R.n~±*xfu).89
Yuan Zhongdao ~tp.i][ (1570-1623), brother of Yuan Hongdao, attributed this
problematic attitude towards office and withdrawal to literati's excessive emotions.
According to him, literati did not want to seek high office because they had "hard bones"

1tIlillU (moral integrity). But they could not completely forget this world either, because
they had excessive feelings

C[WIDt). "Hard bones" made them have no choice but to seek

ways of escaping from worldly business while excessive feelings prevented them from
truly living in isolation. That was why withdrawal was on their lips while their bodies
were still in the office (n~JËDm a j)j, ffiJ~mJ1ln:n. Nevertheless, they were also one
kind of celebrity (mingliu

::giJTE) because they followed their true hearts. 90

Nevertheless, the "officiaIs of the mountains" are not the focus ofthis study. The
reason for this lies in the fact that although their special attention to or association with
the shanren group greatly added much to fuel the rapid rise of the shanren culture,
generally, they were not the keen supporters of courtesans and poetry ofthis group of
women. The "black gauze hat" (wusha mao) obstructed themjust as it obstructed Yuan
Hongdao. 91

Suzuki, "Mindai sanjin kô" 365.
See the entry on Er you wei tan in Qinding Siku quanshu zongmu 144.l4b; see also the entry on
Xie shiji ~~~~ by Zhu Weifan **l~, in Qinding Siku quanshu zongmu 144.37b-38a.
90 Yuan Zhongdao, "[Dongyou] ji shi" [*~] §ê+, in Kexue zhaiji lllJ~iif~, vol. 2: 572-73.
91 See my discussion in the Introduction, 22-23.
88

89
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Maybe because of the pretence of the late Ming "men ofmountains," the "Yinyi
zhu an" ~~{$ (biographies of recluses) in the official history of the Ming dynasty, the
Mingshi, includes only twelve men throughout the entire dynasty. Among the twelve
men recorded in the Mingshi as recluses, only three lived in the mid- and late Ming, the
high point ofliterati withdrawal in the Ming. 92 The three men are Sun Yiyuan :m~JC
(courtesy name Taichu 7,\:1)]), Shen Zhou 1XJWJ (1427-1509, courtesy name ~f=?IT),93 and
Chen Jiru. Even though these men are recorded as the "genuine recluses," they aU
actuaUy dwelled in prosperous cities and enjoyed companionship of refined friends and
even courtesans. 94 Sun Yiyuan and Chen Jiru lived in Hangzhou while Shen Zhou was a
native of Suzhou. As the earliest model of the Ming "men of the mountains," Sun
Yiyuan was remembered by many late Ming shanren literati. Visiting his tomb in
Hangzhou became a habituaI practice for not only Iiterati but also courtesans, as
evidenced by their poems. 95

(2) Shanren and Nonconformity
Late Ming "men of the mountains" were commonly eccentrics. They often claimed to be
eccentric or liked to be seen as eccentrics. Chen Jiru had an obsession with flowers

Cft

93

Mingshi 298, "Mu/u"14a-b.
For his English biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1173-77.

94

As l have mentioned, Chen Jiru exchanged poetry with the courtesans Wang Wei and Yang

92

Wan. Although 1 am not very certain if Shen Zhou had an intimate relationship with specific courtesans, his
song lyric entitled "To the Tune Linjiang xian: lnscribed on a Painting by the Courtesan Lin Nu'er" 1tW;1I{!1J:
Ji!R!&;f,ffty)ê.IE indicates his appreciation for Lin Nu'er's talent. For the song lyric, see Shen Zhou, Shitian
shiyu EfE~~ 1239.
95 See, for example, Wang Wei's poem entitled "Chu dong bai Sun Taichu mu tong Youxia zhu
zi" :fJ]~ffm*fJJ~[I'1JRJl~-r, in Zhong Xing, comp., (attrib.) Mingyuan shigui .:gtll~mlfi,juan 36,
reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 339: 416.
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@)96 while Yuan Hongdao was obsessed with beautiful women (Wfr!X@).97 Zhang Dai
~ty (1597-1679) praised Qi Zhixiang's m~ll:J$ (juren ~À 1627) "deep feelings" O~

Ilw) and "genuine quality" (~~) on the basis ofQi's obsessions with calligraphy and
painting (i!HI@), ball-playing (\itlfi*]@), bo-instrument playing (:\'l5Zjî@), ghost plays
Oifl!G@), dramatic performances (~~@), and so forth. 98 The Suzhou eccentric buyi
literatus Bu Shunnian ~ ~1f. p laced a poster on his door, advertising himself as "an
unmatched sch01ar hated by all my countrymen" (~~~À ti~~±~~).99 Distancing
themselves from the business of the world, they ignored everything outside of developing
their personal and unique selves.
These nonconformist literati gave up seeking for office but they never gave up the
effort to seek for fame and create a unique self. As Yuan Hongdao admitted, "It is easy
for people to resign an official post but it is difficult to get rid of the desire for fame."IOO
Engaging in romantic relationships with pretty women was often claimed by literati to be
a means by which to overcome their career setbacks and achieve "immortality." As the
late Ming writer Wei Y ong fw~lk declared, "When a man cannot find anyone to
appreciate his talent and when he cannot find any opportunity to fulfill his genuine des ire

96

See Chen Jiru, "Hua shi ti ci" 1E~~;$, in He Fuzheng, comp., Wenzhang bianti huixuan

363.11a-b.
97 See Yuan Hongdao, "Yu Pan Jingsheng shu" 9'î!1-1~7t~, in He Fuzheng, comp., Wenzhang
bianti huixuan 265.27b-28a.
98 See the entry on "Qi Zhixiang pi" jji~ll:.t$~lil in Zhang Dai ifJHi5 (1597-1679), Tao 'an mengyi
~4tIJ!lI:'Ë&:fi,juan 4, reprinted in Xuxiu Sikuquanshu, zibu, vol. 1260: 350-51. "Zhixiang" was the given name
of the famous Iate Ming painter and caIligrapher Qi Zhijia jji~:%f:t who studied painting under Dong
Qichang. He was the younger brother of Qi Biaojia jji~mz{:E (1602-45), a Ming 10yaIist, husband of the
noted woman poet Shang Jinglan.
99 See the entry "Bu xiucai Shunnian" "3l§::t~4, in Shen Jiyou, comp., Zuili shixi 18.9a-b. Bu
wrote a poem to the famous Iate Ming woman painter Xu Ansheng 1~~1:, entitled "Hua zhu ge ji nülang
Xu Ansheng" .tt~1itfr:Jl!~1jç~1:, in Shen Jiyou, comp., Zui/i shixi 18.1 Oa-ll b.
100 As quoted in Chih-p'ing Chou, Yuan Hung-tao and the Kung-an School96.
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(zhenqing

Jî'fFlJ) of seeking glory and success in public service, he will seek

compensation in love for a pretty woman."JOI This point ofview was shared by many
literati in the late Ming and the Ming-Qing transition. In his preface to Li Yu's Xianqing
ouji ~''f'1f1M~ê, y ou Tong

jl;1/PI (1618-1704) explicitly stated that "frustrated men of

talent seek solace in pursuits of sensual pleasure" (VE~::t ÀZ 1ij"-:fjfU. 102 In his preface
to Xu Shijun's 1~±1~ (1602-81) Shimei yao +J§~, Zhang Chao 5:&1~] also claimed,
If a man cannot rapidly reach the high official positions with pride and
integrity, he should be sitting in front of the green window and talking
intimately with beautiful women. Everyday in the moming to make them up
by painting their eyebrows with the luozi kohl is not bad at alI. 103

Feng Menglong, one of the most famous Ming advocates oflove, even insisted that the
achievement in romantic love should be considered a fourth in addition to the three
established kinds of cultural immortality of men ( ~ /f:f7j): namely, establishing their
virtue, establishing their deeds, and establishing their words (:lLi!, :lLJ)], :lL a ).104 The
identity of the Confucian educated man shifted from the traditional scholar-official ide al
to that of a nonconformist personality. They lost office, but they found an untrammelled
self.
As quoted and translated by Martin W. Huang, in "Sentiments of Desire" 163.
See Martin W. Huang, "Sentiments of Desire" 164, note 37. 1 have used Huang's translation of
this statement.
103 See Zhang Chao, "Shimei yao xiaoyin" +m.I~/J\51, inXiang yan cong shu ~I@itif, vol. 1:
lIa.
104 See Feng Menglong, "Qingxian qu xu" 'l~fwB±Iff, as quoted in Martin W. Huang, "Sentiments
of Desire" 165.
101
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(3) Shanren and Poetry
Like Yang Weizhen, late Ming "men of mountains" were often multitalented literati
being skilled in many artistic fields such as poetry, calligraphy, and painting. But poetry
writing held a special position in the shanren ideology. Poetry writing in literary
gatherings formed an important part of the everyday life of retired literati. Unlike Yang
Weizhen, whose collected works included a small portion ofpoetry, late Ming shanren
devoted particular efforts towards poetry, and in many late Ming writings, the term

shanren itselfbecame exclusive to poets, shiren Œ~ À). In the Liechao shiji, Qian
Qianyi recorded over fifty shanren poets, the largest number of shanren poets ever
recorded in anthologies. 105 Huang Zongxi Ji*~ (1610-95) also pointed out the
category of poets had long been constituted by "men of mountains" and recluses (§

*rJT

~~~~ À~, ~rlJÀ~±).106 When satirizing the late Ming pretentious "men of

mountains" and fake "sages," Li Zhi writes,
If one has good fortune and is able to compose poetry, then he calls
himselfa "man of the mountains." Ifhe is not fortunate and is unable to
write poetry, then he shirks being a "man of the mountains," but is known
as a "sage." If one has good fortune and is able to discourse on "innate
good knowledge," then he caUs himself a "sage." If he is not fortunate
and is unable to discourse on "innate good knowledge," then he declines
to be a "sage, but is caUed a "man of the mountains." They tum things

105

106

:y::~

Suzuki, "Mindai sanjin kô" 362.
See Huang Zongxi, "Dong Shunzi muzhiming" jf~r~;t~, in Huang Lizhou wenji J.f~{}H

250.
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topsy-turvy in order to snatch sorne advantage for themselves. They may
be known as "men of the mountains," but their mind is the same as a
merchant's. They may speak of the Way and its virtue, but their aim is
that [of a burglar who] bores a hole [in a wall].107
Regardless of the validity of Li Zhi's accusation ofpretence against his contemporary
literati, it is obvious that "men of the mountains" was identified with men of poetic talent.
Why was the writing of poetry in the Ming identified so closely to withdrawal
from govemment office? The late Ming literatus-calligrapher He Sanwei fa} -

~

(courtesy name Shiyi ±j:rn,juren 1582), a friend of Dong Qichang and Chen Jiru,
explains:
The Tang used poetry in the examination system. Therefore, many
scholars devoted exclusive efforts to it. However, in our dynasty, the
examination system valued exclusively the art of prose. If people are not
willing to put their efforts into prose writing, that means they are
determined to block their gateway to officialdom. Accordingly, they start
talking about poetry and practicing the four rhymes. It is likely that prose
composition is the badge of scholar-officials while poetry writing is that of
the shanren. 108

107 Li Zhi, "Fu Jiao Ruohou" :&~~~f~, in Fen shu ~~,juan 2, quoted in Suzuki, "Mindai sanjin
kô" 379, translation by Peterson, in Bitter Gourd 131.
108 He Sanwei, "Jizhu cao xu" .~1j![~, in Shuliu zhai ji ~J!!X7\~~,juan 18. The Chinese text is
quoted in Suzuki, "Mindai sanjin kô" 364.
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It is common knowledge that poetry was the most primary among the orthodox
and dominant genres in Chine se literature. In the Tang and at times during the Song,
poetic composition was an essential part of the civil examination. From Yuan times, this
element was eliminated from civil service examinations, allowing poetic talent to develop
as a value outside of official interests. During the Ming, the so-called eight-legged essay

(bagu wen) was exclusively used to select officials,I09 for educated elite men who chose
to remain out of office, poetic endeavour was explicitly a political statement of
withdrawal rather than merely a matter of a literati amateur hobby.
Indeed, the concept of amateur is not wholly consistent with Ming educated elite
ideals. Their approach to aesthetics emphasized cultivated appreciation or Epicureanism
that went beyond anything conveyed by the English term, "amateur." ln this regard, 1
question sorne of the conclusions of Joseph R. Levenson. 110 ln the pioneering study of
the amateur ideal in the late Ming and early Qing, Levenson examined sorne Chinese
intellectual traditions, such as anti-intellectualism and anti-professionalism, as reflected
in painting in the Ming and the early Qing. He attributed these traditions to Confucian
education and the civil examination system. According to him, because of the close
connection between examination system and bureaucracy, high degrees equated high
political power and social status. OfficiaIs were trained academically and brilliant in
many fields, such as classics, literature, calligraphy, and painting, but they did not have
particular special knowledge. Levenson terms this all-rounded Confucian literati model

109 According to Benjamin A. Elman, an examination essay style that was specifically called the
"eight-legged" style appeared for the first time in the early years of the Ming Chenghua nlG1t reign (146587). See Elman, "Classical Reasoning" 374.
110 For a detailed discussion about the so-called amateur ideal of literati in the Ming and early
Qing from the painting point ofview, see Joseph R. Levenson, "The Amateur Ideal in Ming and EarlyCh'ing Society," in John Fairbank, ed., Chinese Thought and Institutions 320-41.
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an "amateur ideal." He concludes that "Chine se officiaIs were amateurs in office" and
this amateur culture reached its high point during the Ming and the early Qing. 111
Levenson's conclusions were based on assumptions that "[a]rtistic style and a
cultivated knowledge of the approved canon of ancient works" were "mainly the qualities
tested in the state examinations" in the Ming and that late Ming literati-artists were also
those who he Id power in office [emphasis mine]. But this assessment is both perceptive
and partial. In particular, his "amateur" ideal of the all-rounded "gentry-literatiofficiaIs" 112 fails to account for those multitalented literati who chose to remain out of
office, devoting themselves fully to the production of artistic works. Many of these
individuals were professional artists who depended on their artistic works for a living. 113
Nevertheless, it was precisely because of the lost privileged status ofpoetry in
civil examinations that writing poetry was considered by sorne people a "womanly" work.
The Suzhou woman poet Lu Qingzi, wife of the shanren literatus Zhao Yiguang
explicitly claimed, "Poetry is definitely not the calling of men; it is really what belongs
by right to us women.,,114 This view on poetry helps us understand why late Ming
women wrote shi poetryl15 or occasionally, other lighter literary genres such as ci, qu
lyrics, and chuanqi drama. Women's culture was indeed defined by and defined the
fashions and values of contemporary literati culture.

"The Amateur Ideal in Ming and Early-Ch'ing Society" 320-325, quotations on 320, 32l.
"The Amateur Ideal in Ming and Early-Ch'ing Society" 338.
113 For example, Chen Jiru eamed a living by being a private tutor. He received fifty mu lieZ of
land from the father of one ofhis disciples. See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 348.
Xu Wei eamed a living by selling his essays. See Kai-wing Chow, "Writing for Success: Printing,
Examination, and Intellectual Change in Late Ming China," Late Imperial China 17.1 (1996): 120-57.
114 See the preface by Lu Qingzi to Yongxue zhai yigao by Xiang Lanzhen. Translation by F ong, in
Chang and Saussy, Women Writers of Traditional China 686.
115 For a detailed discussion about the late Ming and early Qing anthologies ofwomen's poetry
including that by courtesans, see Chapter 2 ofthis dissertation.
III
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Shanren, Courtesans, and Poetry Societies
Guo Shaoyu '~*BJa (1893-1984) investigated the development ofliterati circles that
appeared during the Ming.

116

He recorded one hundred and seventy-six literati societies

distributed mostly in Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, and Guangdong. He has made two
observations. First, participants in poetry societies were unconcemed about official and
political matters while those who participated in prose societies commonly were. The
reason for this trend, as I discussed above, lies in the exclusion of poetry and the rising
importance of classical prose in civil examinations during the Ming. Second, participants
in societies organized in earlier periods of the late Ming were concemed about personal
enjoyment instead of political issues while during the very end of the Ming when the
dynasty was on the verge of imminent collapse, educated elites started to use their
networks in literary societies to influence political situations in the court. This was the
context ofthe rise of the political-literary societies- the Fu she and Ji she. ll7
From Guo's study, we can see there were various kinds of organizations for social
gatherings during the late Ming. Sorne were exclusively for prominent officiaIs who
retired from office while others were organized for examination candidates. In sorne
societies, writing poetry was a very important aspect while in sorne others it was not.
Sorne societies had clear membership guidelines and strict regulations while people in
other societies were loosely connected. ll8 In sorne societies, the time, location, and the

116 For information on Jate Ming Jiterati societies including the poetry societies of the shanren, see
Guo Shaoyu, "Mingdai wenrenjieshe nianbiao" r:!Jj{~:XÀffflffct$:JIR and "Mingdai de wenrenjituan," in
Guo Shaoyu, Zhaoyushi gudian wenxue lunji 498-512, 518-6lO.
117 See Guo Shaoyu, "Mingdai de wenrenjituan" 585-96.
118 Many membership guidelines (ffct*1) are included in Tao Ting ~~:fff, comp., Shuofu xu ~:fMI,
reprinted inXuxiu Siku quanshu, zibu +ffB, vol. 1191: 374-91.
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number of their meetings in a certain period of time were recorded in the membership
guidelines while others kept irregular schedules. 119
Guo Shaoyu provided a general overview of male societies in the late Ming. But
as with Suzuki, he did not have in mind courtesans or literary women in general when he
undertook the investigation into Ming literati circles. Nor did he pay special attention to
poetry societies of the "men of the mountains" who closely identified with talented
courtesans. Compared to their counterparts in the Yuan recorded in the Qinglouji who
were essentiaUy good at singing the qu drama, late Ming courtesans were more the
descendants of Cao Miaoqing, the multitalented gentry woman who actively participated
in Yang Weizhen's literary circles in Hangzhou. Indeed, male poetry societies of the
Ming were instrumental in this change, for they formed a venue where talented
courtesans were taught, cultivated, and promoted by unrestrained literati.
It is striking, but not surprising, that the "men of the mountains" of the late Ming

aU clustered in the cities of Jiangnan, where the courtesan quarters were located, even
though not aU of the shanren literati were natives of this region. As Zou Diguang ~G:ill!7'é
(1550-1626), a friend of Chen Jiru, notes, "Nowadays, the 'men ofmountains' flourish
like forests. However, they aU swarmed into San Wu [Jiangsu] and Liang Yue [Zhejiang].
There are few in other regions and almost none in Guangdong and Guangxi" (4;L~LD

This regional distribution of "men of mountains" of the Ming also can be
observed from the biographies of Ming poets provided by Qian Qianyi. In his Liechao
119 For this summary, 1 have also consulted the unpublished master thesis of Huang Zhimin Jf;G;
"Mingren shishe yanjiu" 8JlÀ~~ffct1îffJi::.
120 "Yu Chen Xiaohe" 5flJ~JjlvNm, in Zou Diguang, Shiyu zhaiji ElffPfo'llf:!t,juan 23, reprinted in
Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 159: 365.
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shiji, Qian recorded twelve shanren poets from the early Ming, ofwhich six were from
Jiangbei (North of the Yangzi River) and six from Jiangnan. However, during the mid
and late Ming, the heyday of the shanren culture, a total of forty- four shanren poets were
recorded, forty-two of whom were from Jiangnan. These figures demonstrate that the
time and place in which "men of the mountains" of the Ming flourished coincides with
the period and region in which courtesan culture and women's culture in general
flourished.
Suzhou was one of the most advanced urban centers in the Ming and Qing.
Particularly, Suzhou played a leading role in the early Ming developments in literati
culture. The first poetry society of the Ming recorded in Guo Shaoyu is the "Beiguo shi
she" ~t~~~~ffr± organized in Suzhou by Gao Qi ~~ (1336-74) in the first year of the
Hongwu ~~ era (1368-98). During the mid- and late Ming, Suzhou continued to play a
leading role in opening new fashions. Leading literati-artists who were natives of Suzhou
include luminaries ofpoetry, painting, and calligraphie arts, such as Shen Zhou, Wen
Zhengming :x~f!Ij (1470-1559),121 Tang Yin, Zhu Yunming ffr5tft EA (1461-1527, known
by his style name Zhishan :f5UD),122 Wang Chong.=ER (1494-1533),123 Zhou Tianqiu,
Zhang Fengyi 5:&)1\.. (1527-1613),124 Zhang Xianyi

5:&m. (1531 ?-1601, known by his

courtesy name Youyu idJ3î, brother of Fengyi), 125 Wang Zhideng, and Fan Yunlin. 126

121

For his English biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1471-

74.
For his English biography, see Dictionary of Ming Biography 392-97.
For his English biography, see Dictionary of Ming Biography 1368-69.
124 For Zhang Fengyi's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozh~an 483-84.
125 For Zhang Xianyi's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 452-53.
126 For an introduction of a catalogue of fan paintings inc1uding those by sorne Suzhou artists, see
Tseng Yu-ho Ecke, ed., Poetry on the Wind.
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The Suzhou literati circle as a whole had great influence on the literati societies in
other cities of Jiangnan, especially neighbouring cities. The well-known scholar Zhang
Dai, a native of Hangzhou, was disturbed by the fact that people in his native home
blindly followed Suzhou fashions: "We people of Zhe[jiang] have no judgment of our
own. We spare no effort to imitate whatever is fashionable in Suzhou (:g:#JfÀ;jj~::t5!,
~ÀpJTftrr, ;jjh~djj).127 Fan Lian m1.1 pointed out that the Suzhou literati trend had a

profound influence on its neighbour city Songjiang. He wrote:
Leaming poetry, painting, and calligraphy flourish the most in Suzhou.
Recently, the practice has gradually spread to Songjiang. Accordingly,
friends aU form poetry societies. As soon as a topic is assigned, they
would start to write poetry.128

Yuan Hongdao, a former Suzhou magistrate, also reports, "In the city of Wu
[Suzhou], poems and paintings are as numerous as trees; the "men of mountains" are as
numerous as mosquitoes; and officiaIs are as numerous as clouds" (~tp~~iri~Dif*, Ù-JÀ
~D9rt 7DtM~D~).129 Apparently, the prosperous and beautiful city attracted not only

"men of the mountains," but also serving officiaIs. Yuan Hongdao quit his post exactly
because non-officiaIs in Suzhou enjoyed a more refined and pleasant lifestyle than did the
local magistrate.

Zhang Dai, "You yu Yiru ba di" x.Jlî~~fmJ\~, in Langhuan wenji ~tzi:X:~,juan 3: 142.
Fan Lian, Yunjianjumu chao ~FI'l~~Elt9J,juan 2, reprintedBiji xiaoshuo daguan .~ê/}lm*
vol. 6: 511.
129 Yuan Hongdao, "Wang Yiming" :=EP)E!Jj, in Yuan Zhonglang quanji 606.
127

128
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However, Suzhou shanren were not confined in Suzhou. To the contrary, they
often traveled to join poetry societies in other cities of Jiangnan, such as Nanjing and
Hangzhou. For example, Wang Zhideng was the leading figure in the literati circles of
Suzhou, his native place, but he also stood at the core of the "Jinling she" :Sli~ff[L that
attracted hundreds of poets from aIl over. His lover Ma Xianglan was a courtesan in
Nanjing. Moreover, Wang Zhideng also joined the Nanping she

mJ#ffd: in Hangzhou, of

which many famous unconventional figures such as Wang Daokun l:E~.FB (1525-93) and
his brothers Wang Daoguan Œ~~ and Wang Daohui Œ~Wr, Wang Shizhen, Tu Long,
Xu Gui 1~ft [Xu Maowu 1~â~], and Pan Zhiheng 1m;L'f'Zî (1556-1622, courtesy name
~7t),J30 were members. Almost aIl ofthem were untrammelled literati commoners who
had connections with courtes ans.
As with men, courtesans of Suzhou also traveled for meetings with literati in other
regions. The famous Suzhou courtesan Xue Susu was so attracted to the scenic villa of
Feng Kaizhi {,~Iffl;L [Feng Mengzhen {,~~:f~] (1548-1605), the "Kuaixue tang" tR:~'§t
in Hangzhou that she came from a great distance to visit him. 131
Nanjing, as the southem capital of the Ming, was the most important center for
literary gatherings, especially for the shanren literati. After Zhu Yuanzhang founded the
Ming dynasty in Jinling (Nanjing), he established an entertainer compound for the
purposes of hosting public functions. Entertainment houses were accordingly lined up
side by side along the banks of the Qinhuai River. Zhu Yuanzhang could never have
foreseen that one day these courtesan quarters would bec orne more attractive than
For Pan Zhiheng's biographical infonnation, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 630-31.
Wang Ruqian, "Xihuji you," inXihu yunshi 113-14. For Feng Mengzhen's biographical
infonnation, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 620-21.
130
I3l
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govemment office. Literati gatherings and Iiterary activities were often hosted in the
Qinhuai courtesan quarters. One ofthese great events was organized in 1604, by Zhu
Chengcai *jj'(*,-* (courtesy name Guohua ~F!i), an imperial famiIy member. His
gathering in Jinling included one hundred and twenty famous literati Iike Zhang y ouyu
*m~

[Zhang Xianyi] and forty courtesans from Qinhuai such as Ma Xianglan. Both

men and women guests engaged in writing, drinking, and reveIry.132
In the "Jinling sheji shi xu" 3Ê:~~ffr±~l'l~rf, Qian Qianyi described the
development of male poetry societies in Nanjing from Hongzhi 5.b.1'ÉJ (1488-1505),
Zhengde, and Jiajing in the mid-Ming to the Wanli reign-period and the mutual
reinforcement of untrammelled Iiterati and talented courtesans. 133 From Qian' s
description, we see that the early society of Nanjing in the Ming, the "Qingxi society"
~~ffr±, was organized by retired officiaIs such as Gu Huayu Iim"~ [Gu Lin

m

Ji1Ulwn, and

Wang Qinpei .==E5iX{IJjJt [Wang Wei .==E:&t].134 Both Gu and Wang were high officiaIs and
what they attempted to do was to have sorne private moments after govemment office.
However, the "Qingxi she" became much more influential during the Wanli reign as
many "men of the mountains" joined it. Among them many names are very familiar to us
as they have been mentioned earlier. Zhang Youyu , Wang Yin, Shen Mingchen 1XI:1)j§
(courtesy name Jiaze ~~U), 135 Wang Zhideng, Pan Zhiheng were shanren poets who
constantly exchanged poetry with [amous courtesans such as Ma XiangIan, Xue Susu,
132 See the entry on "Qi wang sun Chengeai" 'Jl:=Em~** in Qian Qianyi, eomp., Liechao shiji,
Dingji T1*,juan 7; reprinted in Sikujinhui shu congkan,jibu, vol. 96: 34l.
133 See the entry on "Jinling sheji zhu shi ren" ~~~ffd:~~w À, in Qian Qianyi, eomp., Liechao
shiji xiaozhuan 462-63.
134 Guo Shaoyu, "Mingdai de wenrenjituan" 554.
135 For Shen Mingehen's biographie al information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 49697.
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and Zhao Caiji Mi*;P~ (aiso Zhao Jinyan Mi4~).136 Mei Dingzuo was the compiler of
the Qinglou lianhuaji while Mao Yuchang

'ê':lH§ (d. 1633)137 was the compiler of the

Qinhuaisijishi~i1t[9P~~~.

Besides the Qingxi she, there were other famous poetry societies in Nanjing such
as the Jinling she and the Baimen xinliu she

8 F~~JTfPPffr±.

Like the Qingxi she, these

societies aiso had many unrestrained literati as members, who valorized courtesans and
their writings. Sorne of these men were involved in the compilation of the famous
anthology ofwomen's poetry, the Gujin mingyuan huishi t54::g~.I.~~ (1620)
compiled by Zheng Wen'ang t~Xçp. For example, Zhu Zhifan *L~ was the prefacewriter whi1e Cheng Han ~ïr:J (courtesy name t®x) was a proofreader of the
anthology.138 They were both members of the Baimen xinliu she.
Hangzhou had been an attractive city for Iiterati gatherings since the Song. 139 But
the fashion ofmale literary societies involving women poets began with Yang Weizhen's
Iiterary societies in the Iate Yuan. During the Ming, Hangzhou continued to be one of the
most favourite centers for Iiterary gatherings. Early societies such as the "Hunan chong

136 Sorne of the poems exchanged between literati and courtesans are still extant. For exarnple,
Zhang Youyu's poern entitled "Qixi tong Zhao Jinyan fu" -t:::9!1'ûm""7~~jt is inc1uded in Dingji,juan 7
of Liechao shiji cornpiled by Qian Qianyi; reprinted in Siku jinhui shu congkan, jibu, vol. 96: 321. Zhao
Jinyan's poerns presented to Shen Jiaze [Shen Mingchen] ("Seeing off Shen Jiaze on his travel to
Guangling" ~ix~J:lUWfJJ!~), Wang Zhongfang ("Seeing off Wang Zhongfang on his return to Xin'an"
~::E frp m~~JT~), and Zhang y ouyu ("Seeing off Zhang y ouyu on his return to Wumen" iîîiH'UJJ3S.J!t!!R:
r~) are inc1uded in Qinglou yunyu, juan 2: 55-56. For translation ofthese poerns, see Chang and Saussy,
Women Writers ofTraditional China 232.
137 Mao Yuchang lived in the late Ming and died in 1633. See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu
wenren nianbiao 514. For Mao's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 632.
But Hu Wenkai records hirn as a Qing anthologist. See Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 844.
138 See Chapter 2, 123. For Cheng Han's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji
xiaozhuan 464.
139 See the entry on "Shehui" ffr±-wr in Wu Zirnu ~§~ (fi. 1276), Meng liang lu ~m~ 19.9a
(SKQS-dianziban).
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ya she" ~~~nfft± ofwhich Sun Yiyuan was a core member and the "Xihu bashe"
organized by Zhu Shitai, Wang Yin, and their friends, were all in Hangzhou. But what
makes literary societies of Hangzhou so unique compared to those in Suzhou and Nanjing
discussed above is not because of the interactions between free-styled literati and
courtesans. It is because in poetry societies of Hangzhou, such as Wang Ruqian's, more
sophisticated gender relations emerged: the female participants in male poetry societies
were not limited to courtesans but also included gentry women. However, Wang's poetry
clubs will be treated as a special case in a separate section below.
Although these poetry societies were dominated by men and male tastes
determined certain trends in the courtesan culture, talented courtesans also played a
significant part in the formation of literati culture. They were active participants in male
poetry societies. In order to participate fully in this culture, they often accommodated
themselves to the fashions and values of the prevalent literati culture. They aU devoted
themselves to the leaming of male talents and virtues. Zhu Dou'er *r'Ej!ffi leamed
painting from Chen Yi.

140

Wang Manrong .=E."'~ leamed calligraphy from Zhou

Gongxia mJ0~ [Zhou Tianqiu], poetry from She Zonghan **1~ [She Xiang *fJJ],
and qin-playing from Xu Taichu §t/t*)J.141 Xue Susu leamed Buddhist practice from the

See the entry on Yue ho ci Fl~~l:t] by Zhu Dou'er, in Hu Wenkai,Lidaifunü 94.
See the entry on Wang Shaojun :=Ey:',fS in Quzhong zhi El±!9;G; by Pan Zhiheng, in Tao Ting,
comp., Shuofu xu,juan 44: 315. See also the entry on Changyangjunji ~f~;:g~ by Wang Manrong, in
Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 87.
140
141
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shanren literatus Yu Xianchang IDJ~* [given name Anqi ~'JDI42 and poetry from

Ma Xianglan was one of the most celebrated courtesan-artists in the Ming, whose
artistic works are partially extant. Her active participation in male poetry societies is
evidenced by her poems entitled "On a spring day, four society doyens passed by my
small garden to appreciate peony flowers and each of them composed a quatrain to
present to me. l followed their rhymes, composing four poems to reply"

;g: B ~ffr±*~

selected to be included in Ming-Qing anthologies ofwomen's poetry.144 In her
inscription of a hanging scroU of orchids which she presented to her lover Wang Zhideng
(1592), Ma Xianglan wrote: "During the Wanli reign in the Renchen year [1592] on a
long summer' seve sitting in the Qinhuai water pavilion, l painted this to present to my
elder brother of the society, Baigu for correction. Xianglan, female younger brother, Ma

addressed Wang as her "eIder brother of the society" while she referred to herself as
"female younger brother."
More strikingly, famous courtesans were more thanjust participants. They were
approached as famous celebrities. The shanren literatus Wang Ye .=E!-I!f (courtesy name

For Yu Xianchang's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 630.
See the entry on "Xue jiaoshu" iWfR~ in Hu Yinglin, Jiayi shengyan EfI z,*U j§, in Tao Ting,
comp., Shuofu xu, reprinted inXuxiu Siku quanshu, zibu, vol. 1190: 450.
144 See Zhang Mengzheng, comp., Qinglou yunyu, juan 1: 21-22. Two of four poems are also
included in Qian Qianyi, comp., Liechao shiji, Runji 377-78 and Zhang Yuzhang 5'.&~~, et al, comp.,
[Kangxi] Yuxuan Mingshi [,*l'f~] ifFrJ~EJ,gll~ 116.3a-b.
145 See Weidner, ed. Viewsfrom Jade Terrace 78.
142
143
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Taigu XtJ; grandson of the shanren Wang Yin's brother)146 proposed to convince the
noted courtesan Zhou Wen mJ3t of Jiaxing (Zhejiang) to join his society, the Huainan
she

ll-mwr± of Yangzhou.

He openly claimed that Zhou's participation would enhance

the reputation of their society

(t)3~:g:jJ).

His idea was applauded immediately by his

society members, such as Lu Bi ~~5B5 (courtesy name Wucong 1W,ifÜ and Li Weizhen.
They helped prepare for the trip, buying a boat and clothes for him. Each ofthem

1'1).147 In the preface to the poetry collection by Zhu Taiyu
{~~~~,

**33., the Xiufo zhai shi.

Pan Zhiheng states, "During the faH to winter ofthe year Jiyou [1610], five

societies invited Taiyu to join them as their member. AlI those that clustered around her
were the most welI-known celebrities in the world" (pJT~.I§'7(T i.j~Jrt).148 These famous
figures whorn Pan Zhiheng referred to as "celebrities" included Zhong Xing, Ling
Mengchu ~~:f)] (1580-1644),149 Yu Xianchang, Wu Zhao ~~I:S (courtesy narne
Feixiong ~F~~), 150 Lin Gudu ~*cIJ& (courtesy name Maozhi aL), and others. 151
Interestingly, sorne "celebrities" joined certain societies only because of the presence of
famous courtesans. Wang Manrong, a multitalented courtesan, attracted many admirers.

146

See the entry "Wang shanren Ye" ::Eù.!A!I!f, in Qian Qianyi, comp., Liechao shiji xiaozhuan

605-06.
See the entry on "Jiren Zhou Wen" tszÀffll:X, in Shen Jiyou, Zuili shixi 34.46a-b.
See the entry onXiufo zhaiji RI{9t~~ by Zhu Taiyu, in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 97.
149 For Ling Mengchu's biography, see Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography
147
148

930-31.
150
151

For Wu Zhao's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 604-05.
Hu Wenkai,Lidaifunü 97.
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But after she developed a more serious relationship with a Mf. Zhang, other society
members became disappointed and the society feU apart (ffr±~ff!lff!l~JfJJ 152
Although late Ming "men of the mountains" did not deny the fact that they
pursued sensual pleasure, other relationships such as friendship were also developed in
male poetry societies, an example is Yu Huai's friendship with the Nanjing courtesan
Tenth Maiden +PN as described in his Banqiao zaji:
Every time 1 had a meeting with feUow writers and poets, 1 always went to
her home. Tenth Maiden employed a clever maid-servant for each guest,
to attend the stone (for writing needs) at his mat, to rub the ink for him, to
bum orchid incense, and to supply fruits and tea. When night feU,
everyone joined in delighting at the banquet, dispersing after pleasure had
been enjoyed to their utmost. However, the guests and the hostess
remained properly mannered without licentious behaviour. 153
Obviously, courtesans of the Ming with their talent, beauty, and character won the hearts
ofliterati who held not only feelings but also respect for these talented courtesans. Yu
Huai was severely criticized by Qing Siku editors to be the "offender of Confucian
principles.,,154 But the reason why Yu Huai and literati like him were attacked by Qing
scholars lies not in their "licentious behaviour" but because they developed serious
relationships with courtesans.
lt is noteworthy that during the late Ming and the Ming-Qing transition when the

dynasty was in decline, the educated men at large became concemed about the political

See the entry on Changyangjunji by Wang Manrong, in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 87.
See Yu Huai, Banqiao zaji 908. l have used Howard S. Levy's translation, but modified the last
sentence. See Levy, A F east of Mist and Flowers 51.
154 See their comments on the Banqiao zaji, in Yu Huai, Banqiao zaji 917.
152
153
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situation oftheir time. This was the context ofthe rise ofthe political-literary societiesthe Fu she and Ji she. As Zhang Pu

iJ:&if (1602-41), the leader of the Fu she claimed in

his proposed program for literati leaming:
Since the teachings of the world have declined, educated men are not
familiar with classical canons. They are merely good at drama and
painting. By luck, sorne became officiaIs, but those serving in court
cannot heip the emperor while those serving in local districts cannot
provide for the people. Their ability declined steadily and official
administration became daiIy less effective. AlI these problems are due to
the above. Overestimating my own moral standards and abilities, 1 hope
to work with scholars from aIl four directions to revive the classical
leaming, to make it useful for the future. Therefore, it is named
"Restoration Society.,,155

The Fu she was a prose society, set against the shanren poetry societies. lt
became so influential during the late Ming that many leading political and literary figures
of the late Ming were members of it. Under the influence of the Fu she, shanren who
formerly preferred to live independently as retired literati came to serve in officialdom.
Sorne courtesans eventuaIly married members of the Fu she. 156 Influenced by their male

Chinese text is quoted in Guo Shaoyu, "Mingdai de wenren jituan" 604.
For example, Wang Wei married Xu Yuqing and Liu Rushi married Qian Qianyi. Both Xu and
Qian were members of the Fu she.
155
156
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associates, courtes ans also became more concemed about political affairs. As the preface
to Taohua shan indicated, "During the late years of our dynasty, even women became
attracted to the Donglin scholars (1J9j~8$É4-~lfrwÀ~-TJj\JOrèJ11*~*).157 During the
cataclysmic Ming-Qing transition, the talented courtesan and romantic love became
primary elements informing loyalist sentiments. This literati trend was epitomized by the
love relationship between Chen Zilong who died as a martyr for the Ming, and the
courtesan Liu Rushi, a love relationship that forms the subject of Kang-i Sun Chang's
book. 158

The Case of Wang Ruqian's Hangzhou Literati Circle
Wang Ruqian's Hangzhou literati clubs were not discussed by Guo Shaoyu in his
investigations of Ming literati societies, but they deserve the most attention in this study.
Ifwe do notunderstand the culturallife of people in Wang's literati circles, we would
probably never adequately understand the history ofwomen's culture in the late Ming
and the Ming-Qing transition period. First, Wang's literary circles continued from the
late Ming to the early Qing, lasting for many decades. In particular, after the Ming-Qing
transition, Hangzhou became even more important than it was in the Ming for literati
gatherings, as Nanjing, the former southem capital, was physically destroyed during the
Manchu conquest. Many famous free-styled literati, cultivated courtesans, and even
gentry women were more or less connected to Wang's clubs. Second, sources about
Wang's societies such as the guidelines for membership are still extant. These guidelines

157 "Taohua shan xu" ~j~::tE~ff by Liangxi Menghe jushi ~~~i!1&,@±, Taohua shan ;fj~::tE~ 5.
Here, "Donglin" refers to the Fu she.
158 Chang, The Late-Ming Poet.
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offer us a better understanding of the interrelations of the courtesan culture, women's
culture in general, and the literati culture in the late Ming and the Ming-Qing transition.
Wang Ruqian, known by his courtesy name Ranming

~1jJj,

was a famous

literatus-merchant. 159 His father died when he was three. He was a native of Shexian
(Xin'an, Anhui), but he lived in Hangzhou for his adult career. He was remembered as a
poet and a great patron ofmany literati men and women in the late Ming and the MingQing transition. He sponsored the publication of paintings by the courtesan Yang
Yunyou and the letter collection by Liu Rushi, the Hedongjun chi du iEiJ*~RJlI.160 He
built the future tomb (~JI) in Xiling (g§~~) for Wang Wei. 161 Not only courtesans,

many other people also received his aid. Among them were the famous playwright Li Yu,
the pleasure-quarter musician Su Kunsheng ~.fÈ,~, and gentry women such as Huang
Yuanjie, Wu Shan, and Wu Shan's daughter Bian Mengjue.
Wang's being generous in money won him the reputation of a romantic knighterrant. 162 Being a romantic knight-errant was greatly valued in late Ming shanren culture.
Wang Duanshu used the term "knight in a yellow cloak" jif~~ to praise the great

shanren Wang Baigu for his romantic and knight-errant temperament. Wang Ruqian
addressed himself with pride as "the person in a yellow cloak" jif~ A. 163 He was a rich
merchant, but he also styled himself a shanren: remaining out of office, engaging in
literary societies to associate with friends, and indulging in what was by sorne people of
159 For Wang's biographical information, see Mengsou ~~ [Qian Qianyi], "Xin'an Wang
Ranming he zang muzhiming" 3ilff3i.'Œ~~i1~~i3t~, in Xihu yunshi 115-17.
160 See Lin Xue **~ (courtesy name Tiansu 7(*), "Liu Rushi chidu xiaoyin" fPPtzo~Rh'il/J\1j 1,
in Liu Rushi, Hedongjun chidu rOJ*tlRIti 561.
161 Wang Ruqian, "Xihujiyou," inXihu yunshi 114.
162 Mengsou [Qian Qianyi], "Xin'an Wang Ranming he zang muzhiming," inXihu yunshi 116-17.
163 Wang Ruqian, "Chong xiu Shuixianwang miao ji"
f~*fw.=ElJHl2, in Xihu yunshi 107.
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his day and later time regarded as rather bizarre frivolity. His poetry collection entitled
Qiyong ~~7k (Flowery songs, prefaces dated 1621 and 1622 for the Former collection;
1631 for the Latter Collection) exemplifies his lifestyle characterized by tastes and values
of the shanren.
The collection was prefaced by Huang Ruheng JiY!J:. -7 (1558-1626, courtesy
name Zhenfu ~x), Chen Jiru, and Dong Qichang. AlI ofthem were leading figures in
the literati world ofWang's time. Chen Jiru was also the compiler of the collection. 164
According to Huang Ruheng's preface, the title "Flowery songs" was taken from Lu
Shiheng's ~~±1iJ [i.e., Lu Ji ~~f~ (261-303)] famous statement, "Poetry becomes
flowery because of feelings [of the poet]" (~~*&;[liffiJ*~ft).165 Dong Qichang referred to
Wang' s poetry collection Qiyong as the Xianqing lu IJmlij:\ (Rhapsody on idle feelings)
by Tao Yuanliang ~iij]7C7ê (i.e., Tao Qian).166 As we have seen, the reference to Tao
Qian was a cliché employed by people in the late Ming to praise shanren literati, such as
Wang Zhideng and Chen Jiru, who were alooffrom office-holding. However, in
commenting on Wang's Qiyong, Qing Siku editors had something different to say:
This collection was generally a ranking of songs and courtesans. However,
the Former Collection is prefaced by Chen Jiru while the Latter Collection
was also edited and compiled by [Chen] Jiru. Imperceptibly influenced by
what he constantly leamed from Chen for long, his poetry assimilated to

164 Wang Ruqian, Qiyong yi juan, Xuji yi juan ~~t-:g*i~-:g, reprinted in Siku quanshu
cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 192: 807-24.
165 Wang Ruqian, Qiyongyijuan, Xuji yijuan, "Xiao xu" /N':f 807.
166 See the preface by Dong Qichang, in Qiyong yi juan, Xuji yi juan 808.
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Chen' s. Zhu Yizun (1629-1709) did not include in the Ming shi zong even
one character ofthese poems. He must have had his reasons. 167

In this collection, Wang Ruqian mentioned many names offamous courtesans: Wang
Wei, Liang Yuwei WU~JÎJ\&,168 Lin Tiansu, Yang Yunyou, Sha Wanzai 19>n:fr, to name a
few. Interestingly, in criticizing Wang's poetry for a lack ofmoral concems, these Qing
scholars blamed Chen Jiru for his bad influence on Wang's poetry.
Wang Ruqian sponsored and organized severalliterary clubs during the many
decades ofhis life in Hangzhou. According to sorne sources, Wang joined Zhang Cen ~
~ to take charge of the Xue she ~ffl±.169 In his "Xihu jiyou" 5m-J§2~, an essay written

in his late years, Wang also recalled that he had organized a society named "Xiangyan
she" ~:!5jfd: (fragrant rock society) which was graced with the calligraphy of Huang
Ruheng. Wang particularly mentioned that this society attracted the noted scholar-

See their comments on the collection in Qiyong yi juan, Xuji yi juan 824.
According to Chen Yinke, Liang Yuwei was Liang Mengzhao ~jfu:B?:1, courtesy name Yisu %
See Chen Yinke, Liu Rushi biezhuan 369. Wife of Mao Jiureng "*:tL1J1, Liang Mengzhao was a poet
and playwright who wrote Xiangsi yan chuanqi if§JEI,1îfffi~. For the entry on Liang Mengzhao, see Hu
Wenkai Lidaifunü 164. Her poetry collection Shanshui yin lll*~ was prefaced by Ge Zhengqi ~~~
(?-1645), husband of Li Yin::f1Z9 (1616-85). But from poems written by Wang Ruqian to Liang Yuwei,
poems under the title "Qiuri hushang feng Yanji Liang Yuwei chudongjihuai" fj(BmLtji*~p~~3îfï'&fJJ
~1St'I~t we leam that she was a courtesan in Wang Ruqian's circle, because Wang referred to her as an
"exiled immortal" ŒiliiHllO in the courtesan's quarters ("';fi). For the poems, see Wang Ruqian Qiyong ~lM<,
reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 192: 809. Chen Yinke was right that Liang Mengzhao
was most likely Liang Yuwei as evidenced by both poems of Liang Yuwei and Wang Ruqian's other
writings in the Chunxingtang shiji. But the limited space here does not allow me to discuss this matter any
further. A copy ofLiang's poetry collection Shanshui yin is held in the National Library of China t:j::t~~
%1iII1i~ (Beijing).
169 See Wang Ranming's poem entitled "Ru Xue she he yun" À~ffd:fD~ and Zhang Cen's
original rhyme, inXihu yunshi 111-12. See also Guo Shaoyu, "Mingdai de wenrenjituan" 573.
167
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official Wu Benru ~;;$:~D,170 a friend of Yuan Hongdao and Dong Qichang. They were
aIl officiaIs who had penchant for a life of withdrawal.
The most influential society that Wang organized and sponsored was the
"Buxiyuan" /f~~ (literally, unmoored garden). Chen Jiru provided the calligraphy of
the name "Buxiyuan." Although called a garden, it was actually a painted boat built in
1623. Wang Ruqian describes the boat in detail:
It is six zhang and two chi in length

l7J

and one fifth ofits length in width.

Inside the boat, near the do or, several wine containers had the capacity as
much as hundreds of hu of wine. Further inside, there is room of one
zhang square that is enough to set two dinner tables. There was a small

resting room where guests could lie down, chanting poems. The closets
hidden in the wall were designed for storing calligraphies of the drunken.
After going out and taking a tum, there was a corridor. Going up along the
corridor, there was a platform ... 172

The Buxiyuan was not as big as the famous boat of Bao Hansuo -§1~pJT, the first
storied boat built in the Ming, J73 but it was considered sufficient to have provided a
refined space for a group of cultivated and stylish people to fashion themselves as

170
171

Wang Ruqian, "Xihu jiyou," in Xihu yunshi 114.
1 zhang equals to 3.3333 meter. 1 zhang equals to 10 chi. See Xiandai Hanyu cidian JJiI.{-t1~~g

~i'!I~ 1558.
172

See Wang Ruqian, "Buxiyuanji" /f~I8H~, reprinted in Congshujicheng xubian,jibu, vol.

122:953.
For a detailed description of the boat ofBao Hansuo, see the entry on "Bao Hansuo" 1:Q.~PJT, in
Zhang Dai, Tao 'an mengyi,juan 3, reprinted in Xuxiu Sikuquanshu, zibu, vol. 1260: 340.
173
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carefree literati.

174

In the poem entitled "Zuo Buxiyuan" l'rf~~, Wang Ruqian further

provides a sketch of an unfettered poet accompanied by cultivated friends and beauties in
the unmoored boat on the beautiful West Lake:
1 have lodged in lakes and mountains for years,
Everyday, coming and going were wild monks and famous celebrities.
On occasion, lutestrings and flutes are played together,
In the spring breeze, everybody's face is beaming with happy smiles.
Half drunk in front of the flowers [beauties], 1 am an emotional foo1.
An obsessive lazybone, 1 deeply understand the meaning of enlightened
leisure.

Declining an kinds of worldly fortunes,
In old age, 1 am addicted to a boat amidst water and cloud. 175

An the poems written by society members, including courtesans such as Wang Wei, on
the occasions of gatherings were compiled into the "Buxiyuan ji" /f~jgfm.176 In 1628,
several years after he built the "Buxiyuan," Wang Ruqian also built a storied boat (Tljiyd)
with larger capacity, named "Suixi'an"

~:g~

(Carefree cottage). The calligraphy of the

174 See Wang Ruqian, "Buxiyuanji" 953. See also Huang Ruheng, "Buxiyuan yue" :::f~t1ill*é:j,
reprinted in Congshujicheng xubian,jibu, vol. 122: 954.
175 Wang Ruqian, "Buxiyuanji" 953.
176 The collection was reprinted in Congshujicheng xubian,jibu, vol. 122: 953-60.
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characters "Suixi' an" was written by Dong Qichang. AIl the poems of society gatherings
in this boat were compiled into a new collection entitled "Suixi' an ji" Iîj~%[~. 177
Besides the "Buxiyuan" and "Suixi'an," Wang also had several small boats, each of
which was graced with a nice name such as "Viewing Leaf' fi~, "Little Round Gourd"
/N~J'Jll, "Rain-strands-wind-slices"

ffi**Jm.U=l.

Sometimes these boats were likely lent

out at requests of friends. 178
AlI the poems included in the two society poetry collections were written between
1623 and 1641. Both the Buxiyuanji and Suixi'anji were compiled before the fall of the
Ming. But literary gatherings continued in the "Unmoored garden" even after the
dynastic transition. But after the fall of the Ming, the female members in Wang's literary
circle were largely gentry women. In a poem written in 1654, the year he died, Wang
Ruqian inserted an interlineal note that states: "In the old days, l became acquainted with
the lady scribes: Wang [Wei], Yang [Yunyou], Lin [Tiansu], Liang [Yuwei]. Now l me et
ladies of the inner chambers: Wu Yanzi [Wu Shan], Yuanwen [or Xuanwen, Wu Shan's
daughter Bian Mengjue], Huang Jieling [Huang Yuanjie], and Wang Duanshu" (Y3i.=E,

the Ming-Qing transition, the female participants in Wang's literary circle were largely
gentry women. Poems by these gentry women are largely extant.

180

For example, Wu

177 The collection was reprinted in Congshujicheng xubian,jibu, vol. 122: 961-67. The poems
included in the collection were written in 1628-1633.
178 Liu Rushi once borrowed a boat from Wang. See Liu Rushi, Hedongjun chidu 564.
179 See Wang Ruqian, Chunxingtang shiji 5.75a.
180 In 1654, a courtesan named Zhang Wan 5:R~ came from Yunjian (Songjiang) to visit Wang
Ruqian in Hangzhou. Wang weIl prepared for her stay: a bed finely made from the purple sandalwood, a
jade pillow inlaid with mandarin ducks, pattemed bamboo mat, and incense bumer. Wang held a gathering
in the Buxiyuan. He composed four poems on the four objects. Many literati such as Qian Qianyi, Feng
Yunjiang, and Li Yu harrnonized with Wang. Interestingly, Huang Yuanjie and Wang Duanshu also wrote
poems to match Wang Ruqian's rhyme. These poems were included in Wang Ruqian's poetry collection,
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Shan's poems were written under the title "Two days before the Clear-Bright Day, at the
society gathering in the "Unmoored garden," inspired by what we saw, we wrote eight
poems on rhymes withyu [rain], si [trace],feng [wind],pian [piece],yan [mist], bo
[wave], hua [picture], and chuan [boat], to harmonize the rhymes of the gentleman Wang

)t~M.181 Wang Ruqian was very impressed by Wu Shan's poetic talent and pleased by

her presence. But interestingly, Wang in his writings referred to Wu Shan as "Yanzi,
CoUator Wu" (Yanzi Wu Jiaoshu).182
Wang Ruqian did not caU the "Buxiyuan" a "she"

(ffd: society).

Nor did he calI it

a "shi she" Œ~ffd: poetry society). But from the general guideline for membership, the
"Buxiyuan yue" ::f~~*S183 and the poetry collection, the Buxiyuanji, we can determine
that "Buxiyuan" refers not only to a painted boat on the lake, but also the literary circle in
Hangzhou. The general guideline for membership in Wang's society, the "Buxiyuan
yue" was formulated by Huang Ruheng, a former official but a core member ofWang's
literary circles. In this guideline, Huang Ruheng described people or things that were
considered suitable for the society, the "shi er yi"

+=H:

the Mengxiang louji ~w1'l~ (1655). Wang Ruqian died in the same year when the collection was
published. For Huang Yuanjie's poem, see Wang Ruqian, Chunxingtang shiji 5.28b. Wang Duanshu's
poem was mentioned by the editor of the Chunxingtang shiji, but not incIuded. See Chunxingtang shiji
5.33b. For Zhang Wan, see Wang Duanshu, Mingyuan shiwei 21.10a-b.
181 According to Deng Hanyi ~~~~f~(1617 -89), after the Ming-Qing transition, Wu Shan traveled
with Gu Mei to Suzhou and Hangzhou. See Deng Hanyi, comp., Mingjia shi guan chuji ~~iflfe:fJJ~,
juan 12, reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu bubian [9~3:::in''fEHll~fl'lUi, vol. 39: 453. The
second, fourth, fifth, and the sixth of the eight poems were incIuded in Wang Duanshu, comp., Mingyuan
shiwei,juan Il: 4b-6a. The eight poems were incIuded in "Wu Yanzi shi" ~MTjFf, in Zou Siyi Il):)tJT~
[also Zou Yi ~~~ or Zou Liuqi ~15~1t~] (1615-?), comp., Shiyuan ba mingjia xuan ~:;fmJ\:&%~ 2a-4a,
but under the title ofHufang tr'ill*É.
182 Wang Ruqian, "Xihujiyou," inXihu yunshi 115.
183 See the "Buxiyuan yue," in Congshujicheng xubian,jibu, vol. 122: 954-55.
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mingliu (famous celebrities), gaoseng ~m- (cultivated monks), zhiji JOB
(intimate friends), meiren ~À (beauties), miaoxiang ~J>~ (good incense),
dongxiao 1IJ:tJ)I (bamboo flute), qin 5R (string music instrument), qingge

m::!1X (pure songs), mingcha -i:l~ (famous tea), mingjiu -i:l~ (famous
wine),yaohe buyu wugui ~;f1rflàID1i1! (no more than five dishes or
fruits), and que zoucong fîPlmiï (no servants).
and nine taboos that should be avoided, the Jiu ji n;t§,:

shasheng *Jt:~ (killing), zabin ~~ (inferior strangers), zuo shi xuan mian
1'F~,f~ (pretentious officiaIs),

keli

mill (vexatious ceremonials),

tongpu linli lt1~M*:lL (servants as numerous as trees),paiyou zuo ju 1~~~

ffJJU (vulgar entertainment), guchui xuantian roz~n'§:l:JI (deafening sound
of drums), qiangjie 5tR1i (forced borrowing), andjiujie ~1î!i (long term
borrowing).
The main ideas presented as plausible and fashionable in these guidelines were
quite cliché in late Ming shanren literature. They were almost identical to the "eight
virtues" J\ t~ of living in the mountains described by Chen Jiru:
One does not bear vexatious ceremonial; one does not see strangers; one is
not mixed up with banqueting; one is not engaged in contentions over real
estate; one does not ask about changing political circumstances; one does
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not get into wrangles about what is right and wrong; one is not involved in
debts; one does not discuss office-holding.

184

However, these clichés should not blind us from seeing their important
implications. The freestyle of nonconformist shanren literati had actually become a
marker of conformism. In one sense, the poetry society displays an extremely disordered
state: officiaIs were out of office, monks did not stay in the temple, courtesans were
highly promoted, and gentry women sought out male literati. However, the poetry
society also represents a refined world in perfect harmony. Here, officiaIs, commoners,
and ev en monks are defined in the same category of famous celebrities or friends while
courtesans and gentry women could be also subsumed by one single term of "beauty."
Therefore, it is not surprising to see that Dong Qichang, a member ofWang's literary
circles, referred to the courtesan Lin Tiansu as a "guixiu," a term commonly used for
gentry women with artistic talent, meaning literally talents of the women's quarters l85 or
that Wang Ruqian addressed the gentry woman poet as a ''jiaoshu,'' a well-established
term used only for cultivated courtesans. 186 Indeed, as we have seen, the male poetry
society had become a productive space that generated power for aIl of its participantspower not derived from official and orthodox principles.

Conclusion
This chapter examines the rise ofthe courtesan culture and women's culture in general in
connection with what we may refer to as the shanren culture, an "artistic and hedonistic

As quoted in Suzuki, "Mindai sanjin k6" 373. Translation by Peterson, in Bitter Gourd 130-31.
Ko, "The Written Word" 79-80.
186 Wang Ruqian, "Xihu ji you," in Xihu yunshi 115.
184

185
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counterculture" characterized by the fashions and values of shanren literati. As we have
seen, male poetry societies not only provided a fertile ground for unrestrained men to
fashion the self, express taste, and adjust to maintain their cultural dominance in society,
but also created new space for courtesans to play a significant role in literati culture.
Male poetry clubs conditioned, motivated, and consumed the cult of elegant living among
the new "men of culture" who remained alooffrom office-holding, while the company of
cultivated courtesans was a symbol of such elegant living for literati. The rise of
courtesans was the very fruit of the increasing influence and popularity of the late Ming
"men of the mountains."
In the context of poetry societies, both male and female participants were very
"similar" to one another in terms oftheir literary engagement and lifestyle. Gender and
class seem to have ceased to be problematic categories in the world of letters. The
fluidity of social boundaries was a striking symbol of the late Ming floating world.
Scholars have noted that late Ming social relations were complicated in a monetary
economy.187 But we have seen a different picture in male poetic societies, in which usual
social relations were actually being simplified: the emotional bonds between friends
regardless of gender and class overshadowed aIl other primary human relations as defined
in the Confucian tradition such as the ruler-subject or father-son relation. In extreme
cases, sorne Ming literati of a shanren style completely abandoned aIl human relations in
life but the friend-friend relation 188 while sorne others retreated to the mountains with

Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers 31.
Prominent examples inc1ude Sun Yiyuan, He Xinyin {PT{1\Jl!j (1517-79), and Lu Qi ~~;l:JT (1614ca. 73). Lu Qi was the author of Xinfu pu iTfrwmlf (Instructions for the new wife), popular reading for young
women in the early Qing. For a discussion of the renewed five human relations (father-son, ruler-subject,
husband-wife, brother-brother, and friend-friend) in the late Ming society, see de Bary, "lndividualism"
197-99.
187
188
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their wives (:;K~1f§'~i), tuming the bland Confucian husband-wife relation into a
. compamons
. h'Ip. 189
romantic

Under the new fashion of the cult ofliterary and artistic talent, the late Ming saw
an unprecedented rise of literate courtesans. Courtesan writers, critics, and artists wrote
poetry, painted, traveled, and compiled writings by others, just like literati men. 190 Most
strikingly, many courtesans, in the process ofparticipating in literati culture, became
professional writers and artists who produced lucrative artistic works of great market
value. Ma Xianglan's paintings were treasured by prominent men in her day 191 and used
as valuable gifts in later generations. l92 The well-known literatus Pan Zhiheng was very
impressed by the courtesan-calligrapher Yang Shuqing ~~nr;XV~P, saying that one ofher
calligraphies could exchange for one hundred pi of brocades (1~;t't -~~*Jt

m~ B

~).193 Yang Wan exchanged her calligraphy for a skirt painting by the contemporary

male painter Du Shiliang :f±±~.194 In discussing women who engaged in men's
professions (~fflÀJ§~-T$), the Qing scholar Li E J;I;~~ (1692-1752) illustrated this

For example, the case of Zhao Yiguang and Lu Qingzi. See Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 170.
For a prominent example of courtesan-anthologist, see entry for Liang Xiaoyu W:/J\~ in Hu
Wenkai, Lidai funü 160-63. Liang was not one of male literati' s favourite courtesans likely because of her
bold criticism ofwritings by leading contemporary literati such as Yuan Hongdao, Li Weizhen, Tang
Xianzu ~~JîWt§. (1550-1616), Chen Jiru, and many others. See Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 16l.
191 See the introduction of Ma Xianglan by her contemporary Zhou Tianqiu. See Weidner, Views
from Jade Terrace 72.
192 See Wu Qi's poem, entitled "Yi pu shi cheng xie Jiang Xuezai song ming jian Ban guan Wu
cao Lu yan Ma Xianglan hua lan qi" ~lI!lIif-if~W~~::tE~~~:ifJI~~1j[JlI'tîHJ~,~;flfIIHllIî~, in
Linhuitang quanji t.fjJ~~$R 7a-b (SKQS-dianziban).
193 Quoted from "Yutai hanmo yu fang," :±~@~~jj, in Wang Keyu ŒlilJ:±, Shanhu wang:Elllt
rm~ 433.
194 See Yang Wan's poem entitled "Zuo caoshu huan Du Shiliang hua qun" 1'Fl'j[iJ~H±.Bt!!m,
in Zhongshan xian sijuan i.irllil:[9'ff,juan 3 (early Qing edition). Copies of Yang Wan's Zhongshan xian
sijuan, Xu yijuan, Zai xu er juan i.irllil:[9'ff*'-'ffR*,='ff are he1d in the Nanjing Library. l cannot
provide specific page numbers, because the collections are not paginated.
189
190
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cultural phenomenon with the case ofthe late Ming courtesan-painter Xu Jinghong who
engraved seals like men to show her identity as a professional painter. 195
This chapter serves as a means to contextualize the examination of the rise of late
Ming literary and literate courtesans. We have seen how open society like the late Ming
literati world affected class and gender. In the following chapter, I will take courtesans
as writing subjects that produced texts to examine the importance of their poetry in
literati culture as demonstrated by their visible inclusion in late-Ming-early-Qing
anthologies ofwomen's writings. lt became a commonplace that in late Ming and early
Qing anthologies ofwomen's poetry, poems of courtesans were mingled with gentry
women's verses. I also investigate how late Ming anthologists used prefaces as sites to
promote poetry by courtesans as a legitimate part ofliterati culture.

T~W,

195 See Li E's poems "Xu Pianpian shu shan zi cheng Jinling dangzi fu" t~lüffilüffiifi~ ËH~~~~
in Li E, Fanxie shanfangji ~tMLlLry}m 9.9a (SKQS-dianziban).
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Chapter Two
Rediscovering the Importance of Writings by Late Ming
Courtesans in Late Ming and Early Qing Anthologies
The previous chapter provides a social-cultural context in which late Ming courtesans
flourished. In it, l emphasized office-holding as losing its appeal for late Ming
nonconformists who sought other alternative means of self-realization. l showed that
many courtesans were intimately connected to male dominant poetry societies of which
these unconventionalliterati were a crucial part. In this cultural space, an alternative
nonconformist personality for educated men of the late Ming emerged, a personality
contrary to the tradition al scholar-official ideal. This chapter goes on to locate the rise of
late Ming courtes ans in a specifie literary milieu by examining the importance of their
poetry in literati culture, an importance demonstrated by their visible inclusion in late
Ming and early Qing anthologies ofwomen's writings. In other words, this chapter
examines how late Ming (extending to the early Qing) literati promoted courtesan culture
through the anthology-making ofpoetry by this group ofwomen. As we will see below,
the late Ming trend of anthologizing women' s poetry in incorporating contemporary
courtesans continued even after the faH of the Ming; however, it suddenly went out of
fashion during the High Qing reign-periods ofYongzheng:mIE (1723-1735) and
Qianlong. This indicates that an orthodox Confucian approach that characterized the
Qing scholarship had come into force during the High Qing either as a reaction to or as a
departure from the late Ming nonconformist paradigm.
This chapter begins with an introduction and investigation of a list of important
anthologies produced from the late Ming to early Qing, in which poetry and writing by
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Ming courtesans are recorded. Based on the investigation of these anthologies, the
second half of the chapter focuses on prefaces to these anthologies. Preface-writing is an
important aspect in anthology-making. Prefaces often contain rich and valuable sources
regarding the specific circumstances under which the anthologies are produced. What l
will investigate is how late Ming anthologists used their prefaces as sites to defend and
promote poetry by courtesans as a legitimate part of literati culture as this poetry was
increasingly inc1uded in women's poetry anthologies in this period. l also explore how
this late Ming rhetoric differed from that in prefaces to women's poetry collections
produced before the Ming so as to identifY rhetorical changes. By revealing poetry by
courtesans in anthologies ofwomen's literary productions and the importance ofthis
poetry in the development oflate Ming anthology-making ofwomen's writings, l
demonstrate that late Ming courtesans were not only famous as personae constructed in
male nostalgic discourse, as shown by CUITent scholarship, but also because they were
writing subjects that produced texts. Writing became the most essential aspect of the late
Ming mingji' s persona.

Part One
Anthologizing Poetry by Contemporary Courtesans
in the Late Ming and Early Qing l
With the recent rediscovery ofwomen's poetry in the Ming and Qing, scholars in
Chinese studies have paid increasing attention to the dramatic rise in the compiling and

1 Most oflate Ming and early Qing collections ofwomen's poetry discussed in this section are
anthologies, but 1 also inc1ude three collections that are not anthologies in the usual sense because they
were important in the development of valorizing poetry by courtesans. These three collections are Qingni
lianhuaji by Mei Dingzuo, Furenji MltÀ.~ by Chen Weisong ~**l~ (1626-82), and Shi yuan ba mingjia
xuan ~frjiJ\::g*~ by Zou Siyi.
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publishing ofwomen's literary productions in the Ming and Qing. As Kang-i Sun
Chang has pointed out in her essay, "No nation has produced more anthologies or
collections ofwomen's poetry than late imperial China.,,3 In this pioneering
investigation ofwomen's poetry anthologies, Chang introduces a "preliminary" list of
twelve anthologies ofwomen's poetry produced in the Ming and Qing periods. She
describes and contrasts these anthologies with regard to their authorship, emphases, and
selection strategies. Although Chang's principal concern is to provide a general
introduction to these anthologies, rather than to study literary works by courtesans, she
does refer to the inclusion of specific Ming dynasty courtesans in severallate Ming and
early Qing anthologies such as the "Runji" fMl~ of the Liechao shiji, compiled by Qian
Qianyi and Liu Rushi. She also mentions in passing the inclusion of poetry by Ming
courtesans in several other anthologies: Zhao Shijie ~t!t~, comp. Gujin nüshi ~~:9:

se (1628), Zhong Xing, comp. (attrib.) Mingyuan shigui iJ~~~li, Chen Weisong ~**l
~

(1626-82), comp. Furenji ~fflÀ~, Mao Yuchang, comp. Qinhuai siji shi, and the

Nüzhong qi caizi lanke ji :9:g=H:::::::r Tnmo1'<~ by the late Ming and early Qing anthologist
Zhou Zhibiao JWJ~-*J, who devoted two juan to the famous courtesan Wang Wei, one of
the Seven Female Talents recorded in Zhou's collection. 4 In her study of the anthologymaking ofwomen's writings and the issue of canon formation, Grace S. Fong focuses on
anthologies produced in the late Ming. She examines important formats of anthologymaking in terms oftemporal scope, selection criteria, and organizing principles. She also

See Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies"; Fong, "Gender and the Failure of Canonization."
Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 148. According to Chang, in the Lidai funü zhuzuo kao,
the comprehensive catalogue ofwomen's writings in pre-modem China, Hu Wenkai records over three
thousand titles of collections and anthologies produced in the Ming and Qing periods.
4 Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 154.
2

3
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gives details about the inclusion of courtesans in several Ming anthologies. ln particular,
she mentions Zhong Xing who inc1uded a large number ofpoems by Wang Wei, a
member ofhis literary circle.

5

The accessibility to courtesan poetry has greatly improved during recent years. In
particular, many women's poetry anthologies that contain writings by courtesans have
been reprinted in the Siku series. 6 With this newly improved accessibility, 1 believe a
reinvestigation of Ming-Qing women's poetry anthologies with a focus on courtesan
poets should bring new insights on the developments of late Ming anthology-making
culture, women's culture, and on contemporary literati culture. Below, 1 provide a list of
anthologies that contain selections ofwritings by Ming courtesans. 7 My list covers
anthologies produced in the period from the Ming to the early Qing in order to show
continuity in terms ofliterati traits and social-cultural tendencies in the Ming-Qing
transition. However, as mentioned in the introductory chapter, the complete absence of
courtesan poets in Shen Deqian's influential anthology of Ming poetry, the Mingshi

biecai ji (1739) marked with a strong signal that a new era emphasizing Confucian
orthodox values had begun. Therefore, my list will not coyer anthologies coming after

5 In my descriptions and discussions ofwomen's poetry anthologies where late Ming courtesans
are included, l am greatly indebted to studies of Ming-Qing anthologies conducted by Chang and Fong as
sorne of these anthologies have been weil described and examined by the two scholars although their
focuses are not on courtesans.
6 See my Introduction, 34-35. See also Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 130.
7 Most ofthese anthologies are available. l will provide notes to indicate the sources of this
information in the hope it will be helpful for future studies.
8 Courtesans were largely absent in anthologies produced in the High Qing periods ofYongzheng
and Qianlong. As a matter offact, there were not many general women's poetry anthologies produced in
these periods either. But starting from the end ofthe Qianlong's era, this was about to change. For example,
Wang Qishu's Œ'§~ Xiefangji mJ1f~ (preface dated 1785) already resumed the place for the "Qinglou"
(courtesans). This became even more common in sorne of the anthologies produced after the Qianlong
reign: Wang Chang Iffi:l, comp., Ming ci zong aJj~"J** (preface dated 1802; reprinted in Zhao Zunyue,
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1 have arranged these anthologies chronologically: the mid-Ming periods of
Jiajing and Longqing (1522-1572); the late Ming periods of the Wanli reign onward
(1573-1644); and finally, the early Qing periods of Shunzhi and Kangxi (1644-1722). 1
do not place these anthologies in an Appendix because 1 believe the li st itself gives the
reader a strong sense of the rapid development of the anthologizing of poetry by
courtesans in these periods extending from Jiajing reign-period and throughout the MingQing transition.
1. Tian Yiheng

EE@1IJ (1524-74?), comp. Shinü shi ~:P:9:, 1557. 9

2. Li Hu ;~fJX, comp. Gusu xinke tongguan yibian ~i!îil**JT~UflYg~jUI,
1567. 10
3. Yu Xian iW~ (1508-72), Il comp. Shuxiu zongji ~)Z**!~, in Yu Xian,
comp. Sheng Ming baijia shi ~E!I-lS~~~ (his own preface dated 1571).12
4. Hu Wenhuan tJl3t~, comp. Xinke tongguan zhaiqi *JT~UrJYgtjliij1i]-.13

comp., Mingci huikan), Xu Kuichen ~f~@, comp.,Xiangkeji WrW<~ (preface dated 1804), Yun Zhu,
comp., Guochao guixiu zhengshiji (1836), and Zhou Shouchang !~H.Ë'! (1814-84), comp., Gonggui
wenxuan '§OOX~ (1843). As mentioned previously, Yun Zhu's conscious efforts to keep courtesans out
ofher anthology have drawn much scholarly attention, but compared with Shen Deqian's Mingshi biecaiji
that completely excluded courtesan poetry, the Zhengshi ji actually included writings by quite a few
courtesans living from the Ming to the Qing, more precisely, courtesans-tumed-concubine ornuns. Among
them were the famous Liu Rushi, Wang Wei, Xue Susu, Li Xiang, Bian Yujing -t3:S.~, and Dong Bai.
Yun Zhu's exclusion of courtesans was in keeping with the mainstream literary trends ofher time.
9 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 876-78. It is reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 321:
686-796. See also Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 134-36.
10 Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 878-80. The collection is reprinted in Siku weishou shu jikan, Di liu ji ~
7\~, 30: 399-650. See also Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 136-37.
Il Yu Xian (courtesy name Rucheng &~), was a native of Wuxi. Ajinshi of 1538, he became
prefectual judge ofHuguang (Huguang an cha shi). See the entry on Sheng Ming baijia shi in Qinding Siku
quanshu zongmu 192.30a-b (SKQS-dianziban). On his life span, see Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu
wenren nianbiao 297.
12 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 880. The anthology is reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu,
vol. 306: 662-69. For a discussion ofthis anthology, see Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization"
139.
13 Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 880. 1 am not able to determine its exact publication date. 1 li st it here
because it has the same selection criteria as the anthology compiled by Li Hu.
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5. Gu Qilun IilU~{1ffi (1517-87), comp. Juan 19 of Guo ya ~ft, 1573.

14

6. Chishang ke 1(gJ:~ (pseudo.) comp. Mingyuanjinang ;:g~fj., 1595.

15

7. Mei Dingzuo t®;~!3~ff(f (1549-1618), comp. Qingni lianhuaji i'i1Jê:ri1t§G,
1600. 16
8. Zhang Mengzheng !*&:1§&, comp. Qing/ou yunyu wf!tMj"ig-g, 1616. 17
9. Qu Juesheng ~Jt~, comp. Nü sao :tz:,~:&1, 1618. 18
10. Mao Yuchang, comp. Qinhuai siji shi. 19
Il. Zhou Gongfu

)1!fJ0ffi, comp. Gujin qing/ouji xuan ~4i'itl~~.20

12. Zheng Wen'ang ~:x!r), comp. Gujin mingyuan huishi~4;:g~-'~:!j,
1620.21
13. Zhong Xing, comp. (attrib.) Mingyuan shigui; c. 1625. 22
14. Ma Jiasong I%~tl, comp. Huajingjunsheng 1tm~V, published in the
era ofTianqi 7:f@f (1621-27).23

Reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu bubian 15: 651-59.
Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 893. Ko provides the publication date ofthis anthology (1595) and the
number of Ming women poets included (23). See Table 2 in Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers 60.
According to Ko's bibliography, a copy of the anthology is held in the Naikaku Bunko. For a brief
discussion ofit, see Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 137.
16 Strictly speaking, the Qingni lianhuaji as a whole is not a poetry anthology, but a collection of
biographies of courtesans. But four juan Uuan 9 to 12) are basically devoted to writings by talented
courtesans under the category of "Ji zao" ~ê~ (Records offlowery words). Ming courtes an poets are
recorded in juan 12. For the entry on Qingni lianhuaji, see Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 889-90. It is reprinted in
Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, zibu, vol. 253: 723-903.
17 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 892.
18 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 884-85. For an introduction to the selection criteria ofthis anthology,
see Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 141-42.
19 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 844.
20 See Yang Liying f~J.m~ and Ye Hui ~*l, "Cong Mingren nüzi shiji de bianzuan kan Mingdai
funü wenxue xianxiang" 1~~À:tz:-TiN~ÉI'9~.~~{-tMff:tz::X~JJ[~ 35.
21 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 881-82. See also Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 14244.
22 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 883-84. The Mingyuan shigui is reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu
congshu, vol. 339: 1-421. For studies of the anthology, see Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 151-52;
Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 144-46.
14
15
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15. Jiang Yuanxi

iI7Gffrl, comp. Yutai wenyuan 3s]!X-m, published in the

era of Tianqi (1621-1627).
16. Jiang Yuanzuo iIJCWF, comp. Xu Yutai wenyuan

M[-E]!x-m, 1632.24

17. Zhao Shijie, comp. Gujin nüshi, 1628. 25
18. Shen Yixiu, comp. Yiren si {ft AJG!" 1636. 26
19. Zhuo Fangshui lj:ln7j(, comp. Gujin cihui er bian t14fiPJIri=*i

27

20. Zhou Zhibiao, comp. Nüzhong qi caizi lanke Ji, published in the early

21. Liu Rushi, comp. Juan 4 of "Runji," in Qian Qianyi, comp. Liechao shiji,
1649.29
22. Ji Xian *!lf'J! (1614-1683), comp. Guixiuji OO*~, 1652. 30
23. Zou Siyi ~G;ltJT~ (1615-?), comp. Shiyuan ba mingjiaji ~~J\~~~,
preface dated 1655. 31

23 See Yang Liying and Ye Hui, "Cong Mingren nüzi shiji de bianzuan" 34. Thejuan 96 of Ming
shi zong 1'!Jjlj-:if** compiled by Zhu Yizun, inc1uded an erotic poem "Ta hua ci" hl~1Ellr.t] by an anonymous
poet. Zhu informs us that the poem is from Huajingjunsheng. The Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao recorded
Ma Jiasong, comp., Shi ke bian shijuan +i:lJ*~+~ (SKQS-dianziban). It is noteworthy that Chen Jiru
wrote a preface for the collection. Wang Duanshu also mentioned that she used the Huajingjunsheng as a
reference when she compiled her anthology, the Mingyuan shiwei. See the entry on Shen Qian tt1fl'f, in
Mingyuan shiwei 4. 22a.
24 See the entries of Yutai wenyuan and its sequel Xu Yutai wenyuan, in Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü
885-88. The two anthologies are reprinted together in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 375: 275-509.
25 Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 152-53.
26 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 115, 894. Modem reprint in Ye Shaoyuan ~*g:R, comp., Wumengtang
ji q:~;§t~ [Ji Qin ji jiao WitIij!,ij;j)(] 527-90. Dorothy Ko mentions that Shen Yixiu failed to inc1ude
courtesan poets in her short anthology Yiren si. In fact, The anthology does contain the poems by one
courtesan, the noted courtesan Zhou Qisheng f,!(J~:1'. [Zhou Wen]. See Yiren si 580. For Ko's remarks, see
Ko, "The Written word" 87.
27 Reprinted in Zhao Zunyue, comp., Mingci huikan. Zhuo Fangshui was the younger brother of
Zhuo Renyue lj[Àf:! (1606-36), the famous poet and playwright ofthe late Ming.
28 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 844.
29 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 433-34. For a detailed study ofthis anthology and its authorship, see
Chang "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 153-56.
30 The Guixiuji is reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, vol. 414: 330-82.
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24. Zou Siyi, comp. Hongjiao ji ~J~~, early Qing edition.

32

25. Wang Shilu -=r.±ffrSf< (1626-73), comp. Ranzhiji ~g~~, preface dated

26. Wang Duanshu -=r.ftffij~R (1621-ca.1706), comp. Mingyuan shiwei :gt!i~~

M!, completed 1664, printed 1667.
27. Zhou Ming JWJ~ comp. Linxia cixuan ;f*T6j:J)~, 1671.

34

28. Deng Hanyi ~~1~{~ (1617-89), comp. Juan 12 (on women writers) of

Mingjia shiguan chuji :g~~~W*)]~, 1672; "Guixiu bie juan" in Shiguan
er ji ~~IJ!=~~*)jU~; "Guixiu bie juan" in Shiguan san ji ~It=~~

29. Liu Yunfen Jh:d5:t, comp. Cuilouji ~;fI~, 1673 36
30. Chen Weisong, comp. Furenji?7

Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 849. Copy of the collection is held in the Beijing Library.
Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 897.
33 The Ranzhiji was never forrnally published. Most of the collection was lost. Today, only 9 juan
are preserved in the Shanghai Library. See Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 906-11. On the collection, see also
Zeitlin, "Disappearing Verses" 99. The one juan Ranzhiji li ~ij~~13U (Principles of the Ranzhiji) by
Wang Shi lu is reprinted in the Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 420: 729-38.
34 Reprinted in Xuxiu Siku quanshu, jibu, vol. 1729: 548-663.
35 Reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu bubian, vols. 39: 445-72 and 40: 331-47. For
"Guixiu biejuan" in Shiguan sanji, see Sikujinhui shu congkan,jibu, vol. 3: 343-50. For a discussion of
this anthology, see Chang "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 159. For a recent study ofthe compilation of the
anthology Shiguan by Deng Hanyi and its socio-cultural and historical implications in the early Qing
context, see Meyer-Fong, "Packaging the Men of Our Times."
36 Reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu,jibu, vol. 395: 156-239.
37 Furen ji is a collection of miscellaneous records about women in the late Ming and the MingQing transition. 1 list it here because it records many poems by courtesans. More importantly, it includes
rich information about the courtesan culture in the Ming-Qing transition period. The version of Furen ji
that 1 rely on is a modem reprint (Shanghai: Shanghai Zhongyang shudian, 1935). It does not offer any clue
regarding its publication date. But aIl the episodes Chen Weisong recorded happened in the Ming-Qing
transition up to the early Kangxi period. 1 estimate that it must have been completed and published before
1682, the year Chen died.
31

32
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31. Xu Shumin 1~WÎ3J5<: and Qian Yue ~-ffi, comp. Zhongxiang ci *:m:~8J,
1690. 38
32. Zhu Yizun *~~ (1629-1709), comp. Juan 98 of Ming shi zong yi bai
.
Juan

S~R~±2;6
trl~
:!fji'î"jïlv1\- f=j 'E",

1702 . 39

33. Kui Xu ~*j( [$W!z*j.] Lichao guiya shi er juan ~!j!Jjlïlft, Kangxi

34. Zhang Yuzhang ~~~, et al, comp. [Kangxi] Yuxuan Mingshi yi bai er
shi juan, fu xingming Jueli ba juan. [m:\'f~] 1iEP~SJHj~- B
f}11U\~. Preface by the Emperor Kangxi dated 1709.

-= +~, mfri.i;

41

35. Shen Jiyou 1X:J::tz, comp. Juan 34-35 of Zuili shixi f~*®~, published
1710.42

The anthologies listed above clearly show that the anthologizing of writings by Ming
courtesans appeared as early as the mid-Ming, flourished in the late Ming, and continued
to be in vogue in the early Qing up to the late years of the Kangxi era. Many of the
compilers of these anthologies, especially those produced in the late Ming, were
intimately connected to the Jiangnan literary circles, Wang Ruqian's in Hangzhou in

38 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 898-99. Modem reprint (Taibei: Fuzhijiang chubanshe, 1997). For a
description of the anthology, see Chang "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 160-63.
39 The publication date of 1702 is recorded in Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao
936. Modem reprint (Taibei: Shijie shuju, 1988).
40 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 906. Reprint in Siku weishou shujikan, Di shi ji ~+iIŒt 30:1-98.
41 Modem reprint (Taibei: Shijie shuju, 1988). But l have used the electronic version ofthis
anthology in the Siku quanshu (SKQS-dianziban).
42 Copy in the Dalian Library. l have used the electronic version ofit in the Siku quanshu (SKQSdianziban).
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particular. 43 Below, l describe ten essential anthologies to highlight major developments
of anthologizing writings by late Ming courtesans from the late Ming to the early Qing.

1. Tian Yiheng, comp. Shinü shi, 1557. 44
Tian Yiheng, courtesy name Ziyi T~, was a native of Qiantang ~dMl!f. Extremely
talented but unsuccessful in examinations and officialdom,45 he held a min or office in
Huizhou 1~cJ\I\f and then retired to Hangzhou, spending much ofhis time on wine and
poetry. His Shinü shi appears to be the first diachronie anthology that included writings
by contemporary Ming women. He included a total oftwenty-six women poets from the
Ming. Of the twenty-six Ming women Tian recorded, only one is a courtesan, the
"Courtesan from Huai'an" (Huai'anji 1ft~~5Z). Although this near anonymous
courtesan sounds insignificant, the Shinü shi becomes relevant to my study because of it.
Moreover, Tian Yiheng was the first Ming anthologist to address in his preface the
inclusion of the courtesan in his anthology. This mode was later adopted by many other
late Ming editors and compilers of women' s writing as courtesan poetry was increasingly
included in anthologies ofwomen's literary works.

43 Zheng Wen'ang, Ma Jiasong, Jiang Yuanxi, Jiang Yuanzuo, Zhong Xing, Zhao Shijie, Liu
Rushi, Zou Siyi, Wang Duanshu, and Deng Hanyi aIl stayed connected to Wang Ruqian's literary circle in
Hangzhou.
44 For a detailed discussion about this anthology, see Fong, "Gender and the Failure of
Canonization" l34-36. For Tian's biographical information, see the biography ofhis father Tian Rucheng,
in Goodrich and Fang, Dictionary of Ming Biography 1287-88. See also Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji
xiaozhuan 504.
45 In the entry on "Wenren qian yi di" :x)d~-m, Xu Bo lists seven outstanding late Ming
(1470-1559), Wang
literati who did not successfully achieve thejinshi degree: Wen Zhengming
Chong.=EH (1494-1533), Wen Peng:X"W (1498-1573), Wen Jia:X~ (1501-83), He Liangjun filfJ§.u~
(1506-73), Ou Daren ~jd± (1516-96), and Tian Yiheng. See Xu Bo, Xu shi bijing 1JJ;pç.'ffl7.22a-b
(SKQS-dianziban ).

:xmf"!!":!
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Several other early period Ming anthologies ofwomen's poetry also appeared in
the Jia[jing]-Long[qing] periods: Li Hu's Gusu xinke Tongguan yibian, Hu Wenhuan's

Xinke tongguan zhaiqi, and Yu Xian's Shuxiu zongji. Yu Xian's Shuxiu zongji deserves
particular attention here because it was a very important anthology in the development of
Ming anthologizing trends. Although it was not the fÏrst to include courtesan poets, Yu
Xian's Shuxiu zongji appears to be the fÏrst Ming anthology devoted exclusively to
contemporary Ming women poets. It was well selected and edited and it included
seventeen Ming women (from 16 families, 16 jia ~) with seventy-two poems. It was
later placed at the end of the "Qianji"M~ in the Sheng Ming baijia shi. 46 In the "Hou
ji" :f3t~, Yu Xian added four women with their individual collections. But of the four,
the woman poet Pan shi was already recorded in the "Qian ji." Thus Yu Xian recorded a
total oftwenty Ming women successively. Of the seventeen (in the Shuxiu zongji) or
twenty (in the Sheng Ming baijia shi) Ming women Yu Xian recorded, only one is a
courtesan, the "Courtesan from Huai'an," the same courtesan recorded by Tian Yiheng.
Yu Xian placed her at the very end of the Shuxiu zongji. Similarly, both Li Hu and Hu
Wenhuan organized their anthologies according to moral categories, placing courtesans at
the end in the separate collection of the humble concubines and literary courtesans (~~

Y:.fr!i.. or 1~~lliY:.~!i..), the "Bieji" 5JU~, which indicates an early anthologizing trend ofthe
Ming that moral conduct was considered more important than literary talent.
Nevertheless, these early anthologies produced in the mid-Ming record only one
poem by a contemporary courtesan, the anonymous Huai'anji. This suggests that during

46 For the Shuxiu zongji, see Sheng Ming baijia shi, "Qianji," reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu
congshu,jibu, vol. 306: 662-69. Four individual collections are included at the end of the "Houji" in Yu
Xian's Sheng Ming baijia shi, vol. 308: 799-808.
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the mid-Ming when there were few women writing poetry as Yu Xian claimed in his
prefaces to the Pan shi shiji and Shuxiu zongji that he compiled,47 there were far fewer
courtesans than gentry women writing poetry, if any. This may surprise many ofus as
courtesans are often assumed to have been an influence on gentry women if not the only
literate women in pre-modem China in terms ofwomen's literary pursuits, and not the
other way around.

48

The Qing Siku editors often criticized Ming anthologists for "they plagiarized
each other" and thus "reproduced one another's mistakes.,,49 This charge might be valid
in sorne cases, but there is no concrete evidence to suggest these early anthologies largely
copied from each other even though the number and names of the women recorded are
suspiciously similar. For example, both Yu Xian and Li Hu included poetry by the
woman Pan shi, but their poem selections are not aU the same. As a matter of fact,
according to the short biographical entries provided by Yu Xian, almost aU the poems of
the women he recorded were selected from their individual collections, with the
exception of a few single poem selections.

50

This suggests that these early Ming

anthologists often included poetry to which they had easy access and they might have
used the same limited but widely circulated literary collections of individual women.
Thus, a single poem by an anonymous woman such as the Huai'anji could be a common
choice for anthologists if it was known to all.

Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 197; 88l.
Ropp, "Ambiguous Images" 18; Ko, "The Written Word" 78.
49 Quoted in Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 146-47.
50 Such as the poem by Huai'anji and the poem by Yu Xian's mother. See Yu Xian, comp.,
Shuxiu zongji 669.
47

48
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2. Gu Qilun (1517-87), comp. Juan 19 of Guo ya (1573)51
The first anthology produced in the Wanli era that included courtesan poets was the Guo

ya, the general anthology of Ming poetry compiled by Gu Qilun. 52 A native from Wuxi
like Yu Xian, Gu Qilun obviously took Yu Xian's Shuxiu zongji and Sheng Ming baijia

shi as important references for making his own anthology as he repeatedly referred to
"Shuxiuji" (i.e., Shuxiu zongji) or "the anthology that Yu Xian compiled" (Yu shi suo
zuan irJ~PJT. or Yu shi suo ke irJ~pJT1iU).53
Gu devoted one juan (juan 19) to Ming women, placing them before the monks at
the end of the Guo ya. There are sorne similarities between the two anthologies by Yu
Xian and Gu Qilun. First, both slim collections on women's poetry were intended by the
compilers to be part oftheir bigger projects-general anthologies of Ming poetry.
Second, the time span of their anthologies was from the beginning of the Ming dynasty
down to their own time. Third, both Yu Xian and Gu Qilun shared a common interest in
including in their anthologies substantial works by many of their living contemporaries
who might have connections with them, such as friends, acquaintances, or ev en family
members. Yu Xian included poetry by Huangfu Fang ~1fî1JJ, one of the preface-writers
for his Sheng Ming baijia shi. In the preface, Huangfu Fang expresses his thankfulness
for being inc1uded with his brothers in this anthology. Yu Xian even recorded his two
sons. As for women poets, Yu Xian inc1uded a poem that he thought to have been

Reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu bubian 15: 326-719.
On Gu Qilun's biographical information, see entries in Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu
wenren nianbiao 164,299,303,314, and 340.
53 Siku quanshu cunmu congshu bubian 15: 351, 353.
51

52
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written by his mother.

54

There were at least two other women he inc1uded in his

anthology, with whom he had direct or indirect long term familial friendships.55
Similarly, Gu inc1uded many shanren

wA (men of the mountains) or buyi 1!J::&

(commoners) friends who exchanged poetry with him in his literary circ1es. 56
This late Ming selection practice in incorporating living authors inc1uding friends,
relatives, and family members, was severely and repeatedly criticized by Qing Siku
editors. 57 It is important to note that the Siku editors considered this late Ming
anthologizing practice to be one rooted in poetry societies although they also admitted
that late Ming literati had precedents from earlier dynasties. The comments made by the

Siku editors on the Guoxiu ji ~*~ compiled by the High Tang poet Rui Tingzhang ~
=tH~

(fl 744) clearlY reveal what should be presented as plausible andjust in anthology-

making:
In the pre-Tang periods, the anthologizing practice in incorporating works
ofthe compilers' own writings started from Chu ci compiled by Wang Yi
(89-158).58 It occurred again in the Yutai xinyong by Xu Ling (507_83).59

54 Yu Xian accidentally found the poem in his late father's drafts and he supposed it was written
by his mother. See the entry on "Yu jiefu" Nûi'ifî~ in Shuxiu zongji, reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu
congshu,jibu, vol. 306: 609.
55 See Yu Xian's short prefatory remarks put before Ma shi zhijuji and Sunfuren shiji, in Siku
quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 308: 800 and 801, respectively.
56 See the Siku editors' comments on the Guo ya, reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu
bubian 15: 719.
57 See their comments on the three-juan Guoxiu ji I!!&I*~ in Qinding Siku quanshu zongmu
l86.15a-16a. See also their comments in the entries "Jin shishuo" ~i!tg3l, "Jibu zongxu" tRff~*J@ifJc,
"Jiangyou shigao" Œ::s-~'i'f!11i, and "Chongshou tang shiji" n.1i!:w~ in Qinding Siku quanshu zongmu,
143.47b-48b; l48.1a-2b; l77.75b-76b; and 183.5b, respectively.
58 Wang Yi was the Later Han period imperiallibrarian who inc1uded his Own writings in Chuci
zhangju 1i!~~ii], an anthology he had compiled. For a general introduction of the "Chuci," see Hawkes,
trans. & annot., The Songs ofthe South.
59 Xu Ling was the Liang court poet who compiled the Yutai xinyong. This anthology was
sponsored by the Liang Crown Prince, later known as Emperor Jianwen, Xiao Gang If~J (503-51). For a
modem reprint of the anthology, see Yutai xinyongjianzhu .:=E..Jilffillk~i±. For an English translation of
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[Rui] Tingzhang also included two pieces ofhis own writings [in the

Guoxiuji]. He probably followed the examples of Wang Yi and Xu Ling.
But one' s writings should be judged only by [other] people under the
heavens and by those in later ages in order to achieve just discemment.
Why should people show offtheir talent and sing their own praises7
There are examples to follow, yet ultimately these examples are not fit to
be regarded as models. 6o

Apparently, in the eyes of Qing scholars, Wang Yi, Xu Ling, and Rui Tingzhang were
not wonderful precedents for Ming-Qing anthologists to follow. Rui Tingzhang not only
included his own writings in the anthology he compiled, but also inc1uded poetry by Lou
Ying fI~, the preface-writer for the Guoxiuji. In contrast to these anthologists, the first
literary anthology the Wen xuan:X~ by Xiao Tong llUJ'E (501-31), was considered to
have been a good example of anthology-making: 6J
When the Liang Prince Zhaoming compiled Wen xuan, he excluded
poems by He Xun (7-5187) because at the time of compilation, He Xun
was still living. Probably this way he could exercise just discemment
without being distracted by worldly customs. In the case of [Rui]
and introduction to the anthology, see Birrell, New Songs. For a study of songs in the anthology from a
feminist perspective, see Robertson, "Voicing the Feminine" 68-72.
60 See the entry on Guoxiuji ~*~ in Qinding Siku quanshu zongmu 186.15a-16a.
61 On Wen xuan and its contribution to Chinese genre theory, see Hightower, "The Wen Hsüan and
genre theory." See also David Knechtges's introduction to his translation, Wen xuan or Selections of
refined Literature, vol. 1.
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Tingzhang and [Lou] Ying, one incIuded living authors in his anthology
while the other wrote the preface because the anthology contains his own
writings ... From these cases, we see that this late Ming inveterate practice
ofpoetry societies came a long way graduaIly. It was not a change that
occurred within one day from moming to evening.

62

From this quotation, we leam that, generaIly, especially under High Qing
standards, anthologists should uphold two basic princip les in their anthology-making.
First, an anthology must not include living authors. Second, it must not include authors
who have personal connections with the compiler, not to mention the compiler himself.
Although late Ming literati had precursors from former dynasties, the literati trend of
boosting and promoting each other in the context of poetry societies definitely furthered
this anthologizing practice to its peak. Viewed in this light, the exclusion of aIl Qing
works in sorne anthologies produced in the Qing such as Gonggui wenxuan '§OO:X~
(1843) by Zhou Shouchang Fèû~~ (1814-84) does not suggest that the compilers were
Ming 10yalists. 63
It is not surprising that Yu Xian and Gu Qilun were severely criticized by Qing

Siku editors because they both recorded living authors including family members and

See the entry on Guoxiu ji in Qinding Siku quanshu zongmu 186.l5a-16a.
Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 165. It is interesting that while Shen Yixiu and Wang
Duanshu included their own writings in the anthologies that they had compiled, Liu Rushi and Ji Xian did
not.
62
63
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friends in their anthologies. 64 But unlike Yu Xian's, Gu's anthology records for the first
time the poetry of contemporary courtesans with names (rather than just the earlier
anonymous "Courtesan from Huai'an"), such as Lin Nu'er ;f*~X~, Shao shi, BG~, Zhao
Yanru Mi~PD, Jiang Shunyu ~~~, and Wang Wenqing IyJ~P, names that appear
repeatedly in later Ming anthologies. As the first anthology produced in the Wanli reign,
Guo ya marked a new beginning in the development of anthologizing poetry by Ming
courtesans by recording courtesans with real names.
One slim anthology of women' s poetry produced in the early Wanli era that 1
want to note here is Guixiu shiping ~*§~§zp65 by Jiang Yingke 1I~f4 (1556-1605). 1
did not put Jiang's Guixiu shiping on the above list as it does not inc1ude any
contemporary Ming courtesans. But it is still worth mentioning here because this
anthology mingled poems of courtesans together with the gentry women's verses.
Courtesans and gentry women were treated equally under the same category of guixiu, an
approach that was different from that of Yu Xian, Gu Qilun, and other earlier anthologists,
who put courtesans at the end of their anthologies. This approach would soon be widely
adopted by many late Ming anthologists and remain popular for many decades to come.
Jiang Yingke was the most enthusiastic supporter of the influentialliterary school
of Yuan Hongdao, the Gong'an school. It is well-known that under the influence of the
Gong'an school, the expressive literary trend enjoyed a huge vogue in the late Ming. The
Jingling school, formed later by Zhong Xing and Tan Yuanchun, continued to emphasize
spontaneity and self-expression in writing. As Fong has pointed out, many late Ming
64 See the comments at the ends ofthe Sheng Ming baijia shi and Guo ya. See Siku quanshu
cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 308: 811 and Siku quanshu cunmu congshu bubian, vol. 15: 719, respectively.
65 Hu Wenkai records only the author and the title. See Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 893. The entire
Guixiu shiping is reprinted in Xuxiu Siku quanshu, zibu, vol. 1191: 624-31.
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anthologies ofwomen's poetry were welliocated in or related to the developments in the
larger literary trends. 66 Many literati who promoted courtesans were intimately
connected to the Gong'an and Jingling schools.

3. Mei Dingzuo (1549-1618), comp. Qingni lianhuaJi (1600)
Mei Dingzuo, courtesy name Yujin ~:1iZ:, a native ofXuancheng (Anhui), was a wellknown unrestrained literary figure ofhis day.67 He passed the district examination at the
age of sixteen (Chinese sui), but because he disliked the strict regulations of the
examination system, he gave up the pursuit ofhigher degrees immediately after. It is also
unlikely that his official career was remarkable. In 1571, he became a member of the
most well-known literary society ofhis day in Nanjing, the Qingxi she.

68

Like many

Ming literati, Mei chose to remain out of office as a retired literatus in order to live life
independently. He devoted most ofhis time to recreation such as gardening, but more
importantly to writing. The Siku catalogue contains nineteen titles by him and most of
his writings are lighter literature.
The Qingni lianhua Ji was the earliest courtesan-specific collection produced in
the Ming. It is arranged into categories according to dynasty and the different kinds of
courtesan virtues such as religious pursuit, chastity, and poetic talent. Strictly speaking,
the thirteen-juan Qingni lianhuaJi as a whole is not a poetry anthology, but a collection
of biographies of courtesans. But four Juan (juan 9 to 12) are basically devoted to
writings by talented courtesans under the category of "Ji zao" §ê~ (Records of flowery

67

Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 140-41.
For Mei's biographical information, see Goodrich and Fang, Dictionary of Ming Biography

68

See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 293.

66

1057-59.
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words). Ming courtesan poets are recorded in juan 12. Thirty contemporary Ming
courtesans are included in the collection, twelve ofwhom are known for their poetic
words and hnes. Of the twelve Ming courtesan poets, six are near anonymous. Of the six
with names, only three are new names in relation to names recorded in Gu Qilun's Guo
ya; namely Su Guiting ~:fi~, Shuo Zhaoxia ifiJ3!fiJ3Ii, Liu Jizhao ;U,*=rE. In addition to

these three, one new name recorded in the section of"Jijie" gèi'î1J (Records ofthe chaste)
is Qi Jingyun jÎf~~, a name that repeatedly appeared in later anthologies ofwomen's
poetry.
Almost aIl of these "literary" courtesans recorded here appear with a single poem
selection except for Wang Ruqing I{~g~P (i.e., Wang Wenqing) who has two recorded
poems. Mei Dingzuo actually doubted the authorship of sorne of the poems he recorded.
In the entry for "Courtesan Yang," Mei Dingzuo informs us that he took the information
on Yang and her poem from the Daoting lu

;i![~~f<

(A record ofhearsays). According to

Mei Dingzuo, the author of the Daoting lu suggested this poem might have been written
by a male poet such as Chen Lunan ~JU~H$j, who taught Yang poetry, and that the author
of the Daoting lu also indicates that he actuaIly met the courtesan but did not see the
poem by her. In the entry for "Su Guiting," Mei also made a note that he had never heard
that Su could write poetry.69 1 would suggest that the paucity ofpoems by real courtesans
and the disputed authorship of their writings in the tirst half of the Wanli era reflect male

69

See Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, zibu, vol. 253: 888.
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anxiety for literary courtesans to play a more important role in their social and literary
life. 70
Despite aIl the undesirable "shortcomings" it might have in terms of a serious
literary anthology, the appearance of the Qingni lianhuaji is significant in several ways.
It was the first Ming collection exclusively devoted to courtesans. Aiso for the first time,

the lotus flower, a metaphor with noble implications in Chinese literature, was used to
refer collectively to courtesans who as a social group had a low social status. His
unorthodox taste, nonconformist spirit, and his playful parody in dealing with orthodox
cultural conventions aIl make this anthology an embodiment of the fashions and values of
late Ming unrestrained male literati. The flaunting of orthodox values was one of the late
Ming trends ofheterodoxy and it was a means used by nonconformist literati to express
their cultural distinctions.

4. Zhang Mengzheng, comp. Qinglou yunyu (1616)
Except for the anthology itse1f, we find no further information on the lives of Zhang
Mengzheng, the compiler, Zhu Yuanliang
shangren

*JC:m, the commentator, and Huayin

fË:flzLtÀ (pseudonym, Reverent Flower-Worshipper,11 referring to a visitor to

the pleasure districts), the preface-writer. However, the appearance of Zhang
Mengzheng's Qinglou yunyu marked a sudden and sharp rise ofliterary courtesans during

70 ln contrast with the paucity of poems by courtesan poets, quite a few gentry women poets
produced and circulated their collections. For example, Ma Xianqing, wife of Chen Lunan [Chen Yi], was
one of the few mid-Ming women whose poetry collections are extant (Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 154). Her
poetry collection entitled Zhiju ji is included at the end of the "Hou ji" in the Sheng Ming baijia shi. See
Chapter 1, 42 (note 20).
71 1 have used Ko's translation for "Huayin shangren." See Dorothy Ko's entry in Chang and
Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 744.
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the late Wanli reign as demonstrated by the number of poets and number of poems
recorded in the anthology.
It is arranged according to the contents in the Piaojing P"*~ (Classic of whoring)

by a Ming anonymous author, whose title is a parody of Confucian classics such as the
Shijing ~~*~ (Book of odes). Each section begins with a short citation from the Piaojing,

followed by interpretative or evaluative comments by Zhu Yuanliang and Zhang
Mengzheng. This commentary is then followed by poetic works (shi, ci, qu) of
courtesans if any existed that were relevant to the topic, and finally by illustrations of
scenes of courtesans and literati. 72 Despite its extremely unorthodox tastes and an
unconventional organization of the selections that is unique, the Qinglou yunyu appears
to be one of the most important anthologies of courtesan writings. It marked the heyday
of late Ming courtesan culture.
First, as an exclusive courtesan poetry anthology, it records over five hundred
poems by one hundred and eighty writers, which was unprecedented. Of the total number
ofpoets, one hundred-fourteen are those of the Ming. 73 Among them are the most
famous Ming courtesans such as Ma Yuejiao J~ Jj ~ (i.e., Ma Xianglan), Xue Susu, Jing
Pianpian :~Hmm, Zhu Taiyu

**33., Zhao Yanru

m~:tm, Zhao Jinyan m~~, Xu

Jinghong 1~.~J,~, Zheng Ruying t~~D~, Hao W enzhu Wi~x:l)K, Cui Zhongwen ~mx,
Kou Wenhua JŒ:X*, Zhou Wen f@Jx, and many others. These courtesans enjoyed great
fame and tex tuai visibility for their artistic talent, refined taste, and romantic liaisons with
prominent late Ming literati. The Qinglou yunyu includes so many well-known
72 The version 1 use does not have illustrations attached to individual entries but a few illustrations
are put at the beginning of the anthology before the "Fanli" fL15U, the Principles of selection.
73 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 892.
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courtesans that these names form the majority ofthe Ming courtesans' with which we are
familiar. 74
Second, it also includes for the first time poem selections for major courtesans in
substantial numbers rather than the single poems previously recorded. For example, it
contains poems by Jing Pianpian (24 titles, 33 poems), Xue Susu (17 titles, 21 poems),75
Ma Xianglan (11 titles, 14 poems), and by Zhao Jinyan (9 titles, 9 poems). Sorne ofthe
courtesans with substantial selections and sorne of the poems by famous courtesans
appear only in this anthology.76
Third, it includes for the first time poems by courtesans who had evident personal
connections with the compiler. In this anthology, several poems are addressed directly to
Zhang Mengzheng, the compiler. 77 From these poems we can detect the development of
the unorthodox practice of anthology-making in which personal connections became a
factor in the process of selection, a practice closely and notoriously related to poetry
societies, as l mentioned before. Obviously, literati like Zhang Mengzheng were no
longer afraid of or cared about placing their names together with those of courtesans into
the historical record.

74 The few exceptions are those who flourished at the very end of the Ming, such as Wang Wei,
Yang Wan, Liu Rushi, and Gu Mei, who were obviously too young to be included here.
75 Hu Wenkai collected twenty-nine poems by Xue Susu from Ranzhi ji and Liechao shiji. Given
the fact that three poems ofXue were recorded in the latter, the former should include twenty-six ofher
poems. Hu Wenkai did not mention the inclusion ofXue's poems in the Qinglou yunyu. See Hu Wenkai,
Lidaifunü 203.
76 Eleven poems by the courtes an named Zhao Guan
are included in the Qinglou yunyu, but
her name only appeared again in Wang Duanshu's Mingyuan shiwei where one poem is recorded. But
Wang Duanshu used the Qinglou yunyu as a reference and she obviously leamed the name from the
Qinglou yunyu. In addition, most of Ma Yuejiao's fourteen poems recorded here are not found in later
important anthologies such as the Mingyuan shigui, Liechao shiji, and Mingyuan shiwei.
77 "Zeng Zhang Mengzheng" mw~~~ by Weiyangji a~t5Z (juan 1); "Xieshou quji Zhang
Mengzheng" t.-=f.ffl3'~~~~ and "Ji Zhang Liulang" ~~7\Jj!~ by Sun Juan I*frfiii (juan 3).
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The Qinglou yunyu was widely circulated during the late Ming and even in the
early Qing. Wang Duanshu, one of the most celebrated female poets and critics, copied
many names from the Qinglou yunyu in the sequel of the Yan}i I@~ (the Erotic
Collection) ofher anthology, the Mingyuan shiwei (juan 25). Wang notes that her
husband bought the Qinglou yunyu from a bookstore after she had already completed the
section on courtesans. But she found the Qinglou yunyu "full of songs by courtesans of
note"

(.griJfrl5!l@t5Z::lfXnJJdiL), thus she compiled the sequel in which she inc1uded all the

names recorded by Zhang except those that were already contained in her original
courtesan section in the Mingyuan shiwei. 78 Given the free circulation ofsuch an
unorthodox anthology and Wang Duanshu's tolerant and even positive attitude towards it,
the Kangxi era seemed to continue to accommodate or tolerate nonconformist literati of
the late Ming.
Another important courtesan collection 1 wish to emphasize is the Qinhuai siji shi
by Mao Yuchang. A friend of Zhong Xing, Tan Yuanchun, and Mao Yuanyi, Mao
Yuchang was one of the many unrestrained literary figures actively involved in literary
societies in Nanjing in his day.79 The Qinhuai siji shi is the only Ming-dynasty-specific
courtesan poetry collection. It inc1uded works by Ma Shouzhen J~~ ~ (Ma Yuejiao or
Ma Xianglan), Zhao Caiji m%~15! (Zhao Jinyan), Zhu Wuxia *~JW (Zhu Taiyu), and
Zheng Ruying (Zheng Wumei #B~~). The four courtesans inc1uded here already
appeared in the Qing/ou yunyu. From many late Ming writings, we see that they were

See Wang Duanshu, comp., Mingyuan shiwei 25.la.
In 1619, Mao Yuchang, Pan Zhiheng, Zhong Xing, Tan Yuanchun, Mao Yuanyi, Fu Ruzhou
m::Rt (fi. 1620s), and Wu Dingfang 5'%WFlÈ, gathered together for a meeting in Wulong tan in Nanjing
(Jinling). See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 448.
78

79
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among the most popular ones in the literati circles of their time. 80 Like his
contemporaries, Mao had intimate associations with sorne of these courtesans and the
making of such an anthology was largely because ofthese associations. 81 In the hands of
Ming literati, especially these nonconformist literati who were actively involved in poetry
societies, the anthology-making ofwomen's poetry became an important means by which
to amuse themselves and to associate with like-minded literati rather than to exercise
genuine critical discernment.

5. Zheng Wen'ang, comp. Gujin mingyuan huishi (1620)
Like Mei Dingzuo, Zheng Wen'ang gave up his pursuit for degrees when he was young
(!f.~0.).82 In the anthology, Zheng recorded thirteen Ming courtesans, eleven of

whom already appeared in previous anthologies such as the Qinglou yunyu. But this
collection is still notable for several reasons. First, it includes for the first time the two
young courtesan poets Wang Wei and Yang Wan, who became outstanding courtesan
poets living at the very end of the Ming. As we will see, Wang Wei was the Ming
courtesan recorded in anthologies with the largest number of poem selections while Yang
Wan was probably the only Ming courtesan whose literary collections were carefully
compiled and published before the faH of the Ming and are still extant. 83
Second, this anthology recorded as many as fourteen names of the proofreaders [qJ
~tt~

and most of them were literary commoners of the shanren or buyi type.

See the entries, in Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü.
Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 200. Zheng Ruying had a poem addressed to Mao Yuchang.
82 See Zhu Zhifan's preface to the Gujin mingyuan huishi. Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 88l.
83 Liu Rushi's writings are also largely extant, but a significant portion ofher adult life was in the
Qing rather than in the Ming. She was recorded in Hu Wenkai as a Qing dynasty woman. See Hu Wenkai,
Lidai funü 430-34. For Yang Wan's collections, see the bibliography.
80
81
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Obviously, for these literary commoners, the recording oftheir names was an important
way, if not the only way, for them to carve their names into the historical record. More
importantly, ifwe check with selected courtesans in the anthology and those who were
involved in the process of making this anthology, we will find the striking fact that sorne
of the selected courtesans either had intimate relations with certain members involved in
the production of this anthology or their selected poems were directly addressed to these
male literati. For example, Mao Yuanyi was one of the proofreaders, and the two young
courtesans, Wang Wei and Yang Wan, were his concubines at that time. Jing Pianpian's
selected poem was addressed to Zhang Zhengyue SiIE-ffi, the sponsor of the anthology,
preface-writer, and proofreader while Hao Wenzhu's poem was addressed to Zhang
Longfu Si~~X: (i.e., Zhang Shichang Si±~), a proofreader. Ma Xianglan and Cheng
Ruwen fï:rm:5z: (Cheng Han fïr"l) were old acquaintances. Ma had a poem addressed to
Cheng, the doyen of a poetry society (shezhang iJi±~) at the time when the poem was
written, now a proofreader for Zheng Wen'ang's anthology.84
Third, Zheng Wen'ang's anthology boldly rejected social status or moral conduct
as selection criteria and treated poetry by aU women as equally valuable. The Gujin

Mingyuan huishi was a general women's poetry anthology, but it was rooted in the same
ground as those courtesan-specific anthologies discussed above. Under this guideline for
selection, Zheng organized his anthology according to chronology as well as prosodic
forms and genres of poetry regardless of the class or social status of the authors. The

84 Ma Xianglan's poem to Cheng Ruwen was recorded in Zhang Mengzheng's Qinglou yunyu. See
Zhang Mengzheng, comp., Qinglou yunyu,juan 1: 21-22.
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nondiscriminatory attitude towards courtesans in selection was actuaUy shared by aU the
women's poetry anthologies produced in the late Ming. 85
Finally, Zheng Wen'ang's Gujin mingyuan huishi seems to have served as an
important reference for the poetry collection in Zhao Shijie's Gujin nüshi (1628), as the
latter recorded exactly the same number of courtesan poets in the same order as the
former did. 86 But in addition to a poetry collection, the Gujin nüshi also consists of a
prose collection in which essays by courtesans are included. For example, Ma
Xianglan's "Letter to Wang Baigu" 5PJ..:EB~~, was preserved in this section. 87 These
writings are valuable for studies of Ming courtesans in terms of new generic access to the
intellectual climate in the heyday of late Ming courtesan culture.

6. Zhong Xing, comp. (attrib.) Mingyuan shigui (c. 1625)
The Mingyuan shigui is one of the most influential Ming anthologies ofwomen's poetry
known for its extensive selection of Ming writers and their poems despite the fact that
Zhong Xing' s editorship has been in question since the early Qing. 88 Of the total thirty-

sixjuan, a dozen (juan 25-36) are devoted to women poets ofthe Ming.
Zhong Xing organized his anthology chronologically according to dynasty and
poet rather than according to moral and class categories. Twenty-four Ming courtesans
are recorded. The two new names are Zhang Hui ~@] and Liang Yuji ~3S.~~ (i.e.,

85 The exception to this is the earlier Guo ya which placed courtesans' poetry at the end ofthe
anthology, before the "Immortals" (xian pin fÙJd1).
86 In the wenji section, Zhao Shijie recorded another courtesan Liang Yu'er ~3S:.% (i.e., Liang
Xiaoyu). Therefore, Zhao Shijie recorded a total offourteen courtesans.
87 Wang Baigu (i.e., Wang Bogu rfÉl~, Wang Zhideng), the famous buyi literatus who played a
leading role in the literary societies of Suzhou for almost thirty years, was Ma's lover.
88 For general discussions of the Mingyuan shigui and its editorship, see Chang, "Ming and Qing
Anthologies" 151; Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 146.
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Liang Xiaoyu g~VJ\3i).89 Most of the courtesans recorded in the Mingyuan shigui are
mingled with gentry women in juan 26, 27, 30, 31, and 35. But the final juan (juan 36) is
devoted exc1usively to the courtesan Wang Wei with an unprecedented selection of
eighty-eight titles (98 poems), which makes the Mingyuan shigui an important anthology
for the study of Wang Wei's poetry. The reason for Wang Wei to receive special
consideration lies in her personal connections with literati in the Zhong [Xing]-Tan
[Yuanchun] circles, which 1 will give more detail in the next chapter.
However, for other pro minent courtesans, the numbers of their poems included in
the Mingyuan shigui are not so impressive. For example, compared with the twenty-four
titles (33 poems) from Jing Pianpian and seventeen titles (21 poems) from Xue Susu,
titles already recorded in the Qinglou yunyu, only fifteen of Jing's titles (18 poems) and
four ofXue's titles (4 poems) are recorded in the Mingyuan shigui. As for Yang Wan,
Wang Wei's most intimate female friend, only one poem of Yang Wan is included in this
anthology, a sharp contrast to the case of Wang Wei.
As 1 mentioned above, late Ming anthologists had an increased penchant for
including poetry by their acquaintances. Given the fact that Wang Wei had poems
addressed to both Zhong Xing (1 poem) and Zhong Xing's friend Tan Yuanchun (7
poems), founders of the Jingling school, 1 agree with Fong's speculation that Zhong Xing

89 Liang was a very productive author. Wang Shilu' s Ranzhi ji contains ten titles of her authorship.
As l mentioned earlier, she was recorded in Gujin nüshi with the name of Liang Yu'er. She was also
famous for her bold critical comments on contemporary male literati, including the most prominent ones
such as Yuan Hongdao and Tang Xianzu. Probably because ofher character, she was not welcomed but
often criticized by male literati. Only a few ofher writings are extant. See Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 160-64.
Zhong Xing included ten poems by Liang Xiaoyu in this anthology. Interestingly, Wang Duanshu
attempted to defend Liang Xiaoyu in the Mingyuan shiwei, although Wang included only one poem from
Liang. See Mingyuan shiwei 24.lOa-b.
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possibly initiated the Mingyuan shigui which was later polished and completed by other
people in his literary circles such as Tan Yuanchun. 90

7. Liu Rushi (1618-64), comp. Juan 4 of "Runji" in Qian Qianyi, comp. Liechao
shiji (1649)
The Liechao shiji, an extensive anthology of Ming poetry, was compiled and edited by
Qian Qianyi, one of the most influentialliterary and political figures in the Ming-Qing
transition period. The section on women poets (juan 4 of the "Runji") is believed to have
been compiled and edited by Qian's talented concubine, the famous courtesan Liu
Rushi. 91 As the first collection ofwomen's poetry after the fall of the Ming, the
production of this anthology should have begun before the dynastie transition. Thus, this
anthology was also situated in the larger late Ming anthologizing trends. But as a woman
anthologist, and especially as a former courtesan, Liu Rushi obviously took a more
cautious or more orthodox approach in arranging her collection.
Liu organized her selections of women poets according to social class and moral
categories from highest to 10west rank. First came împerial women, rewarded chaste
women, or gentry women of certain vîrtues, followed by ordinary gentry women and a
few virtuous courtesans, and finally ordinary courtesans. However, she displayed no
rigid moral or class discrimination towards courtesans. As a matter of fact, in her
compilations, Liu preferred to include poetry by courtesans. She recorded a total of
See Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 146.
See Gu Ling Ji~~, "Hedong jun xiaozhuan" 1flJ*:g/Jvj'$ in Gu Huizhi, comp., Liu Rushi
shiwenji, "fulu" 226. Gu Ling was Qian Qianyi's disciple and this biography of Liu Rushi was written only
a few months after Liu's suicide (1664). See also Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 433. But Wang Duanshu referred
to the comments made on certain women included in the "Runji" as "Qian Qianyi's comments" (Yushan
ping IJIWWP). This may have been because Qian Qianyi was the editor of the Liechao shiji. See the entry of
Liang Yuji W:3:S.~, in Mingyuan shiwe 24.l0a-b.
90
91
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thirty-five courtesans; approximately ten ofthese are new. More importantly, she
included a substantial number ofpoems for major prominent courtesans. She recorded
sixty-one poems by Wang Wei, fifty-two by Jing Pianpian, twenty by Zhou Wen,
nineteen by Yang Wan, seventeen by Hu Wenru 0Sfx~D, fifteen by Liang Xiaoyu, and
eleven by Zhao Jinyan. 92 This is in contrast to the Mingyuan shigui that contained a
substantial number of poems only by Wang Wei, a courtesan with whom the compiler
had intimate personal connections.
The "Runji" of Liechao shiji is a weIl selected and edited project in terms of
scholarly excellence. As we will see below, it became an important reference for the

Yuxuan Mingshi commissioned by the Kangxi emperor. Liu Rushi did not simply copy
from previous anthologies, such as the influential Mingyuan shigui, another bad practice
oflate Ming anthology-making that was often criticized by Qing Siku editors. Of the
sixty-one poems (actually sixty poems) of Wang Wei included in the "Runji," thirty-four
poems are not recorded in the Mingyuan shigui while none of Liang Xiaoyu's fifteen
poems included in this anthology appeared previously in the Mingyuan shigui.
Accordingly, these two anthologies, together with the earlier Qinglou yunyu by Zhang
Mengzheng, contain the primary sources for poetry by Ming courtesans available in
anthologies. For example, in the case of Wang Wei, from the Mingyuan shigui and
"Runji" of Liechao shiji, l am able to gather together one hundred thirty-two poems
written by her. As we will see below, the Guixiuji compiled by Ji Xian also makes a
good addition of nine more poems by Wang Wei to these two anthologies. These

Comparably, Liu Rushi inc1uded only eight poems by Lu Qingzi, and two poems by Xu Yuan
1590). Both Lu Qingzi and Xu Yuan were accomplished gentry women poets who already had
their literary collections published in the late Ming.
92

1~~ (fi.
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anthologies together allow me to present a case study ofwritings by Wang Wei,
especially as her literary collections are no longer extant (see Chapter 3).
It is also notable that as an accomplished poet herself, Liu did not include any of

her poems in the "Runji" of Liechao shiji that she compiled. She probably attempted to
avoid a violation of the anthologizing principles. As a courtesan-tumed gentry family
member, she seemed more consciously and anxiously to have adhered to traditional
values. Her approach sharply contrasts with that of Wang Duanshu, gentry woman
compiler ofwomen's poetry, who included a full juan of sixty-three poems ofher own in
the Mingyuan shiwei.

8. Ji Xian (1614-1683), comp. Guixiuji (1652).93
Liu Rushi did not include herself in the "Runji" of the Liechao shiji, but she was
included and appreciated by other literati men and women of her day. She was first
included in the Guixiuji (1652) compiled by the gentry woman Ji Xian, one ofthe most
famous female literary figures in the literati world in the Ming-Qing transition. 94
Ji Xian organized her anthology according to generic categories. Courtesan poets
and gentry women are treated as equals under the same category "guixiu," an openminded approach initiated by Jiang Yingke and shared by almost all the anthologists of
the late Ming. Ji Xian records eleven courtesans in her anthology and three poems by Liu
Rushi are included. But it contains nineteen poems by Wang Wei and nine ofthem
93 Ji Xian's Guixiuji is reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, vol. 414: 330-82. For Ji Xian's
biographical infonnation, see Fong, "'Record ofPast Kanna' by Ji Xian" 135-44.
94 Ji Xian was a poet and anthologist. She also contributed poem to male literary societies. When
Wang Shizhen ::E±ff~ (1634-1711) he Id office in Shandong, he called for poems for his newly founded
"Autumn-willow society" (Qiuliu she f;klliPffd:), he was amazed that gentry women poets, such as Ji Xian
and Wang Luqing :=[JlJ!ZWP were able to respond to his rhyme from the distant Guangling (Yangzhou). See
Wang Shizhen, Gufu yuting zalu ÉX-T~*l~ 4. 16b-17 a (SKQS-dianziban).
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appear exclusively in this anthology. Thus, Guixiu Ji makes a good addition to extant
sources ofwritings by major courtesans (especially Wang Wei), the anthologies
discussed above.
From Ji Xian's non-discriminatory attitude towards courtesans in selection, we
see that the Guixiu Ji was weIl situated in the prevalent anthologizing trend of the late
Ming and early Qing. However, it is noticeable that Ji Xian's anthology is very selective
and she was greatly concemed about the morality of the poems. For example, Zhong
Xing included the long poem by Wang Jiaoluan .=E~tt, titled "Song of Everlasting
Resentment" ~'IIHîx in the Mingyuan shigui. 95 The autobiographical poem narrates the
illicit romance between Wang Jiaoluan and her lover, a relationship that ended due to his
betrayaI. Before Wang committed suicide, she wrote this poem to her lover. But Ji Xian
was very determined to keep it out ofher anthology because it was "extremely vulgar and
immoral Œ~1~EA'ilJ~)." Like Liu Rushi, Ji Xian did not include her own poems in the
Guixiu Ji. Her selection policy offers two insights into her work. First, as an individual

compiler, Ji Xian may have had a greater concem with principles than her male
counterparts or other more open-minded gentry women, such as Wang Duanshu who
included this poem and her own poems in the Mingyuan shiwei. Second, Ji Xian's
approach reflects her own value judgments, judgments that are carried out with
independence, confidence, and authority as a woman critic.

95 Translation of the poem by Paul F. Rouzer, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional
China 188-94.
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9. Wang Duanshu, comp. Mingyuan shiwei (completed 1664, printed 1667).96
It took Wang Duanshu twenty-eight years to have the Mingyuan shiwei finally completed

and published, from 1639 to 1667. In contrast to the anthologies by Liu Rushi, Ji Xian,
and Zou Siyi, which are selective, Wang Duanshu' s Mingyuan shiwei is comprehensive
in its approach. The anthology was intended to include aIl women of the Ming dynasty
extending from the late Yuan to the early Qing so as to give a sense of "completeness" of
the Ming dynasty.97 Born into a respectable gentry family and daughter of the prominent
late Ming scholar Wang Siren .=EJ-ŒH± (1575-1646), Wang Duanshu seems to have had
more loyalist sentiments for the Ming than other anthologists. 98 After the faU of the Ming,
she wrote many loyalist poems. 99 In his preface to the Mingyuan shiwei, Wang
Duanshu' s husband Ding Shengzhao T~. (162l-1700?) claimed that his wife felt
obligated to "make an anthology ofwomen's poetry for her own dynasty to show the
feelings, tears, and blood of a generation aj-{i;~ iJm-{i;~m~~ ... -{i;~'rw-{i;~
1~-{i;LIrnJ"loo Ding repeated twelve times the word "yidai" -fi; (literally, a

generation or a historical period, referring to the Ming).
In a manner similar to Liu Rushi, Wang Duanshu arranged her anthology of about
one thousand women according to social status. She distinguished gentry women poets
from courtesans. She even grouped courtesans into different categories based on their
96 On Wang Duanshu's life and literary pursuits, see Widmer, "Ming Loyalism" 367-73, and "The
Epistolary World" 10-11; and Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 157.
97 Wang Duanshu included the late Yuan women poets Cao Miaoqing and Zhang Miaojing in her
anthology. These two women exchanged poems with the famous literatus Yang Weizhen in male literary
societies of Hangzhou during the Yuan-Ming transition. Wang Duanshu followed the practice of Qian
Qianyi who included Yang Weizhen in his Liechao shiji. See my discussion in Chapter l, 60-61.
98 For a discussion of Wang Duanshu's loyalist sentiments for the Ming, see Widmer, "Ming
Loyalism."
,
99 See Ding Shengzhao's T~~ preface to Yinhongji ~U~ by Wang Duanshu, in Chang and
Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 764-65.
100 See Mingyuan shiwei, "Xu" 4.4b.
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moral conduct. Those who were known for certain virtues or those who were courtesanstumed-concubine are placed in juan 19 and 20 of "Zhengji" lE~ (Proper collection)
along with gentry women. Thirty-two courtesans are recorded. Those who were less
"proper" are placed in the "Xinji" *JT~ (New collection) and "Runji" IMJ~ (Intercalary
collection). Six courtesans are recorded and they are mingled with less respectable gentry
women. IOI However, the majority of courtesans are grouped into juan 24 and 25 of the
"Yanji" I@~ (Erotic collection). Two hundred and twenty-eight names are recorded in
the "Yanji." Ofthat number, one hundred and seven courtesans are recorded by name
only. There were no poems recorded ofthese women.

I02

Injuan 33 of the "Yiji" ~~

(Left-out collection), she records a further thirty-two names to which no poems are
attached. Fromjuan 36 throughjuan 40, sections on shiyu (song lyrics), qu (drama
lyrics), or hui (painting), Wang Duanshu mingles courtesans with gentry women and 31
courtesans are recorded. Thus, altogether, the Mingyuan shiwei contains two hundred
and eighty-nine names of Ming courtesans, more than any other women's poetry
anthologies produced in Chinese literary history.
Wang Duanshu's classification ofwomen poets according to social status has
drawn scholarly attention. Kang-i Sun Chang has observed that Wang Duanshu's moral
approach was to attempt to "establish proper literary credentials for gentry women poets,
as opposed to courtesan-poets.,,103 On the one hand, l agree with Chang that there was a
graduaI rise of moral concems in early Qing anthology-making. On the other hand,
considering the alI-inclusive nature of the anthology of one thousand women, this could
101 Judging from their behaviour, the women recorded in the "Xinji" and "Runji" could be counted
as courtesans. But l only count those Wang Duanshu labelled as courtesans.
102 As l mentioned above, Wang copied many names from Zhang Mengzheng's Qing/ou yunyu.
103 Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 158.
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be more a practical choice than a serious moral statement. First, Wang Duanshu was not
the first in the early Qing period (Liu Rushi was) to arrange women poets according to
social status, from imperial women, gentry women and virtuous courtesans, down to
ordinary courtesans. Second, Wang Duanshu do es not follow this moral classification
consistently. Fromjuan 36 to juan 40, in recording women who were brilliant in song
lyrics, drama lyrics, or painting, she arranges women either according to genre such as
shiyu or qu song lyrics or artistic forms such as painting. In these sections, she mingles
courtesans together with gentry women. Third, her comments on courtesans such as Liu
Shi suggest that, far from discriminating against them, she had great admiration for them.
She regarded Liu Rushi as a "real talented female giant ofnote" ~~~E~-lli.104
The Mingyuan shiwei is comprehensive. Compared to other anthologies that
contained only shi poetry, the Mingyuan shiwei recorded shi, ci, and sanqu. Moreover,
Wang Duanshu attempted to include as many women as she could find. Her anthology
recorded the names of many Ming courtesans, including such famous courtesans as Xu
Mei1~J§ (i.e., Gu Mei) and Lin Xue ~*~ (i.e., Lin Tiansu).lo5

However, because it is "comprehensive," the number of poem selections for
individual courtesans in this anthology is limited. For example, she recorded only nine
poems by Wang Wei, one of the most productive courtesan poets in the Ming. Many
famous courtesans are recorded with one or two poem selections while many other less
famous courtesans are recorded by name alone.

See Mingyuan shiwei 2Ü.lb.
As 1 already mentioned, Gu Mei was a famous poet and painter and she became a concubine of
the prominent early Qing scholar-official Gong Dingzi. Lin Tiansu was a talented courtes an, an intimate
friend of Wang Ruqian. In Li Yu's famous play Yizhong yuan (Ideal Love Matches), Lin Tiansu married
the well-known shanren literatus Chen Jiru, important member of Wang Ruqian's Hangzhou literary
societies, who exchanged poetry also with Wang Wei and Yang Wan.
104
105
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Considering Wang Duanshu's role as an active literary figure engaging in male
poetry societies in the Ming-Qing transition period, 106 it is not surprising that the

Mingyuan shiwei was deeply influenced by Ming anthologizing trends. Her anthology is
comprehensive yet quite lax in her selection principles. She included one full juan ofher
own poetry in the Mingyuan shiwei, not to mention her inclusion ofwritings by her sister,
relatives, friends, and associates. She even called for her female contemporaries to send
more poems to her for future publication. lO?
Several anthologies published sorne time after the Mingyuan shiwei-Zhou Ming,
comp. Linxia cixuan; Deng Hanyi, comp. Mingjia shiguan; Liu Yunfen, comp. Cuilouji;
Xu Shumin and Qian Yue, comp. Zhongxiang ci; and Zhu Yizun, comp. Ming shi zongare also important anthologies that included writings by Ming courtesans. In particular,
the Mingjia shiguan gives much detail about the life of the literati world in the MingQing transition period through prefatory notes on individual poets or comments on their
poems. But l do not intend to introduce them individually because of the limited space of
this chapter. 108 Below, l will introduce the Yuxuan Mingshi, the anthology of Ming
poetry sponsored by the Emperor Kangxi, to finish my investigation of writings by late
Ming courtesans in women's poetry anthologies produced in the late Ming and early
Qing periods.

106 Wang Duanshu exchanged poetry with several prominent literati such as Mao Qiling =§1î:fi!lf#.
See her poems addressed to Mao in Mingyuan shiwei 42.13b-14a; 14b-15a, She wrote a preface to Li Yu's
play "Bimu yu" te El ~, (Sole Mates). She was also a visitor to Wang Ruqian' s Buxiyuan, writing to match
Wang's rhymes. But her poems were excluded from Wang's collections by the compiler, Wang's grandson
because of the limited space. See Chunxingtang shiji 5.33b and 5.75a. But Huang Yuanjie's poem was
included. Chunxingtang shiji 5.28b. In addition to the Mingyuan shiwei, she edited and compiled several
more works. See Widmer, "The Epistolary World" 10-11.
107 See Wang Duanshu, "Zheng ke Mingyuan shiwei chubian xiaoyin" ~~UiS)lj~~fmi/j\51,
in Mingyuan shiwei 3a-b. See also Mingyuan shiwei 40.1a. Shen Yixiu's Yiren si also included her own
writings (see Ye Shaoyuan, comp. Wumengtangji 586-90) while Liu Rushi and Ji Xian avoided doing this.
108 For discussions ofsome ofthese anthologies, see Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 159-63.
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10. Zhang Yuzhang, et al, comp. [Kangxi] Yuxuan Mingshi. 120 vols. ,fu xingming

jueli ba juan (preface by the Emperor Kangxi dated 1709).
In the general anthologies (zongji *J~!~) section ofhis Lidaifunü zhuzuo kao, the
comprehensive catalogue ofwomen's writings in pre-modem China, Hu Wenkai does not
mention the large anthology of Ming poetry, the Yuxuan Mingshi, in which one hundred
and fifty-three Ming women are recorded. 109 Commissioned by the Emperor Kangxi, this

120-juan Yuxuan Mingshi is an important source for studies ofwritings by Ming women
including courtesans. But it remains unknown to recent scholarship.llo
The anthology begins with eight-juan of"Xingmingjueli" M:-i;it.m, which
recorded names of aIl the poets and their biographical sketches. These names are
arranged according to Confucian social and gender norms from emperors (W*), princes

(*iê:), scholars (~*), monks (~~~1E*fff), and finally women ('8'00).

The

classification ofwomen was also based on these orthodox norms, placing imperial
women first, foIlowed by gentry women, religious nuns, courtesans, and finally
immortals and ghosts

(1W5li).

The anthology proper consists of 120 juan of poetry by Ming poets. The first two

*

W

juan are devoted to poetry by the emperors

(1 juan) and princes *iê: (1 juan) of the

Ming. From the thirdjuan on, the anthology is organized according to prosodie forms:
four-character verse [9 I=t ~ (1 juan), yuefu

~Jff

109

(12 juan), five-character ancient-style

1 did not count the number offemale ghosts recorded in the anthology.
The Yuxuan Mingshi is one of the Yuxuan Song Jin Yuan Ming si chao shi 1ifjJ~*-iiZftlY3lZ!3ï?:Jj
This anthology might have been overshadowed by the prominent anthology of Tang poetry, the Yuzhi
Quan Tang shi fiElJ~~JmW (preface dated 1707).

w.
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verse 11 r=rtEJ~ (20 juan), seven-character ancient-style verse -t r=t t1J~ (14 juan), fivecharacter regulated verse 11 l==rÎfB~ (18 juan), seven-character regulated verse -t r=î 1fB~
(24 juan), five-character linked regulated verse li r=î ~1f (3 juan), seven-character
regulated long verse -t r=î ~1f (1 juan), five-character quatrain li r=î *@1l] (5 juan),
seven-character quatrain -t r=î *@1l] (16 juan), six-character verse i\ r=î W (2 juan), and
multi-character verse *lft (2juan).
The Yuxuan Mingshi is selective yet comprehensive. It contains thirty-eight Ming
courtesans with generous poem selections for major courtesans. 111 It inc1udes thirty five
poems by Wang Wei, twenty-eight poems by Jing Pianpian, twelve poems by Yang Wan,
eleven by Zhou Wen, and ten by Zhao Caiji.
If we compared the names of courtesans and their poem selections recorded in the

Yuxuan Mingshi with those recorded in earlier anthologies, we would find that the
Yuxuan Mingshi used the Liechao shiji and Ming shi zong as important references. 112
Take Wang Wei as an example. The Yuxuan Mingshi contained thirty-five poems by
Wang Wei, but the actual number of Wang Wei's poems recorded in the Yuxuan Mingshi
is thirty-four because one poem appeared twice in different generic sections. ll3 Of the
thirty-four poems, thirty-one appeared in the Liechao shiji while three poems appeared in
the Ming shi zong, but not in the Liechao shiji.

The name of Qi Jingyun appears in an earlier part of the section on gentry women.
In the section on Ming courtesans, the "Changji bu" ~t5t~~ in the Gujin tushujicheng tî41il
if~nlG, also commissioned by the Kangxi emperor and completed in 1706, the compilers frequently
referred to the Liechao shiji xiaozhuan for biographical information on individual courtesans. See, for
example, the entry on Yang Wan, in Gujin tushu jicheng 452.46b.
113 The poem entitled Yi Jiangnan tiŒ~ appeared twice in Yuxuan Mingshi 15.20a and 116.llallb.
III
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The Yuxuan Mingshi did not include Liu Rushi. As 1 mentioned before, Liu did
not include herself in the Liechao shiji because she followed the traditional practice of
anthology-making. But it is not clear to me why she was not recorded in the Ming shi
zong and Yuxuan Mingshi, anthologies made by other compilers. Did later anthologies
such as the Yuxuan Mingshi simply follow Liu's selections ofwomen poets in the
Liechao shiji? Or was Liu Rushi's poetry recorded but later extracted for destruction
(chou hui tlÈ~) during Qianlong's literary inquisition? As we know, the Liechao shiji
was banned during Qianlong's literary inquisition in the High Qing when Qian Qianyi
was specially targeted. Fortunately, however, the Yuxuan Mingshi did not suffer the
unfortunate fate of the Liechao shiji. On the contrary, because ofits imperial status, it
was selected to be included in the Siku quanshu (the Complete Library of the Four
Treasuries). The anthology might have been the only substantial source for writings by
late Ming courtesans that was accessible to the public in the Qing when other anthologies
such as the Liechao shiji were banned or unavailable. Even today, the Yuxuan Mingshi is
still an important source for studies of late Ming courtesans in terms of its generous
inclusion of late Ming courtesans-both for the number of courtesans and the number of
their poems.

The Qing Siku scholars he Id the view that Qing anthologists produced better quality
anthologies than their late Ming counterparts did. It is generally true in terms of
scholarly quality. Compared to anthologies produced in the late Ming, especially those in
the Wanli era, the Qing anthologies reflect more serious efforts from the compilers to
make anthologies in a more conventional way. While the early Qing saw a continuation

l36

of late Ming anthologizing trends in which courtesan poets were mingled with gentry
women in anthologies, it also saw an increase of moral concems in anthology-making.
However, the categorization by moral conduct became more common in the late years of
the Kangxi reign regardless of the gender of the compilers. For example, from Xu
Shumin and Qian Yue's Zhongxiang ci (1690) and Zhu Yizun's Ming shi zong (1702),
we see that the hierarchization or classification of women poets according to moral and
class categories became more rigid and elaborate. Zhu Yizun separated gentry women
and courtesans, placing them in differentjuan (juan 85 and juan 98, respectively). He
held a negative attitude towards courtesans and a suspicious attitude towards the
authorship oftheir poetry. 11 4 He also harshly crÎticized Huang Yuanjie, one of the wellknown women poets of the gentry class living in the Ming-Qing transition, as "having the
appearance of a courtes an" llim~L Ê,.115 From the Yuxuan Mingshi, we see that by the
end of the Kangxi era, Confucian orthodox values had gained importance in anthologymaking. One can predict that the morality-influenced approach of organizing women's
poetry would be much reinforced during the High Qing when courtesans, after an
unprecedented glamorous rise in the late Ming, resumed their old social station-the
lowest rank in society.

Part Two
The Changing Rhetoric of Legitimation:
Prefaces to Women's Poetry Collection from the Song to the Ming l16
See Zhu Yizun, comp., Ming shi zong 98.1a-b (SKQS-dianziban).
See the entry on Huang Yuanzhen j!~~, sister of Huang Yuanjie, in Zhu Yizun, comp.,
Ming shi zong 85.21b.
116 The early Qing anthology-making largely continued the late Ming anthologizing trend. At this
point, 1 will not discuss prefaces to anthologies produced after the Ming. For a more detailed discussion
114
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Late Ming literati promoted poetry by courtesans as a legitimate part of literati culture
through anthology-making of poetry by courtesans, as we have seen; they also used
"prefaces" to their anthologies as sites to rationalize and valorize writings by this group
of women. In other words, the importance of writings by late Ming courtesans can be

leamed from their visible inclusion in women's poetry anthologies and from the rhetoric
in male-authored prefaces to these anthologies.
To legitimize and defend their efforts to promote women's writings, including
those by courtesans who were defined as belonging to the "depraved" class or "mean"
class in both Confucian didactic texts and official le gal codes, late Ming nonconformist
literati did not directly attack Confucian orthodox social and gender norms; on the
contrary, they attempted to bend Confucian classical canons such as the Shijing, to suit
new interpretations so that they claimed to "adhere" to Confucian ideology while they
actually deviated far from it. In their attempt to valorize poetry by courtesans, late Ming
literati often argued that Confucius also recorded the so-called debauched odes or
licentious songs (yin shi) in the Shijing. In this way, they both defended and promoted
poetry of courtesans on the one hand and their efforts to preserve writings by this group
of women, on the other hand.
However, late Ming literati did not invent the strategy of associating women's
poetry with the Shijing, although they made it fashionable. Below, l attempt to place the
idealization of courtesan poetry in the larger valorization ofwomen's poetry and trace the
earlier history ofpreserving women's poetry in the Song and Yuan times. By so doing, l

regarding the rhetoric oflegitimizing women's poetry from the Song to the Ming, see my paper, "The
Rhetoric of Legitimation."
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attempt to identify continuity and change regarding the strategy ofpromoting women's
poetry, including that of courtesans in the late Ming.

"The Sage Records Women 's Poetry": Male-Authored Prefaces to
Women 's Poetry Collections before the Ming

In her ground-breaking study of Ming-Qing anthologies ofwomen's poetry, to which l
have frequently referred, Kang-i Sun Chang sees the anthology-making ofwomen's
writings as co-operative efforts by both male and female editors and compilers to
promote women's poetry. Chang notes the common Ming-Qing anthologists' strategyof
associating their anthologies with classical canons such as the Shijing as attempts to
valorize writings by women. Although it is often assumed that this strategy was
pioneered by Yuan Mei:Ftts<: (1716-97), the famous promoter ofwomen's active
participation in literary culture in the High Qing, Chang points out that this strategy was
in fact first used by late Ming anthologists, such as Zhao Shijie, who compiled the
anthology ofwomen's writings Cujin nüshi. lI7
However, ifwe trace the argument back to prefaces to women's poetry collections
produced in earlier times rather than focusing only on anthologies in the Ming-Qing
period, the high point ofwomen's literary culture, we will find that the strategy of
claiming a discovery ofwomen's poetry in the Shijing-"the Sage records women's
poetry"-was not only a late imperial phenomenon, but a general approach in NeoConfucian scholarship beginning in the Northem Song. lI8 To demonstrate my argument,

See Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 152-53.
ln this section, 1 discuss the rhetorical evolution regarding the strategy of promoting women's
poetry within the hermeneutical tradition of Song-Ming Neo-Confucianism, the so-called Songxue *~,
Song leaming, contrary to the Hanxue ~~~, evidential scholarship. Song-Ming Neo-Confucian scholarship
adopted a flexible and subjective way of reading and interpreting Confucian classical canons, which greatly
117
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1 provide a critical summary ofa group ofmale-authored prefaces to women's poetry
collections produced before the Ming, most of which are examined for the first time in
this study.119

1. Ouyang Xiu's 1IDc~~{~ (1007-72)120 "Xie shi shi xu" gjj~~~~ (Preface to poems
by née Xie, 1037)
The extant sources suggest that Ouyang Xiu was the first to use the strategy of
associating a contemporary woman's poetry with that of ancient women recorded in the

Shijing, supposedly compiled by the editor-sage Confucius. In 1037, the fourth year of
the era of Jingyou ~ffitî (1034-38) when Ouyang Xiu held the office ofmagistrate of
Yiling ~~~ district in Xiazhou ùrX1'['[ (Fujian), he wrote a preface to Caipin shi i*~~~
(Gathering duckweed, 1037),121 a poetry collection by the contemporary gentry woman
poet Xie Ximeng gjj:ffl"lfu. This was at the request ofher eIder brother Xie Jingshan gjj~

W, a friend ofhis.

Xie Ximeng's poetry collection was lost, but the preface survives

because it was inc1uded in Ouyang Xiu's own corpus. Her name and the title ofher
poetry collection are recorded in Songshi. 122 In his comprehensive catalogue of Chinese

departed from the Han traditional interpretations. For an examination of the evolution of the Chinese
hermeneutical tradition from Confucius to Zhu Xi, see Van Zoeren, Poetry and Personality. On the shi ft in
intellectual orientation of the Qing from Song-Ming scholarship, see Benjamin A. Elman, From Philosophy
to Phil%gy; and Kai-wing Chow, The Rise ofConfucian Ritualism.
119 Of the six prefaces examined in this section, only the two by Ouyang Xiu ~ll&Jl~ (1007-72)
and Yang Weizhen are mentioned and reproduced in Hu Wenkai's catalogue ofChinese women's writings.
The rest are found in other sources, such as literati's individual collected works. For the Chinese texts of
these prefaces that are not included in Hu Wenkai's catalogue, see Appendix 2.
120 Ouyang Xiu's biography can be found in Songshi 319.la-llb. For a comprehensive study of
Ouyang Xiu's literary achievements, see Ronald Egan, The Literary Works of Ou-yang Hsiu (1007-72). On
Ouyang Xiu's contribution to Neo-Confucian scholarship, see Van Zoeren, Poetry and Personality 151-89.
121 The preface for Xie's Caipin shi is reproduced in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifimü 65-66, and translated
by Ronald Egan in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers of Traditional China 725-26.
122 Songshi 280.37b.
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women's writings, Hu Wenkai provided an entry on Xie Ximeng, the title ofherpoetry
collection Caipin shi, and Ouyang Xiu's preface.
In the preface, Ouyang Xiu first narrates how he became acquainted with
Jingshan, how excellent Jingshan was in writing poetry, and how admirable Jingshan's
mother was for educating not only her son but also the daughter so ably. Ouyang Xiu
further introduces Ximeng's moral character and poetry, explaining why he wrote the
preface for her poems:
... Ximeng's words are more evocative and profound. She abides by
decorum and does not indulge herself. Her poetry has the style of the
secluded and virtuous young ladies of ancient times. She is not merely a
woman who is able to express herself. Now, Jingshan has circulated
among the world's most worthy and eminent men, and so he became
famous in his time. Ximeng, however, had the misfortune ofbeing a
woman, and there was no one to make her prominent in the world. Long
ago, the names of Lady Zhuang of Wei and the wife of Mu ofXu were
recorded by Confucius, and their poems were placed among the "Airs of
the States." Today, ifthere were a man oftowering stature who could
rank contemporaries, leaving a convincing account for posterity, once
Ximeng had been acc1aimed by him, her name would never perish .... 123
Ximeng was portrayed as a paragon of Confucian virtue, the sec1uded woman
who cloistered herselfin the inner quarters. By associating Ximeng's poems with those
by Lady Zhuang (known as Zhuangjiang m:~) of Wei and the wife of Mu ofXu (known

123 Translation by Egan, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 726-27;
quotations on 726.
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as Xu Mufuren iltf~7ç),J who were recorded in the Shijing by Confucius, Ouyang Xiu
attempted to legitimize Ximeng's literary engagement, on the one hand, and to both
defend and promote his writing of the preface, on the other hand. These words of Ouyang
Xiu were cited frequently by promoters ofwomen's poetry in later ages.
As a great Confucian statesman in his day and one of the most distinguished
literary giants in Chinese literary history, Ouyang Xiu drew a great number of followers
and admirers during his life and in later ages. This preface was selected to be included in

Tang Song badajia wenchao

m*J\*%xi'J> compiled by Mao Kun =*:f;~ (1512-

1601)124 and in Wenzhang bianti huixuan X.!p.fJ$a.~ compiled by He Fuzheng ~~

1§& (1600-46+).125 Both were influential anthologies in the late imperialliterati world and
were eaSI·1y acceSSI·bl e, ev en to women. 126
The Qing scholar He Zhuo {6J~ (1661-1722), courtesy name Yimen ~r~,
explicitly pointed out that aIl the late imperial rhetoric ofpromoting women's writing by
associating women's poetry with that recorded in the Shijing originated from Ouyang
Xiu's preface to Caipin shi. But He Zhuo held a rather negative attitude towards it: "This
kind ofessay was what Han [Yu] ljîl[~ 768-824] and Liu [Zongyuan] ~PP[*7G 773-819]
would never write. The passage from 'Long ago, the names of Lady Zhuang of Wei and
the wife of Mu ofXu' to 'her name would never perish' was too exaggerated and
irrelevant. AIl the clichés produced after the Southem Song were actually based on

Mao Kun, Tang Song badajia wenchao 45.l6a-17a (SKQS-dianziban).
He Fuzheng, Wenzhang bianti huixuan 299.4a-5a.
126 The High Qing woman writer Xu Yezhao :f~~Ojg (1729-1794+) c1aimed that she took Tang
Song badajia wenchao as a model to write prose and very much enjoyed reciting the pie ces from the
collection every day from moming to evening. Obviously, these anthologies were also available to women,
at least in sorne families. See Xu Yezhao, "Preface to Zhisi zhai xuewen gao" ~Jj!Bî1f!iJxfil'lîrf, in Xu
Yezhao, Zhisi zhai xuewen gao ~,~,~!iJxfil'lî, vol. 1: la-b.
124
125
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this.,,127 In fact, most of the writers of the prefaces discussed in this section claimed
Ouyang Xiu as an influence.

2. Master Ren Nai's/Ren Gongnai's {f0:lffj. "Wang Anzhiji xu" .3:.~Z~tf
(Preface to Wang Anzhi's collection, 1168)
Hu Wenkai's catalogue contained no information on Wang Anzhi and her poetry
collection. In his Zhizhai shu/u jieti @Jli!~m~, the Song cataloguer Chen Zhen sun
~JI:HJlH*

(c. 1190-1249+) provided a short entry on Chushi nü Wang Anzhiji ~±ft.3:.~

Z~.128 According to Chen, Wang Shanggong .3:. #i1~ (courtesy name Anzhi ~ Z) was

the daughter of Wang Kang.3:.1C (courtesy name Zicang -=r~) and a native of Jianchi
~

ft,

(in Sichuan). Anzhi died unmarried when she was twenty (Chinese sui) in the year

wuzi JX;-=r (1168) of the Qiandao lj!Zffi era (1165-73). Wang Kang wrote the funerary
inscriptions (muzhiming ;;;gt~) for her while Master Ren Nai wrote sorne prefatory
remarks for her poems. Ren claimed that he did so on the analogy ofMaster Ou[yang
Xiu]'s writing a preface for Xie Ximeng's poetry. But Ren said the collection was no
longer extant. However, when Chen Zhen sun recorded this, he noted that he himselfhad
a copy of the collection that Ren did not see.

127 For the Chinese text ofthis quotation, see the entry on "Ou wen"~:X (Prose by Ouyang Xiu)
in He Zhuo, Yimen dushuji RF~~Jfif~è 38.l5b (SKQS-dianziban). Qing kaozheng ~i'liE scholars often
held negative attitudes towards Song-Ming Neo-Confucian scholarship. For He Zhuo's English biography,
see Arthur W. Hummel, ed., Eminent Chinese of the Ch 'ing Period 283-85.
128 See Zhizhai shulujieti 20.29a (SKQS-dianziban). The Wenxian tongkao :XlÏJ:w~ compiled by
the Southem Song scholar Ma Duanlin ,~ftffii~ (1254-1323) included this entry taken from Chen's Zhizhai
shulujieti, but under the title "Chunü Wang Anzhiji" ~:tz::.=E~~~. See Ma Duanlin, comp., Wenxian
tongkao 245.37a (SKQS-dianziban).
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3. Zhou Bida's

JWJ&'* (1126-1207) "Ba Xiaotai shi" ~j;ü!lfjE~~ (Postface to Xiaotai

shi by Qian shi ~~, 1201)
We find no information on Qian shi and her Xiaotai shi in Hu Wenkai's catalogue. This
postface is included in Wenzhongji -X,~~!29 by Zhou Bida, a great scholar-official in
the early Southem Song.!30 According to Zhou, Qian shi was the great-grandaunt of Qian
Wenzi ~-X -T, a native of Y ongjia 7j<~ (in Zhejiang). When the three:iuan Xiaotai shi
was sponsored and published by the district govemment of Liling .~ county, Qian
Wenzi, most likely the magistrate of the county at that time, wrote the preface while he
asked Zhou to write the postscript. Zhou did as requested:
.. .I have observed that among the three hundred poems in the Shijing were

sorne composed by women. Literati in later ages might not be able to
reach the heights because it is difficult to write poems that originate from
human feelings while also meeting the standards of ritual and
righteousness. In the era of Jingyou, Master Ouyang Wenzhong wrote a
preface for Xie Ximeng's poetry, saying that "Ximeng's words are more

evocative and profound. She abides by decorum and does not indulge
herself Her poetry has the style of the sec/uded and virtuous young ladies
of ancien! times.,,!3! [Ouyang] intended to promote Ximeng and add her
to the ranks of Lady Zhuangjiang of Wei and the wife of Mu ofXu.
Please attach these words to the end of the collection.

See Zhou Bida, Wenzhongji 49.22b-23a (SKQS-dianziban).
Zhou's official biography can be found in Songshi 391.1a-9b.
131 Quoted from Ouyang Xiu's preface to Caipin shi; l have used Egan's translation for this
quotation. See Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 726.
129
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Written on the twenty-fourth day of the ninth month ofthe first
year ofJiatai ~* [1201].132
Zhou Bida, who helped finish the compilation of the Collected Works ofOuyang Xiu ([@\

~:x)*1:}:~~n for publication in 1196,133 simply repeated sorne ofOuyang Xiu's words to
finish his mission ofwriting a postface for Xiaotai shi.

4. Wang Bo's :=E~ÉI (1197-1274) "Ba Yizhai yingao" JFj(j~~ll"ifiWi (Postface to Yizhai

yingao by Daifuren ~::KÀ)
Again, Hu Wenkai had no information on the woman poet and her works. But we can
locate her in time and place because the postface to Yizhai yingao is inc1uded in Luzhai Ji
.~~P4 by Wang Bo (style name Luzhai .~), a well-known Neo-Confucian

statesman at the end of the Southern Song. J35 Born into a famous scholar-official family
with a tradition of Neo-Confucian learning, he was identified with the school of Zhu Xi

*_

(1130-1200), the great Song Neo-Confucian philosopher and founder of the school,

whose interpretations of the Confucian c1assical canons were the basis of orthodox
learning for several centuries. l36

For the Chinese text ofthis preface, see Appendix 2.
A copy of the Collected Works ofOuyang Xiu, compiled in 1196 by Zhou Bida, held in the
National Library of China (Beijing).
134 See Luzhai ji 13.11 b-12b (SKQS-dianziban).
135 For Wang Bo's official biography, see Songshi 438.7b-lOa. He was one ofthe famous NeoConfucian worthies in the Song. See Chen Si ~J!:Ui~t Liang Song mingxian xiaojim*~JVNl214.la-b
(SKQS-dianziban).
136 Wang Bo was a disciple of He Ji M~ (1179-1269), whose mentor Huang Ganjl(~ was the
son-in-Iaw of Zhu Xi. For this reason, Tuoketuo t-E;5'lI:fE;, editor of the Songshi, identified Wang Bo with the
school of Zhu Xi, which, however, was criticized by the Siku editors for Wang Bo' s deliberate rejection of
the orthodox interpretations of c1assical canons. See the entry on Shuyi Jiu juan if:~Jl.~ by Wang Bo, in
Qinding Siku quanshu zongmu 13.3b-6a.
132
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In this postface, Wang Bo infonns us that his father, Wang Han J:.~ and Master
Dai ~0, the Erudite Scholar tW±, both natives ofWuzhou ~1\[\1 (Jinhua jÊ*,
Zhejiang), were very close friends. The two received the jinshi degree in the same year,
died unexpectedly in the same year, and were buried on the same day. The two families
remained close even after their deaths, and accordingly, Wang Bo had the opportunity to
read Yizhai yingao by Mme. Dai. The postface was written at the request ofDai's
grandson sixty years after Wang Bo first read the collection. He praised the long-time
family intimate as follows:
... Her awe-inspiring chastity of character is reflected in her poetry through

bi tt (comparison) andxing ~ (stimulus). She was reverent and elegant
without any of the rouge-and-powder habits ofwomen. She cannot be
matched even by the honourable and chaste women of ancient times ....
l believe there will be gentlemen in later generations who love the

Ya ft (poetry). Therefore, l am not worried about her poetry being passed
on to later generations; instead, exactly because of this, l am sad she will
bear no comparable successors in posterity. Nevertheless, among the three
hundred and five poems many were by women. The Sage did not
disregard them, for these poems could arouse the good will of people and
lead their disposition to reach righteousness. These poems are indeed of
supplementary benefit to help teach people in the world, and they are
worth being promoted. Absolutely, they should not be hidden at home and
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cherished privately. Therefore, 1 write these words at the end ofher
collection. 137
Wang Bo's postscript was written in his later years when he had been recognized
by his contemporaries to be a Confucian worthy. It is unlikely that he intended to borrow
any authority from Ouyang Xiu when he wrote this postface. In addition, because of the
special connection between the two families, Wang Bo was very generous with his
complimentary words. Daifuren's virtue and talent could hardly have been exaggerated,
but Wang' s remarks sound empty and irrelevant.

5. Chen Lü's ~*1* (1288-1343) "Jingfang shiji xu" lW7JB~~J=f (Preface to
JingfangjilW7J~ by Li Zhizhen *~~)

Hu Wenkai made a short entry on the woman poet Li Zhizhen and her poetry collection

Jingfangji. 138 According to Hu Wenkai, Li Zhizhen was the wife ofZheng Quan ~~,
mother of Zheng Min t~a3Z. She was able to read when she was seven sui. After her
husband died, she committed suicide by fasting. Accordingly, she became known for her
chastity. Her name and the title ofher poetry collection were recorded in the local
gazette ers ofPucheng 1mf~ (Fujian), but her collection has been lost.
Hu Wenkai did not mention the preface to Li's Jingfangji by the prominent Yuan
scholar-official Chen Lü (courtesy name Zhongzhong 5;Kfq:t). The preface was included in
Chen Lü's collected works, the Anyatangji ~~'.§t~.J39 Chen Lü was a native ofPutian

1mB3 ofXinghua JHi:: (also in Fujian). Born into a farnily with a tradition ofConfucian
For the Chinese text ofthis preface, see Appendix 2.
Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 70.
139 See Chen Lü, Anyatangji 6.5b-6b (SKQS-dianziban).
137
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leaming as was Wang Bo, Chen became a well-known Confucian scholar in the Yuan
dynasty. His biography can be found in the Yuan shi 7l:5t:. 140 ln the preface, Chen Lü
writes:
When 1 was in Min [Fujian], 1 often heard that Zheng Min' s mother was
c1ever and reverent. She displayed filial piety to her parents and was loyal
to her husband. She was familiar with art and made Confucian teachings
the guide ofher inner chamber. ...
[Zheng] Min came to the capital to show me the Jingfangji ofhis
mother. 1 read it again. How beautiful, gentle, and proper her words were!
Speech is the flower of virtue while poetry is the flower of speech.
"Womanly virtue" and "womanly speech" can be told from their poetry.
The beauty and purity of mountains and waters in Min impel even women,
not to mention the gentlemen ofvirtue and literary talent who are
flourishing and admired by people under the heavens. [Zheng] Min said to
me, "My mother was rewarded by official distinction for her filial piety
and chastity. 1 am only worried that her poems will not be known to the
world, and 1 hope you can write a preface for her poetry." 1 replied to him,
"Long ago, Master Ouyang Wenzhong wrote a preface for the poetry of
Xie Ximeng, a woman from Min [Fujian], saying that 'Ximeng 's words
are more evocative and profound. She abides by decorum and does not
indulge herself.,141 Accordingly, Ximeng became known to people. You
go and find someone like Master Wenzhong to write a preface for the
See Yuan shi 190.20b-22a (SKQS-dianziban).
The sentences in italics are quoted from Ouyang Xiu's preface. See Egan's translation in Chang
and Saussy, Women Writers of Traditional China 726.
140
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collection ofyour mother, and then she will become well known. My
words are not sufficient to convince posterity." But [Zheng] Min kept
asking without giving up, and l then began to gather sorne reliable
information at the beginning of the collection: Li shi's name is Zhizhen ~
~; her poetry collection is called "Jingfang"

M1:î (quiet and upright),

probably taken from the "Wenyan zhuan" of the Kun

(:!:$Z3t a 1!!J) [in the

Classic of Change]. 142
Both Li Zhizhen and Xie Ximeng were natives of Min (Fujian). Chen Lü, also a native of
Min, pointed to this important connection and wrote the preface by reproducing Ouyang
Xiu's cliché.

6. Yang Weizhen's "Cao shi Xuezhai Xiangeji xu" i!ra'§:Jf5zi&X~rf (Preface to

Xiange j i by Cao Xuezhai, 1345)
This preface was included in the seventhjuan of Dongweiziji **t-T~ by Yang
W eizhen. 143 As l noted in the first chapter, Yang Weizhen chose to live in early
retirement in the late Yuan. After the fall of the Yuan, he was summoned by Zhu
Yuanzhang, the first emperor of the Ming dynasty. But he refused to serve the new
regime. He then actively engaged himselfin literary societies near the West Lake of
Hangzhou, living life independently as a retired literatus.

142 For the Chinese text ofthe preface, see Appendix 2. "Wenyan zhuan" was the name of a
chapter in the Yijing J~M~ (Classic of change). Women's virtues, the so-called kun de j$1,~, such as
gentleness, obedience, quietness, and chastity (rou, shun,jing,fang *)I~IW:1J) are discussed in this chapter.
See Zhu Xi, Yuan ben Zhouyi benyi )]{*JWJ~*~ 9.1a-6a (SKQS-dianziban).
143 This preface is also reproduced in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 71-72, and translated by Yu-shih
Chen in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 732-33.
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Hu Wenkai offered an entry on the wornan poet Cao Miaoqing (courtesy narne
Xuezhai), her collectionXiangeji, and Yang Weizhen's preface to it. Of the six prefaces
exarnined in this section, only the two by Ouyang Xiu and Yang Weizhen were
reproduced in Hu Wenkai. The two prefaces shared sorne sirnilarities while they also
displayed sorne rhetorical differences. First, like Ouyang Xiu, Yang Weizhen was also
rnuch concerned with the rnorality of the wornan poet, but his preface signalled changing
definitions of ideal wornanhood. To highlight the virtue of Cao Miaoqing, Yang criticized
such farnous Song wornen poets as Li Qingzhao and Zhu Shuzhen. In the eyes of Yang,
both Li and Zhu "were oflirnited experience and narrow understanding, ofvulgar
ternperarnent and custorn," and therefore "they do not rneet the standard of proper
character,,,144 while Cao Miaoqing was the true successor to Ban Zhao FJIBèj (ca. 49-ca.
120), the exemplar to writing women in late imperial China.
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Second, like Ouyang Xiu, Yang irnrnediately made the connection between poerns
recorded in the Shijing and those by the conternporary wornan poet:
... l have heard that sorne of the three hundred poerns of the Book of Odes
were written by wornen. The lyrics of these poerns can all be set to music.
Confucius edited thern, and they have since becorne canonical works. In
later ages, established writers have not always been able to reach the sarne
heights. Hence, we cannot disregard literary works sirnply because they
have been written by wornen.

Translation by Yu-shih Chen in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 732.
Ban Zhao was Ban Gu's fJIlf!! (32-92) sister, a woman of talent and virtue. Ban Gu was
assigned to compile the Hanshu il~, but he died prematurely. Parts of the work were completed by his
sister Ban Zhao. She was also the author of Nüjie:tc~ (Admonitions for women). For a study of Ban
Zhao, see Nancy Lee Swann, Pan Chao: Foremost Woman Scholar of China. See also Idema and Grant,
The Red Brush 17-43.
144
145
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In the case ofXuezhai, her writings are rooted in her character and
informed by her learning. They spring from her inner feelings and are
brought into harmony with music. Had she been born in the times of the
three hundred Odes, her works would certainly have been recorded by the
Sage. Therefore, l have edited her writings and selected those poems that
follow the tradition of ancient poets and those lyrics for lute music that
express the spirit ofheroic and upright personages, to make up her Xian ge

Ji . ...
. .. Isn 't it truly something to celebrate, to have discovered a
second woman writer who can stand beside Ban Zhao?146
However, compared to Ouyang Xiu and other famous scholar-officials in the Song and
Yuan periods who did not participate in the actual compiling, Yang not only wrote the
preface, but also compiled Cao Miaoqing's poetry, c1aiming the sage-editor Confucius to
be his only precedent. 147
Third, both prefaces are important sources for the study of Chine se women' s
literary culture, from which we can identify two models ofwomen with virtue and talent.
Cao Miaoqing marked a great departure from the "model of Confucian virtue" proposed
by Ouyang Xiu, as shown in Yang's preface:

Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 732-33.
Cao's Xiange Ji has been lost, but one poem wrinen by her to respond to Yang Weizhen's
rhyme in the form of Xihu zhuzhi ci survives. Yang Weizhen compiled aIl of the hundreds ofpoems
responding to his rhyme, including those by women such as Cao Miaoqing and Zhang Miaojing *~j>'ifi to
make up a collection under the title Xihu zhuzhi ci ï§~~ttf5Z~B] (Bamboo branch songs of the West Lake).
But the original edition of the collection was no longer extant in the late Ming. For a Ming edition of sorne
selected poems of the Xihu zhuzhi ci, see Cao Xuequan, Shicang lidai shixuan 262.26a-32a. From these
extant poems, we can catch a glimpse of the world of a group of literary men and women in the late Yuan
period.
146
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When l was living at Qiantang, l heard of a literary lady named Cao
Xuezhai, who was praised as c1ever and talented. She once sent me a
number ofher own poems and essays through her teacher Qiugong

l48

and

asked me for an interview. She said, "When l was young, Old Man Guan
of the Bookish Studio l49 and Old Man Ban of the Forgiving Studio l50 both
granted me an audience, but l have yet to meet you, and l hope that you
will give me a word of encouragement."
This year, while l was at Wuxing, Cao Xuezhai, together with her
old nurse came again to visit me at Dongting in Lake Tai. She chanted
poetry and played the melodies of the "Guan ju" and "Zhao zhi" to
accompany the "White Snow" lyric, [expressing the sorrows of the
desolate landscape ].151 l know Xuezhai well as a good and moral person;
her literary accomplishment is an extension ofher character. 152
Even though we do not know much about Cao Miaoqing as a literary woman because her
poetry collection has been lost, Yang's description in the preface, together with sorne
148 Translation by Yu-shih Chen in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 732.1
would prefer "Master Qiu" to "Qiugong" for the latter sounds like a given name.
149 Suanzhai ~~ (The Bookish Studio) was the style name ofGuan Yunshi jf~E (1286-1324),
a sinicized Uighur Mongolian known in Chinese sources also as Xiaoyunshihaiya IJ\~E~mM which is the
Turkish Sewinch Qaya. He was the grandson of A'erhaya lliirmrl€îft (Turkish Arigh Qaya), who
contributed a great deal to the success of the founding ofthe Yuan dynasty. Because his father was named
Gungegen Jtf~fN or Guanzhige jf.Ri\f, he used Guan jf as his sumame. Being good at san qu WlE!H
(drama lyrics) and calligraphy, he was remembered as one of the multitalented and eccentric literary figures
of the Yuan. His official biography can be found in the Yuan shi under the name ofSu'eryuesuhaya iilm*3
ii*rl€îft. See Yuan shi 143.l4b-16b. For a detailed study of the life of Guan and his literary works, see
Richard John Lynn, Kuan YÜn-shih.
150 Ban Weizhi f)Hl~, courtesy name Yangong ffffr}], style name Shuzhai ~~ (Forgiving
studio), was a poet and calligrapher living in the late Yuan and early Ming. See Tao Zongyi p~H%1~, comp.,
Shushi huiyao ~§ti't~ 7.l2a-b (SKQS-dianziban).
151 Translation by Yu-shih Chen in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 732.
But Chen does not provide any notes on the noted Yuan literati mentioned in the preface such as Guan
Yunshi and Ban Weizhi. This sentence is modified by me because Chen omitted the words "yi xie shan
chuan huang luo zhi bei" ~~~LlJ} IlJIT:~~1~.
152 Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 732.
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other sources, provide a sketch of the woman poet. Being brilliant in many artistic fields
such as poetry, calligraphy, painting, and music, Cao was an active literary participant in
the localliterati clubs. Cao was praised as a paragon ofwomanly conduct because ofher
filial piety. However, she was no longer a kind of Xie Ximeng who cloistered herselfin
her private quarters to compose poetry, living a life of "the secluded and virtuous young
ladies of ancient times." On the contrary, Cao made her way out of the inner chambers to
seek out male literati, living a life that was very much like that of late Ming courtesans
and open-minded gentry women writers-responding to poems by the best-known literati
in her region such as Yang Weizhen, Guan Yunshi, and Ban Weizhi, playing musical
instruments for them, and even traveling to meet them-in brief, she mingled with men
intellectually and socially. However, she is definitively presented not as a courtesan but
as a respectable woman. 153 As discussed in Chapter 1, the promotion ofwomen's direct
participation in male literati culture was the very epitome of late Ming male poetry
societies in the Jiangnan region. Yang Weizhen provided an attractive precedent for late
Ming eccentrics who preferred to be retired literati devoting themselves to writing and
recreation.

"The Sage Records Licentious Songs": Male-authored Prefaces to
Late Ming Collections and Anthologies ofWomen 's Poetry

153 Among the hundreds ofpoems responding to Yang Weizhen's rhyme of Xihu zhuzhi ci was a
poem on Cao Miaoqing by the male poet Ouyang Yanzhen WZ~,®::Et, who writes in Cao's voice, "1 am
indeed from a good family, not from a family such as that of Su Xiaoxiao" (~!1f§tË.ft*:tz::, /ftË~1fjÇ
IJ\*). See Tian Rucheng, Xihu youlan zhi_Xihu youlan zhi yu 11.17b. Su Xiaoxiao was the best-known
courtesan from Cao's hometown of Qiantang in the Southem Qi period. In addition to the description in
Yang's preface and Cao Miaoqing's own poem included inXihu zhuzhi ci, Ouyang's couplet confirms that
Cao Miaoqing was approached by her contemporaries as a woman of the gentry, not a courtesan.
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As demonstrated in the prefaces discussed above, the association ofwomen's poetry with
the Shijing was a common strategy used by male scholars long before the late imperial
period. However, it was in the late Ming and Qing, when more and more women picked
up the brush to compose poetry, that this strategy became a cliché, frequently appearing
in prefaces not only to poetry collections by individual women,154 but also to anthologies
dedicated to writings by women. This section analyzes how the rhetoric of promoting
women's poetry was transformed from Ouyang Xiu's model ofConfucian virtue to the
late Ming paradigm in which poetry by courtesans was increasingly included in
anthologies ofwomen's poetry and promoted by literati. Compared to the Song-Yuan
scholars who promoted only gentry women's poetry as discussed in the previous section,
the editors and compilers ofwomen's poetry in the late Ming, especially the time
between the last years of the Wanli era to the late 1620s-what Fong refers to as the
second wave of Ming anthologies ofwomen's poetry-valorized not only women poets
of the gentry, the "respectable" (liang), but also courtesans, the "lowly" (jian).155 In
these anthologies, the editors often rejected social status or moral conduct as selection
criteria. For example, Zheng Wen'ang, in the "General Principles" ofhis Gujin mingyuan

huishi (1620) explicitly declared:

154 See cases recorded in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü: Wang Xianji's I!ikâ" preface to Fen yu cao ~
by Wang Fengxian IJIlYr>M, 91-92; Zhao Yiguang's preface to Kaopanji ~~~ by Lu Qingzi, 16970; Mao Yuanyi's preface to Zhongshan xian ~ùJ!ik by the courtesan poet Yang Wan, 183-85; and Ding
Shengzhao's preface to Yinhongji by Wang Duanshu, 249-50.
155 See, for example, Tian Yiheng, comp., Shinü shi (1557); Li Hu, comp., (Gusu xinke) Tongguan
yibian (1567); Yu Xian, comp., Shuxiu zongji (1570); Chishang ke (pseudo.), comp., Mingyuanjinang
(1595); Qu Juesheng, comp., Nü saD (1618); Zheng Wen'ang, comp., Gujin mingyuan huishi (1620);
Zhong Xing, comp., (attrib.) Mingyuan shigui (ca.l625); and Zhao Shijie, comp., Gujin nüshi (1628).
Besides those discussed by Fong, we may add the following two: Gu Qilun, comp., Guo ya (1574); and Ma
Jiasong, comp., Huajingjun sheng, published in the era of Tianqi ~~ (1621-27). See Yang Liying and
Ye Hui, "Cong Mingren nüzi shiji de bianzuan" 34.
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When an anthology is called "classified," it means to collect and c1assifY
the poetry. l only go according to the excellence and beauty of the writing
and do not care whether their moral conduct is chaste or lewd. l search
from antiquity to our enlightened age, whether they are palace women,
gentry women, commoners, ghosts, immortals, Daoist nuns, female
entertainers, maids and concubines, they are aU equal. I56
As we have seen, not only did sorne anthologies inc1ude poetry by courtesans, but
a few late Ming anthologies were devoted exclusively to this group ofwomen poets: Mei
Dingzuo's Qingni lianhuaji, Zhang Mengzheng's Qinglou yunyu and Mao Yuchang's

Qinhuai siji shi. Under the fashion of the valorization of courtesan poetry, how did
editors and compilers of the late Ming rationalize and defend their efforts to promote
women' s writings, including those by courtesans who were often categorized as
"depraved" or "mean" in both Confucian didactic texts and officiallegal codes? To
answer this question, l have selected three categories: 1) Ouyang Xiu's model of
Confucian virtue adopted by late Ming literati; 2) prefaces to anthologies that included
both the chaste and the licentious (~f=g1L§ê); 3) prefaces to collections devoted
exclusively to courtesans, which should help us to identifY continuity and change in
rhetoric of prefaces to late Ming collections and anthologies ofwomen's poetry.

1. Ouyang Xiu's model adopted by late Ming literati in the preface to Bitian

daoren yingao ~7(~À~f~ by Pan shi 1i~ (preface dated 1524)

156 See "Fan li fLf9IJ," in Zheng Wen'ang ed., Gujin mingyuan huishi, reprinted in Siku quanshu
cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 383: 10. Translation by Grace S. Fong. See Fong, "Gender and the Failure of
Canonization" 143.
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Hu Wenkai had two entries on writings by the woman Pan shi, one of which is her first
poetry collection, the Bitian daoren yingao, and the other her second poetry collection,
the Pan shi shiji 11~~~~ (The poetry collection by née Pan, preface dated 1570).157
According to Hu Wenkai, Pan shi, known by her style name Bitian daoren

~:.;RillÀ

(Daoist master under the blue sky), was a native of Tiantai :.;R"É1 (in Zhejiang). The
preface to the BWan daoren yingao was written by Zhuang Qiaoxin m:1t~JT and Ye
Shoupeng ~~:w, also natives of Tiantai like Pan shi.
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The entire preface was quoted

and reproduced by Yu Xian itrli (1508-72) in his preface to Pan shi's second poetry
collection, the Pan shi shiji. 159 The old preface to the Bitian daoren yingao reads:
"Bitian daoren" was the daughtet of Pan Liuhe and the wife ofQiu
Xichuan, a tribute scholar. She was good at chanting and reciting [poetry]
and her words are more evocative and profound. She abides by decorum
and does not indulge herself160 We leamed that in the era of Tiansheng :.;R
~ (1023-32) in the Song,161 Master Ouyang wrote the preface to the two

juan Xie Ximengji by the lady, saying that 'she has the style of the
secluded and virtuous young ladies of ancient times. She is not merely a

Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 197.
Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 197. From the preface itself, 1 cannot precisely determine if it was
written by two authors as Hu Wenkai recorded because ofthe ambiguity of the first personal pronoun used
in it.
159 The preface to the Pan shi shiji was written by Yu Xian, also the compiler ofthis collection.
Yu Xian's pioneering efforts in preserving poetry by contemporary Ming women is discussed in Chapter 2,
109-10. Yu Xian inc1uded in his Shuxiu zongji six poems by Pan shi from her first poetry collection, the
BWan daoren yingao. For these poems, see Yu Xian, comp., Sheng Ming baijia shi, vol. 306: 668-69. For
the Pan shi shiji, see Sheng Ming baijia shi, vol. 308: 806-08.
160 AlI the italicized sentences here in this preface are quoted from Ouyang Xiu's preface to the
Caipin shi. Once again, 1 use Egan's translation ofthese lines to maintain consistency. See Egan's
translation in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 726.
161 It was in the era of Jingyou rather than Tiansheng that Ouyang Xiu wrote the preface for Xie
Ximeng's poetry.
157
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woman who is able to express herself.' Ximeng had the misfortune of
being a woman, and she was not able to make herself prominent in the
world. However, because of Master Ouyang, her poetry could pass into
posterity. Alas! How is Bitian ranked lower than Ximeng? Had Master
Ouyang lived in the present world, what would happen? Women's
writings are not seen often nowadays; therefore, we collect a certain
number ofher poems that are available to us and have them compiled and
published. Written in the mid-summer of the yearjiashen Ef3 Efl [1524] of
the Jiajing reign. 162
This is a valuable source of information regarding the rhetorical strategy of
promoting poetry by women in the Ming. It was the earliest datable Ming preface to
women's poetry collections recorded in Hu Wenkai's catalogue. Like most of the preMing preface-writers discussed above, both Zhuang and Ye followed Ouyang Xiu's
example. The preface to the Bitian yingao is probably the only extant Ming preface that
daims Ouyang Xiu as an influence. It suggests that during the first years of the late Ming
(the early Jiajing era), when there were few women writing poetry, Ouyang Xiu's model
of Confucian virtue was still very much influential and the boundary between the
separate spheres of nei/wai

pg/J} was still an important moral issue for literati. In fact,

being concerned with the issue of women's cultural role was also something shared more
or less by other pioneers who collected women's poetry in the Ming. 163

Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 197.
For example, Tian Yiheng did not inc1ude the poetry ofhis daughter Tian Yuyan Gl3S.ilf!~ in his
Shinü shi, while Li Hu in his (Gusu xinke) Tongguan yibian organized women poets according to their
moral quality. Yu Xian also placed courtesan poets at the end of the Shuxiu zongji.
162
163
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Although late Ming preface-writers continued to situate women's poetic voice in
the Shijing, the model of the "secluded" and "virtuous" woman proposed by Ouyang Xiu
seemed to have soon gone out of fashion in this period. Many of the extant prefaces
reveal that late Ming preface-writers were no longer concemed about whether women
were cloistered in the private quarters to compose poetry. Instead, in promoting women's
literary practice, they regarded women's participation in literary culture to be a legitimate
part ofwomen's work, set over against the age-old Confucian "womanly work" frffiJ}],
such as weaving and embroidering. Under this fashion, traditional housework was even
considered unimportant or unworthy of doing, 164 while talented women who felt
contempt for womanly work (/fmfJJ:tz.JI) were highly appreciated.

165

"Engraving

dragons and embroidering tigers" ()tiJtHf~lîire) [that is, writing] seemed to have become
the most refined engagement for women in the eyes ofboth literary men and women in
the late Ming. 166
However, the valorization of poetry written by courtesans and the rhetorical
strategy of such a valorization in prefaces marked a dramatic and subversive departure
from the pre-Ming rhetorical paradigm. Below, l will examine prefaces to the most
influential anthologies ofwomen's poetry including poetry by courtesans, anthologies

164 See, for example, Ge Zhengqi's ~~iif (jinshi, 1628) preface to Shanshui yin I-U*~ by Liang
Mengzhao *:;fuBjg, in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 163-64.
165 See Ding Shengzhao's preface to Yinhongji by Wang Duanshu, in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 24950.
166 In Chinese poetic tradition, the phrases "engraving dragons" and "embroidering tiger" refer to
literary composition. For the quotation, see Tu Long's preface to Liuxiang cao ~~1j[, a joint poetry
collection by his daughter Tu Yaose ~~~, and daughter-in-Iaw, Shen Tiansun tt)l(f* (Hu Wenkai,
Lidaifunü 173). On the lives and poetic works of Tu Yaose and Shen Tiansun, see Ann Waltner and Piching Hsu, "Lingering Fragrance: The Poetry of Tu Yaose and Shen Tiansun," Journal ofWomen's History
8 (1997): 28-53. The English translation of Tu Long's preface is on 33-34.
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produced in the late Ming, anthologies examined by Chang and Fong, to identify
rhetorical changes regarding the legitimation of poetry by aIl women in this period.

2. Prefaces to anthologies that incIuded women poets ofboth the chaste and the
licentious: Tian Yiheng's preface to his Shinü shi 167
As mentioned before, Tian was a talented and also an eccentric literary figure. In the
preface, Tian openly claimed that literary talent was equally distributed between women
and men. Women's writings had been neglected by historical records; therefore, his effort
in collecting women poets was comparable to Confucius' compilation ofwomen's
writing in the Shijing. But since he incIuded poetry by courtesans in his anthology, he
defended himselfby arguing that:
Poems of the inner courtyard and the boudoir all took their place in the
Book of Odes; even words of the vulgar and songs of the licentious were

not deleted by the pen Confucius held. For good and evil can be
differentiated of themselves, and persuasion and admonition will both be
present. Not only do such poems make the influence ofkingly virtue
manifest, but they are also useful in female education. Their merits being
so great, how can one say that they are only of small supplementary
benefit?168
By asserting that the Sage incIuded not only poems from the inner quarters, but also
"words of the vuIgar and songs of the licentious," Tian defended both women's poetry
167 Tian Yiheng's preface for his Shinü shi is reproduced in Hu Wenkai, Lidai jùnü 876-77 and
translated by Zhang Longxi in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 734-36. For Tian's
biographical information, see the biography ofhis father Tian Rucheng, in Goodrich and Fang, Dictionary
of Ming Biography 1287-88.
168 Translation by Zhang Longxi in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 734.
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(including songs by the licentious, the courtesan) and his efforts in preserving the
writings of aIl women.
Tian Yiheng appears to be the first Ming anthologist who used the strategy of
associating women's poetry, including songs by the "licentious women," courtesans, with
the Shijing. This strategy was later adopted by many other late Ming literati in their
prefaces to the anthologies ofwomen's poetry where courtesans were being recorded as
weIl. Many ofthese prefaces are included in Hu Wenkai's catalogue. For example, Zheng
Wen'ang's Gujin mingyuan huishi (1620) included fifty-four Ming women, sorne of
whom were famous courtesans. In the opening ofthe preface to this anthology, Zhu
Zhifan *Z~ (fl.1616) stated that "when compiling and editing Shijing, the Sage
included both folk songs and women's poetry" and "Even if the songs recorded here are
as lewd as 'Pu shang' ~l: and 'Sangjian'

'*Fs9, they could serve as a waming and

admonition to posterity down to one hundred generations.,,169 In the preface to his (attrib.)

Mingyuan shigui, an anthology regarded by Chang and Fong as an essential source and
model for later anthologies ofwomen's poetry and writing, Zhong Xing also defended his
inclusion of poetry by courtesans. He writes,
... Sorne may object to the printing of these poems for fear of
licentiousness, and sorne may object that not aIl these poems have their
origin in the Classics; but did not Lady Jiang, wife of Count Zhuang of
Wei, and Lady Ban aIl compose poems of rich color and beauty?170

169 Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 881-82. "Pu shang" and "Sang jian" were names of places in the State
of Wei, places where young men and women met and sang love songs. Here, they refer to erotic songs.
170 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 884. Translation by Zhang Longxi in Chang and Saussy, Women
Writers ofTraditional China 741. Here "poems of rich color and beauty" refers to poems that were about
love and sex or poems that simply did not address moral concems.
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As previously mentioned, Lady Zhuangjiang was recorded in the Shijing by the
Sage, while Lady Ban [Ban Jieyu

fJH!9f (ca. 48-ca. 6 BCE)] was well-known for her

poetic talent and "strong sense ofpropriety,,,171 but they aU composed "poems ofrich
color and beauty." Here, by claiming the Sage as a precedent, Zhong Xing successfully
shook off the moral burden inevitably confronted by late Ming literati such as himself
who promoted writings by courtesans.
A similar statement is found in the preface by Zhao Shijie to his Gujin nüshi, also
noted by Chang and Fong as one of the most important late Ming anthologies ofwomen's
literary works. In the preface, Zhao states:
Confucius surveyed the "Airs of the States" and said: "Poetry can
stimulate; it teaches observation, sociability, and the expression of
grievances." In coUecting and editing those rhymed sayings, he did not
reject the songs of the "wandering girls" of the Han and Yangzi Rivers.
Who will say that the Three Hundred Odes of the Book of Odes, the
"Elegantiae" and the rest, can only have been composed by upright sages
and scholars?172
It is obvious that the preface-writers of the late Ming often associated not only

women's writings, but also folk songs or even lewd songs, with the Shijing to legitimize
the unorthodox. In addition to Ouyang Xiu's cliché that the Sage recorded women poets
in the Shijing, the late Ming literati went one step further when they produced their own
cliché, arguing that the Sage also recorded licentious women in the canon ofpoetry.

171 On Ban Jieyu's biographical information and translations ofher poems, see Chang and Saussy,
Women Writers ofTraditional China 18.
172 Zhao's preface to Gujin nüshi is reproduced in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 888-89, and translated
by Haun Saussy in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers of Traditional China 748-50.
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3. Prefaces to collections devoted exc1usively to courtesans: Huayin shangren's

fË:fIBLtA preface to Qinglou yunyu l"filMiill (Stylish words from the
pleasure quarters, 1616) by Zhang Mengzheng *~~.173
Hu Wenkai provided an entry on the courtesan poetry anthology of Qinglou yunyu and its
preface. As l mentioned, we find no further information on the lives of Zhang
Mengzheng, the compiler and Huayin shangren, the preface-writer. Very possibly, the
two were among the hundreds or even thousands oflate Ming little-known literati who
joined the carnival oftheir time and struggled against anonymity.
In the Qinglou yunyu, Zhang Mengzheng employs courtesan poetry, yunyu fU'!~B
(stylish words), in his commentaries on the Piaojing, Classic ofWhoring, whose title is a
parody of Confucian c1assics such as the Shijing, the Classic ofPoetry. Obviously, this
group of people had their own fashions and values with regard to the Way, canonical
works, learning, and stylish people:
Hence the Daoist Adept Mengzheng has compiled this volume under the
title Stylish Words from the Pleasure Quarters. Beginning with [a print of]

The Classic ofWhoring, he has added poetry, song lyrics, pictures, and
evaluative comments ... The comments are actually commentaries to The

Classic ofWhoring. Mengzheng is indeed the one with style! To those in
posterity who are devoted to such a Way, isn't Mengzheng a Master Zhu
[Xi]? If students pursuing the way of style honor Mengzheng as Master

173 Huayin shangren's preface to Qinglou yunyu is reproduced in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 892, and
translated by Dorothy Ko in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 744-46.
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Zhu, perhaps in the future they will graduate to be erudite scholars and the
Classic of Whoring will be magnified ... 174
In their own coded language of fashion and connoisseurship, Zhang Mengzheng, the
untrammelled literatus who indulged himself in pleasure quarters, could be a match to
Master Zhu Xi, the great Song Neo-Confucian philosopher, whose Confucian syllabus,
The Four Books IZ.9ii, was the basis of orthodox leaming ofliterati for hundreds ofyears.
In this context, the sacred status of Confucian classical canons had declined to the point
where it could be satirized as little different from a guide to whoring.

Conclusion
How might we account for the anthologizing of poetry by courtesans and by women in
general in the late Ming (extending to the early Qing)? What can we conclude from this
chapter? First of all, the social standing of non-official urban elites, as l have attempted
to argue and continue to show in this dissertation, played an important role in valorizing
writings ofwomen including courtesans. As we have seen, the writers of the prefaces to
women's poetry collections in the pre-Ming periods, such as Ouyang Xiu, Wang Bo,
Zhou Bida, and Chen Lü, were either influential scholar-officials or Neo-Confucian
worthies. They wrote the prefaces (rather than participating in the actual compiling) as
favours requested by friends or associates to lend prestige to the writings of specifie
women and thus to the women's families. The function ofthis kind ofpreface is similar
to that of a Chinese funerary inscription. Most likely, the writer and the woman he wrote
about were strangers to each other and by the time of the writing, she had already passed

174

Translation by Ko in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 745.
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away. However, late Ming literati preface-writers and anthologists that 1 have examined
were more commonly the descendants of Yang Weizhen, the retired literatus who
devoted himself to art, recreation, and self-invention, interests independent of official
concems. 175 They had no degree or office. Many of them edited and compiled not only
women's poetry but also various writings by men,176 while sorne others made anthologies
to valorize poetry by courtesans because of their personal connections with individual
courtesans.
lt is not surprising that as a social stratum, male "commoners" literati, such as the

buyi and shanren exhibited somewhat unorthodox values and fashions. Without any
academic aspirations, they were free to disregard the precepts of Cheng-Zhu NeoConfucianism; and rejecting the very goal of office-holding, they were also free to
disregard official expectations, including certain legal regulations. The famous
multitalented literatus Xu Wei, style names Qingteng shanren (The mountain man of
Qingteng) and Shanyin buyi (Commoner from Shanyin), explicitly stated in his preface to
the ci ~~ (song lyrics) collection by the woman writer Huang E

wllJft that, after the many

frustrations of examinations and office, he became unrestrained and was no longer
trammelled by Confucian teachings (shu zong bu wei rufu tfrU1f1~~{$*1).177 Tian

175 One of the most prominent examples is Tian Yiheng. See Xu Bo's Xu shi bijing 7.22a-b.
Besides Tian, Mei Dingzuo held no high degree or office (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 878); Li Hu was a
shanren, Zheng Wen'ang was a buyi (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 881); Zhang Mengzheng and Zhao Shijie
were little-known literati; and Jiang Yuanzuo was a shanren (Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 887).
176 For example, Zhang Zhixiang 5iz~ (1507-87), a talented but unsuccessful candidate ofjinshi
examinations, was not only the one who compiled Tongguan xin bian P};,'Œ*JTff,llli, an anthology ofwomen's
poetry, but also the editor and compiler of quite a few other anthologies including the twentyjuan Shi long
~:ij, the six-juan Chu sao qi yu ~,~j*-&j~tf (1577), the ten-juan Wenxin diaolong :X{J\f.W~ (1579), the
200-juan Tangshi leiyuan J@f~'if~Jlffi (1585), the 120-juan Gushi leiyuan [j1ft~JBlff, and the tenjuan Shiji
hui ~gê*. See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 311,316,332,337.
177 Huang E was the wife of Yang Shen mt~ (1488-1559), a well-known literatus in the late Ming.
In the preface to Huang E's writings, Xu Wei boldly expressed his great appreciation ofher ci poetry and
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Yiheng, an unsuccessful candidate ofthejinshi examinations, also likely exempted
himself from public expectations for proper conduct. It was said that Tian often took his
wife with him to travel around, having visited aIl the mountains nearby. Sometimes,
when it was getting dark and he couldn't find the proper way to get back, the two rode on
one donkey, heading back home to the City.178 The late Ming was indeed a heaven for

buyi, shanren, and rakes. It is hard to imagine that such people lived in a time wh en the
general morality conveyed separate spheres for male and female.

179

As mentioned earlier, the high point of anthologizing women's poetry in the Ming
was centered on the long Wanli era which stands out in Chine se history in many ways. It
was an era that not only produced the extremist Li Zhi, leader of the Taizhou sect, whose
iconoc1asm greatly shook the entire intellectual world, but also produced so many great
writers, artists, and connoisseurs. 180 It was an era that legitimized love, passion,

his envy of Yang Shen for his marriage to such a talented woman. See the entry on Huang E in Hu Wenkai,
Lidai funü 180. The authenticity of any collection attributed to Huang E has long been questioned, as is any
preface by Xu Wei to Huang E's writing. But the exact words of "shu zong bu wei ru fu J6jUtï::f~{~~"
also appear in another essay ofXu Wei, the "Zi wei muzhiming" §m~§t~. For this essay, see Huang
Zongxi, comp., Ming wenhai 468.1 2a. Nevertheless, whether authentic or not, the wide circulation of this
work attributed to Xu Wei and Huang E reflects a popular theme in the late Ming. For information on
Huang E, see Idema and Grant, The Red Brush 287-9I.
178 See the entry on "Lang Tian er xiansheng" ~~œ=7'ê~, in Xu Bo, Xu shi bijing,juan 7, 22b23b.
179 For example, Huo Tao
(1487-1540), courtesy name Weixian i~7'ê, style name Weiya r~
@ (jinshi 1514), Minister of Rites in the Jiajing era, was famous for his integrity. His family instruction
Weiyajiaxun i'i!f1@%wl! was finished in 1529 and printed in 1530. In thejiaxun was a map ofhis house: the
area marked in red (the front door of each apartment and the lane leading to it) was intended exclusively for
men, while the area marked in black (the backdoor and the lane leading from it to the backyard) was used
only by women. See the entry on Huo Tao in Goodrich and Fang, Dictionary of Ming Biography 679-83;
on thejiaxun, 682. For a reprint of the Chine se text, see Huo Weiyajiaxun mr~@%1V1! (Taibei: Taiwan
shangwu yinshuguan, 1967). For a detailed study ofJate imperial Chinese family instructions, see Charlotte
Furth, "The Patriarch's Legacy."
180 With the increasing popularity and influence ofthese nonconformist literati, genres oflighter
literature such as fiction, drama, folk songs, and the writing ofxiaopin Ihr~, a type of short and informai
essay, flourished during the late Ming as never before. In fiction, the most celebrated classical Chinese
novels, the "Si da qi shu" !J:9::k$fW, were completed and published in this period. The vernacular fiction
anthologies, the San yan :=: § edited by Feng Menglong t~~jif~ (1574-1646) and Er Pai =tB edited by
Ling Mengchu &~fJJ (1580-1644), were published in the decades directly following the Wanli era. In
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spontaneity, eccentricity, and even the drives and appetites.\8\ It was an era that
celebrated buyi, shanren, literati rakes-who promoted not only women's writing, but
also folk songs, lewd song s, and even erotic fiction.\82 Chinese literati had never been so
nonconformist (jengliu) as in the late Ming, and Chinese society had never been so full of
the power ofwen as in the late Ming. Certainly, the promotion ofwomen's poetry was
not a singular phenomenon in this period.
It is noteworthy that in valorizing women's poetry, Zhong Xing attributed to

women poets the quality ofpurity (qingm), which to him was the very essence ofideal
poetry. According to Zhong Xing, women are inherently untainted by the worldly affairs
of men, and their poetry relies only on their nature; therefore, they produce perfect poetry.
This argument has received much scholarly attention. \83 But as se en in many late Ming
writings, the concept of qing was used by Zhong Xing and other late Ming literati to
assign value not only to women's writings, but also to writings by the shanren, buyi, and
nonconformist literati who walled themselves off from worldly political and official

drama, the Wanli era produced the outstanding dramatist Tang Xianzu 1!'iHmWg (1550-1616) and his weIlknown Mudan ting Uff"r (The peony pavilion). The remarkable ten-juan Suzhou folk songs, the Shange
wlllX, edited by Feng Menglong, was the fruit ofthis period as weIl. The overwhelming amount of
miscellaneous writing on various trivial matters such as tea, wine, beauty, vases, furniture, ink, paper,
inkstones, incense, and art objects by many unrestrained literati such as Tu Long, Pan Zhiheng, and Chen
Jiru also emergedjust as the time required. Harriet T. Zurndorfer has pointed out that the late Ming also
witnessed an increasing interest in a subgenre of encycIopaedia, the so-called tongsu leishu iliH:fr~i!
(popular encyc1opaedia) as evidenced by the Sancai tuhui -==tIil1i (1607) compiled by Wang Qi ~f.:f:JT (fl.
1565-1614), a huge popular encyc10paedia that covers a wide range of subjects. In the entry on "human
interest" À~, the compiler listed various activities ofrefined recreation that contemporary literati had
commonly pursued. See Harriet T. Zurndorfer, "Women in the Epistemological Strategy of Chine se
Encyclopedia" 369-75. l have changed her Wade-Giles spellings to pinyin and added Chine se characters.
181 They were aIl regarded as aspects ofessential moral nature ofhumans by the Taizhou school,
especially as represented by He Xinyin. See de Bary, "lndividualism" 178-83.
182 Noteworthy is the fact that the strategy of associating contemporary writings with the Shijing
could also be found in prefaces to erotic fiction. See, for example, "Fengyue xuan Youxuanzi Langshi xu"
oo.Jj
-=f~sl:*JI:, in Chen Qinghao ~*~i~ and Wang Qiugui .=Ef:k;ft, eds., Si wuxie huibao ,'Gt~3J~
œiW, vol. 4: 37.
183 Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 152; Fong, "Gender and the Failure ofCanonization"
145. See also Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers 61-62.
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concems. In fact, as Zhong Xing clearly stated in the very preface to Mingyuan shigui,
the anthology ofwomen's writings, he originally used the concept of qing in the
foreword to his friend's collection, the Jianyuan fang}i ~"j%g~ by Tan Yuanchun, to
praise Tan's poetry.184 Apparently, both these literati and the writing women they
extolled shared something in common-literary excellence and freedom from the
constraints of officialdom.
Second, the strategy of associating writings by women with the Shijing was a
common approach in Neo-Confucian scholarship, and Ouyang Xiu was the first to use the
strategy. Whether Confucius edited and compiled the Shijing, whether he included songs
authored by women, and wh ether he recorded the licentious songs, the so-called yin shi,
in the Shijing were basic issues debated in the commentaries on the Classic. But it was
not until the late Ming when courtesan poetry was increasingly included in anthologies of
women' s literary works that literati began to argue that Confucius himself recorded
licentious songs in the Shijing.

18S

Of aIl the preface-writers mentioned above, Ouyang Xiu and Wang Bo were
major figures in the history ofChinese hermeneutics.

186

Ouyang Xiu's Shi benyi jff*~

(Original meaning of the Shijing) was the first commentary on the Shijing to reject the
orthodox interpretations of the Mao-Zheng-Kong tradition, which was considered a
starting point ofNeo-Confucian scholarship.187 Wang Bo's Shi yi jff~ (Doubts on the

184 See Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 883. For Zhong Xing's preface to Tan Yuanchun's poetry, the
"Jianyuan tangjin shi xu" M~lltllill~ff, see He Fuzheng, Wenzhang bianti huixuan 320.8a-9b.
185 The debate over these issues was still ongoing during the Qing. See, for example, the entry on
"Shengren lu yin shi" ~A~1g~ in Wang Wan Y:Ef5i\ (1624-91), Yaofeng wenchao ~*:xtJ> 5 (preface
dated 1693; reprint, Taibei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1965) 108.
186 See Van Zoeren, Poetry and Personality 151-89.
187 See Van Zoeren, Poetry and Personality 151-89. See also the entry on Mao shi benyi shi Jiu
juan Ô§1l~:;$:~+7\~ by Ouyang Xiu, in Qinding Siku quanshu zongmu 15.11 b- 12b.
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Shijing) went even further than Ouyang Xiu. He not only rejected the traditional
interpretations of the Classic, but also arbitrarily deleted such poems as "Jingnü" f!W:tz:
from the Shijing for he regarded them as lewd songs which should not be included in the
Classic by Confucius. Wang Bo was severely attacked by the Siku editors, the classical
evidential scholars of the Qing. 188
Even though not all imperial Chinese literati were experts on the classics as were
Ouyang Xiu and Wang Bo, it was a commonplace that they shared a commitment to
familiarize themselves with at least sorne of the textual traditions. The Shijing was the
most fundamental classical canon in literati leaming. During the Ming, after Wang
Shouren 3:.~1- (1472-1529),189 known by his style name Yangming ~f!Fj, located the
Way in the individual's mind and claimed that everybody could become a sage through
self-cultivation, there occurred a boom of new commentaries and expositions on the
Confucian classics. In the century after Wang Yangming's death, five to six hundred
new commentaries on the Shijing were published, more than the total of the Shijing
commentaries produced in the fifteen hundred years ofthe period from the Han to
Yuan. 190 It seemed that every writer ofthese new commentaries presented himselfto be
the very one who truly understood the Sage. Zhong Xing was highly regarded in his day
as a poet and founder of the poetic school of Jingling that promoted spontaneity and selfexpression in writing. But he also produced a few commentaries on the Shijing, such as

188 See their comments on Wang Bo's Shi yi, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu. jingbu *~{f~, vol.
60: 534-35. See also Van Zoeren, Poetry and Personality 160, 172.
189 For a study of the thought of Wang Yangming and his followers, see William Theodore de
Bary, "Individualism."
190 Liu Yuqing ~U&~, "Yangming xinxue yu Mingdai Shijing yanjiu" ~8)j{J)jJ!Wfj,EJ1-~W'*~li1f

~52.
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Shijing tushi hekao ~~*~III51::î'5~ and Shijing beikao ~~*~1Fm~.191 For Confucian
educated men, who knew the priorities and proprieties of their lives very weIl in terros of
Confueian orthodoxy, claiming moral authority from the canonical classics was a viable
strategy even though they might espouse somewhat heterodox values. The association of
women's works with the Shijing was simply a handy rhetorical device employed by
literati to serve their needs.
Third, the anthologizing of women's poetry in incorporating contemporary
courtesans emerged in the mid-Ming, flourished in the late Ming, and eontinued to be in
great vogue in the early Qing. Clearly, the catastrophe of the Ming-Qing dynastie
transition did not stop Ming literati from doing what they used to do in the Ming. This
had to do with the polieies of the early Manehu state. The Emperor Kangxi eonsciously
attempted to overcome the alienation between the Chinese literati and the Manchu
govemment by accommodating Manchu mIe to the native Ming mIe. He held a special
examination to recmit Chine se literati to govemment service-the Boxue hongci t:W~1.i:
~r1J examination, what Etienne Balazs called "booby-trap examinations for literati."I92 He

also started a project on a history of the Ming dynasty. Several huge publishing projects,
including the prominent Gujin tushujicheng~4111.~glG (as many as ten thousand
volumes), Yuxuan Tang shi 1fEP~mlff (i.e., Quan Tang shi ~m~~), and Yuxuan Song Jin
Yuan Ming si chao shi 1iEP~*~7CElJ:l[g~)j~~, were aIl commissioned by the Kangxi
emperor and completed in his reign. Therefore, it is not surprising that the anthologizing
of poetry by late Ming courtesans could reach a high point again even after the fall of the

191
192

See the two entries in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jingbu, vol. 64: 870, and vol. 67: 506.
As quoted in Kessler, "Chinese Scholars" 191.
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Ming. Kangxi succeeded in consolidating Manchu rule over China, not only because of
his military achievements, but also due to his efforts to win scholar's hearts through these
publishing projects. However, after the Manchu rule became weIl established in China, it
was time for a change. The absence of courtesans in women's poetry anthologies and the
paucity of women' s poetry anthologies in general in the High Qing reigns of Yongzheng
and Qianlong indicate the new Manchu state policies, different from Kangxi's, were now
in operation. 193

193 On the policies ofthe early Manchu state and the effects ofthese policies on the Han-Chinese
literati, see Kessler. See also studies by Yang Qiqiao ml@:~, Yongzheng di jiqi mizhe zhidu yarifiu ~lEW
:&;!tWtJTfM&1îff5i: and Feng Erkang {,~mJ3l, Yongzheng zhuan ~lE•. See also Mann, Precious Records
126-28. On the criminalization of prostitution by the Qing legal system during the Yongzheng reign-period,
see Sommer, Sex, Law, and Society in Late Imperial China, Chapter 7.
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Chapter Three
Constructing the Self, Creating Her Space:
The Voice of Courtesans
In the preceding chapters, l explored the role that men played in the anthologizing of
women' s poetry and the valorization of courtesan culture in the late Ming. Although the
boundaries between social groups were fluid during the late Ming, l attempted to identi:fY
a particular group of men who devoted exclusive efforts to the promotion of courtesan
culture, that is, urban dwellers ofprosperous Jiangnan who fashioned themselves as
retired literati, devoting themselves to art, recreation, and self-invention, instead of
government office. l emphasized the importance ofboth the practice ofpoetry and the
participation of courtesans in that practice. l showed how this contributed to the creation
of an alternative nonconformist personality for educated men of the late Ming, a
personality contrary to the traditional scholar-official ideal.
As recent scholarship has shown, after the Ming-Qing transition, in the eyes of
loyalist poets, a number of prominent courtesans such as Liu Rushi, Gu Mei, and Li
Xiang, came to symbolize "refinement, high culture, freedom, and the possibility of
action.,,1 The images ofthese heroic courtesans as cultural ideals presented both in
nostalgie literature by male authors after the faIl of the Ming and in recent studies, have
shaped our knowledge and understanding oflate Ming courtesan culture. But these
loyalist courtesans are not the focus ofthis study. These courtesans spent a significant
portion oftheir adult and married lives in the Qing and are recorded in Hu Wenkai's

1 See Chang, The Late-Ming Poet Ch 'en Tzu-Iung; Paul Ropp, "Ambiguous Images;" Wai-yee Li,
"The Late Ming Courtesan." Quotation from Wai-yee Li, "The Late Ming Courtesan" 47.
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catalogue as Qing dynasty women. 2 In this sense, these loyalist courtesans were not
"true" late Ming courtesans.
Although the Ming-Qing transition is often regarded as an extension of the late
Ming in terms of larger literati trends, it was one of the most dramatic moments in
Chinese imperial history. Many male literati died as martyrs for the fallen Ming, or, were
actively involved in the resistance against the Manchus as Ming loyalists? The political
turmoil of the dynastic transition could also have created new possibilities ofheroic
action for courtesans, possibilities not admissible during peaceful times in the late Ming.
Moreover, the romantic relationships of a few cultivated courtesans such as Liu Rushi
with leading loyalist poets such as Chen Zilong and Qian Qianyi, members of the largest
and most influential political society of the late Ming, the Fu she, convey a strong sense
of the link between romantic love and political commitment. However, the involvement
of courtesans in political activities was by no means a common practice if examined in
the larger historical and cultural context of the late Ming, especially when we trace the
development of late Ming courtesan culture to its zenith in the Wanli era, the high point
of anthologizing and valorizing courtesan poetry.
In this chapter, the focus ofmy discussion will be largely on individual COUrtesans
and their writings. l will present three case studies. To delineate elements of courtesan
culture in the Ming, l will focus on the life ofXue Susu m~rgr~ (ca. 1564-ca. 1637),
Wang Wei:=E.11& (ca. 1600-ca. 1647), and Yang Wan :f~n (1602-ca. 45). Each
represents one particular type of courtesan from or active in one of the three best-known

See Appendix 1.
For a detailed study ofthe Ming's effort to win battles against the Manchus after the faB of
dynasty, see Struve, The Southem Ming.
2

3
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urban centers oflate Ming Jiangnan discussed previously (that is, Suzhou, Hangzhou, and
Nanjing). Xue Susu, a native of Suzhou, represents the traditional type of courtesan, the
courtesan as entertainer. She was famous for her exceptional feminine charms and
entertaining skills, such as singing, dancing, playing musical instruments, walking on a
high-wire,4 and archery.5 As Paul Ropp has noted, "[al courtesan who wanted to win a
client's heart and to become his concubine had to rely first on her physical allure and
entertainment skill to attract a client's attention and favour.,,6 However, as a courtesan
from Suzhou, the center for late Ming literati fashion as shown in Chapter 1, she was also
brilliant in many artistic fields previously dominated by men, such as poetry, calligraphy,
and painting. Although many Ming courtesans were described as both beautiful and
talented, Xue Susu, a beauty who was recorded to have as many as ten talents (+Î:f~),
stands out from other Ming courtesans. 7 She drew a huge number of admirers from
various political and social backgrounds. However, her textual visibility and
respectability were almost completely due to her association with nonconformist literati
actively involved in literary communities.
A core member of Wang Ruqian's Hangzhou literary circles in the 1620's, Wang
Wei is representative of courtesans who pursued an unconventionallifestyle typical of the

shanren literati, the courtesan as nonconformist. Shi Shaoxin 1ifMB~ (1588-1640), a
friend of Chen Jiru, referred to her as "a prominent scholar of character in the courtesan

4 For an illustration of a female performer performing such an act, see Wang Qi, comp., Sancai
tuhui, vol. l, "Ren shi" (human interest). As quoted in Cass, Dangerous Women Il.
5 For an illustration ofher performing mounted archery, see the frontispiece in Cass, Dangerous
Women.
6 See Paul Ropp, "Ambiguous Images" 2I.
7 See the entry on "Ti Xue Susu huace," in Zhu Yizun, Pushutingji 54.l4a-15a.
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quarters"

(*icp.z;±lli).8

Herunusual character can be seen in the way she viewed her

body or feminine charms in general, her religious and spiritual pursuits, and her intimate
friendships with gentry wives. As a young courtesan in her early twenties,9 she styled
herself Caoyi daoren ~:tK~A (Daoist Master in Straw Garment). She seemed to have
deliberately attempted to deemphasize her feminine charms-she did not wear make-up;
she was fond ofwearing coarse clothes; and she wamed her swom sister Yang Wan that
beauty was transitory and undependable. She was called by Lin Tiansu and Liu Rushi
"Xian lang" ~f!~ (The slim young man)IO and by Wang Ruqian "Xian daoren" ~~A
(The slim Daoist).ll The two terms are not marked explicitly as feminine. Although she
called herself a Daoist, as Kang-i Sun Chang has pointed out, "her habits were more
those of a Buddhist.,,12 Most strikingly, she traveled on her own to visit many famous
mountains and waters and sacred peaks and temples. She traveled to me et the great Chan
master Hanshan Deqing ~Ll!T!~w (1546-1623) to seek Buddhist instruction.

13

As we

will see, she developed intimate friendships with many gentry wives, and she ev en stayed
over night in a gentry family not as a courtesan entertaining her patrons, but as a family
friend coming to share sorne refined moments with the wife.

14

Wang Wei's autonomy

See Ma Zuxi ~W!ll\l!~, "Nü ciren Wang Weijiqi Qishan cao ci" P:~~A.:E~:&;ttW"lLlJêj[~'iI] 225.
According to Wang Ruqian, he built a future tomb for Wang Wei in 1623, after Wang Wei had
returned from her journeys to famous mountains and rivers in the south, which means that Wang Wei
styled herselfa Daoist person in her early twenties. See Wang Ruqian, "Huafang yue" iU1J;\\'J, in Tao Ting
comp., Shuofu xu, reprinted inXuxiu Siku quanshu, zibu, vol. 1191: 370. According to the study of Ma Zuxi,
Wang Wei's poems were aIl produced before she tumed thirty. See Ma Zuxi, "Nü ciren Wang Wei"223.
10 See "Hedongjun chidu" 561,563.
II Wang Ruqian "Xihujiyou," inXihuyunshi 114.
12 See her entry on Wang Wei, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 320.
\3 See Wang Wei's poem entitled "Can Han Dashi" ~~*gffi, in Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 414.
On Hanshan Deqing, the great Buddhist master of the Ming, see Pei-yi Wu, The Confucian 's Progress 14259.
14 See Wang Wei's poem entitled "Yue ye liusu Fengfuren chi shang" J=l t~t\ifm~\l§XAng..t., in
Qian Qianyi and Liu Rushi, Liechao shiji, Runji 374.
8

9
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and rejection of conventionallife made her quite similar to her shanren friends, such as
Chen Jiru and Tan Yuanchun. She was obviously a favourite choice for anthologists in
the late Ming and early Qing, as demonstrated by the number of her poems selected for
their anthologies ofwomen's writings. 15 Her textual visibility and respectability came
from her close association with several core members of Wang Ruqian's literary circles.
Yang Wan is representative of the courtesan-tumed-concubine/wife. Although
both Xue Susu and Wang Wei were also married for sorne time in their lives, Yang Wan,
who married Mao Yuanyi ~7Cf~ (1595-1641) at sixte en sui and whose marri age lasted
for decades, developed fully her role as a family woman. Mao Yuanyi addressed her as

"nei zi" [7gr (inner person), a term commonly used by a man to refer to his primary wife.
Moreover, although several other prominent courtesans such as Liu Rushi and Gu Mei
were also married to prominent scholars for many years, their marital lives were largely
in the Qing, as emphasized earlier. 16 But more importantly, they seem to have written
little about their experiences of domestic life. As we will see, in her poetic
representations, Yang Wan defined her roles in various family relations, such as wife,
mother, stepmother, daughter, sister, and mistress. l am particularly interested in
examining the contradictory voices-that of a virtuous wife who performed her proper
gender roles in accordance with her renewed social status and that of a lonely and angry
wife who often "improperly" complained about being left alone at home by her husband
without the opportunities to travel around in mountains or to watch dragon boat contests
(i~fît~Jï~lî)

on the banks of the Qinhuai River.

See, for example, Mingyuan shigui and Liechao shiji.
For example, Liu Rushi married Qian Qianyi in 1641, less than four years before the fall ofthe
Ming while their marri age continued in the Qing for over twenty years. See Liu Y anyuan ~U*~i!, "Liu
Rushi nianpu" WPtzD::l'Ë1f~, in Liu Rushi shici pingzhu, WPtzD~~~I.I]Wfi± 284-92.
15

16
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Yang Wan's fame as an accomplished poet had to do largely with one personher husband-who not only taught and supported but also urged her to write more poetry.
AlI ofher writings were carefully edited and compiled by Mao Yuanyi during their
lifetime before the fall of Ming. She was one of the very few Ming courtesans whose
literary collections are extant. These collections contain about six hundred poems, sorne
ofwhich are song lyrics. They suggest that Yang Wan was likely the most prolific
courtesan poet in the Ming.
In the three sections that follow, based on the accounts ofher closest
acquaintances, I first provide a reconstruction of the life of the specific courtesan under
discussion with a focus on questions such as who recorded her life and preserved her
poetry and how she was perceived by people around her. I then tum to examine the
courtesan's individual voice as articulated in her poetry. I do not approach poems by
these courtesans mainly as literary texts, nor do I attempt to evaluate the significant
contributions they made to the male-dominant literary tradition. Rather, I pay particular
attention to their preoccupations as reflected in their poems and the various voices that
they employed to present them. I see in their poetry and actions attempts to improve their
personal circumstances by responding to the social and literary milieu of late Ming
Jiangnan. In other words, this chapter serves to shed further light on one aspect of the
intersection of self and society in the late Ming from the courtesan's point ofview.

Xue Susu, the Courtesan as Entertainer17

17 For a pioneering study ofXue Susu and her painting, see Tseng Yu-ho, "Hsüeh Wu and Her
Orchids." For reproductions ofXue Susu's paintings and a short introduction, see Catalogue "Xue Susu,"
in Weidner, Views from Jade Terrace 82-88. For a brief introduction to her life and an English translation
ofher poems, see Jennifer Purtle, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 227-29.
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The Courtesan and the Text

No courtesan in the Ming had so many sobriquets and such a variety of regional
identification as did Xue Susu. She was also known in contemporary writings as Xue Wu
~1i, Wulang 1i~~, Xue Su ~~t Sujun

*:g, Suqing *g~p, Xue sheng ~±, Runniang

~~frJt Runqing~~g~p, Qiaoqiao JljJS, and Xuesu §:*.18 The well-known late Ming

literatus Hu Yinglin was a close acquaintance of Xue Susu. In his writings alone, six
different names are used to address the courtes an. According to Hu, her given name,
Susu, had Buddhist associations while her nickname, Qiaoqiao, had to do with her
birthday on the seventh day of the seventh lunar month, known in the Chinese ritual
calendar as Double Seventh Festival. 19 Hu Yinglin also called her Xue Wu (Xue, the
Fifth).20 Like many late Ming literati who often stressed the masculine talent and
intellectual interests of courtesans, Hu Yinglin used sheng ±,jun '1!!i, and qing g~p
(literally, student, gentleman, and minister) to refer to Xue Susu. His use ofthese terms
conveys strongly that he saw Xue Susu as an intellectual equal.

21

In the Gujin nüshi by Zhao Shijie, Liechao shiji by Qian Qianyi and Liu Rushi,
and Mingyuan shiwei by Wang Duanshu, Xue Susu is generally described as a native of

See also Tseng Yu-ho, "Hsüeh Wu and Her Orchids" 199-200.
See Hu Yinglin's poem, entitled "Xue sheng yi qixi chudu gu xiaozi Qiaoqiao you qing zhai xue
fo fu you Susu zhi cheng. Xingfu la yu guo qu zhong, Xue chi jian suo ti, zou bi fu ci" ~~J:) -t5fJJ~i&
IJ\*J']Vj. 3Z.mJllf~f~!H!Ff~~f**zfflJ.1T:X:t'l7Ki&!E!I3r:p, glt~~*~, Jt~l!ttJlt, in Shaoshi shanfangji
:'::V~U!m~ 59.3b (SKQS-dianziban). According to the legendary story of the love between the Weaving
Girl ~~ and the Herd Boy 4E!B, the ill-fated lovers were ordered separated. Once a year on the seventh
day of the seventh lunar month, they were allowed a reunion, which was celebrated on earth by several
rituals, with a focus on women's lives and work. Women worshiped the Weaving Girl and it was a tradition
on the Double Seventh eve to "beg her for skill" (qi qiao ZJ']) in the coming year. Susu's name Qiaoqiao
was derived from this custom.
20 See Hu Yinglin, Jiayi shengyan 450.
21 See my discussion in the Introduction, 27. See also Wai-yee Li, "The Late Ming courtes an" 5961.
18

19
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Wu (Suzhou, Jiangsu).22 But maybe because ofher short marriage with the noted
literatus Shen Defu, a native of Jiaxing (in Zhejiang), Zhu Yizun, in the Ming shi zong,
wrote that she was a courtesan from Jiaxing?3 In her earlier years, she was also referred
to by Hu Yinglin and Binghua Meishi 7J<'''te~ (fl. 1600) as Jingshiji }~'ŒffifrY: (a
courtes an of Beijing)?4 Later, she was referred to by Zhong Xing as Jinlingji ~~5tfrY: (a
courtesan of Jinling).25 In his Zuili shixi, Shen Jiyou recorded her as a native of Wu, but
a courtesan ofJinling.

26

The variety ofnames and regional identities reflects her

exceptional popularity and high degree of social and physical mobility. Although she
lived a long life extending from the Longqing era to the Chongzhen reign period,27 Xue
Susu flourished in the Wanli era, the high point of shanren and courtesan cultures. For
this reason, she was also referred to as a "courtesan of the Wanli era.,,28
As a famous entertainer with beauty and talent, Xue Susu had many admirers.
Many were men of influence, inc1uding a wide range of officiaIs (civil or military),

shanren literati, wealthy men, and even non-Chine se "barbarian" men from the [Southem]
Man region. 29 However, her textual visibility was largely due to her social and literary
interactions with men of letters, especially shanren literati active in literary circ1es. In
this section, 1 first examine writings about Xue Susu by two ofher male contemporaries:
1) writings by Hu Yinglin on her early life; and 2) an account by the contemporary

22 See Zhao Shijie, comp., Gujin nüshi shiji, "Xingshi" ttf'(; 89a; Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji
xiaozhuan 770; Wang Duanshi, comp., Mingyuan shiwei 19.4a; and Shen Jiyou, comp., Zuili shixi 34.43a.
23 See Zhu Yizun, Ming shi zong 98.7a.
24 See Hu Yinglin, Jiayi shengyan; Binghua meishi, Yandujipin mfWt!Xt'fu, in Tao Ting, comp.,
Shuofu xu, reprinted inXuxiu Siku quanshu, zibu, vol. 1190: 450; vol. 1192: 303, respectively.
25 Zhong Xing, comp., (attrib.) Mingyuan shigui,juan 3l. Reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu
congshu,jibu, vol. 339: 357.
26 Shen Jiyou, comp., Zuili shixi 34.43a.
27 See Tseng Yu-ho, "Hsüeh Wu and Her Orchids."
28 Shen Jiyou, comp., Zuili shixi 34.43a.
29 Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 203.
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literatus painter Li Rihua's

*6. (1565-1635) on her later life?O l then discuss a series

of poems presented to Xue Su su by the gentry woman poet Xu Yuan 1~~ (1560-1620).
Xu Yuan was the wife of Fan Yunlin, an important member of the Suzhou literati circ1es
ofhis day. By so doing, 1 attempt to give a sense ofhow contemporary men perceived
and recorded Xue Susu in the different stages ofher life, and how she was perceived by
gentry women poets ofher time.
One of the earliest accounts of Xue Susu was written by Hu Yinglin in his Jiayi
shengyan Ef3 Z*U i=i, a collection of jottings published 1594-95.

31

Hu met Xue Susu

several times at literati gatherings when she was a young girl of sixteen or seventeen:
Xue Wu looks amiable and graceful. Her conversation is refined and her
manner of moving lovely. Her calligraphy in the regular style is excellent,
her painting ofbamboo and orchids even better. Her brush dashes rapidly;
aIl her paintings are full of spirit. They are superior to those of most
professional painters in tOWll. She is also a superb archer. While
galloping on horseback she shoots two balls from her crossbow, managing
to make the second ball hit the first one in the air. Or she puts one of two
balls on the head ofher maid, and the second baIl strikes away the one
from the maid's head without scratching her. Or she puts a baIl on the
ground at a distance, and while her body is tumed and her arms are
crossed backwards, she hits the one on the ground with another baIl. She
never misses a single shot in a hundred.

30
31

For Li Rihua's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 638-39.
Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary ofMing Biography 646.
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She values herselfhighly, does not receive common people, but
only leamed and intelligent men. Her spirit is heroic and she loves
originality. At that time she greatly admired Yuan Weizhi [~1Y.&Z]. l
teased Yuan, and said: "Yuan-the-Sixth looks so black and cross, but wins
the heart of Susu. Does it not make us die of jealousy?"
Susu was interested in Buddhism, which she studied with Yu
Xianchang

[Bû~:Bt].

She was fond ofpoetry, which she leamed from

Wang Xingfu [3:jjml People also caU her "CoUator Xue"

[mf3<:3l 32

Although her poems are slightly inferior to those of Hongdu [Xue Tao],
she has a variety of talents, which makes her matchless when placed

Hu Yinglin, already an accomplished scholar when he wrote this, was obviously
much impressed by Xue Susu's looks, manner, talent, and spirit ofleaming. His remarks
are full ofheartfelt appreciation for such a charming and talented girl. It seems that a
talented and lovely courtesan like Xue Susu was indeed a pleasant surprise for literati like
Hu. As one ofthe best-known poets and theorists ofpoetry of the day, his comments on
her poetry give us a sense that his compliments were not merely vacuous words.

32 As l mentioned previously, the "Collator Xue" commonly referred to the prominent Tang
courtesan Xue Tao. Because Xue Susu was a courtesan and she had the same sumame as Xue Tao, she was
called "Collator Xue."
33 Hu Yinglin, Jiayi shengyan 450-51. Translation based on Tseng Yu-ho, "Hsüeh Wu and Her
Orchids" 202-03 with modifications. Her Wade-Giles spellings have been converted to pinyin. The last two
sentences from "People also calI her the titIe of 'Collator Xue' ," to the end ofthe quotation are my
translation. "Hongdu" translated by Tseng as "freedom," was in fact the courtesy name ofXue Tao. This
mistake has been followed by other scholars. See Catalogue "Xue Susu," in Weidner, Views from Jade
Terrace 82-88; the entry on "Xue Susu," in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 227.
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The source of Hu Yinglin's information and the people he mentions are
significant as they offer particular information conceming her associates and the
perceptions ofher contemporaries. As shown in Chapter 1, Hu Yinglin, style name
"Mountain Man of Shaoshi," was a talented literatus who achieved ajuren degree. After
failing many times in thejinshi examinations (.IfzL0l$[::f~), he gave up further
attempts at pursuing high degree and office. He built a villa in the mountains, devoting
much ofhis time to reading and writing?4
Yuan Weizhi, whom Xue Susu admired, was a little-known literatus. From an
elegy for him by Chen Jiru, entitled "Ji Yuan Weizhi" ~:$tf~~, we leam that he was
talented but died an unfulfilled man (i!:t::f~~s::G), having spent most ofhis time in the
courtesan quarters ({~~flf~;rtl***).35 Yu Xianchang (given name Anqi 3(:jt)D was a
famous shanren literatus who completely abandoned an his political ambitions. 36 As we
have seen in Chapter 1, he actively engaged in several poetry societies, where he
exchanged poems with friends, including famous courtesans such as Zhu Taiyu and Zhao
Caiji?7 He was particularly enchanted by Xue Susu's charms and talents. His excessive
feelings towards Xue were known in the literati world. His friend Fan Rui m~pg

34

See the entry on "Hujuren Yinglin" iiJ3~Àff!Jt in Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 446-

47.
35 Chen Jiru, "Ji Yuan Weizhi" in Chen Meigongji,juan 17, reprinted inXuxiu Siku quanshu, vol.
1380: 249-50.
36 See the entry on "Yu shanren Anqi" ifurllÀ3i.'M in Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 630.
Yu Anqijoined the Bai yu she affrJff.± in 1580. The society was organized and participated by Wang
Daokun and his two brothers, Pan Zhiheng, and some others. See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu
wenren nianbiao 320. In 1610, Yu, Pan Zhiheng, and others organized the "Great Society ofthe Romantic
City" the Yecheng da she {~:I;g\(*ffct in Nanjing. It included many famous courtes ans such as Zhu Taiyu as
its members. See the entry on Zhu Taiyu, in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 97.
37 Pan Zhiheng's preface to Xiufo zhai shi recorded that Yu invited Zhu to join his poetry society.
See Hu Wenkai, Lidaifonü 97. For Zhao Caiji's poem entitled "Song Zhang Youyu huan Wumen" ~*Y;IJ
3S.~!ffiil:F~, see Zhang Mengzheng, comp., Qinglou yunyu, juan 2: 56.
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(courtesy name Dongsheng *~), also a literary commoner,38 wrote a poem to make fun
ofhim. 39 Wang Xingfu was less well-known than Hu Yinglin or Yu Xianchang, but he
was also an active member in literati circ1es during the late Ming. This group of men
c1ustered around Xue Susu, without exception, faU into the category of "men of the
mountains."
Hu Yinglin's portrayal ofXue Susu and her relationships with her admirers in the
above narrative was enriched by many poems that he wrote for or about this courtesan.
His Shaoshi shanfangji :y~wm~ contains eighteen poems (nine titles) written for or
about Xue Susu.

40

Sorne poems were written about social and literary gatherings held in

Xue Susu's abode. For example, the first three titles (three poems) inc1uded in Hu's
collection were written when Hu Yinglin first met Xue Susu in her quarters.

41

Hu was

invited by his friend Wang Xingfu to accompany him to meet Xue. The first poem was
written at Wang's request to compliment the young courtesan. In the poem, Hu Yinglin
speaks for Wang. The second was a poem inscribed on letter paper at the request ofXue
Susu. When Susu first saw Hu, she immediately praised Hu as "the number one poet in
the literati world" (~J'Ë?m~ A).42 Hu Yinglin was apparently inspired by the flattery
uttered by this beautiful young courtesan as he composed a poem for Susu as if his brush
were flying (fE~Pit.tl:t). The third poem was written after they watched Susu performing
archery.

38 For his biography, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 608-09. As wc will see, he was a
friend of Mao Yuanyi.
39 See Fan Rui's poem entitled "Song on Xue Susu's little portrait composed to harmonize with
Yu Xianchang" ~~+~::[x5fD1iû~:R, in Qian Gu ~~ (1508-ca.1578), comp., Wudu wencui xuji ~11m:x
n.~ 26.34a-b (SKQS-dianziban).
40 Sorne ofthese poems are discussed by Tseng Yu-ho, "Hsüeh Wu and Her Orchids" 203-05.
41 Shaoshi shanfangji 59.3a-4a.
42 This is mentioned by Hu in the third poem. Shaoshi shanfangji 59.4a.
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This drinking party was hosted by Li Benjian

**Yl,

brother of the famous

literatus Li Weizhen, the "Mountain Man of Dabi" who was a core member of the
Huainan Society.43 The poem by Hu is quite conventional. Another shanren literatus Lu
Bi (courtesy name Wucong), the founder of the Huainan Society, was also present at the
party. He did a better job ofvividly catching the joyful moments at the party. Widely
circulated, Lu Bi's poem entitled "The Song ofWatching Susu Shooting the BalI"

Ii!*

lnebriated with wine, we ask her to perform shooting the ball.
With her single-layer shirt tied, she sees no harm to have a try.
Rolling up slightly her red sleeves, her arm guard is half shown.
Tilting her cloudlike tresses to aim, she stretches both ofher arms. 44
[ ... ]
(As quoted in the entry on "Xue Susu," in Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 770.)

[... ]
These sources and people provide examples to illustrate how late Ming shanren
literati and courtesans worked together and reinforced each other to make courtesan
quarters the space of a flourishing literati culture. They serve as further testimony, at the
individuallevel, of the close relationship examined previously between the rise of

43 See the entry on "Jiren Zhou Wen," in Shen Jiyou, Zuili shixi 34.46a-b. For Li Weizhen's
biographical information, see Mingshi 288.1b-2b.
44 For another translation ofthis poem, see Cass, Dangerous Women 39.
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courtesan culture and the increasing popularity of eccentric literati who did not want to
serve in govemment office.
Xue Susu married several times, but none of the marriages was a success. Among
the men that she married, the most prominent was Shen Defu. Ajuren degree holder,
Shen is the author of the famous book of miscellaneous reflections on the Wanli era, the

Wanli ye huo pian ~~!J31•. A hanging scroU of an upper-class lady playing the flute

(gXJfflH±:tz:lII) by Xue Susu is housed in the Nanjing Museum. 45

The artist's seals on this

painting read "Shen-Xue shi" 1.tiW~ and "Di wu zhi ming" tifHiz-15 , which suggests
the painting was done by Xue Susu after she married Shen Defu. 46 This painting reflects
Xue Susu' s changed social station as a member of a gentry family. Unfortunately, Shen
was about thirteen years younger than SUSU. 47 With such a great difference in age, Shen
was mocked by another man of letters Tan Zhenmo ~~!I\ (courtesy name Liangsheng

*1:.), the founder of the Yuan Society (~ffIT).48 Although this marri age did not last very
long, the fact that Xue Susu attracted the attention of noted men of letters from a younger
generation suggests that her popularity and reputation remained undimmed.
Xue Susu's later life as a courtesan can be gathered trom the account ofher by the
contemporary literatus Li Rihua. Beginning in her middle age, Xue Susu devoted herself
to Buddhist practice and had a particular interest in producing paintings of Guanyin. In
The painting is reproduced in Wu Yangmu ~.*, et al, eds., Zhongguo gudai huajia cidian 9=J
~c'if\:m~~I.tJ~ 396.
46 Both the marri age and the painting are also evidenced by a poem entitled "Xue Su lin Zhao
Chengzhi Chui xiao menren tu ge" iW*~~*'El~If~ÀlilllfX written by Li Yingzheng *JJ!~ (juren
1573) who exchanged poems with literati such as Tu Long, Shen Mingchen, and Hu Yinglin. In the preface
to the poem, Li Yingzheng indicates that he had no chance to see Susu again because she had married Shen
Defu; thus he composed the poem to express his sad feelings. See Shen Jiyou, comp., Zuili shixi l5.2b-3a.
47 See Tseng Yu-ho, "Hsüeh Wu and Her Orchids" 206.
48 Shen Jiyou, comp., Zuili shixi 34.43a. For a briefintroduction to Tan Zhenmo and the Yuan
Society, see Guo Shaoyu, "Mingdai de wenrenjituan" 570.
45
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his colophon on Xue Susu's "Guanyin among Flowers" (~JHw~fm~n1if), Li Rihua
states:
She is skilled in everything in the world that can please and entertain men.
However, a flower after many springs is old. People cannot help feeling
that she was no longer young. 49 She is unable to force the situation.
Today, again, she uses the method of painting to finely sketch a
Bodhisattva to pray for allioving couples under heaven to have
descendants. This to her credit fills a big deficiency. Thus 1 happily
praise her, saying:
Clever girl with cultured hand nurtured by spring breezes.
A hundred flowers from yOUf fingers blossom forth.
A Bodhisattva appears within a flower;
It naturally bears real fruit. 50

49 Translation from the second sentence is based on the translation in Catalogue "Xue Susu," in
Weidner, Views from Jade Terrace 82 with substantial modifications. The phrase "Iüyin qingzi" Mk~~r,
literally, "young fruit in the green shade," is derived from the Tang poet Du Mu's H!J:l<: (803-52) famous
lines: Red petaIs have completely fallen offfrom the tree after the harsh wind, /Green leaves have become a
shade with young fruit aIl over the branches j:EJ!IlW!m~Hê, a~fPG~r1jlj!j;jJ'[. See Quan Tang shi ~@î
~'!f 527.6033. According to his preface to the poem, Du Mu in Huzhou saw a girl who was extremely pretty
but too young to be married at that time. Fourteen years later, Du Mu he Id the office of the prefect in
Huzhou. He searched for the girl but she had been married and was a mother of children. Very disappointed,
Du Mu wrote this poem, entitled "On melancholy" tff~. Thus, the phrase "Iüyin qingzi" alludes to a
woman who has passed her youthfuI years.
50 Wang Keyu, comp., Shanhu wang 1197. Translation is based on Catalogue "Xue Susu," in
Weidner, Views from Jade Terrace 82, with modifications.
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Apparently, Xue Susu never gave up the attempt to empower herselfby teaching herself
new talents and skills, even in later years when her youth and beauty had passed.
Less usual, and thus worthy of note, was that Xue Susu, as a charming and
multitalented entertainer, was widely extoIled not only by men, but also by the gentry
woman poet Xu Yuan who composed five poems presented to the courtesan. Structured
as a series, the poems entitled "Presented to Xue Susu, Five Poems" ~iW~f~1i§ are
inc1uded in Xu Yuan's poetry collection Luowei yin *~*$~,51 a collection published in
1613 by her husband Fan Yunlin. Xu Yuan was one of the most famous women poets in
the late Ming Suzhou. Her treatment ofXue Susu enables us to achieve a better
understanding of the conjunction of courtesanship, social mobility, and poetic practices in
the late Ming, from the perspective of a gentry woman. Translations of aIl five poems by
Xu Yuan are provided here, since they are structured as a series to celebrate Xue Susu as
a talented female entertainer.
Presented to Xue Susu, Five Poems
1

A famed courtesan of old, you were worth several cities.
Nourishing the paper, your fragrant lotus-powder is rare. 52
Your colourful brush produces c10uds which are superior to brocades.
Who says that the girl of Shu [Xue Tao] is good at poetry?

II
51 See Xu Yuan's poems entitled "Zeng Xue Susu wu shou," in Luawei yin shi er juan *~*lJJ{f+
=1IrfJ,juan 8, reprinted in Siku weishau shujikan, Di qiji m~~ 369-70. For a discussion about the
possible friendship between Xu Yuan and Xue Susu, see Ko, Teachers afthe Inner Chambers 170; 267-68.
52 The "furong xiang fen," literally, "the fragrant lotus powder," is a kind ofpowder used to
temper the paper for better result of calligraphy-writing.
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Your ink flowers into nine fields of secluded orchids,53
Galloping on horseback across on Zhangtai Terrace,54
you shoot down the golden balls.
But you bought a light carriage, ri ding on its canopy,
Binding a lover's heart beneath pines of West Mound. 55

III
Lotus blossoms as you move your pair of arches,
Your tiny waist, just a handfuI, is light enough to dance on a Palm.
Leaning coyly against the east wind,
Your pure color and misty daintiness fiIl the moon. 56

IV
A flower goddess with knight-errant bonesyou are so-spirited and vigorous.
Leaming to put on Man [barbarian ]-style make-up
you march towards Wei City.

The term "jiu wan" fL~, refers to the guantity of orchids that Qu Yuan had planted. Thus, "jiu
wan you lan" fL~~lIî has become an established term for the plant and a reference to Qu Yuan himself.
See "Catalogue" 5, note 3, in Marsha Weidner, ed., Views from Jade Terrace 76.
54 Zhangtai refers to the courtesan quarters. The allusion was derived from the Tang chuanqi story
"Liu shi zhuan" tPP.ff;{t. by Xu Yaozuo ~'f%12'ë. For the story, see Wang Pijiang, Tangren xiaoshuo 52-53.
55 The last two lines ofthis poem elaborated on a poem attributed to Su Xiaoxiao ~/JvJ'\, the bestknown courtes an from Hangzhou in the southem Qi period. The original song entitled "Song of the West
Mount" g§~mx reads: "1 am riding in an oiled canopy carriage / While my young man sits on the back of a
fine horse. Where to bind our two hearts together / Beneath pines and cypresses (~*1!É~:$, !l!~*11f~,t!,~.
{5J~*5~IÜ? g§~f'j}tBT). For the Chine se text ofthis poem, see Guo Maogian !J~&{fll, comp. Yuefu shiji
~JM~~, IV, 85: 1203.
56 This particular poem is translated by Ko, in Teachers of the Inner Chambers 170. l have only
changed her third pers on pronoun to the second.
53
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Carrying a dragon-pattemed dagger and talking about tiger strategies,
You have in your chest the ten thousand soldiers ofXue Song.

57

VI
Reopening a separate mansion to house Wenjun,
Treasures and go Id were delivered to exchange the "green skirt."
Neither rain nor cloud, your fragrance fills the road.
You must have been Xue Lingyun in your past life.

(Luowei yin 369-70)

57 This hne alludes to the story ofHongxian H~, a story told in Gan ze yao i:t~~ by the Tang
literatus Yuan Jiao :R5:~. Hongxian was the maid ofXue Song iW~, the govemor-general ofLuzhou ~1"'1.
He was not an entirely fictional character but based on an actual historical figure. Xue Song was the grandson ofthe famous Tang general Xue Rengui Wf1=ilt (614-83). Hongxian, being skilled in martial arts,
brought the enemy ofher mas ter under control. For the story, see Wang Pijiang, comp., Tangren xiaoshuo
260-63. For Xue Song's biography, see Liu Xu ~un1i] (887-946), comp., Jiu Tang shu ~m~ 124.1a-2a,
(SKQS-dianziban). For Xue Rengui's official biography can be found in Liu Xu, comp., Jiu Tang shu
83.1 Oa-15a.
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In these poems, Xu Yuan compared Xue Su su to the Tang courtesan poet Xue
Tao (poem I), the fictional female hero Hongxian ~I*~ (poem IV), and the legendary

beauty Xue Lingyun i#;a;:: (fi. 220-26), known as the "needle goddess" 31tr$ (poem
VI),58 to celebrate Susu Xue's extraordinary life as a female entertainer. The first poem
gives an overall evaluation ofSusu as a courtesan, with a focus on Susu's
accomplishment in painting and poetry. The second poem praises Susu's talent in
calligraphy, horse-riding, and shooting. In the third poem, Xu Yuan highlights Susu's
graceful manners, a combined effect ofher bound feet, tiny waist, and pure complexion.
The main idea ofthe fourth poem is to highlight Susu's military interest and knight-errant
character. The last poem celebrates Xue Susu's extraordinary skill at needlework.
Due to the lack of further information, we can only depend on these poems
themselves to determine when and under what circumstances these poems were produced.
The term "jiu mingji" (a courtesan being prominent in the past li.::tstl!il) in the first line of
the first poem suggests that when Xu Yuan wrote and presented these poems to Xue Susu,
58 Xue Lingyun was a legendary beauty living in the Three Kingdoms period (220-280). Cao Pi V
(187-226), Emperor Wen of Wei, liked young women from the south. Xue Lingyun, a beautiful
Jiangnan girl, was selected to be sent to the Wei court. She was particularly good at sewing in the dark. See
Li Fang $Bj] (925-96), comp., Taiping guangji :;t:ZP:jJ'§ê 272.2b-4b (SKQS-dianziban).

~
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Xue was probably no longer a courtesan. Moreover, the last two lines of the second
poem "But you bought a light carriage, ri ding on its canopy / Binding a lover's heart
beneath pines of West Mound" rework the poetic lines attributed to Su Xiaoxiao JMÇ/JVJ\
the best-known courtesan from Hangzhou in the Southem Qi period, who had found a
lover's heart to bind together with hers vie fong xin

g-sFr';H».

This suggests a reference

to one ofXue Susu's marriages. Since the Luowei yin in which these poems were
inc1uded was published in 1613, the poems could have been written earlier than 1613.
Xu Yuan likely presented these poems to Xue Susu after she married Shen Defu, a
marri age in Xue Susu's middle age.
Nevertheless, Xu Yuan's poems presented to Xue Susu provide important insights
into the intersections of courtesan culture, women's culture in general, and literati culture
in late Ming Jiangnan from the perspective of a gentry woman. First, Xue Susu is
portrayed in these poems as an androgynous ideal who had both male talent and female
charm. This was also a fashionable image of the courtesan presented in late Ming
writings on courtesans by male literati. If without the explicit indication of a female
author, these poems could hardly be distinguished from those complimentary writings by
men, such as Lu Bi's poem on Xue Susu and Wang Zhideng's writing on Ma Xianglan
discussed earlier. 59 Second, to write a series offive poems on different aspects ofXue
Susu indicates knowledge of the person. Although we don't have concrete evidence that
suggests their possible contacts, given the fact that Xu Yuan socialized with other singing
girls, it is very likely that the two had contact. Third, Xu Yuan's writing ofthese poems
was likely influenced by her husband under the fashion of companionate marriages-her

59

For Wang's writing on Ma, see Chapter 1, 48.
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husband Fan Yunlin also wrote a colophon for one ofXue Susu's flower painting s, where
Fan praised Xue Susu for both her outstanding talent in painting and her character. 60 In
any case, as Dorothy Ko has note d, these poems bespoke "an intrusion of courtesan
culture into the domestic realm.,,61

The Poems and Her lndividual Voice

Xue Susu's poetry collection Nanyou cao was compiled by a contemporary, Cai Bingbai
~*B, a native of Nanjing, who was likely a patron ofXue SUSU. 62 The collection was

prefaced by Wang Zhideng, but neither the collection nor Wang's preface is extant. 63
There are only twenty-odd poems by Xue Susu extant. Most are included in anthologies
ofwomen's poetry produced in the late Ming and early Qing, especially in the courtesan
anthology Qinglou yunyu (1616).64 Although poems by Xue Susu are limited, her
individual voice as a popular courtesan is still sufficiently articulated because most ofher
poems were social exchanges with men at parties. This suggests that these poems were
written during the heyday ofher courtesan career. The title of the poetry collection and
poems included in it suggest that these poems were written after Xue Susu began to
reside in Nanjing.

See Catalogue "Xue Susu," in Weidner, Views,from Jade Terrace 85.
See Ko, "The Written Word" 9l.
62 Among Xue Susu's extant poems, several are addressed to men sumamed Caio 1 speculate that
Cai Bingbai was likely the courtesy name of one among these. See, for examples, poems entitled
"Zhongqiu ye tong Cai Youningji Yangji Shunhua guan zhong" r:pf)c~fBJ~m{~~~~I2gJif:.~r:p;
"Tong Cai Changqing Xiaolian yin yin zeng" 1Wl~:fjH~P4:M'RAAIZSJWif; "Bie Cai Youyi" JjU~.ZIJ~; "Guo Cai
shi Yingyun lou" ~~.f\:;~~;fJ~.RWif. See Appendix 3.
63 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 203.
64 For titles ofXue Susu's poems recorded in the late Ming and early Qing anthologies and other
collections, see Appendix 3. According to Hu Wenkai, there are poems by Xue Susu recorded in Ranzhiji
(preface dated 1658) compiled by Wang Shilu, but 1 have not been able to check with Ranzhiji, Ninejuan
of it are preserved in the Shanghai Library.
60
61
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Xue Su su defines her place as a public woman, a courtesan possessing
outstanding beauty and talent, but a woman in a dependent position at the margins of
society. This makes her quite different from Wang Wei and Yang Wan, whose courtesan
identity, as we will see, became very vague. Sorne ofXue Susu's poems explicitly
express her willing submission to male superiority. In the poem entitled "At the Peach
Leafferry, l drink with Chief Recorder Wu Tanyu" ;fj~~~§t~J[rr=u~tp~:f:B~~, she
writes, "How could l, humble as the cattail / meet with the noble Crape Myrtle officer,,65
{PJIZ91j~PPJf, 3i:il§~fi~~. In another poem entitled "Shi Weibo, the imperial student

visits me" 51:.:*~1f&1É15!~JJ, she writes, "In am fortunate to be able to look up to your
august airs / Dare l complain of your treading on my green lichens" ~1î~IlJi~~,

:E&?rffi1îBl

She sees her success as emerging through frequent social and literary interactions
with men of influence, including officiaIs, men of the mountains, and rich men. From the
terms "Crape Myrtle officer" (ziwei lang) and "august airs" (zi qi) in the lines quoted
above, we see that her addressees were officiaIs or potential officiaIs. This contrasts with
what we have seen before: those who associated with her, and more importantly, wrote of
her largely fall into the single category "men of the mountains," men who fashioned
themselves as retired literati. This suggests that Xue Susu might have mingled with men
of influence, but only the commoner literati had the leisure, motivation, or viable means
to record her.
65 Qinglou yunyu, juan 1: 23. The "crape-myrtle-man" refers to the chief recorder tj=r~* À in the
Central Drafting Office cpif~. The Emperor Xuanzong ofthe Tang Mt5z:* (712-756) liked the crape
myrtle flowers. He ordered them planted in the palace. The name of the central drafting office was changed
to "Crape-Myrtle Office" in the first year ofTianbao (742). See Yuxuan Tang Song shichun ~P~m*~~
98.28b (SKQS-dianziban).
66 Qinglou yunyu, juan 4: 117.
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Xue Susu devoted her poems mainly to the depiction ofher social and literary
gatherings with men at parties. As shown by the titles ofthe poems listed below, parties
were often held in a private residence or the study of a particular man:
On a summer day, drinking in the study of Wu Zaibo, the Imperial Student

Drinking in the study of Lu Wucong, Man of the Mountains. 1 write this poem

Passing by the Reflection and Cloud Building of Mf. Cai, 1 write to present to

Recording things at the banquet ofCensor He {EiH~ffEpmrw$.70
Sometimes, parties were hosted in the courtesan quarters:
At the night of the Mid-Autumn Festival, 1 with Cai Youning gather together in
the courtesan Yang Shunhua's quarters C:PfJc:&[I=i]~J;b~~itm~I5!~~tm

On a spring day, drinking with friends in a boat on the Qinhuai River ~ B

At the Peach Leafferry, drinking with Chief Recorder Wu Tanyu ~~~~l!tBj[l=i]~

Qinglouyunyu,juan 1: 23.
Qinglou yunyu, juan 1: 23-24.
69 Mingyuan shigui,juan 31: 357.
70 Qinglouyunyu,juan 1: 22-23.
7l Qinglou yunyu,juan 1: 22.
72 Qinglou yunyu, juan 1: 23.
73 Qinglouyunyu,juan 1: 23.
67

68
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Both the Qinhuai and Peach Leaf are in the pleasure quarters of Nanjing. On most
occasions, she was invited by men. But occasionaUy, she asked men to come to her place
for a drink:
On an autumn day, I invite Censor He for a drink. I obtained the rhyme word
hang [row] to compose a poem fj( B~{PJ {~1ifP~1~fr*.
The word "yin" (drinking) frequently appears in the titles of the poems, iUustrating the
pleasure-seeking aspects of late Ming courtesan culture. Her party poems also convey a
strong sense of her popularity among men, signifYing the high point of her career as a
courtesan. The above poem addressed to Censor He is a case in point:
Within the stone city [Nanjing], the hometown of [the girl] No-Sorrow,74
I am embarrassed to take aU the praise.
River brimming, water c1ear, guUs bathe in pairs;
Sky empty, c10uds pure, geese aloft from rows.
An embroidered robe half-borrow the hibiscus's color;
Green wine equals the water li1ies' fragrance.
If not sharing deep affection with you,
Dare I offer soup and parties to Master He?75
The late Ming period provided a stage larger than ever before for the courtesan to
play a role in literature and society. Xue Susu obviously welcomed these new
opportunities. She enjoyed associating with refined and stylish men and being the center

74 Mochou was a legendary beauty from the Shicheng 15tJl\G (literally, stone city) in Hubei. Nanjing
was called Shitoucheng 15\1JîtJl\G (also meaning stone city). Since the Song, people had mistaken Shicheng
for Shitoucheng. Accordingly, Mochou was regarded as a girl from Nanjing. See Ma Duan!in, Wenxian
tongkao 142.l1b-12b.
75 Translation based on Jennifer Purtle, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China
228 with modifications in the first two !ines.
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of their attention. In one poem, she writes: "Luckily, l am meeting like-minded guests /
It is not inferior to flying with immortals" ~:ii['ËfJ~JWJ~, ::f~~fJ(:lfHÙ1.76 In another poem,

she likely declined someone's offer ofmarriage by claiming: "1 feel ashamed that in my
fragrant years, my heart has not settled / Year after year l am like the willow catkins

allusion, the "willows of Zhangtai" (~ tHgp), to refer to her courtesan career.

78

Recent scholars have noted that Xue Susu "did not accept the prolonged tutelage
of a single man and never formed a lasting bond with any ofher lovers.,,79 This
distinguishes her from many other Ming courtesans, who tended to focus their attention
on one man, especially a talented literatus. The love relationship between Ma Xianglan
and Wang Zhideng exemplifies this tendency. As l mentioned previously, although
Wang Zhideng declined to marry Ma, Ma stayed loyal to him throughout her life. The
famous buyi literatus Wu Mengyang ~~~ (courtesy name Yunzhao ft~ts)80 attributed
Xue Susu's choice to her many artistic talents: "It is too bad Xue Wu did not marry
earlier / Everyone knows that she has many talents"

ï'WEtl%À N::fJF, ~~D~I§~t"ltx

76 See the poem entitled "On a spring day, drinking with friends in a boat on the Qinhuai River,"
in Qinglouyunyu,juan 1: 23.
77 See the poem entitled "Recording things at the banquet of Censor He," in Qinglou yunyu, juan 1:
22-23.
78 For the allusion, see Chapter 3, 187 (note 54).
79 See Jennifer Purtle's entry on Xue Susu, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional
China 228. See also Catalogue "Xue Susu," in Weidner, Views from Jade Terrace 82.
80 Wu Mengyang was a noted shanren. He had intimate associations with courtes ans such as Zhu
Taiyu and Sun Yaohua and with famous literati commoners such as Pan Jingsheng [Pan Zhiheng] and
Cheng Mengyang ,fï~~. For his biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 605.
81 See Wu Mengyang's poem entitled "Wei Zhong Qingshu ti Xue Wu lanjuan" ~ilm,J0<.Jj!!i'W1î
!î;g:, in Yuding lidai tihuashi lei OOJ:Ë~1-tJj!!.1Ff~ 75.13a-b (SKQS-dianziban).
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In her poetic self-representation, Xue Susu often constructed a self-image for
male interest. She was greatly concemed with how men viewed her. Although she
incorporates men's praises into her self-representation, the coquettish tone and flattery in
these poems precisely reveal her marginal social status as a courtes an who always
depended on men. For example, having been praised by Cai Changqing for being as
beautiful as flowers, she writes in her poem, "1 feel ashamed to be compared with flowers
/ Vou are indeed a jade-like man" {.Jf!liJf7Ëtt~, ;g-{J;J3S.PDÀ. 82 In another poem, the

shanren literatus Lu Wucong [Lu Bi] praised her voice and song lyric, noting it was like
the famous "White Snow" lyric. Her response was: "Clouds stop as my clear songs go
across / But my lyric does not de serve your praise of "White Snow" ~~1ff:atXB!,

'§P]Jf'ïliH B

Originally from Suzhou, Xue Susu apparently went to Beijing for sorne time, but
she lived for many years in Nanjing. As the southem capital of the Ming, Nanjing was a
city where the most famous courtesans of the dynasty clustered. Xue Susu was very
proud to be recognized as a distinguished courtesan also in Nanjing, but she expressed
her pride in a conventionally mode st tone: "Within the stone city [Nanjing], the
hometown of [the girl] No-Sorrow / l am embarrassed to take aIl the praise" EEJ[j~~~
f~~~~, ~~Jr)l1M*1~i~:J;!l;.84 Xue Susu's apologies for being prominent were false modesty.

They were intended to accentuate, rather than belittle, her prominence. The interplay

82 See the poem entitled "Drinking with Cai Changqing the Xiaolian" [l'1J~:Rq~D:$':.&XIZ9~îf, in
Qinglou yunyu, juan 1: 24. In the Ming-Qing period, "xiaolian" referred to juren degree holders.
83 See the poem entitled "Drinking in the study of Lu Wucong, Man ofthe Mountains. l wrote this
poem to present to him," in Qinglou yunyu, juan 1: 24. "White Snow" is an ancient tune title.
84 See the poem entitled "On an autunm day, l invite Censor He to drink, writing poems on the
rhyme with Hang [row], in Qinglou yunyu,juan 1: 22-23.
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between modesty and self-promotion served her weIl in constructing a self-image as a
cultivated courtes an.
As mentioned earlier, in evaluating Xue Susu's poetic talent, Hu Yinglin
commented that her poems were "slightly inferior to those of Hongdu [Xue Tao]. ,,85 But
if Hu Yinglin had lived long enough to read the poems written in her later years, he
probably would not have made such a remark. Sorne of these poems demonstrate that, as
a popular courtesan active in literati circles for years, Xue Susu had bec orne very skilful
in adopting the established conventions with regard to diction, prosodic form, and
allusion. The following pentasyllabic regulated poem entitled "In Gratitude to Wang
Baigu, the 'Summoned Scholar,' for Writing a Preface to My Poetry" ijJM:=E.~~1~Hi~~*j(
~,

exemplifies these characteristics:
You take trouble to write a preface for me,
Every word carries mist and cIouds.
l should not be included in the artists' garden,
You are definitely the incomparable one in poetry circles.
Occasionally l write a few unworthy lines,
Unexpectedly l receive your powerful writing.
How could l be like the man from Shanyin,
Who repaid [Wang] Youjun in kind with flocks of geese?

(Qinglou yunyu, juan 1, 12-13)

85

See Chapter 3, 180 (note 33).
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Writing a note of thanks was a commonplace of social exchange among male literati.
This poem was written to thank Wang Zhideng for writing a preface for her poetry. Her
expertise in the use of appropriate language and the interplay of modesty and se1fpromotion served her purpose weIl. The opening couplet compliments the beautiful
language of the preface written by Wang. Each of the two middle couplets forms perfect
syntactic paraUe1s. The concluding couplet aUudes to the story of the famous calligrapher
Wang Xizhi ~~L (309-ca. 365) who exchanged his famous calligraphy for flocks of
geese raised by a man from Shanyin. 86 In this poem, the thankful geese keeper stands for
Xue Su su herself while the talented Wang Xizhi refers to Wang Zhideng, the one to be
thanked. The poem illustrates Xue Susu's craftsmanship and her ability to manipulate
poetic conventions. For Xue Susu, writing poetry was like a performance: rules can be
learned and applied skilfully.
As a famous courtesan in the heyday ofher career, Xue Susu seldom wrote about
her loneliness. She seems to have been much too busy socially. But the following two
poems under the title "Pouring Wine Alone" 1i1l'li3 are quite exceptional:
Fragrant taste of wine beneath the blossoms,
Kingfisher covers the door among bamboo.
Alone, watching gulls by myself,

86 Wang Xizhi was known aIso by his official title "Youjun" JË1lI, short for "Y ou jiangjun" JË1lMf
lI. According to Jin shu lt:w, a Daoist man in Shanyin raised very good geese. Wang Xizhi Iiked those

geese very much. The man toId Wang that if he couId write Laozi' s ~-1- Dao de jing m1)lM~ for him, he
wouId give Wang aIl of his geese as payment for Wang' s caIligraphy. Wang Xizhi was very happy to do so
to get those fine geese. Fang XuanIing m::tilijt (578-648), Jin shu 80.9b (SKQS-dianziban).
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Quiet and tranquil with no contention. 87

Fine birds sing on lofty trees,
The declining sun sets behind the remote mountains.
There are no visitors passing by the front do or,
My face goes red after 1 drink cups of wine by myself.

(Qinglou yunyu, juan 1, 11-12)

These two poems as a series portray a self in tranquil seclusion, a rarity in Xue Susu' s
extant poems. Although good wine is served as usual, the speaker is no longer portrayed
as a charming party girl. In fact, the gender of the speaker is not marked explicitly as
feminine, particularly in the first poem. In these poems, Xue Susu skilfully "performs"
the kind of "nature" poetry in the tradition of the prominent Tang poets Wang Wei.=E*l
(701-61) and Meng Haoran jfu:~E~ (689-740), whose poems emphasize harmony, selfcontentment, and tranquility. The images ofwine, flowers, birds, the setting sun, and the
remote mountains also remind the reader of Tao Qian's famous lines in one ofhis
"Drinking Wine Poems" RX~j!!ffft:

87 Translation ofthis poem is by Jennifer Purtle, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers of
Traditional China 229. Translation ofthe second poem is my own.
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Picking chrysanthemums by the eastem hedge
l catch sight of the distant southem bill.
The mountain air is lovely as the sun sets
And flocks of flying birds retum together.
[ ... ]88

These two poems of Xue Su su convey a strong sense of self-contentment and
tranquility that transcend dichotomies (right and wrong tË~F). Although these poems
very consciously echo the tradition of nature poetry and poems on drinking in the manner
of Tao Qian, living in tranquil seclusion was not just a textual tradition, but also a
prevalent fashion in the late Ming literati world as we have seen much in this study.
Under the influence of this literati fashion, sorne courtesans and unconventional gentry
women also want to be seen as unworldly retired literati, just like men. Wang Wei called
herself "Daoist person," a term associated with the longstanding tradition of Daoist
eremitism. While Liu Rushi named herselfYin JlI or "recluse," Huang Yuanjie styled
herselfLiyin /fIJlI (separate reclusion).89 In this light, Xue Susu's poems not only reveal
her familiarity with the theme of reclusion in poetic tradition, but also illustrate how
prevalent Iiterati fashions shaped different self-representations of courtesans like Xue
Susu.

88
89

See Hightower, trans.& annot., The Poetry of Tao Qian 130.
Chen Yinke, Liu Rushi biezhuan 473.
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Wang Wei, the Courtesan as Nonconformist90
In Contemporary Poetry Anthologies

Wang Wei, one of the most distinguished courtesan poets of the Ming, was a native of
Guangling [YangzhouJ, but lived in Hangzhou for several years. An unusually large
number ofher poems were included in anthologies ofwomen's writing produced in the
late Ming and early Qing. Although she may not have been the most prolific courtes an of
her time-Yang Wan's individual collections contain as many as six hundred poems and
songs-she was obviously the favourite choice for contemporary or near contemporary
anthologists who preserved one hundred and thirty titles (one hundred and forty-six
poems) by Wang Wei in their anthologies. 91 This had to do with her intimate
relationships with literati circles, especially with those who were involved in the
anthologizing ofwomen's poetry.
As 1 have shown in Chapter 2, Wang Wei's debut as a poet was in Gujin
mingyuan huishi compiled in 1620 by Zheng Wen'ang, an anthology that involved the
contribution ofmany literati who actively participated in poetry societies. Wang Wei and
Yang Wan were selected for inclusion in the anthology largely due to their relationships
with Mao Yuanyi, to whom both were married as concubines at the same time. Mao
Yuanyi was a proof-reader of the anthology. Several years later, Wang Wei was selected
for inclusion in Mingyuan shigui attributed to Zhong Xing. The Mingyuan shigui

90 On Wang Wei and her song lyrics in her Qishan cao, see Ma Zuxi, "Nü ciren Wang Wei." For a
briefintroduction to her, and an English translation ofher poems, see Idema and Grant, The Red Brush
368-70.
91 This number does not include her song lyrics. It is more than twice the number claimed by Hu
Wenkai. See Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 90. See also Idema and Grant, The Red Brush 369. For titles of Wang
Wei's poems recorded in the late Ming and early Qing anthologies, see Appendix 4.
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devoted one complete juan to Wang Wei's poems, and a total ofninety-eight poems
under eighty-eight titles were recorded. Her intimate associations with Zhong Xing and
particularly, his younger friend Tan Yuanchun, founders of the Jingling schoollikely
eamed her this place ofhonour in the Mingyuan shigui. 92 Wang Wei sent her poetry
manuscript to Tan Yuanchun, asking him to compile her collection. Tan compiled the
Qishan cao MÙJ~ and wrote a preface to the collection. It is not clear whether the
poems in the collection are the same as those included in the Mingyuan shiwei because
the Qishan cao has been 10st. But the preface to the Qishan cao by Tan Yuanchun (dated
1619) was included in his collected works. 1 will retum to this preface below in more
detai1. 93
The Liechao shiji also inc1uded a generous selection of sixty ofher poems (sixtyone as claimed), ofwhich thirty-two appeared in it for the first time. She was included in
the section "wives and daughters" rather than courtesans. Wang Wei, Qian Qianyi and
Liu Rushi aIl belonged to Wang Ruqian's circle. Wang Wei and Liu Rushi were friends.
Liu, in a letter written to Wang Ruqian, mentioned Wang Wei by her nickname "The slim
young man.,,94 Moreover, Wang Wei in her later life married Xu Yuqing ~'f.ç~P (15861662, courtesy name Xiacheng fi!AlG), a member of the Donglin party, a political party

92 She had poetic exchanges with both Zhong and Tan, one and seven respectively. See Fong,
"Gender and the Failure ofCanonization" 146. For the poems, see Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 407-21. For
the titles ofthese poems, see Appendix 4.
93 See "Qi shan cao xiaoyin" MÙf!ljOClJ\5 l, inXinke Tan Youxia heji er shi sanjuanfu Zhizhai
shicao yi juan Jiiff~U~:N!'!il~= -=~1If1ê'lW~1j'i -~,juan 10; reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu
congshu,jibu, vol. 191: 696.
94 See Liu Rushi, Hedongjun chidu 563.
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that aimed to fight against corrupt officiaIs and abusive eunuchs.95 Xu Yuqing and Qian
Qianyi were close friends as they were both members of the Fu she. 96
In the Liechao shiji, Qian Qianyi and Liu Rushi provide a detailed biographical
entry on Wang Wei with a focus on her unconventionallifestyle and religious pursuits:
Wei's courtesy name was Xiuwei and she was a native of Yangzhou. At
the age of seven she lost her father and eventually she ended up in the
courtesan quarters. When she grew up, her talent and temperament were
extraordinary. She would travel back and forth between Suzhou and
Shaoxing in a small skiff, accompanied by her books. The people she
associated with were aIl famous gentlemen of a superior category.
Later she experienced sudden enlightenment and converted to the
joys of Chan. Wearing a cloth robe and carrying a bamboo staff, she
traveled throughout the Yangzi region. She climbed Dabieshan, visited
the famous sights ofYeIlow Crane Tower and Parrot Isle, went on
pilgrimage to Wudangshan, and climbed Heaven's Pillar Peak. Traveling
up the Yangzi River, she ascended Mount Lu and visited the strawthatched cottage of Bai Juyi [772-864], and at Wuru, she sought
instruction from the great master Hanshan Deqing [1546-1623]. Upon her
retum, she had her future tomb built in Hangzhou,97 calling herself the

For a study ofthe Donglin party, see Dardess, Blood and History in China.
Qian Qianyi had poems addressed to Xu Yuqing. See, for example, the poem entitled "Xiacheng
[Xu Yuqing] zhijiu zuihou zuo" ~:tJ&ii[?@Mi&1'f., in Qian Qianyi, Muzhai Youxue ji,juan 7, "mulu": 6.
97 The term "sheng kuang" means a tomb built for a living person. As 1 mentioned before, Wang
Wei's future tomb was built by Wang Ruqian. See Wang Ruqian, "Huafang yue" 370. See also Wang
Ruqian, "Xihu jiyou," in Xihu yunshi 114. Idema and Grant interpret the term "sheng kuang" as "a pond"
for "live fish that had been released from captivity." 1 think they might have mistaken "sheng kuang" for
"fang sheng chi" 1&§:ng. See Idema and Grant, The Red Brush 368.
95

96
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"Daoist Master in the Straw Garment." She was prepared to live out her
life in this manner [as a recluse ].98
The biography goes on to narrate how Wang Wei was eventually married to Xu
Yuqing, and how they resisted the Manchu invaders and supported each other during the
dynastie transition. Wang Wei died around 1647, three years after the fall of the Ming.
Xu moumed her deeply. In concluding the biography, Qian and Liu extolled their longstanding mutual acquaintance as follows:
.... A gentleman might say: "Xiuwei was like a blue lotus rising high
above the mud from which it has extracted itself, or like a white piece of
jade from Kunlun Mountains, indestructible even by the tires that come at
the end of a kalpa. This may be called 'retuming to one' s true home. '"
How fortunate!99
Wang Wei's high degree oftextual visibility and respectability in aIl these
anthologies further illustrates that personal connections did play an important role in the
anthologizing of poetry by women, including courtesans in the late Ming, at least in sorne
cases. Because of the influence of Qian Qianyi in the contemporary literati worId and the
importance of Liechao shiji for later anthologies ofwomen poets such as the Mingyuan

shiwei, this biography has become a standard source on Wang Wei's life in recent
scholarship.IOO In the next section, l will examine new sources on Wang Wei in writings

98 Translation based on Idema and Grant with modifications. See The Red Brush 368. For the term
"daoren," l have used Kang-i Sun Chang's translation. See Chang, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers of
Traditional China 320.
99 Translation by Idema and Grant, in The Red Brush 369.
100 See Chang's entry on Wang Wei, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China
320. See also the entry on Wang Wei in Idema and Grant, The Red Brush 368-69.
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by her contemporaries that l have discovered. Through these, we can gain a better
understanding of the courtesan and her character.

In Other Contemporary Writings

Although the Liechao shiji provides a relatively detailed biography of Wang Wei, other
late Ming writings offer more information about her life and character. Wang Wei was
actually first married to Mao Yuanyi. She was about two years oIder than Yang Wan,
another concubine of Mao Yuanyi. She lived as Mao's concubine with Yang Wan in
Nanjing for sorne time. This is evidenced by Mao Yuanyi's poem entitled "Yanxue
newly married me. l took her to Baixia [Nanjing] to show Wanshu and Xiuwei" ~~*JT
ll!fjHI~Érf7GmT0Zf~1*Z.IOI But Wang Wei could not bear the fact that Mao Yuanyi

favoured Yang Wan over her, and eventually ran away from Mao's home. The Ming

buyi literatus Yao Lü Mttm. in his Lu shu.~ (preface dated 1622) recorded this story:102
Wang Wei, courtesy name Xiuwei, nickname Wangguan, was a courtesan
of Weiyang [Yangzhou]. She was married to Mao Zhisheng [Mao
Yuanyi]. Later, after she realized that Mao favoured concubine Yang
Wan over herself, she escaped. She hid herselfin her relative Jin Qi's
home for three days. Wang used to live in a grand mansion while Jin Qi's

Mao Yuanyi, Shimin shangxin ji 15 R:S:{l,tR, reprinted in Siku jinhui congkan, jibu, vol. 110:
314. Mao also had five poems under the title "In Reply to Wang Xiuwei in Her Rhyme" ~J=.{~1J'.&~*i1Jt
in Shimin shangxinji 304. Yang Wan had a poem addressed to Yanxue, entitled "Written to Show Yanxue"
7G~~, in Zhongshan xian sijuan,juan 1.
102 For Yao Lü's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 464.
101
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house was very small. Still she sat by the weIl railing to read everyday.
Her breadth ofvision was exceptiona1. 103

Yao Lü was a friend of Wang Wei, as evidenced by his poem entitled "Sent to the
Female Scribe Wang Xiuwei" ;~f=E1~1*lcft.§l.:.104 What he recorded should be reliable.
Chen Yinke surmised that Wang Wei left Mao Yuanyi long before the thirteenth year of
Chongzhen era (1641).105 Yao Lü's work was published in 1622, which means that
Wang Wei had already left Mao by 1622, at the latest. In fact, Tan Yuanchun recorded
that he first saw Wang Wei at literati gatherings in Hangzhou in 1619, which suggests
that she was no longer with Mao in 1619 when she was around twenty (sui). This
episode reveals that the young Wang Wei was a headstrong woman with surpassing
determination and independence. It also provides useful cIues for understanding Wang
Wei's life and poems, especially those addressed to Yang Wan. Wang Wei wrote at least
nine poems to Yang Wan while also receiving several poems from her.
Wang's rejection ofher life as Mao Yuanyi's concubine (out ofjealousy as it
seems), was indeed an important tuming point that dramatically changed Wang Wei's
attitude toward life. However, possibly because of Wang Wei's later marriage to Qian
Qianyi's friend Xu Yuqing, who was still living when the Liechao shiji was compiled,
Qian Qianyi and Liu Rushi did not record her earlier marriage with Mao Yuanyi.

Quoted in Ma Zuxi, "Nü ciren Wang Wei" 222.
Ma Zuxi, "Nü ciren Wang Wei" 227.
\05 Chen Yinke, Liu Rushi biezhuan 433.
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It seems that after she left Mao Yuanyi, Wang Wei was patronized by Wang
Ruqian, and began mingling with a group of nonconformist literati as a courtesan in the
localliterati circles until she married Xu Yuqing around 1625.

106

The image of Wang

Wei that l focus on in this study is that ofher as a courtesan before her marriage to Xu, in
the period after she left Mao Yuanyi, approximately from 1619 to 1625, a period during
which she was highly productive in writing poetry. A strong-willed woman, Wang Wei
probably felt at home among these eccentric men; and, as indicated in their writings,
these men welcomed her. Wang Wei's image as an unconventional courtesan was amply
reflected and stressed in writings by her associates in Wang Ruqian's literary societies,
men whom compilers of the Liechao shiji referred to as "famous gentlemen of a superior
category":
"Wei Daoren sheng kuang ji" 1*Z:i][À±:l:.~ê by Chen Jiru;

"Ti Wang Xiuwei shijuan songxing xu" :!j!lEE{~1Jl&§~~~fftf by Dong Xuanzai

I1r* [Dong Qichang];107
"Xiuwei daoren sheng zhi ming" ~~1*Z:i][À±5t~ by Xu Jing gt*~ (courtesy
name Lingze -iJJW, a disciple of Chen Jiru); and
"Qishan cao xiaoyin" MÙJ~/J\51 by Tan Yuanchun. 108

106 According to the study of Ma Zuxi, Wang Wei's poems were written before she married Xu
Yuqing. See Ma Zuxi, "Nü ciren Wang Wei" 223. From Wang Wei's extant poems, we see that her poems
were largely written during her stay in Hangzhou from 1619 to 1625. Wang Wei had two poems under the
title "Mourning Zhao Fanfu" 'l~mfLx, written to moum the death of Zhao Yiguang, husband of Lu
Qingzi, who died in 1625.
107 Song Cunbiao did not provide the title ofthis essay. 1 added the title after consulting Ma Zuxi's
article. See Ma Zuxi, ''Nü ciren Wang Wei" 226.
108 Song did not provide the title ofthis essay either. 1 have added the title. The essay was inc1uded
in Tan Yuanchun's individual collections. See "Qishan cao xiaoyin," inXinke Tan Youxia heji er shi san
juanfu zhi zhai shicao yijuan,juan 10; reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 191: 696.
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Wang Wei had poetic exchanges with these four men, a total of four, two, three, and
seven poems, respectively.1 09 More importantly, aIl the above essays by these four men
were collected together by Chen Jiru's friend Song Cunbiao *ff~ (fl. 1625), in his
collection on love, Qing zhong 'ft.ffj; (Passionate 10vers).1l0 Song occasionally offered his
comments at the end of the essays. This collection was prefaced by Chen Jiru in the
Tianqi era (1621-28).111 Here we see how a group of men worked together through
writing and circulating these writings to promote a particular courtesan who was their
female associate-they not only had the motivation and the leisure, but also the capability
and viable means for doing so.
In these writings, Wang Wei was portrayed and celebrated as a like-minded friend
who shared intellectual interests with male literati rather than as a courtesan who served
men with her bodily channs and perfonning arts. As 1 mentioned before, Wang Ruqian
buiIt a future tomb in Hangzhou for Wang Wei in 1623, shortly after she retumed from
her joumeys to famous mountains and rivers in the south. l12 At the time, Wang Wei was
about twenty-four (Chinese sui). Dong Qichang offered his calligraphy for a colophon
for the tomb: "This is the Future Chamber" (.ll:c**~fu),ll3 while Chen Jiru and his
disciple Xu Jing wrote the funerary inscriptions for the living Wang Wei. They aIl
celebrated Wang Wei's unconventionallifestyle with regard to her character, interests,
and erudition. Chen Jiru emphasized her "obsessions with purity, books, and mountains
and rivers O~m, ~m, ùp}cm) since she was young," her independence, referring to her
See Appendix 4.
See Song Cunbiao, comp., Qing zhong,juan 6, reprinted in Beijing tushuguan gtlji zhenben
congkan :jl~IiI~~3~~*ilfU, 65: 826-28.
111 Qing zhong 6: 731.
112 See Wang Ruqian, "Huafang yue" 370. See also Wang Ruqian, "Xihujiyou," inXihu yunshi
114.
lI3 Wang Ruqian, "Xihujiyou," inXihu yunshi 114.
109
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as a Tiansuizi "7ê~r (Master Whom Heaven follows), 114 and her attitudes of equating
life and death. 1J5 Xu Jing highlighted Wang Wei' s particular interest in a certain
religious practice that mixed Daoist teachings with alchemical traditions @l1§Jt~~~
~).1 16 Dong Qichang's essay was written before Wang Wei's joumeys to the south.

While he celebrated her talent and spiritual pursuits, he also expressed his concems
regarding Wang Wei's adventures in the mountain wilds as a young woman. ll7 In Tan
Yuanchun's essay, he provided a comprehensive introduction to Wang Wei's multiple
identities with a focus on her "male" lifestyle:
In the late autumn of the year Jiwei (1619), l met Wang Xiuwei on the
West Lake, and l thought she was a native of Hangzhou. Later, she
wanted to return to Tiao [Gui'an], l then thought she came from Tiao. JJ8
She did not wear scented powder, but she still had cloudlike tresses. l
regarded her as a young lady. Everyday, she went out with us back and
forth for the autumn waters and yellow leaves with not a care in the world,
and l thought ofher as a person ofleisure. Among her words many had
perfeet understanding worthy of listening and l regarded her as
enlightened. People aIl said that she eut eogon-grass to build a thatched
114 "Wei daoren sheng kuangji," in Song Cunbiao, comp., Qing zhong,juan 6: 826. Tiansuizi was
the style name of Lu Guimeng ~~tI!!i~ (fi. ninth century), an unfettered poet in the Tang dynasty. See
Ouyang Xiu, comp., Xin Tang shu *JTJl1f~ 196.22a-23b (SKQS-dianziban).
Ils Qing zhong 6: 826.
116 Qing zhong 6: 828. Recent scholarship on late imperial Chinese religion has pointed out that in
addition to Confucian and Buddhist teachings, Daoist philosophical and alchemical traditions also had a
profound impact on Ming society. See Seidel, "A Taoist Immortal", in de Bary, Self and Society in Ming
Thought 483-531. For studies of late imperial three teachings syncretism and intellectual trends, see Berling,
The Syncretic Religion ofLin Chao-en; Ch'ien, Chiao Hung; and Dean, Lord of Three in One.
117 Song Cunbiao, Qing zhong 6: 826.
118 Tiao, referring to Gui'an, was Mao Yuanyi's hometown. After she ran away from the Mao
family, Wang Wei occasionally (at least once) went back to visit Yang Wan at her request. As we will see
below from Yang Wan's poetry, Mao Yuanyi was often absent fromhome. See Wang Wei's poem entitled
"Wanshu zhao yin huaxia de kuang zi" JBt;;zmiJ f1t-rf~fE'f, in Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 415.
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hut and that she had thoughts beyond this world. l then regarded her as
one who studies the Way. She once showed me a draft ofher poetry and
asked me to edit it. l then considered her a poet. In her poems, there were
words of the world, words of the Way, and words of the boudoir. Whether
profound or simple, detached or intimate, they are just like her person.
Xun Fengqian said that "Women's talent and wisdom were not worth
discussing. They should be mainly judged by their beauty." This remark
is extremely shallow. As for such a person with such poetry, should she
be judged only by her looks? Sorne in the world do not even know that
she is a woman. 119

Wai-yee Li has aptly observed that in inventing the images of courtesans, male
literati also partly invented themselves. 120 Wang Wei's multiple identities, as presented
by male friends such as Tan Yuanchun, precisely reflect men's own ideas of selffashioning. As we have seen, the deconstructing of established dichotomies, such as
119 For the Chinese text, seeXinke Tan Youxia heji er shi sanjuanfu Zhizhai shicao yijuan, juan
10; reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 191: 696.
120 Wai-yee Li, "The Late Ming Courtesan" 64.
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public/private, inner/outer, virtuous/depraved, orthodox/heterodox, and
masculine/feminine, was a typical cultural phenomenon in the late Ming literati world.
The terms Daoren (Daoist person), xianren (person ofleisure), shiren (poet), were
commonly used by literati to romanticize the "men of mountains" who chose to remain
out of office. Like the term "shiren" discussed in Chapter 1, "daoren" was also an
alternative term used to refer to the shanren. In fact, Chen Jiru, the most prominent

shanren literatus, also called himself "Mei daoren" (J§iîtA.).121 Chen Jiru explicitly
claimed that:
Famous courtesans reading the classics, old monks brewing wine, generals
soaring high in the world of literary writings, and scholars fighting in the
battle fields-although they lack the original quality [of those who carry
out these activities] they contain style in themselves.

122

These words of Chen Jiru are regarded as "stylish words," included in the contemporary
collection of fine words of celebrities, the Shehua lu (A record of flowers of the tongue)
compiled by Cao Chen (fl. in the Wanli era).
In discussing Tan Yuanchun's essay on Wang Wei, Dorothy Ko argues that, Tan
Yuanchun "highlighted her femininity while trying to capture her multiple identity.,,123
My reading, however, differs from Ko's. 1 believe that in writing about Wang Wei, her

121 This cornes from Chen Jiru's style name Meigong. Prominent ex amples also incIude Xu Lin
(1490-1548), who styled himself Jiufeng daoren tL*:î]!À, Li Liufang called himselfLiufu daoren t\
:l$:î]!À, and Wang Duo ~~ (1592-1653), who called himselfXueshan daoren ~ùJ:î]!À.
122 Cao Chen, Shehua lu,juan 5, "Yunyu," reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, zibu, vol.
143: 615.
123 Ko, "The Written Word" 80-81.
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male associates, especially Tan Yuanchun, ascribed most weight to Wang Wei's
"masculine" qualities and talent. In representing Wang Wei in their writings, they
deemphasized conventional femininity and instead highlighted those literati qualities she
possessed oftaste and connoisseurship.
As already mentioned, Lin Tiansu and Liu Rushi refer to Wang Wei as "The slim
young man" and Wang Ruqian refers to her as "The slim Daoist." After she died, Wang
Ruqian asked Li Yu, a young member of the Hangzhou literati circles, to write an
inscription on one ofher portraits in celebration ofher life. Li Yu composed a song lyric
as requested. From this song, we can derive more information regarding Wang Wei's
appearance and the sort of femininity that was plausible and fashionable within this
specific social group. The song lyric, written to the tune Xing xiang zi and subtitled
"Inscribed on the portrait of the late Wang Xiuwei at the request of Wang Ranming, the

This kind of elegant pose
Is not like a blossoming branch,
lt is like a red magic zhi (mushroom),

On the jasper terrace.
Lovely without licentious looks,
Her charm is often hidden.
With two parts brocade, three parts painting, and seven parts poetry.

124 The term "fengweng," meaning "titled scholar," was similar to "zhengjun," the "summoned
scholar," used to refer to those who were famed and cultivated but with no official ranks.
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The taiented Master Shen had died from illness l25
While good-Iooking Master Wei had died from being stared at. 126
In this world, who eise couid you long for?
Resting your chin on your hand,
As ifyou want to toy with the moustache you do not have:
With seven parts sorrow, three parts illness, and two parts passion. 127

(Quan Qing ci, "Shun Kangjuan" 675)

It is apparent that Li Yu does not represent Wang Wei as a conventional feminine beauty

(not with the imagined moustache!). Li Yu's ,friend, Ding Peng T~% (1622-86, courtesy
name Y aoyuan ~I'I), also offers a comment after this song lyric: "It is a picture of a
heavenly beauty. But ofher beauty, there is no powder and sensuality. She is definitely
not of the kind that Zhou Fang and men like him could appreciate (~~~~ii~ÀI:II, ;lt
tp~FW~FB, IJ!iI~FJWJ8hWPJTf!îg5;Dt!1).,,128 Zhou Fang was a famous Tang painter with a

talent for painting upper-class women. Among his paintings is the famous "Zanhua shinü
125 Shen Lang refers to the prominent Southem Qi statesman and poet Shen YUe1X$fJ (441-513),
courtesy name f*:X:, who created the Yongming style poetry 7k E!J:HJI and compiled the Song shu *i!i. In

the poem describing his poor health, he used the term "shouyao" ~IJI (slender waist). Ifused to refer to a
man, the term was often associated with his sexual indulgence/excessive feelings. See Wang Shizhen,
Yanzhou sibu gao 161.9b-lOa. For Shen Yue's biography, see Liang shu~:W: 13.6a-20b (SKQS-dianziban).
For a study of Shen Yue, see Richard B. Mather, The Poet Shen Yue (441-513): the Reticent Marquis.
126 Wei Jie f$jffJ (285-312) was a very good-looking young man. Every time he went out, he was
surrounded by people. He died at the age oftwenty seven sui. Sorne people would rather believe that he
was being stared to death. For his biography, see Fang Xuanling, comp., Jin shu 36.16a-18b.
127 For the Chinese text of the song lyric, see also Li Yu quanji *~iÊ~, vol. 2: 454.
\28 Li Yu quanji, vol. 2: 454. For Zhou Fang and his paintings, see Zhu Mouyin *~§!'[ (ft.
seventeenth century), comp., Huashi huiyao • .3e~~ 1.62a (SKQS-dianziban).
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tu" ~:ffi{±::9:111 (Beauties wearing flowers ).129 AIl the women in the painting are
gorgeous and elegant, but full and round in looks as befits the feminine aesthetics of the
Tang. Ding's comment c1early states the change in what was considered the ideal
feminine beauty that had occurred between the Tang and the Ming and the difference
between ordinary men with "poor" taste and eccentrics with "unique" taste.
Writings by these contemporary acquaintances of Wang Wei are of great value in
the study of Wang Wei's poetic representations because as we will see below, Wang Wei
consciously identified herself with the shanren literati, devoting herself to their fashions
and values.

Daoist Person in Straw Garment: the Voice of Wang Wei

As already mentioned, both Wang Wei and Yang Wan were married to Mao Yuanyi as
concubines. But because Mao Yuanyi favoured Yang Wan over her, Wang Wei ran away
from the Mao family. She soon became disillusioned with love. Wang Wei styled
herself a Daoist, and this became a turning point in her life trajectory. But, like her

shanren friends who did not cut themselves offfrom their social communities, Wang Wei
also chose not to live in sec1usion. She keenly engaged in the activities of male literary
societies. Wang Wei presented herselfin literary gatherings and exchanged poetry with
men.

130

She had poetic exchanges with twenty-odd men of letters, 131 among whom many

were the most prominent literary and social figures of the late Ming-Chen Jiru, Dong
Qichang, Zhong Xing, and Tan Yuanchun-to name just a few. These men aIl clustered

The painting is partially reprinted in Wu Yangmu, comp., Zhongguo gudai huajia cidian 10.
See, for example, the poem entitled "On an autumn day, we gathered in Shihu to write poems. 1
received the word zhuang [as a rhyme] f'J((jZ:f$n::îY4'i:5tf{H'1±'F, in Liechao shiji, Runji 374.
131 See Appendix 4.
129
130
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around Wang Ruqian in Hangzhou. She went with her male friends to visit the tomb of
Sun Taichu, the predecessor of the Ming shanren, which suggests a kind of shared
identification,132 and she joined male literati in her appreciation of a newly discovered
poetry collectionXianghunji ~~~ by the woman poet Ma shi ,w,~.133
Facing new opportunities brought about by dramatic social and cultural changes
of the late Ming, Wang Wei adopted a strategy completely different from Xue Susu's.
While Susu actively sought wide public acclaim, Wang Wei chose to style herself a
Daoist, after the fashion of a specifie group of nonconformist literati, such as Chen Jiru.
On the one hand, her Daoist practice helped her avoid getting involved with fickle men;
on the other hand, she enjoyed much freedom in interacting with men. Her Daoist
identity also enabled her to mingle more freely with the wives of her male friends.
Wang Wei's self-definition shaped her poetic self-representations. Compared to
Xue Susu, who celebrated her feminine charms with pride in her poems, Wang Wei
refused to value the physical beauty of a woman. As a Daoist, she was fond of wearing
coarse clothing and she did not use make-up. Zou Diguang stated that Wang Wei "had

132 See her poem entitled "In early winter, visiting the tomb of Sun Taichu with Y ouxia and
others" :fJJ~flm*:fJJ~ftJ1z:Mlrnr, in Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 416.
133 For the entry on theXianghunji by Ma shi, see Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 154. Ma shi was the
wife of a general of Tiger Pass. The poetry manuscript entitled "Qiugui mengshu shi" fj(OO~B<:~ was
found in an old house of a deserted village in Zhejiang by Song Jue
(courtesy name tt.3s) Song had
it compiled and published and named itXianghunji. Tan Yuanchun wrote a preface. See Hu Wenkai, Lidai
funü 154. Mao Yuanyi also contributed a preface to the collection. The preface was included in Mao
Yuanyi's collected works, entitled Shimin sishiji D.BÇ[9+~, reprinted inXuxiu Siku quanshu,jibu, vol.
1386: 214-15. Wang Wei wrote a poem entitled "On an autumn night of Gengshen [1620], l was sick and
confined to bed in Gushan (The Lonely Mountain). Idly, l read poems of autumn dreams by the Lady of
Tiger Pass. Sorrowfully, l am enchanted with her and could not sleep. Aimlessly, l wrote a quatrain and
record my inner heart. l am already Iike wood and rock, but l still cannot be unfeeling [about her poems ].
How can readers after me bear to read them?" ~$fj({yz.:yIiî)J~RIlrll, ~'gJmlm:p:.B!~fj(~~. 'l:&~t$q!:f
~g'ffiZ~, 1>t~JiI:-~, 1JHê~t~ . .:yB1'F*:tiAfiù:f~g~'II~. 1'&Z'S::#'ffitzOWI}, in Mingyuan shigui,juan
36: 419.
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completely washed off powder and rouge" td~~i)t.134 Rer apparent avoidance of a
courtesan's sensual beauty also enabled her to assume a critical distance toward romantic
love between a man and woman. In the following poem entitled "Rarmonizing with
Wanshu" fD5ï[~J0Z, Wang Wei uses flowers as a metaphor to wam her swom sister Yang
Wan that beauty and love are transitory and undependable:
The flowers that bloomed luxuriantly last night,
This moming, are already fallen.
Glory and decline, each has its moment,
The lord's favour changes in its generosity.

(Mingyuan shigui,juan 36, 417-18)

The opening couplet employs nature' s cycle as a metaphor for the impermanence of
human passion, which is elaborated in the second couplet. The poem is not dated, but it
shows a sense of disillusionment with fickleness of men' s love.
The poem "Pipa xing" :Ë'E:grJ (Song of Pipa) by Bai Juyi BJ5~ (772-846)
narrates the story of a once-famed courtesan who ended up as the wife of a tasteless
merchant and was left behind in solitude. 135 The poem became widely circulated right
after it came out. But in another poem to Yang Wan, Wang Wei challenged the received
view that the poem became well-known because ofthe poetic talent of the male poet.
She attributed its widespread recognition to women's tragic fate as women: "Not that the

134 Zou Dihuang, "Wang Xiuwei Xian cao xu" .::EfffHJl&lJm~:ff, in Shiqing ge gao ~tlwOOfi'ib,
reprinted in Sikujinhui shu congkan,jibu, vol. 103: 240.
I35 For Bai Juyi's "Pipa xing," see Quan Tang shi 435.4821.
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one in the blue robe [Bai Juyi] is good at writing about resentment 136 1 In this world, there
are only abandoned women who sing the "White hair song" ::f1Ëwf3I~?'D~, tttrél~Rtf

Él\îjot. 137 Compared to Xue Susu, who expressed her willing submission to male
superiority, Wang Wei voices bold criticism of gender hierarchy.138
Wang Wei's uncommon attitude towards beauty and love was also reflected in her
inscription for Wang Ruqian' s poem entitled "Y ouchuang jimeng" ~itgê~ (Dream by
the secIuded window) written in 1622. 139 Wang Ruqian's poem is a seven-character
quatrain with a long preface. In the preface, Wang Ruqian describes a romantic dream in
which he meets a talented beauty, and talks with her about poetry and painting. However,
when Wang attempts to reply to her poem, somebody wakes him up. According to Dong
Qichang, after Wang Wei traveled to the south and Lin Tiansu left Hangzhou for her
native home Sanshan

-=::.w (in Fujian) because she suddenly wanted to be a girl in the

inner chambers (tfOOOO1t~), Wang Ruqian created a romantic dream in order to console
himself. 140 Chen Jiru, Han Jing!jîl:fIDt (jinshi 1610),141 Xu Jing, and several others aU

136 "Qingshan" (blue robe) was the official uniform for district magistrates. Here the term refers to
Bai Juyi who was the magistrate of Jiangzhou [Jiujiang] when he wrote the poem. The last line of this
poem is "Tears wet the blue robe ofthe Jiangzhou magistrate" 1I1'lfBJ,~fff~1~. See Quan Tang shi
435.4821.
J37 See the poem entitled, "Jin qiu huai Wanshu" lliJj('I~37[1J9Z, in Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 419.
The "Baitou yin" alludes to the story of Zhuo Wenjun. Zhuo was a good-Iooking and rich widow who
eloped with the talented and pOOf poet Sima Xiangru (179-118 BCE) ISl~f§~D. Their romance became a
popular theme in Chinese literature. But, Sima Xiangru disfavoured her in her old age. He intended to take
a concubine. Wenjun composed a poem entitled "Baitou yin" to break up with him. For a detailed account
of the love story ofZhuo Wenjun and Sima Xiangru, see Idema and Grant, The Red Brush 108-12.
138 Wang Wei also expressed her awareness ofher limitations ofbeing a woman in the prefaces to
her poetry collections. See Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 688-89. See also Ko,
Teachers of the Inner Chambers 287.
139 Wang Ruqian, Chunxingtang shiji 3.6b.
140 See Dong Qichang, "Ti ci" Ji!R~BJ, in Chunxingtang shiji 3.6b.
141 Han Jing wrote preface to Yutai wenyuan compiled by Jiang Yuanxi, see Hu Wenkai, Lidai
funü 885-86.
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wrote something to celehrate the romance in Wang's dream.

142

Wang Siren ::EJj~Hf

(1575-1646), the father of Wang Duanshu, also composed four poems on Wang's dream
record. 143
Wang Wei was the only courtesan who wrote comments on Wang Ruqian's
dream poem. Her poem was written one year later in 1623 when she retumed from her
joumeys to the south. 144 The poem, entitled "Inscribing a Poem on 'The Dream' for
Wang Ranming" ~1.I~Ef)jJHî~1j'[, reads:
Emotion is the root of dreams;
The emotion may be real, but the dreams are most unreal.
Not that dreams can become indistinct,
For indistinctness generates even more shapes.
y ou, Master, are one who has forgotten emotion,

Alone awakened from where others are stuck.
Would you, for no reason in the spring,
Let a dream wander and flutter?
In the dream and in the heartIs it one or is it two?
Reading your "Dream" poem in the painted boat on the lake,145
Makes me understand the reach of emotion.

See Dong Qichang, "Ti ci," in Chunxingtang shiji 3.6b.
Chunxingtang shiji 3.11 b.
144 In Chunxingtang shiji, Wang Wei's poem was recorded under the title, "On a summer day of
the year Guihai [1623] ... " ~~~ B:f:.Wj(j!**T~I~1t[M1IUJlfi&. See Wang Ruqian, Chunxingtang shiji
3.11b-12a.
145 Translation based on Kang-i Sun Chang's with modifications. See Chang, in Chang and Saussy,
Women Writers ofTraditional China 321. I have changed "my boat" to "the painted boat." It should be
Wang Ruqian's Buxiyuan.
142
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At this moment the setting moon is here;
AlI around is a stretch of emerald drizzle.
The arousai and dispersal of the dream
Both depend on the pear blossoms.1 46
Wang Ruqian had a dream because of the absence ofhis female friends. Wang
Wei, the one for whom he longed, did not respond in kind with a love poem. Rather, she
gave Wang Ruqian a discourse on love and true enlightenment from a religious
perspective. Love was "the root of dreams." Even though Master Wang was supposed to
be an enlightened one able to forget qing, his dream reflected an ongoing entrapment in
emotion. But dreams are as transient as the pear blossoms, and so is love in the dream.
Unlike the direct criticism ofmen expressed in the poems to Yang Wan discussed above,
this poem indicates the inversion of gender and class hierarchy between a courtesan and
her client. As Wang Wei takes on a position similar to that of a teacher to Wang Ruqian,
she is the one analyzing and expounding the relation of emotion and dream.
Wang Wei also displayed a particular interest in traveling and recording what she
saw and felt during her joumeys. This also differed strikingly from Xue Susu, who was
more interested in writing about drinking parties. The only extant poem Wang Wei wrote
containing the word "yin" (drinking) was the poem written to Yang Wan. 147 Instead, she
described her visits to sacred peaks and temples, and expressed her taste for sojouming in
the mountain wilds. As she claimed in the preface to the Mingshanji iS!1J~ê, ofwhich
she was attributed with editorship, "By nature 1 belong to the wildness; 1 grew up to be as

146 For the Chinese text of this poem, see Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 411. See also Chunxingtang
shiji 3.11b-12a.
147 See Wang Wei's poem entitled "Wanshu zhao yin huaxia de kuang zi," in Mingyuan shigui,
juan 36: 415.
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unrestrained as a soaring eagle. Little did I know that such a fate would befall me.,,148
Several titles of her poetry collections had to do with traveling. 149 In a pair of poems
entitled "The First Step"

m*, Wang Wei describes the lure of traveling: "My eyes and

ears delight in new discoveries / As old sights blur into a haze." In the second poem:
"Every traveler takes in what she sees / Others hear ofher experience only from a
distance.,,150 Below, I list the titles of sorne poems on her joumeys to show her interests
in visiting scenic spots:
Waiting for the Moon on Parrot Isle I~Jijj~1+I{I~J=J ;151
Climbing Mount Dabie to view the famous sites Yellow Crane Pavilion and
Parrot Isle, I divided the rhymes to write poems with Wang Y oudu, Zhu
Qiqin, Li Zongwen, Zhang Zhonghu, Wang Ziyun, Long Mengxian, and

Heaven's Pillar Peak Xfltlr*;153
Calling on the great master Hanshan Deqing ,*fl~tkgffi;154
Straw-thatched Cottage on Mount Lu 1!iÙ-J~'§t;155

Xianjia zhuzhi ci: Climbing Wudang Mountain with Mme. Li {Ù1~tt

148 Wang Wei, "Xiaoyin," in Mingshanjixuan. As quoted and translated by Ko, in Ko, Teachers of
the Inner Chambers 286.
149 See Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers 286.
150 Translation by Ko, in Teachers of the Inner Chambers 286. For the Chinese text ofthese two
poems, see Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 410.
151 Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 410.
152 Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 413.
153 Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 413.
154 Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 414.
155 Mingyuan shigui,juan 36: 419.
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Wang Wei's penchant for travel was not merely a personal hobby; it was also part
of late Ming literati fashion. Travel in the late Ming context had profound cultural
implications. For many literati who preferred to live life independently, travel was a
good way to live as "a man of the mountains.,,157 As Peterson has noted, whatever the
motivation oftravelers like the famous Ming traveler Xu Xiake 1~m~ (1586-1641),
their sojoums in the mountains served effectively to remove them from society's
entanglements. 158 Therefore, it is not surprising to see that the late Ming produced many
"men of the mountains" and great travelers as well. Yuan Hongdao was considered as
such a traveler who "craved for mountains and lakes as a hungry and thirsty man would
for food and drink."159 Xu Xiake spent most ofhis adult career traveling to mountains,
instead ofpreparing for examinations and office. 160 In 1624, Xu Xiake met the great

shanren Chen Jiru, who thought Xu not only looked but acted like a wizened and aged
Daoist priest who lived in the remote mountains.

161

In the late Ming context, ajoumey

could be taken as a metaphor of constant effort to achieve self-cultivation in NeoConfucian terms or true enlightenment in terms of Buddhism and Daoism. 162
Wang Wei' s love for travel was located in the larger picture of late Ming shanren
literati culture, but her poems also record women' s experiences about travel, reflecting
women's subjectivity and perspectives. In the poem written to the tuneXianjia zhuzhi ci,
Liechao shiji, Runji 372.
Peterson, Bitter Gourd 132.
158 Peterson, Bitter Gourd 132.
159 Quoted in Pei-yi Wu, The Confucian 's Progress 98. But in the footnote, Wu refers to the wrong

156

157

book.
The Confucian 's Progress 98. See also Peterson, Bitter Gourd 132.
Quoted in Peterson, Bitter Gourd 132.
162 Pei-yi Wu discusses travel as a means for late Ming intellectuals to cultivate the moral self in
terms ofNeo-Confucian self-cultivation. See The Confucian's Progress 95-99. In the case of the Buddhist
master Hanshan Deqing, travel was approached as a means by which to achieve self-enlightenment. See
The Confucian 's Progress 145, 151. But in Chen Jiru' s eyes, Xu Xiake was a Daoist priest. See Peterson,
Bitter Gourd 132.
160

161
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subtitled "Climbing Wudang Mountain with Mme. Li," Wang Wei takes the sec1uded and
mysterious mountains to be a paradise for women:
ln this sec1uded realm, who can tell this body is a woman's?
Facing the Milky Way, it is easy to ask where the ferry is.
At this moment of lei sure after worshipping the Lord ofYuchen,163
1 am willing to be the flower-sweeping girl by the altar.

(Liechao shiji, Runji 372)

The poem records her visit to the Daoist sacred mountain, Wudang Mountain, with Mme.
Li, probably the wife of Li Zongwen

**?t.164 Hs focus is on the expression ofher joy

and freedom in the mountains. "Yinpu" refers to the "Milky Way," commonly known in
Chinese literature as yinhe ~N1UJ or tianhe ::K1UJ. This term first appeared in a poem titled
"Tian shang yao" ::KJ:.'§& (Song from heaven) by the late Tang poet Li He *~ (790-

816).165 "Wenjin," meaning literally "asking for the ford," alludes to the story recorded
in Tao Qian's "Taohua yuanji" tltfE1mŒê (Story ofPeach Blossom Spring), in which
Tao Qian described the Utopian paradise of a simple life in an inaccessible mountain
valley and the fisherman's effort to locate it. These two allusions are used to highlight
the transcendent beauty ofWudang Mountain. In the second couplet, Wang Wei further
expressed her willingness to escape from her milieu as a courtesan and retreat to the

"Yuchen" was the title of the highest God in Daoist teaching.
Li was a localliteratus in Hubei. When Wang Wei traveled to Hubei, Li and several others
accornpanied her to visit sorne of local scenic spots. See Chapter 3, 220 (note 152).
165 For the poern, see Quan Tang shi 390.4399. On Li He and his poetry, see Du Guoqing, Li Ho
[Li He].
163

164
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mountains, an idea shared by Xue Susu and Liu Rushi as mentioned earlier. Interestingly,
in this ideal world, men are largely absent.
Wang Wei's unconventionality is also demonstrated by her intimate friendships
with gentry wives. As discussed in Chapter 1, courtesans and gentry women were
organized into the single category of meiren (beauty) in the guidelines for membership of
Wang Ruqian's literary societies, the Buxiyuan yue. Wang Ruqian's writings mentioned
four gentry women who had come into contact and exchanged poems with him at
gatherings in the Buxiyuan mostly around or after the Ming-Qing transition: Wu Shan,
Wu Shan's daughter Bian Mengjue [Xuanwen Y;x, also Yuanwen 7CX], Huang
Yuanjie, and Wang Duanshu. 166
However, Wang Wei's writings provide significant evidence for the social and
literary interactions between courtesans and gentry women before the dynastie transition.
As mentioned before, her poems were mainly written before 1625. 167 Therefore, her
social poems addressed to gentry wives provide valuable information for an
understanding of issues of gender and class in the context of poetry societies before the
faU of the Ming.
Wang Wei's friendship with the gentry wife Xiang Lanzhen J~lIî~ (courtesy
name Mengwan Jili:~), evidenced by their poetic exchanges, has drawn much scholarly
attention. 168 Dorothy Ko has discussed one poem written by Wang Wei to Xiang

See Wang Ruqian, Chunxingtang shiji 5.75a.
Ma Zuxi gives the year 1630 as the latest. See Ma Zuxi, "Nü ciren Wang Wei" 223.
168 See Wang Wei's poems entitled "Hu shang ci yun da Huang Mengwan" ylïlLt~'i11-iF~:tih1lf7î!
and "Ku Huangjitren Mengwan" ~ji*À:tih1lf7î! in Liechao shiji, Runji 373. For a discussion oftheir
friendship, see Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers 287-90; "The Written Word" 89-90.
166
167
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Lanzhen.

169

Other of Wang Wei's writings provide more information about when and

how they became acquainted:
At the end of autumn in the year Guihai [1623], 1 was sick and retumed to
West Lake ... .! ran into Huang Maozhong [given name Maoxi gPf~] who
had brought his wife to pay respect to the Buddha in the Lingjiu Temple.
Their place was close to mine. They came by a small boat to have a chat
with me. When the moon rose, we listened to Lady Yu playing zither to
the tune Shuilong yin . ... After l was drunk, l chanted the "Bamboo branch
songs" with Madam Huang. We wanted to change the tune to wash out its
decadence. Thus, we allotted rhymes to compose "Songs on the lake."
We agreed to me et at my place again the following moming ... Very soon,
Madam sent me the new song lyrics she wrote. The words read just like a
hundred strings ofluminous pearls falling into my bosom and sleeves. l
barely picked up the brush to harmonize with hers, just recording the time
of and my feelings for our meeting. The world is vast, how can we get
more unexpected meetings like this?170

Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers 289.
Wang Wei, "Hushang qu xu" WL.t.ElBFf in Jiang Yuanzuo, comp., Xu Yutai wenyuan, reprinted
in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu,jibu, vol. 375: 476.
169
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Obviously, Wang Wei and Xiang Lanzhen came into contact and became friends
through Xiang's husband, Huang Maoxi, a tribute scholar (gongsheng ~1J, in the
context of the late Ming fashionable style of companionate marriages. Besides Xiang
Lanzhen, with whom she shared a devotion to poetry, Wang Wei enjoyed intimate
friendships with quite a few other gentry women. Since she associated mainly with
literary figures in Wang Ruqian's Hangzhou poetry societies, it is not difficult to identify
who these ladies were-most were wives of Wang Wei's male friends and associates.
From the poem entitled "Mme. Wang showed me the poetry collection of

Buxiyuan. l composed this poem to send to her" 1.EXÀP)'::f~jg!~.3!7GMll:t*z,17l
we understand that Mme. Wang was the wife of Wang Ruqian. As we have seen, the
collection of Buxiyuan ji was named after a painted boat, the "Buxiyuan" (literally,
unmoored garden) built in 1623. Wang Ruqian collected poems by society members on
the occasions ofliterary gatherings on the boat into the Buxiyuanji (Collection of the
Buxiyuan). In his Liu Rushi biezhuan, Chen Yinke simply denied the possibility that
Mme. Wang could have had any contact with Wang Wei, the intimate female friend of
her husband. Chen assumed that this must be a change made by Qian Qianyi who
included this poem in his Liechao shiji after Wang Wei married Xu Yuqing:
The two charactersfuren could be "Ranming" originally. Qian Qianyi
changed it probably because Wang Wei had married Xu Xiacheng [Xu
Yuqing] and it was not convenient [to reveal her former association with
Wang Ranming]. Although the wife of Wang Ranming may not be like

171

For the poem, see Qian Qianyi and Liu Rushi, Liechao shiji, Runji 373.
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Duan shi, the jealous wife of Liu BOyu,l72 who would have created wind
and waves to endanger the crossing of the Buxiyuan, 1 am afraid that she
cannot be so nice that she made nothing ofhardships but to send poems to
Xiuwei [Wang Wei]. 173

But Chen Yinke was wrong. In fact, Wang Wei wrote more than one poem to
present to Mme. Wang. In another poem to Mme. Wang, she referred to her not by her
husband' s name but by her natal name, as Mme. WU. 174 The poem is entitled "Mme. Wu
visited my mountain village, showing me her poems. 1 replied to match her rhyme" ~~
:.KÀtI:1IDJrlHif.L-~~:lf~~*~j\~.175 From these two poems, we can see that Wang

furen was a literary woman and that she had a good relationship with Wang Wei. Huang
Yuanjie, another noted woman poet whom Wang Ruqian supported financially, aiso
produced a painting with an inscription to present to Mme. Wang. The inscription reads

172 According to legend, Duan shi was the wife of Liu Boyu, living in the Western Jin period (265317). Liu once recited before her the famous rhapsody, entitled "Goddess of the Luo River" 1~t$ltlt by Cao
Zhi llïtt![ (192-232), saying that ifhe could marry a woman like the deity, he would have no regrets in life.
His jealous wife became so angry that she drowned herself in the Luo River in order to become the water
deity. She often created wind and waves to endanger pretty women crossing the river. For the story, see Li
Fang, comp., Taiping guangji 272.8a-9a.
173 Chen Yinke, Liu Rushi biezhuan 376.
174 For Mme. Wang's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, "Xin'an Wang Ranming he zang
muzhiming," in Xihu yunshi 115-17.
175 For the poem, see Qian Qianyi and Liu Rushi, Liechao shiji, Runji 373.
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"On a winter day of the year Xinsi [1641], painted for the amusement of Mme. Wang;

Wang Wei also wrote a poem entitled "On a moonlit night, 1 stayed over at
Madam Feng's beside the pond" fj :&Wi1§.i,\§:K}j'fuL. The poem reads:
Loving the reflection in your pond,
1 especially come to sleep beside it.
Falling flowers set offtall bamboos,
Serenely, mists rise from the blind.

(Liechao shiji, Runji, 374)

Who was Fengfuren? Wang Ruqian had a series ofpoems entitled "On an
autumn day, with friends, 1 passed by Kuaixue tang and visited Wang Xiuwei for a chat
at night"

fj( B [n] :bZÀi&t1'j(~ R:gJJ3::.1~1f.&:&§i!î. I77 The first line of the first poem states

that Wang Wei lived in Gushan

Mw (Lone Mountain) and her place was close to

Kuaixue tang (Kuaixue Hall), the famous villa buiIt by Feng Mengzhen. 178
Known also by his courtesy name Kaizhi ~;L and style names Juqu Jl.W and
"Zhenshijushi" ~1tg± (the Genuine Recluse), Feng Mengzhen was remembered by
his contemporaries as a poet, official, and playboy.179 He enjoyed great fame as an

See the entry on "Yanshui shulin fu" ~*itfit;f*IL in Wang Keyu, Shanhu wang 1198.
Wang Ruqian, Qi yang, in Siku quanshu cunmu cangshu,jibu, vol. 192: 813.
178 Shen Jiyou, comp., Zuili shixi 15.12a-13b. Feng Mengzhen named his hall "Kuaixue" because
he had the precious original calligraphy titled "Kuaixue shiqing tie" 'I*~~~M by the famous Jin dynasty
calligrapher Wang Xizhi.
179 See the entry on Feng Mengzhen in Shen Jiyou, comp., Zuili shixi 15.12a-13b.
176
177
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unrestrained literary figure inside and outside govemment office. As a nonconformist
poet, Feng wrote and presented poems to prominent courtesans such as Xue Susu and
Hao Wenzhu. 180 Because of his libertine lifestyle, he was dismissed from office in 1589.
Thanks to this lifestyle, he maintained close friendships with many unrestrained
multitalented literati such as Tu Long, Wang Zhideng, Pan Zhiheng, Zang Maoxun ~~

iJ§ (1560?-1621),181

Zhao Yiguang, Fan Yunlin, and Ling Mengchu,182 well-known

literati who were associated with celebrated courtesans. Because ofhis fame as a literary
figure, eight years after he was dismissed from office, he was appointed as libationer of
the Imperial Academy ~T~mi in Nanjing for three years from 1595 to 1597. But he
asked for a retirement from the pOSt. 183 A significant portion ofhis adult career was
devoted to an idle life outside office. Feng was a native ofXiushui, but because he
married into the Shens, he moved to and lived in Wulin (Hangzhou), his wife's native
home. He built his famous villa "Kuaixue tang" on Gushan by the West Lake, a place in
which he wrote poetry and entertained his friends. Feng Mengzhen was greatly admired
by his contemporaries and viewed as "one among immortals" (:t$1ÙIrf:i À).184 Xue Susu
once came to visit him in his family villa. 185
But Feng Mengzhen died in 1605. Thus, the new master of Kuaixue Hall was his
son Feng Yunjiang {:\§~oo: (1575-ca. 1661), a man believed by many late Ming literati to
be the husband ofXiaoqing IJyflf (1595-1612), a Ming concubine later made into a

180 For the poetic lines to Xue Susu, see Wang Ruqian, "Xihujiyou," inXihu yunshi 114; for those
to Hao Wenzhu, see Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 151.
181 For Zang Maoxun's biographical information, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 465.
182 See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 339.
183 Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 366.
184 See the entry on Feng Mengzhen in Zhu Yizun, comp., Ming shi zong 58.
185 Wang Ruqian, "Xihu jiyou," in Xihu yunshi 113-14.
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celebrated literary character in tales and plays in the late Ming and early Qing.

186

Feng

Yunjiang maintained long friendships with Wang Ruqian, Qian Qianyi, and Li Yu.
When Wang Ruqian died, Feng Yunjiang and Li Yu looked after his funera1. 187 Since
there was not any other member with the sumame Feng in Wang Ruqian's circle while
Wang Wei's place was close to Feng's family villa Kuaixue tang, l suggest that this
Madam Feng was the wife of Feng Yunjiang. The pond described in Wang Wei's poem
was likely located in the villa.
Moreover, Wang Wei also had poems addressed to Xiafuren, 188 the wife of Xia
Changqing ~~g~p (friend ofXu Jing),189 and Hanfuren, 190 the wife of Han Jing, also a
frequent visitor to Wang Ruqian's Buxiyuan. 191 Obviously, Wang Wei had developed
intimate friendships with individual gentry women. She was well received not only by
men but also women. Her poems addressed to or about gentry women show that she
interacted socially with sorne ofthem. For example, she traveled with Lifuren and
visited the private residence ofFengfuren. She received poems in exchange from and
was visited by Wangfuren and Huangfuren [Xiang Lanzhen]. She saw Xiafuren off and
moumed the death ofHanfuren.

186 The authenticity of the story ofXiaoqing has long been questioned since the Ming. But it is not
my concem here. On Xiaoqing's biographical information, see Wang Duanshu, comp., Mingyuan shiwei
lO.l7a. On the Xiaoqing story, see Widmer, "Xiaoqing's Literary Legacy." See also Chapter 2, in Ko,
Teachers of the lnner Chambers; and Deng Changfeng ID5~m, Ming Qing xiqujia kao/üe ~mJt\:8±i*=%
IB§ 227-51.
187 See "Li Yu nianpu," in Li Yu quarifi, vol. 1: 35.
188 See the poem entitled "Hanye song Xiafuren cong Chu ru Luo" ~1Ji:~~:*:À:f;(t~Â1i1?r, in
Liechao shiji, Rurifi 373.
189 Ma Zuxi, "Nü ciren Wang Wei" 227.
190 "Ku Han furen" g.@~5'çÀ, in Liechao shiji, Runji 373.
191 See Han Jing's poems entitled "Liu ti er shi shou" W1~=+§ included in the Buxiyuanji,
reprinted in Congshujicheng xubian,jibu, vol. 122: 954. See also Wang Ruqian, "Chong xiu Shuixian
wang miao ji" m{~*{ùJ±Jl!î~ê and "Cui Zhengzhong shijun chong qi Huxin ting, yu xi cong shi, he Han
Taishi ji ti" ~~{rp~;gm:;:1iîJJ{J\ T ~:g1fÉ-J:;fDifjt*~~~, in Xihu yunshi lO7, lO8-1 09, respectively.
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Wang Wei-neither quite feminine nor quite masculine, neither quite Daoist nor
quite Buddhist, and neither quite courtesan nor quite gentry woman-presents a striking
illustration of the many ways in which late Ming courtesans could fashion or redefine
themselves. While Xue Susu attempted to draw the attention of men of influence from
varied social and political backgrounds, Wang Wei sought acceptance within a specifie
group. Male literary societies provided a place for unconventional minds to associate
with each other, including that of a nonconformist courtesan.

Yang Wan, the Courtesan as Wife
h'lcaIlnJormatlOn
,r,
. 192
·
B lOgrap

The Nanjing courtesan Yang Wan was an accompli shed courtesan poet of the Ming. She
was particularly well known for her calligraphy, for which she received high praise from
Dong Qichang and Chen Jiru. 193 Du Shiliang t±±.Bt a contemporary male painter,
exchanged his painting of a skirt for a calligraphie work by Yang Wan. 194 According to
Mao Yuanyi's preface to her first poetry collection, Zhongshan xian (preface dated 1627),
Yang Wan was married to Mao Yuanyi when she was sixteen sui, ten years before the
writing ofthe preface. 195 Thus we can determine that Yang Wan was born in 1602 and
married to Mao Yuanyi in 1617. Their marriage lasted for twenty -four years until Mao

192 For Yang Wan's biography, see Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 773-74. For the biographical
information in English and translation ofher poems, see Kang-i Sun Chang, in Chang and Saussy, Women
Writers ofTraditional China 333-36. See also Idema and Grant, The Red Brush 370-74.
193 For Dong Qichang's comments, see the entry on Yang Wan, in Ni Tao, Liuyi zhi yi lu, xubian
14.21b; for Chen Jiru's, see Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 185.
194 See Yang Wan's poem entitled "Zuo caoshu huan Du Shiliang hua qun," in Zhongshan xian si
juan , juan 3.
195 The preface for the Zhongshan xian si juan is reproduced in Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 184 and
partly translated by Idema and Grant, in The Red Brush 371-72.
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Yuanyi's death in 1641. She bore at least one son for the Mao family and taught him
poetry.196 Since Mao Yuanyi was not only her husband, but also a literary mentor,197 an
introduction to his life will be useful for the reader to understand better the life and poetry
ofYangWan.
Mao Yuanyi was born into a prominent and respectable scholar-official family
with a reputation for literary accomplishment and military interest. His grandfather Mao
Kun ~t$ (1512-1601;jinshi 1538) was a noted Ming scholar, particularly known as the
editor of the anthology of the works of eight great prose writers of the Tang and Song,
entitled Tang Song badajia wenchao. Mao Kun was also known for his military interests
and pursuits. He was a consultant to Hu Zongxian tîJt~=(m (1511-65), the supreme
commander of several provinces in the late Ming. 198 Mao Yuanyi' s father Mao Guojin
~~m

(1555-1607) was ajinshi degree holder (1583) as well as an official. The Mao

clan owned a publishing house called Mao shi Xuanseju ~azfiiJ\5. All Yang Wan's
poetry collections were originally woodblock editions printed by this publishing house. 199
This was a rich and influential family.
Mao Yuanyi was known as a multitalented but unrestrained literatus and as weIl
as a man of character and great ambitions. According to Zhou Lianggong fj!fJ %0 (161272), during a serious famine in Jiangnan in 1608, Mao Yuanyi initiated a relief assembly
in the Qinhuai courtesan quarters of Nanjing. He was the first to donate ten thousand shi

E (dan in modern Chinese) of grain for the disaster area, which was very impressive as
See her poems, entitled "Huai Deng' er" 'r~~3l and "You huai Deng' er reng yong yuan yun"
in Zhongshan xian, Zai xu,juan xia.
197 See Mao Yuanyi's preface to Zhongshan xian sijuan, in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunii 184.
198 See the entry on Mao Kun, in Goodrich and Fang, Dictionary of Ming Biography 1043-45.
199 For the edition information of Yang Wan's poetry collections, see these collections held in the
National Library of China (Beijing) and Shanghai Library.
196
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he was then only fourteen sui. People from aIl around, including courtesans, responded
to his calI with generous contributions. The assembly was a great success and he became
well-known throughout the empire.200 But Mao Yuanyi did not seem to have much
interest in taking the civil examinations, the most common way for educated men to
access power and influence. 201 In this, he is similar to the shanren literati. In fact, he
associated with shanren and literary wanderers such as Wang Zhideng, Chen Jiru, Pan
Zhiheng, Tan Yuanchun, and Mao Yuchang,202 alliovers and promoters of courtesans
and their writings. He also wrote prefaces to writings by commoner literati. 203
According to Qian Qianyi, Mao "took himselfto be a man ofunusual talent, and seldom
bothered to cultivate friendships with persons he considered ordinary or uncongenial. ,,204
He shared much in common with eccentric shanren literati.
Mao Yuanyi did not follow his grandfather and father in passing the jinshi
examinations: he seems to have failed a certain exam held in 1621 and he gave up further
attempts after. 205 But Mao Yuanyi was influenced by his family's tradition and showed
both literary and military talents. He longed for military exploits. Engaging in military
activities was a fashionable pursuit for late Ming eccentrics who did not want to take
regular examinations. Both Xu Wei and Shen Mingchen, for example, joined the army
led by Hu Zongxian. For Mao Yuanyi, it was only at age twenty-eight that he finally had
200 See Zhou Lianggong }E]7ê0 (1612-72), Shu ying ~~, as quoted in Guo Shaoyu, "Mingdai de
wenrenjituan" 560.
201 See his poem "Jiazi (1624) fangbang ri yi Xinyou (1621) shi ri" EJ3+1ilt!"J'j Bti*gg~ B, in
Shimin yushuiji E.§';Nû*~, reprinted in Sikujinhui congkan,jibu, vol. 110: 114-15.
202 See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 448. See also Mao Yuanyi's poems in
Shimin hengtangji E .§';t;itm~, and Shimin shangxin Ji, reprinted in Siku jinhui congkan, jibu, vol. 110:
231,328.
203 Mao Yuanyi wrote prefaces for collections by many literary commoners. See, for example,
"Fan Dongsheng [Fan Rui] shiji xu" m*~lF'f~f:f, "Wu Ningfu [Wu Dingfang] shiji xu" ~mHln)(]~~
~f:f, in Shimin sishiji, reprinted inXuxiu Siku quanshu,jibu, vol. 1386: 205, 215, respectively.
204 Quoted in Goodrich and Fang, Dictionary of Ming Biography 1054.
205 See his poem "Jiazi fangbang ri yi Xinyou shi ri," Shimin yushuiji 114-15.
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an opportunity to join Sun Chengzong's Thjf(* (1563-1638) anny as a military advisor
in the defence ofthe northeast frontier. However, his service in Sun's anny was
tenninated soon after Sun's resignation. In 1628, when the emperor Chongzhen took the
throne, he was given a chance to present his famous work on military preparation,
entitled Wubei zhi :Lt\vm;:& (preface dated 1621). The emperor was impressed, and, as a
result, he ordered Mao Yuanyi to be made a Daizhao 1~~B (Scholar to be summoned) of
the Hanlin Academy. Because ofunfavourable comments from other people on him, this
proposed appointment was soon withdrawn. 206
In 1629 and 1630, Sun Chengzong was reappointed to take charge of an anny
intended to meet the new threat from the Manchus. Mao Yuanyi was again called to
serve in Sun's anny. After several victories by the Ming troops, Mao Yuanyi was
promoted to the position of regional vice commander. But he was soon dismissed from
his appointment due to a troop mutiny. This time he was exiled to the southem coastal
city Zhangpu wii (in Fujian). He was freed to come back in 1635, at the latest.207 Left
without any means of action at a time when pressure from the Manchus became very
intense, he took to too much drinking and soon died a tragic and unfulfilled man in
1641. 208
Despite Mao Yuanyi's interests and participation in military missions, he was
equally both a military strategist and a nonconfonnist poet. Like many literati of the late
Ming who enjoyed "companionate marriages," Mao Yuanyi consistently exchanged

Goodrich and Fang, Dictionary ofMing Biography 1054.
Mao's preface reveals that he compiled and had published the second sequel of Yang Wan's
Zhongshan xian after he retumed home from the exile place while his preface to the third seque1 was dated
in 1635.
208 Goodrich and Fang, Dictionary of Ming Biography 1054.
206
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poems with Yang Wan. There is no record of Mao Yuanyi's principal wife. It is not
c1ear ifshe died and Mao Yuanyi married Yang Wan as a second wife. Nevertheless,
Mao Yuanyi treated Yang Wan with exceptionallove and respect, always referring to her
as a wife (!1gÀ).209 In prefaces to Yang Wan's poetry collections, he repeatedly
expressed how fortunate and proud he was to have a poet ŒP]À/~ À) as wife. He
regarded Yang Wan's writing career as his salvation from career setbacks. In the preface
to the second sequel to Yang Wan's Zhongshan xian, he writes:
.. .I had written these words earlier: 'By family tradition, l am a stubbom

man with proud bones / God bestowed me a poet as my wife.'
The present emperor [Chongzhen] once mistakenly admired the
fact that l could transmit my family leaming. But in the end, this was not
equal to his imprisoning and banishing me because of my pride. So l
made Wanshu into the wife of a frontier soldier. But no one can prohibit
me from having a poet as a soldier's wife. Heaven and man-who has
power and who does not? What is favour and what is resentment? One
can just tum around and have a laugh. 21 0

209

See also Mao Yuanyi's poems entitled "Jian renjia geji shi neiren Wanshu" J!A~ilfXtèZ7f;P9

À37B;}0[, in Shimin hengtangji 231, "Meng hou huai neiren Wanshu" ~t&'I~P9À37B;}0[, and "Ti neiren
Wanshu zhen" jj!1[P9A37BiÏ0Ztt, in Shimin shangxin ji 330, 357.
210

"Zhongshan xian, Zai xu er juan xu" jIÙJiX:j±}*I=~F:f.
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Mao Yuanyi's independent spirit as weIl as his admiration for Yang Wan are clearly
reflected in the preface. The following poem by Mao Yuanyi was written before he was
sent into exile. In it, Mao Yuanyi gives a review oftheir marriage, expressing his tender
feelings to Yang Wan and his pride for having her as a wife. The poem, entitled "Sent
into exile to Zhang, l parted with Wanshu"B<;1ljî)jUm~0(, reads:
We have been together for nineteen years,
Year after year, we always deal with parting.
What will this separation be like in the end?
l laugh aloud, with nothing to say.
The year before last, l was not killed by barbarians,
Last year, l survived slanderous reports.
But torrential rain cornes after blowing wind:
l wil1listen to your murmuring ten thousand li away.
What will you murmur about-?

. ch atter ab out mountams
. and·
You Wl·11 agam
nvers. 211
By nature, l am a man of the mountains and valleys,
l should have no regrets in going.
In bygone days, l was weIl armed with bow and dagger,
But my heart was lonely and gloomy.

211 Here "mountains and rivers" shanshui ~1J7J<, refer to reclusion. Mao Yuanyi promised Yang
Wan that he would retreat to the mountains with her, just like Zhao Yiguang who retreated to the Cold
Mountain with Lu Qingzi. Yang Wan was happy about that but worried that Mao could not keep his
promise. See Mao Yuanyi's poem entitled "Hanshan dao zhong huai nei (Zhao Fanfu Zhao Luqing xie yin
chu)" ~ÙlmCP'I~pg (M1fL:1çM1~Y~Pf.g)'J)j~), reprinted in Siku jinhui congkan, jibu, vol. 110: 310. See
also Yang Wan's poem entitled "My husband has intended to retreat to the mountains with me ... " )i}:7,.1[
f.g)'J)j;Li&, F.i?,~1J*~, *~tHmt±:l. N[J-'f1}/ffFs', @;H~f~1t*1~H~f~;!ti&. ~*3~ïi:wJR/J\~~, ~ïtIl:t1lf;L.
-a:J~~EimiE~Jffi? See Zhongshan xian si juan, juan 3.
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l look forward to retiring together with you
Then l will be proud of myself even if l have to open up wasteland.
[ ... ]
The southem Zhang is eight thousand li away,
Every step is a place where l long for you.
[ .•. ]212

This poem expresses the unfettered spirit of a "true" "Man of the Mountains" and
the deep love of such a man for his wife in a bold and direct manner. This poem can be
read autobiographically as a record of Mao Yuanyi's love for Yang Wan. In the
Confucian cultural and literary tradition, love between husband and wife was something
that should be kept in the inner chambers. The only chance for a wife to be written about
by her husband was in the mouming poems CI'$:L:) or funerary inscriptions after their
death. But this was no longer the case in the late Ming, as evidenced by Mao Yuanyi's
poem addressed to Yang Wan. 213 As the early Qing scholar Zhu Yizun commented, Mao

212 Mao Yuanyi, "Shu Zhang bie Wanshu," in Shiminjiangcunji E~Œt1~, reprinted in Siku
jinhui congkan,jibu, vol. 70: 525-26.
213 Among other examples, Ye Shaoyuan's writings about Shen Yixiu also reveal the deep feelings
of a husband to his wife. On Ye Shaoyuan and his autobiographicaI writings in the Ming-Qing transition,
see Fong, "RecIaiming Subjectivity."
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Yuanyi's love for Yang Wan "can be sa id to have reached the extreme" (1'lJ:zr'!f'f1:rL

According to Yang Wan's biographical entry in major anthologies ofwomen's
writings produced after the faU of the Ming, after Mao Yuanyi die d, Yang Wan tried to
remarry?15 She was eventuaUy killed by a bandit around 1645, during the chaotic times
of the dynastie transition. Because she did not stay faithful to her husband as a widow,
Yang Wan was judged unfavourably by both male and female literati. Sorne ofher
biographers indicate her betrayal of Mao began even before Mao's death. The first
negative comment on her was that in the Liechao shiji. Qian Qianyi and Liu Rushi
contrast the way Mao Yuanyi respected and cheri shed her to her betrayal ofhim; the
contrast makes her disloyalty even more unacceptable:
Zhisheng valued her literary talent and was extremely courteous toward
her. But disloyal to her husband, Wan had a great number of extramarital
affairs. Zhisheng considered himself a man of character: although he
knew about it, he did nothing to stop her.,,216
Moreover, Qian and Liu deliberately contrast the life trajectory of Yang Wan to that of
Wang Wei. In promoting Wang Wei's moral character, they devalue Yang Wan as a
depraved woman:
Yang Wan and the Straw-Coat Daoist [Wang Wei] caUed each other sister.
The Daoist often urged her to change her way of life, but Yang Wan
would not listen. The Daoist was bright and clean as the blue lotus

Zhu Yizun, Ming shi zong 98.13a.
See, for example, the entry on Yang Wan in Liechao shiji, Mingyuan shiwei, and Ming shi zong.
216 Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 773. 1 have used Chang's translation for these lines. See Kang-i Sun
Chang, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 333.
214

215
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blossom, gracefuIly rising above the mud. But Yang Wan ended up being
defiled by mud and became a laughingstock to aIl. Sad indeed.

217

The biography of Yang Wan in the Liechao shiji is unlikely ajust depiction.
Despite Yang Wan's betrayal ofher husband after his death, the charge that she engaged
in "a great number of extramarital affairs" during Mao's lifetime was likely a speculation
without concrete evidence based merely on her remarriage after Mao's death. Influenced
by Qian Qianyi and the Liechao shiji, Wang Duanshu also made very harsh comments
about Yang Wan in her Mingyuan shiwei:
Zhisheng had a chivalrous spirit that could reach the douds. His mind
was as pure as snow. Although he was ranked in military terms, he was
actually a talented scholar of the generation. Wanshu had eyes but could
not see. She was unable to make a distinction between right and wrong.
She served Qin in the moming but Chu in the evening. She betrayed
Zhisheng in many ways. Later, she wandered about destitute and finally
got killed, which was what she deserved. It is not worth having pity on
her. [Sorne] literati have no moral character, and likewise [sorne]
women.

218

217 Liechao shiji xiaozhuan 774. Translation based on Kang-i Sun Chang, in Chang and Saussy,
Women Writers ofTraditional China 333, with modification in the last sentence.
218 See Wang Duanshu, Mingyuan shiwei 19.8b-9a.
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Yang Wan was the only talented courtesan who received pointed attacks from
both male and female literati. What l am interested in examining here is what made
Yang Wan risk everything she had to leave the Mao family and what are the implications
of such an unusual act. Her own poetic writings allow us a glimpse into her inner
world-how she thought about herself, her husband, and the world around her within her
inner chambers and beyond. As we will see below, in writing her own experiences in the
inner chambers, her wifely perspective was often intertwined with that of a former
courtesan, thus presenting contradictory voices.

The Contradictory Voices of a Courtesan-turned-Wife

Yang Wan's poetry collections were originally block-printed in the late Ming by the
Mao's family printing house, Xuanseju. Her poetry collections include:

Zhongshan xian si juan ~wJlA[9~. The preface was writien by Mao Yuanyi,
followed by an introduction by Song Xian *JIA, and inscription by Fu
Ruzhou1Wm::HT (fi. 1620s), aIl dated 1627. 219 The collection contains
three juan of shi poetry and one juan of ci poetry. 220

Xu yi juan *'I-~ (the first sequel, one juan) , preface by Mao Yuanyi, dated
1631.

Zai xu er juan :j3}*'1=~ (the second sequel, twojuan), preface by Mao Yuanyi,
undated (but between 1631-35).

219 Mao Yuanyi did not give a date ofhis preface. But he mentioned it in the preface to the first
seque1 of Zhongshan xian (Wl-ÙÎU.~).
220 Yang Wan's song lyrics are reproduced under the title Zhongshan xian shi yu Wl-Ù~lN*, in
Zhao Zunyue, comp., Mingci huikan 292-99.
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San xu er juan

-=..1f=1ff (the third sequel, twojuan), preface by Mao Yuanyi,

dated 1635.
Hu Wenkai's catalogue records Zhongshan xian si juan and its first and second
sequels,221 but he does not mention the third seque1. 222
Yang Wan's poetry collections contain over six hundred poems. It is not possible
for me to adequately evaluate this wealth of information about her life and inner world
within the limited scope of this section. Therefore, 1 will focus only on an examination of
the contradictory voices through which she presented herse If. On the one hand, as a new
member of a great gentry family, she attempted to construct a self-image defined in terms
of normative ideological values. On the other hand, she often complained about her
lonely life, damaging the image of a virtuous wife. As a courtesan-tumed-concubine who
was confined in the inner chambers while her husband was constantly absent, Yang
Wan' s textual position shifted between that of a respectable woman poet of the gentry
class (liang), and one of a courtesan, the "lowly" Uian).
Below, 1 will first discuss her poems representing normative values. There are
several poems in her collections that deserve special attention because they reflect Yang
Wan's efforts to define her place according to traditional family values. On one occasion,
having fallen sick and worried about an untimely death, she wrote a group of poems
recording sorne ofher unfinished affairs. It is entitled "In the year Guihai (1623), 1 was
very sick. 1 composed three sad songs to tell Heaven. Who can escape from death in life?

221 See the entry on Zhongshan xian sijuan, Xu yijian, Zai xu er juan, in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü
183. Hu Wenkai mentioned a Ming keben (block-printed) edition of Zhongshan xian sijuan, Xu yijian, Zai
xu er juan. At the end of the collection, there are dedicatory inscriptions by women poets. But 1 have not
seen this edition. The Nanjing Library, National Library of China, and Shanghai Library have the chaoben
(hand-copied) version of the edition.
222 The keben edit ion of the third sequel is held in the National Library of China (Beijing).
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l indeed regard it as a retum. But it cornes rnuch too quickly and l have three sorrows.
Therefore, 1 write these songs to tell Heaven" ~1{(r;J~:ff~, ~itrtt ~ ~JlID\âx.

A5tmt

The first poem records her first sorrow:
My first sorrow is for my father and mother,
Who gave birth to me.
Although they did not raise me morning and evening,
They expected me to live a long life.
If 1 die before them,
On whom will they rely in their twilight years?
How could this feeling not be terrible?
1 especially tell this to Heaven.

Yang Wan first defines her role as a filial chi Id to her parents, one of the five primary
human relations as defined in the Confucian tradition. It was often the case in imperial
China that courtesans were brought up in the courtesan quarters without knowing their
real father and mother, who would have sold their little daughters to the pleasure quarters.
In the following poem, Yang Wan clearly thinks of Qinhuai, the pleasure quart ers of
Nanjing, as her home:
Thinking of my family 'f!5fJ[
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Every night, l gaze up at the c1ouds, my soul at ease in my dreams.
Woken up, l am still at the opposite end of the sky.
l entrust my sorrowful heart only to the bright moon.
Shining on Qinhuai-that is my home.

(Zhongshan xian si juan, juan 1)

Judging from her identification with the Qinhuai district, it is most likely that the father
and mother she mentioned in the poem on her first sorrow were her foster parents in the
Qinhuai courtesan quarters and not her birth parents. This of course complicates her selfrepresentation as a filial daughter: Is her sense of filiality predicated on genuine emotion
or is it merely rhetorical in a series of poems that is framed by a woman' s proper family
roles through her life phrase, as daughter, wife, and mother. In the second poem, Yang
Wan portrays herself as a competent inner helper to her husband:
My second sorrow: l have met a gentleman,
Who is determined to be with me for a thousand years.
He devotes himselfto the country,
l should take charge of the family.
With my unworthy self, l have not repaid him enough,
Am l willing to part in mid life?
How could this feeling not be terrible?
l especially tell this to Heaven.
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=1~~13T, )J{I]~Tfj(Wj.

1{g$}a1i~, ~rtll~~t~.

mzllî*JÊ!flt ~~~5tIft.

Jl:tJ[W$::f:a:, ~*7ix~D.
In this poem, by emphasizing her husband's loyalty to the country and her sense of duty
in taking charge of the inner chambers, Yang Wan portrays herself as a keen supporter of
the normative gender ideology of separate spheres of nei/wai. Her third poem continues
to elaborate on her role as the capable manager of a great family, caring for the welfare of
the children and supervising servants.
My third sorrow: 1 have a young son,
Who is still an infant.
My daughter is fifteen, but she is not yet married.
Who will take charge of the maids and concubines?
If suddenly 1 met with sorne adversity,
My husband is still at the far end of the world
How could this feeling not be terrible,
1 especially tell this to Heaven.

(Zhongshan xian si juan, juan 3)

-1~ff}9]T, 1W:tE5gH{*B~.

:Y::H*R.~, fr~~mE1j~.
fJG~fff{g~, ~TtaJ7(VI.
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Yang Wan's poem was written in 1623 when she was twenty-two. The fifteen-year old
daughter she mentioned in the poem could be her stepdaughter. From other poems she
wrote later, we know that she had an adopted son223 as well as her own son,z24 Teaching
sons, making marriage arrangements for children, and managing the whole family were
the duties of the primary wife. This poem implies that Yang Wan saw herself as the
primary wife. Gentry wives often developed close bonds with their personal maids and
wrote poems on how they taught them, arranged for their marri age, and aiso to moum
their deaths when they died young. In this respect, Yang Wan conducts herself similarly.
The following poem entitled "Lament for my maid Xiangyun" ~f~ ~~1§~, expresses
her deep sorrow for her maid's early death:
The Xiang River is there for thousands ofyears.
But Xiangyun has gone, never coming back.
Rer sewing kit beside the bed,
Now who will open it again?

(Zhongshan xian si juan, juan 2)

223 See her poems entitled "Liulang chu ji" :f;:Ii!~1)]n: and "Song ji' er Liulang bei shi" ~;fti7G:f;:
in Zhongshan xian sijuan,juan 2 and Zhongshan xian, Zai xu er juan, juan xia. Song Liulang *
:f;:fiB was the son of Mao Yuanyi's friend Song Xian, one of the preface-writers for Yang Wan's
Zhongshan xian. For the relationship between Song Liulang and Mao Yuanyi, see Mao's poem entitled "At
Shifeng, happily, 1 met Song Liulang ... " Dlt:g~*7\fiB1i~=BE +*~i'l~, in Shimin youxianji:fi
~XilJJ[~, reprinted in Sikujinhui congkan,jibu, vol. 110: 172.
224 See her poems, entitled "Huai Deng'er" and "You huai Deng'er reng yong yuan yun," in
Zhongshan xian, Zai xu er juan, juan xia.

fiB~t~,
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Since she was fifteen sui, Xiangyun had served Yang Wan. When she died at twenty-one,
Yang Wan was heartbroken. Mao Yuanyi wrote the funerary inscription for Xiangyun.
In it, Mao cited the poem by Yang Wan, referring to her as the Master of Dream Pavilion

The voice constructed in these poems by Yang Wan is that of a competent and
loving woman. As a courtesan, Yang Wan managed to become a member of a gentry
family, an example oflate Ming upward social mobility. She had achieved everything
that a courtesan or any woman of the time, could possibly dream of: respectable marriage,
male progeny, and wealth. More importantly, she had support and encouragement from
Mao Yuanyi to develop her literary and artistic talents. She won a high reputation as an
accomplished poet and famed calligrapher in her lifetime. 226 However, in spite of aIl this,
Yang Wan was an unhappy woman and her poems are full of disappointment, complaint,
and anger, even during the early years ofher maritallife. Sometimes, when her husband
promised to retum home but broke his promise, she would register her displeasure:
Reckless words and nonsense from a frivolous man / Every time you send a letter, you

a "heartless lover"

Ol'I*)l) as he had not made it to watch dragon boat competition

together with her for three years in a row (S'if -=.if/fr=oft~5i1l!t~~~J228 The following is

Mao Yunyi, "She'er Xiangyun muzhiming" f'if7G#§~~1lt~, in Shimin sishiji,juan 26,
reprinted inXuxiu Siku quanshu,jibu, vol. 1386: 298.
226 For comments on her poetry, see prefaces to her Zhongshan xian si juan by Song Xian and Fu
Ruzhou. For comments on her calligraphy by Dong Qichang, see the entry on Yang Wan, in Ni Tao, Liuyi
zhi yi lu, xubian 14.21b; for those by Chen Jiru's, see Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 185.
227 See her poem entitled "De Jang shu you qi bu zhi hou you fu de shu" 1~~~~~:WFf:?Ë.13tx.@l
225

1~~,

in Zhongshan xian sijuan,juan 2.
228 See the poem titled "Wang ri chao wai" .:E B ntlIfi-, in Zhongshan xian si juan, juan 2.
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the fourth poem from a series describing the event of watching a woman flying a kite.
Yang Wan sees similarities between the kite and a fickle lover:
Five Poems on Watching a Beautiful Woman Flying a Kite
(Poem #4)
Paper-thin its love, its heart is ofbamboo;
Never will it reward your deep affection.
Once in flight, it cannot be detained;
At sky's edge vanishing, it sends no word. 229
Through the metaphor of the kite, the poem criticizes the unreliable movement of the
lover in general and Mao Yuanyi in particular. But complaints like this are mild. They
could be read as flirtatious poetic exchanges between husband and wife. 230 The
following poem written in her early years won Yang Wan a bad reputation as an unchaste
wife who was unfaithful even when her husband was still alive:
Autumn Feelings
Solitary, l rest my chin on my hand, overcome by sorrow,
l' d like to tell of my passion, but am then filled with shame.
Since ancient times, life has been like this for the "poorly-fated,"
How dare l seek to be like mandarin ducks, growing old together?23 1
The poem begins by projecting the image of a love-longing young girl who is passionate
but shy to express her deep feelings. She had passion for love but was afraid of an
229 For the Chinese text, see Zhongshan xian, Xu yi juan. Translation by Kang-i Sun Chang, in
Chang and Saussy, Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 334.
230 To write poems in a scolding or mocking tone was commonplace among courtesan poets. Paul
Ropp has pointed out that "c1ever courtesan poems of flirtation served as lures or advertisements for
courtes an culture." After such poems were anthologized, they might have inspired more women inc1uding
gentry women to imitate them. See Ropp, "Ambiguous Image" 22.
231 For the Chinese text, see Zhongshan xian si juan, juan 1. Translation by Idema and Grant, in
The Red Brush 373.
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unhappy ending because beautiful women have since ancient times been ill-fated. This
poem was first inc1uded in Zheng Wen'ang's Mingyuan huishi (1620), a work for which
Mao Yuanyi served as proofreader. This was the first time that Yang Wan's poem was
inc1uded in a contemporary anthology. The poem was also inc1uded in Yang Wan's
Zhongshan xian compiled by Mao Yuanyi. But the last line could be interpreted
differently: not seeking to grow old together also opens the way for her possible betrayal.
In his biographical introduction to Yang Wan in the Ming shi zong, Zhu Yizun cited this
poem as testimony to Yang Wan's later betrayal ofher husband (~jtiJi:l\E'/i!:?t:n.232
In many of Yang Wan's poems, her griefat being left alone was overwhelming.
We can see that the marriage between her and her husband was not the ideal recorded by
their contemporaries, such as Yang Wencong f~:x,~ (1596-1646i 33 and Fu Ruzhou. 234
It also might not be the marri age perceived by Mao Yuanyi and presented in his poems.
The following poem is a case in point. Entitled "After Ijust arrived in Wumen [Suzhou],
my husband went to Tiaoshang again. Living in solitude, I compose this poem to respond
to what has stirred me" :fJJ~~F~:9f-~11JfLt1i1J3~~ffi:, the poem reads:
When I stayed in Baixia [Nanjing],
You liked Wu [Suzhou], Yue[zhou], and [Gui]Ji.
It's only been a short while since I came here,

Ming shi zong 98.l3a.
In a poem entitled "Yang Wanshu sishi shou" ~Ji"lJ;J(IZ9+~, Yang Wencong praised Yang
Wan as "female hero" (:R~1i:!) and "female knight-errant" (frm)§~U{~), referring to her association with
Mao Yuanyi' s military talents and experience at the frontier. See Chen Yinke, Liu Rushi biezhuan 767 -73.
See also Wai-yee Li, "The Late Ming Courtes an" 61.
234 In the "Zhongshan xian fici" ~Ù!JïX~~"J, Fu Ruzhou regarded Yang Wan and Mao Yuanyi as
an ideal match. He mentioned that Yang Wan presented an embroidered sword to see Mao Yuanyi offto
the frontier (.~U~~~~te~). He compared this act to Liang Hongyu's military endeavour. But in the
eyes of Fu, Yang Wan was also a talented poet which made her much superior to Liang Hongyu. See Fu
Ruzhou's "Zhongshan xian tici."
232

233
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You are again going to Tiaoxi.
You say l can follow you,
l say you do not want to take me.
l really envy the wife of Liang Hong,
Who lived in seclusion with her husband as a couple.

(Zhongshan xian si juan, juan 3)

Because ofhis military missions in the frontier, Mao Yuanyi was often absent from home
year after year. But Yang Wan's bitter feelings about her marri age probably had more to
do with Mao's philandering. Like many Jate Ming unrestrained literati, Mao Yuanyi
styled himself as a romantic poet and may have had many affairs. Yang Wan attempted
to get him more concubines, probably in the hope that he would then spend more time at
home.
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As mentioned before, Wang Wei left him because he favoured Yang Wan over

her. The last line alludes to the story of Meng Guang :tih:Y6, the wife of Liang Hong ~1~~.
She was short on looks, but with her wifely virtues, she eventually won her husband's
equal respect. Yang Wan envied Meng Guang who lived a poor but happy life with her
husband. 236

235 Mao Yuanyi had quite a few concubines, sorne ofwhorn were brought in by Yang Wan. See,
for exarnple, her poern titled "On the way ... " :@cpm>i-~{~*W*,~, ~P)jf!z, Rm~J'U§0mf*,f'jil., in
Zhongshan xian sijuan,juan 3.
236 For the story, see Liang Hong's biography in Fan Yu [Ye] m~ [1J3'i] (398-445), cornp., Hou
Han shu 1~1~~ 113.lOa-13b (SKQS-dianziban).
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This poem reads as if she talked to her husband directly as in everyday life.
Compared to Xue Susu's highly performative poems ofliterary conventions, Yang Wan's
poems are highly expressive. The allusion in the last couplet does not change this trait
because it was a rather common one. Mao Yuanyi was a close friend ofboth Zhong Xing
and Tan Yuanchun. From Yang Wan's poems, we can see that the influence of the
Jingling school that emphasized self-expression in writing poetry also reached women.
Yang Wan seemed to have a weak constitution. As Mao Yuanyi noted,
"Whenever she wrote poetry, as soon as she had completed [even] a single stanza or
single line, she would immediately fall il!. This eventually became a debilitating disease
and although she was repeatedly wamed by the physician [to refrain from writing], she
never changed her ways.,,237 Mao might have exaggerated the seriousness of Yang
Wan's poor health in order to highlight her dedication to leaming. But Yang Wan's
poetry collections do include many poems related to illness. 238 In her lonely life, illness
and poetry seemed to have been her only company:
During Illness
l lie within a closed hall;
A fragrant breeze circles the brush-stand.
Singing about flowers gives rise to amorous words;
Writing about willows leads to frivolities.
Matters are few, yet the body is weary;
Feelings are deep, but dreams do not last.

237 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 184. Translation by Idema and Grant, in The Red Brush 371-72 with
modifications.
238 For Ming-Qing women poets, illness became a common topic oftheir poetry. For a detailed
study of the link between illness and poetry and its cultural implications, see Fong, "Writing and Illness."
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Year after year l grieve through days of sickness,
Yet laugh at myself for making so much of poetry.239
When she was in solitude, she often recalled Wang Wei-despite the fact that
they used to fight for their husband's favour. Wang Wei seems to have been one of the
few people with whom Yang Wan had kept in contact. However, Wang Wei's freedom
to travel and associate with otherpeople made Yang Wan even more disappointed about
her own life. Her envy and longing are apparent from a number of poems addressed to
Wang Wei: "1 envy you that you could c1imb the famous peaks 1 With Sui star (i.e.,
Jupiter) on high, you listen to the cicada singing" ~;g-Li'l~, rW:J~ID!M~ •. She was
also envious that when enjoying beautifullandscape, Wang Wei had women poets as her
company: "The colourful scene is as beautiful as a painting 1 You have lady poets as your
traveling companion" t?zJ-êtttffiMI. ~~À:tz::{*31.240 In a poem written in her lateryears,
Yang Wan writes: "Many times, l scratch my hair and become gaunt 1 For as long as we

Although marriage into a gentry family was regarded as the best destiny for a
courtesan, it was still an individual choice, especially in the relatively open late Ming
society in which courtesans could have other alternatives. To conc1ude this section on
Yang Wan, l quote a poem written in her later years to show how she really felt about her

239 Translation by Kang-i Sun Chang, in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China
335 with modifications. For the Chinese text, see Qian Qianyi and Liu Rushi, Liechao shiji, Runji 385.
240 See Yang Wan's poem "Jin qiu huai" llif.kl~, in Zhongshan xian si juan, juan 3.
241 Yang Wan's poem "Huai Xiuwei" '1!{~lt in Zhongshan xian, San xu, "juan shang" 4a. The
term "sao shou" is taken from Du Fu's poetic line "White hairs scratched grow even shorter" (8:HJif!lfl!~).
1 used Pauline Yu's translation for this !ine. According to Yu, Du Fu provided an example how a small
detail could convey "a complex cluster of emotions." See Yu, The Reading 197.
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marriage so that we can better understand why she betrayed her husband eventually. lt is
entitled "Inscribed on the Flowers in the Vase" ~ffiJfCPfË reads:
l pity you being snapped offunfeelingly,
But l intend to keep you company.
Lovingly, l provide you with a gall-shape vase.
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With affection l craft good poems for you.
In my heart, l hope you will share the tranquility,
Forgetting words, you always look sorrowfulBy misty pools and leaf-covered islets,
We have not been able to wander carefreely together.

(Zhongshan xian, San xu, 'juan shang" 3b)

This poem was included in the third sequel of the Zhangshan xian, which means that it
was written in Yang Wan' s later years of her marriage with Mao Yuanyi. The poem falls
into the category of poems "singing of objects" (yang wu

wît7JJ), but it was not merely to

sing of objects. Her grief, despair, and helpless acceptance ofher confinement are
expressed indirectly, but forcefully by her identification with the cut flower kept in a vase.
There seems to have been an underlying discontentment in her marriage even when Mao

242 The gall-shape vase had been famous as early as in the Song dynasty. Yang Wan used this
metaphor to refer to Mao' s rich family background. She dwelled in it, just Iike a flower in the vase.
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Yuanyi was still alive. We can perhaps understand better why Yang Wan, after his death,
was willing to lose everything she had to seek remarriage.

Conclusion
As Way-yee Li has shown, late Ming courtesans continued to fascinate people in later
ages after the Ming-Qing transition. In addition to the first boom of nostalgie accounts of
late Ming courtesans right after the Ming-Qing transition, as evidenced by Yu Huai's

Banqiao zaji, there occurred a second boom of new literature on the pleasure quarters of
Qinhuai in the late nineteenth and twentieth century ?43 The late Qing scholars Zhang
Jingqi 5-K~m~ and Ye Yanlan ~t1JlIî (jinshi 1856) selected eight courtesans that they
thought to be the most famous courtesans of the Ming in their book Qinhuai hayan

tuyong ~rlJ\*~[!J07k.244 Seven ofthem were survivors of the Ming-Qing dynastie
transition. The expression "The Eight Great Courtesans of the Ming" has been used by
connoisseurs ever since. However, as Wai-yee Li states, "the abiding fascination" with
these figures in the late Qing, had to do with "the perception of contemporary historical
crisis. ,,245
Based on primary sources from the Jate Ming, both accounts of courtesans by
contemporaries and the courtesans' own writings, this chapter focuses on an examination
ofhow courtesans were perceived by contemporaries and how they perceived themselves.
While continuing to show men's role in the rise oflate Ming courtesan culture, l pay
special attention to the agency and subjectivity of individual courtes ans as shown in the
Wai-yee Li, "The Late Ming Courtesan" 47.
Zhang Jingqi and Ye Yanlan, Qinhuai bayan tuyong. The eight courtesans include: Ma
Xianglan, Liu Rushi, Gu Mei, Li Xiang, Bian Sai, Chen Yuanyuan, Kou Baimen ~Br~, and Dong Bai.
245 Wai-yee Li, "The Late Ming Courtesan" 72.
243

244
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differing survival strategies that they pursued in reacting to the rapidly changing late
Ming society. While Xue Susu used her physical allure, entertaining skills, and literati
talent to attract men of influence, she did not choose one man as a foeus for her attention.
Wang Wei styled herself as a Daoist, and attempted to rely on her erudition and character
alone to attract like-minded male friends. When she dwelled in Hangzhou as a courtesan,
she mingled socially with men, but she refused to get emotionally attached to any of them.
Yang Wan chose one man to serve. Although she attempted to construct a self-image as
defined in traditional values, her interest was not in the inner chambers, but the larger
world beyond. She envied Wang Wei who had the freedom to travel in the mountains.
She dreamed that she could make her way out of the inner chambers with her husband or
alone. But year after year, she lived in solitude in her inner chambers, unhappy and
unfulfilled.
The significance of Yang Wan's tragic life is beyond the scope of the study oflate
Ming courtesans. Her sense of confinement, bittemess, and hopelessness, which cornes
with dwelling in the inner chambers, could be shared experience of many other women of
the day. But living in the late Ming, an era of self-awareness and self-invention, Yang
Wan did not merely live passively in sorrow. Rather, she constantly voiced her
discontent with and even anger over her life through the writing of poetry. After Mao
Yuanyi died, she took her ambitions beyond the written pages of the poetic work and put
them into action, although she achieved little success in doing so. That Yang Wan urged
her husband to withdraw in order to share time with her, also suggests the possible role
that gentry wives played in the formation oflate Ming gentry society, a significant topic
that deserves a systematic study beyond the scope of this dissertation. As we have seen
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in the cases of those who mingled with Wang Wei, in the name of companionate
marriage, gentry women enjoyed many social freedoms in company with their
unconventional husbands.
Examining how these individual courtesans defined themselves offers an idea of
the wide range of possible identities available to them in the open society of the late Ming.
The lives of these three individuals shed light on the circumstances of late Ming
courtesans both at collective and individuallevels. Despite their different definitions of
themselves, all three courtesans consciously engaged in an exercise of self-fashioning
characterized by the fashions and values ofunrestrained male literati-writing for
success and writing for the self.
Through the encouragement of male literati, late Ming courtesans successfully
negotiated a space in which they defined and renewed their place both in literati culture
and society. Their success strikingly marked the zenith of courtesan culture. However,
the high point could also have been a tuming point at which late Ming courtesan culture
began to decline. At the very end of the Ming, the talented and empowered courtesans in
Wang Ruqian' s circle became much more independent than ever and they were no longer
content with their profession, as had been the case with Xue Susu in the Wanli era.
Wang Wei styled herself a Daoist, traveling on her own to seek Buddhist instruction from
Hanshan Deqing. Lin Tiansu suddenly wanted to become a woman in the inner chambers

(you guige feng) and she retumed to her native home Sanshan. It was ironic that Wang
Ruqian who was self-styled and portrayed by others as a romantic "knight-errant in a
yellow cloak" was left behind, longing for his absent intimate courtesan friends in
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vain. 246 This suggests that the decline of courtesan culture had begun during the late
Ming, the heyday of the late Ming courtesan culture. 1 will develop this argument more
fully in the next chapter.

246 About twenty years later in 1641, when Wang Wei was married to Xu Yuqing, Wang Ruqian
made a trip to Sanshan to visit Lin Tiansu. He recorded his joumey to Fujian in Min you shi ji l'lllHlH1Ff*ê
Œê], in Chunxingtang shiji 4.1a-35b.
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Chapter Four
The Rise of the Gentry Writing Woman and
The Decline of Courtesan Culture
To the Previous Tune [Bamboo Branch]
Why are women of the inner chambers jealous of singing girls?
Men really do not understand what romance means.
Where can we find the most enchanting siteIt is not in the green bower, but in the kingfisher tower. 1

-Zhuo Renyue ~ÀJ=î (1606-36)2

1 The term qinglou (literally, the blue building, here translated as "the green bower") tirst appeared
in the poem entitled "Meinü pian" ~:tz:. by Cao Zhi. By "qinglou," Cao Zhi means "high building." See
Cao Zijianji 1!f~~~ 6.5a-b (SKQS-dianziban). It later became a conventional term used to refer to the
courtesan's quarters. In Chinese poetic tradition, the cui/ou, the kingtisher-green building, refers to the
woman's inner chambers, set over against the category of qinglou, the courtesan's quarters. For example, in
the famous quatrain by the High Tang poet Wang Changling .I.~~ (698-756) entitled "Boudoir Lament"
OO@, the tirst couplet describes the movement of a young woman in the setting of the cuilou: "A young
woman in her boudoir is unacquainted with grief / On a spring day, ail dressed up, she climbs to the upper
story" (OOr:pY~w::f~Df~, t<B~HYL~;fI), translated by Irving Yucheng Lo, who translates cui/ou as
"the upper story," in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers of Traditional China 483. For the Chinese text of
the poem, see Quan Tang shi 143.1446. As mentioned previously, the Yuan scholar Xia Tingzhi's
collection of courtesan biographies was named Qinglou ji (Collection of the blue building) while Liu
Yunfen's anthology ofwomen's poetry (preface dated 1673) was called Cuilouji (Anthology of the
kingtisher building). However, Liu's Cuilouji also included sorne Ming courtesans because he lived in the
Ming-Qing transition period when courtesans and gentry women were treated equally in anthologies under
the same category as guixiu with little class discrimination as was the case in the late Ming.
2 This song lyric by Zhuo Renyue was quoted from Xu Zhuo wu ge :fJRi/[Bt:Hlfx, a joint song lyric
collection that contains the exchange of ci poetry by late Ming poets and playwrights Xu Shijun t~±f~
(1602-81) and Zhuo Renyue. For the song lyric, see Zhao Zunyue, comp., Mingci huikan 1754. On Zhuo' s
literary life as a playwright, see Deng Changfeng, Ming Qing xiqujia kaolüe 227-51.
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In the previous three chapters, l attempted to account for the late Ming valorization of the
poetic voice of courtesans and of women in general, by situating this phenomenon within
the larger valorization of the power of literary talent in the context of male dominant
poetry societies, the so-called shishe. We have seen that the shishe, as a sociable
counterpart to traditional reclusion and a cultural space that was in opposition to
govemment office, conditioned, motivated, and consumed the cult of elegant living
among new "men of culture," alienated literati who negotiated and sustained power and
influence through trajectories other than govemment service. Being associated with a
cultivated woman with literary talent (whether courtesan or gentry woman) became a
logical necessity as weIl as a symbol of "elegant living."

In this last chapter, my focus will shi ft to an examination ofwhat caused the
de cline of late Ming courtesan culture. But it will not be a full-ranging investigation of
aIl factors to which the decline of courtesans was attributed; instead, it will be a single
case study to suggest one important factor-the decline of courtesans in the context of the
rise of gentry writing women. By focusing on the love relationship between the
courtesan Chen Susu and the literatus Jiang Xuezai ~~:tE (1637-1709) 3 and the textual
responses of literati men and women to their love story in the context of the Ming-Qing
transition, 1 attempt to illustrate the joint efforts made by literati men, gentry women, and
courtesans in the early Qing to reproduce the cultural glory of late Ming courtesans. This
demonstrates the sense of cultural continuity provided by the representation of late Ming
courtesans and sought by the literati class after the Ming-Qing transition.
3 Jiang Xuezai was the style name of Jiang Shijie. According to Zhang Huijian, Jiang Xuezai died
in 1709, atthe age of63. This would mean he was bom in 1637, rather than 1647 as Zhang Huijian
mistakenly c1aims in the same book. See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 623, 963.
Given the fact that the Chen-Jiang love story occurred in the time of the Manchu conquest of the south, the
year 1637 as his birth year is more reasonable.
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The chapter begins with a reconstruction of Chen Susu' s life based on available
sources, especially Chen Susu' s own poems, collected under the title Erfen mingyue ji

7tf!lj f.-J ~ (Two-Thirds Bright Moon Collection).

=

My discussion focuses on how Chen

Su su modeled herself after popular literary figures, such as Xiaoqing 1J\"W (1595-1612),4
the Ming concubine later made into a famous literary character in tales and plays in the
late Ming and early Qing-to construct a self-image defined by the prevalent values
derived from literati cultural ideals in the Erfen mingyue ji.
The second part of the chapter examines the mutual efforts by both male and
female literati to publicize and promote the Chen-Jiang love story. The story was
celebrated and retold in the chuanqi drama Qinlou yue ~fJ}j by the [amous playwright
Zhu Suchen

**@ (fl 1644) from Suzhou. Many best-known literati ofthis time such

as Wu Qi, Wu Weiye, Yu Huai, Chen Weisong, Wang Wan 1.fJfH (1624-91), Li Yu, and
You Tong wrote prefatory poems :ll!HiiPJ, commentaries, or postface for the play.
Meanwhile, Wu Qi had Chen Susu' s poetry collection Erfen mingyue ji published and
wrote a preface for it. 5 Moreover, Wu Qi used his influence in his literary circ1es, asking
other women poets to write about Chen Susu. Amazingly, twenty women responded to
his call to celebrate this courtesan. They wrote dedicatory poems on Chen Susu- poems
that focused on her poetry, portrait, romantic love story, or the drama ofher story. These
writings are collected in a section called "Mingyuan tiyong" iS~:ll!H~ (Dedicatory verse
by noted women), appearing as an appendix to the chuanqi drama. Of the twenty women,

4 On Xiaoqing, see Widmer, "Xiaoqing's Literary Legacy." See also Ko, Teachers of the Inner
Chambers 91-106.
5 The preface to Chen Susu's poetry collection, "Chen Susu shiji xu" ~***lF't~ff is included in
Wu Qi's complete works, the Linhuitang quanji 4.45b-46a.
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nineteen were gentry women poets and only one was a courtesan. Sixteen of them were
famous in their day and their names are now recorded in Hu Wenkai's catalogue, but aIl
of these famous women poets were women of the gentry class.
The valorization of Chen Susu as a literary and romantic courtesan demonstrates
the efforts made by both men and women in the early Qing in reproducing the cultural
glory of late Ming courtesans. However, despite their cooperative and collective efforts,
courtesans became inevitably marginalized in male literary cirdes as talented and
"romantic" ifengliu) women of the gentry flourished.

Love and Poetry: Chen Susu' s Life Story

Chen Susu was a courtesan from Yangzhou during the Ming-Qing transition period. The
love story between her and Jiang Xuezai occurred in the turmoil of the Manchu conquest
of the south in the early Qing. After overcoming many difficulties, including capture by
bandits, Chen Susu became Jiang Xuezai's concubine, as in the nonconformist fashion of
late Ming romance. The love story was retold in the chuanqi drama Qinlou yue by Zhu
Suchen. Accordingly, the name of Chen Susu was glamorized and she was made known
to the world as a literary character. In this section, l will reconstruct Chen Susu's love
story from several key sources such as Hu Wenkai's catalogue, Ciyuan congtan ~PJrrH~i
~~

by Xu Qiu 1~jfL (1636-1708), and the drama Qinlou yue. But the most important

source about her life is her own surviving poetry collection, the Erfen mingyue Ji. What l

am particularly interested in examining here is how popular literary characters, such as
Xiaoqing, affected Chen Susu's self-perceptions and self-presentations in her poetry.
More specifically, l will explore how Chen Susu consciously modeled herself after
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popular literary figures, to construct a self-image defined by the values ofunrestrained
male literati, such as the cult of qing (feelings, emotion, particularly romantic love) and
the cult of cai (poetic talent). Emphasizing this aspect of Chen Susu's life, 1 will also
discuss in conjunction the story ofXiaoqing, the beautiful, talented, passionate, but illfated late Ming concubine, a widely-known textual subject in writings and object of the
cult of passion in the Ming-Qing transition period.

1. Hu Wenkai's catalogue

ln his Lidaifunü zhuzuo kao, the comprehensive catalogue ofwomen's writings, Hu
Wenkai provides the following brief entry for Chen Susu:
Susu, style name "Erfen mingyue nüzi" (Two-Thirds Bright Moon Lady
or Lady from Yangzhou),6 was a native of Jiangdu (in Yangzhou
Prefecture), Jiangsu. She was the concubine of Jiang Xuezai, a native of
Laiyang. 7

Hu Wenkai does not mention that Chen Su su was a former courtesan. As for Chen's
poetry collection, entitled Erfen mingyue ji, he offers a more detailed description:

6 "Erfen mingyue," literally, "two-thirds of the bright moon," refers to the city of Yangzhou. The
phrase is taken from the famous couplet of the mid-Tang dynasty poet Xu Ning's 17Ri~ (il. 813) poem
entitled "Yi Yangzhou" ti~1H (Recalling Yangzhou). In the poem, Xu Ning recalls the beautiful and
romantic time he spent in Yangzhou. The particular couplet reads: "If the beauty of the moonlit night under
heaven is divided into three portions / Yangzhou recklessly takes two-thirds ofit" 7(~~0-lY3fHjl, =0f!\'i)jiji~~1+r. Since the Tang, the phrase "Erfen mingyue" has become a poetic reference to the city of
Yangzhou. For the poem, see Quan Tang shi 474.5377.
7 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 588.
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The collection was printed in the early Qing, appearing as an appendix to
the chuanqi drama Qinlou yue. 8 In front of the poetry collection proper,
there are two general comments made by the ladies Gong Jingzha09 and
Wang Duanshu. The collection includes a total offifty-seven poems and
three song lyrics by Chen Susu. At the very beginning of it, there is a note
saying "[It is] annotated by 'Songling nüshi" (Lady Scribe from Songling).
There are seven pages of dedicatory inscriptions by other noted women,
collected within a section called "Mingyuan tiyong," coming after the
collection proper. [The se women are] Pang Huixiang,1O Qian Fenglun, Il
Zhang Xuedian,12 Gong Jingzhao, Jiang Qian,13 Xu Zhaohua/ 4 Shang
Cai,15 Feng Xian,16 Gu Si,17 Zhu Yushu, Lin Yining,18 Zhuo Yanxiang,
Wang Duanshu, Shao Sizhen,19 Wu Wenrou,20 Liu Renyue, Zhang Ping,21
Zhang Fan,22 and Su Huiqing-a total of nineteen. Wu Tuci published it.23

m

Qin/ou yue is reprinted in several series. 1 have used the early Qing Kangxi Wenxitang edition
~~3tm:]jtfU* of Qinlou yue, reprinted in the series Guben xiqu congkan, sanji r-Il·*'~B.B~fU-=~, case
8
vol. 2
9 On Gong Jingzhao, see Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 811.
10 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 792.
11 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 756-758.
12 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 529.
13 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 424. Jiang Qian's name was recorded in Hu Wenkai. In the early Qing
Kangxi Wenxitang edition of Qinlou yue, the name was recorded as "the sister of Tianshui (i.e., Jiang
Xuezai) )lZJj(/N2:î."
14 Hu Wenkai, Lidaijùnü 473.
15 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 503.
16 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 665.
17 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 802.
18 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 396-97.
19 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 401.
20 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 300.
21 Hu Wenkai,Lidaifunü 533.
22 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 532-33.
23 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 588.
8

m;\rng,

m=-oo.
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Hu Wenkai' s account is worth mentioning because of its easy accessibility for
researchers. However, ifwe consult other sources, we find that Hu Wenkai's record has
two mistakes. First, it was Wu Yuanci 11* (also occasionally written as ~*) who
published Chen Susu's Eifen mingyueji rather than Wu Tuci. "Yuanci" was the courtesy
name of Wu Qi, a leading scholar in the early Qing literati world who was also a native
of Yangzhou like Chen SUSU. 24 Second, there were twenty women who wrote
commentary poems on Chen Susu rather than nineteen as Hu Wenkai daims. The name
of Shang Jinghui jiijit~, the younger sister of Shang Jinglan and mother ofXu Zhaohua,
was left out by Hu Wenkai. 25

2. The Ciyuan congtan by Xu Qiu, courtesy name Dianfa 'i'lt~26
Xu Qiu was one offifty successful candidates ofKangxi's 1679 special Boxue hongci
examination. The twelve-juan Ciyuan congtan was a book containing his critique of ci
poetry by contemporary writers and anecdotes about them. It was written during the
years 1673 to 1678 and finally printed in 1688.27 Although as we will see below, Xu Qiu

l mentioned him in the Introduction, 26.
For information about Shang linghui, see the entry on her in Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 503.
26 For Xu Qiu's English biography, see Hummel, ed., Eminent Chinese of the Ch 'ing Period 313.
27 Hummel, ed., Eminent Chinese of the Ch 'ing Period 313.
24
25
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did not directly involve himselfin the making of the chuanqi drama Qin/ou yue about
Chen Susu, as did sorne ofhis friends, he recorded the Jiang-Chen romance in detail in
the ninthjuan ofhis Ciyuan congtan:
Jiang Zhongzi (literally, second son of the Jiangs), a native of Laiyang,
was devoted to his beloved woman Chen Susu, a courtesan from
Guangling (Yangzhou), whose style name is "Two-Thirds Bright Moon
Lady." Later, Chen was taken by bandits back to Guangling. Jiang then
stopped eating and sleeping. He sent a messenger to sneak into Guangling,
giving Chen his message. In the message, Jiang swore to her that he
would love her forever. Chen's heartbreak was evident to the mess enger.
She eut offthe gold ring she wore and sent it to Jiang as a token ofher
determination to retum to him. 28 After Jiang received the gold ring, he
was moved to tears and succumbed to grief. He went out to ask his friend
Wu Tongben to compose a song lyric chanting the story. Wu wrote a song
lyric to the tune Zui chunfeng. [ ...

28
29

f9

The two Chinese characters huan li "ring" and huan ~ "retum" are homophones.
1 omitted the song lyric. For the whole quotation, see Ciyuan congtan 9.37b-38b (SKQS-

dianziban).
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Tongben was the courtesy name of Wu Shouqian ~~~I, the son of Wu Qi.

3o

He

was famous as a song lyric writer who likely abandoned aIl political ambitions and
devoted his life to writing. He enjoyed a romantic companionship with his wife He Zi ~

*.

The two often exchanged poems. 31 The Ciyuan congtan recorded the love story

between Chen Susu and Jiang Xuezai (Zhongzi) as an anecdote to explain the song lyric
by Wu Tongben on the Chen-Jiang love story. It is noteworthy that it was Jiang Xuezai
who actually asked Wu Tongben to write about his love story and to have it publicized.
Obviously, Jiang Xuezai was very much wiIling to be represented as a scholar-literatus
involved in a romantic liaison with a courtesan. Following the above message, Xu Qiu
also included a note, providing further information about Chen Susu' s poetry collection,
the Erfen mingyue Ji:
Wu Yuanci sent to his younger brother Yuchuan by post service the Erfen
mingyue Ji and Juanhong furen Ji, 32 requesting his wife Madam Xiaowan

to write commentary poems on the two collections. She composed two
seven-character quatrains, and [the poems] read:
The mail box just arrived and l opened the letter.
Here come the collections ofMingyue and Juanhong. 33
You scholars of the inner chambers should pay respect
To the prefect ofWuxing, who always cherishes your talent. 34
Hummel, ed., Eminent Chinese of the Ch 'ing Period 864.
On He Zi, see Hu Wenkai, Lidai jùnü 650.
32 Juanhongfurenji was the poetry collection by Gong Jingzhao, whose courtesy name was
Juanhong. As 1 mentioned earlier, Gong was one of the two writers who made the general comments on
Chen Susu's Erfen mingyue ji. Pang Huixiang considered Chen Susu to be a lifelong friend who truly
understood Gong Jingzhao ("XÀ-j:JDê). See Pang's comments on Chen Susu's poem entitled "Du
Juanhong furen ji" ili~,~UxÀ~, in Eifen mingyue ji 8b.
33 "Mingyue" and "Juanhong" refer to the Eifen mingyue ji by Chen Susu and Juanhong furen ji
by Gong Jingzhao.
30
31
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[ ... ]
From other sources, we know that Yuchuan was the courtesy name of Wu Keng ~~!
(also styled Wenwei

Mf!), younger brother of Wu Qi,35 while Xiaowan was the courtesy

name of Wu Keng's wife Pang Huixiang?6 Xu Qiu's note provides valuable information
about certain patterns ofliterary critiques ofwomen's poetry conducted by male and
female literati in the early Qing literati circ1es. First, Wu Qi, who wrote prefaces for
Chen Susu's Erfen mingyueji and Gong Jingzhao's Juanhongfurenji,37 played a leading
role in promoting women's literary culture in the early Qing. In particular, several family
members of Wu Qi, such as his son, younger brother, and his sister-in-Iaw were involved
in valorizing writings of Chen Su su and her love relationship with Jiang Xuezai. Second,
talented courtesans were highly appreciated and promoted in the early Qing literati world
not only by male literati but also by gentry women. Third, the way of delivering poetry
collections across regional distances by post suggests that in order to participate in male

See Ciyuan congtan 9.38b. Here 1 only translated the first poem while the second is omitted.
Wu Keng, a native of Jiangdu probably married uxorilocally into and lived with his wife's
family because he was recorded as a native ofWujiang, his wife's hometown. On Wu Keng, see Ciyuan
congtan 9.l4b-15b; Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 620, 690, 768, 869; Hu Wenkai,
Lidai funü 792.
36 Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 792.
37 As mentioned earlier, the preface to Chen Susu's poetry is included in the Linhuitang quanji.
But the preface to Gong's collection was not included here. According to the biographical information of
Gong Jingzhao provided in the Zhongxiang ci, Wu Qi appreciated Gong's literary talent and compiled her
writings. See Xu Shumin and Qian Yue, comp., Zhongxiang ci, "Yu ji ffEIJ~" 9. The information that Wu
Qi wrote a preface for Gong's writing was revealed in the entry on Gong Jingzhao, in Xu Naichang 1~n~,
comp., Xiaotanluanshi huike guixiu ci IN;.I~'?Ë*?iUIiI*~itJ.
34
35
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dominant literary circles, early Qing writing women could either physically mingle with
male literati, as in the cases of Wu Shan and Huang Yuanjie, cases discussed earlier, or
they could keep in touch with the outside world across great distances by post. 38 Fourth,
the annotator "Songling nüshi" (Female Scribe from Songling) of Chen Susu's poetry
collection was Pang Huixiang, sister-in-Iaw of Wu Qi. Songling refers to Wujiang. Of
the twenty women who participated in valorizing the Chen-Jiang literary romance, Pang
Huixiang was the only woman from Wujiang.
The two quatrains by Pang Huixiang also appear as the first two poems collected
in the "Mingyuan tiyong," but the first poem is recorded with considerable textual
variants. 1 quote and translate it as follows:
The poetry box just arrived and 1 opened the letter,
Here come the new poems by the Bright Moon Lady.
Scholars of the inner chambers should pay your respect,
Who else can match the talent from Yingchuan?
("Mingyuan tiyong" l a)

Wu Qi served as prefect of Huzhou (Wuxing) from 1666-69. 39 He was dismissed from
this post in 1669. Thereafter, Wu Qi lived for eleven years in Suzhou, Jiang Xuezai's
native home where the love story took place. Probably because of Wu Qi's dismissal

38 By examining the collections ofliterati letters produced in the Ming-Qing transition period,
inc1uding those by women, Ellen Widmer has demonstrated that writing letters was an important means by
which to communicate with each other across great distances in the literati world in the seventeenth century.
See Widmer, "The Epistolary World."
39 See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 732, 742, and 750. See also Hummel,
ed., Eminent Chinese of the Ch 'ing Period 864.
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from the post, Pang Huixiang rewrote the last hne by changing "the prefect of Wuxing
always cherishes your talent" to "Who else can match the talent from Yingchuan?"
Yingchuan, modem Yu county fII~* in Henan, was the birthplace of the sumame Chen.
Therefore, "Yingchuan cai" refers to Chen Susu's poetic talent. Accordingly, the third
line can be understood in two different ways. The focus of the poem was shifted from
praises addressed to Wu Qi for his efforts to promote women's poetry to admiration
addressed to Chen Susu for her outstanding poetic talent.

3. The chuanqi drama Qinlou yue by Zhu He (or Zhu Hu)

* [B +tn

known by his

courtesy name Suchen ,*ê
Zhu Suchen was a productive playwright from Suzhou. In addition to the Qinlou yue, he
also produced other plays. Among them are the famous Shiwu guan

+11J-r, Weiyang

tian *:9(:)1(, and Jubao pen ~~.~. But with the exception ofhis name, native place,
and his works, little is known about his personallife. He probably lived as a professional
playwright like the well-known Li Yu, who eamed a living through his writing.
As 1 mentioned earlier in this section, the information about Chen Susu in Hu
W enkai' s account is taken from the early Qing edition of Qinlou yue by Zhu Suchen.
The work is accompanied by Chen Susu's poetry collection and dedicatory poems by
other women, collected under the title of "Mingyuan tiyong." The Erfen mingyue Ji,
together with "Mingyuan tiyong," appears as an appendix to the drama.
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The drama was named after the tune Qinlou yue (Moon over Qin Pavilion)" of a
song lyric by Chen Susu, entitled "Zhenniang's Grave.,,40 Zhu Suchen's retelling of
Chen Susu's love story includes twenty-eight acts in twojuan. But in the drama, the
name ofChen's lover Jiang Xuezai was changed to Lü Guan

§if. The drama Qinlou

yue de scribes the love story between a scholar named Lü Guan and Chen Susu, the
courtesan of Yangzhou. Lü Guan went sight-seeing in Tiger Hill «(;Eli) in Suzhou.
After he saw the song lyric entitled "Qinlou yue: Zhenniang's Grave" by Chen Susu, he
was impressed and attracted by her poetic talent and passion reflected in the poem. He
searched everywhere for her. Finally, they met and feU very much in love. They
exchanged poems with each other, expressing their love. But Susu was soon captured by
bandits and forced to be the wife of the bandit chief. Certainly, she would rather die than
marry him because she loved Lü. Lü sent to her through a messenger his vows that he
would love her forever and she cut offher ring to send to Lü Guan as a keepsake. The
story had the conventional happy ending (datuanyuan *~III)-after Lü Guan asked his
friend Liu Yue to rescue Susu from the bandits, she was saved and became the concubine
of Lü Guan.

4. The Erfen mingyue ji by Chen Susu
Chen Susu's love story retold in Zhu Suchen's Qinlou yue was hardly a creative one
compared to the many conventional scholarlbeauty romances produced in the Ming and
Qing periods. 41 However, this conventional story was obviously based on Chen Susu's
own writings, collected in the Erfen mingyue ji. As we will see below, the basic plots of
40

41

Qinlou yue, appendix 3a.
See examples in Chen Qinghao and Wang Qiugui, comp., Si wuxie huibao.
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the romance, or, more precisely, the important events that occurred in Chen's life such as
chaos caused by war, her near escape, and her romance with Jiang, especially the detail of
cutting offher ring to send to Jiang as a keepsake, were documented by Chen Su su
herselfthrough the writing ofpoetry. Remarkably, as indicated in one ofher poems
entitled "Finalizing My Own Poetic Manuscripts in Illness" ((pgcP gHn~~m), Chen Susu
compiled her writings by herself.

42

This means that Chen Susu consciously projected her

self-perceptions into her poems by imitating conventionalliterary figures in popular
fiction and drama, talented women who were obsessed with romantic love and poetic
talent. In commenting on Chen Susu and her poetry, Wang Duanshu, a celebrated poet,
literary critic, and contemporary of Chen Susu, explicitly and specifically pointed out that
Chen Susu was "indeed a character that was identical to Xiaoqing" (Ét9~/J\N~:b1EÀ

tm).43 Xiaoqing was a Ming concubine who was tumed into a popular subject in writings
by literati men and women and an object of the cult of qing in the late Ming and early

.
. d 44
Qmgpeno s.
As told in her biographies, Xiaoqing, sumamed Feng, was a native of Yangzhou.
She married Feng sheng (Mf. Feng) as a concubine when she was sixteen (Chinese sui).
But because she married a man with the same sumame of "Feng," which was considered
a violation of the Confucian rites, her biographers often omitted her sumame. Xiaoqing
was a beautiful young woman brilliant at poetry and painting, but Mf. Feng did not

Qin/ou yue, appendix Il band 12a.
Qinlou yue, appendix, Zong ping er *1@~4'
Wang Duanshu did not inc1ude Chen Susu in her
Mingyuan shiwei because Chen Susu was an early Qing courtesan while the Mingyuan shiwei was intended
to be an anthology of the Ming dynasty poetry only. See my discussion of the Mingyuan shiwei in Chapter
2,130-33.
44 Dorothy Ko has counted a total of sixteen plays on the Xiaoqing subject, most of which are
believed to have been produced in the late Ming and early Qing. See Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers
314 (note 85).
42

43

=.
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provide her with emotionally and literarily refined company (~JtIt::fM).45 In addition,
his first wife was exceptionally jealous ofher beauty and talent. Xiaoqing was exiled
from home to live separately in isolation in the family villa in Gushan (Lone Mountain)
where Xiaoqing devoted herself to reading and writing. Due to her excessive passion
upon reading Tang Xianzu's ~~ffg (1550-1617) famous drama the Peony Pavilion 4ift

T and her extreme loneliness after she leamed that her only friend, Madam Yang, had to
leave Hangzhou, Xiaoqing collapsed and died in Gushan in the year renzi (1612) of
Wanli, at the age of eighteen. Before she died, she had her own portrait drawn, an action
in imitation of Du Liniang fiHtzlt the heroine in the drama the Peony Pavilion. In the
drama, Du Liniang drew her own portrait before she died. 46
Both Ellen Widmer and Dorothy Ko have offered a thorough investigation of the
Xiaoqing story.47 Widmer focuses on the retellings of the Xiaoqing story in fiction and
drama by male writers as well as on sorne poems about Xiaoqing by women poets in the
late Ming and the Qing. Ko concentrates on how romantic literary characters such as Du
Liniang could go beyond the written pages of fiction and drama to inspire readers such as
Xiaoqing, and how readers' emotional experiences could be made into new fiction and
drama to inspire other readers. Both studies have convincingly shown how significant
Xiaoqing's story became in the development ofbeauty/scholar literature in the cultural
life of the late Ming and the Ming-Qing transition. Chen Susu was later transformed

45

46

Wang Duanshu, comp., Mingyuan shiwei 10.17a.
This narrative about Xiaoqing's story is mainly based on Widmer's article, "Xiaoqing's Literary

Legacy."
47

See Widmer, "Xiaoqing's Literary Legacy"; Ko, Teachers afthe Inner Chambers, Chapter 2,

91-106.
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from a historical figure to a popular textual subject in early Qing writings by both men
and women, such as the drama Qinlou yue, just like Xiaoqing.
The Erfen mingyue ji compiled by Chen Susu herself includes sixtY poems: fiftyseven shi poems and three song lyrics. The central idea ofher writing is to provide a
poetic display ofher deep feelings stirred up both by tragic events in her life and by her
newly found love. Chen Susu does not mention Xiaoqing by name in her entire poetry
collection. But as the popular poetic subject and the object of a passionate cult in the late
Ming and early Qing, Xiaoqing was an obvious inspiration and model for Chen Susu in
her self-representations in the Erfen mingyue Ji. In her poem entitled "Inscribed on My
Small Portrait in Illness" (pgcP El ~/J\{~, Chen Susu shows that as with Xiaoqing, she has
an obsession with her image although she was too sick to make herselfup:
Too tired to apply rouge, 1 cannot keep myselfwell.
The miserable person lodges in the No-Sorrow village.
Don't be surprised to see how haggard 1 am,
This is the soul of the slim and graceful Qiannü.
(Erfen mingyueji 13a.)

The last line of this poem-"This is the soul of the slim and graceful Qiannü"-was
apparently quoted from one ofXiaoqing's poems, the poem written to Madam Yang
before Xiaoqing died:
With anxiety gnawing at my heart, 1 write about my tears.
1 come back only to find your old vermillion gate.
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In the setting sun, an expanse of peach blossom shadowsYou know, this is the soul of the slim and graceful Qiannü. 48

As l mentioned above, Madam Yang was Xiaoqing's only friend. This was the la st poem
before her death. She made a promise that her soul would come back to visit Madam
Yang. However, Chen Susu quoted the finalline by Xiaoqing not to express friendship,
but to identify with Xiaoqing both emotionally and physically. Indeed, despite their
different destinations in life, Chen Susu and Xiaoqing had much in common. Natives of
Yangzhou, both ofthem were beautiful, talented, romantic, but self-pitying concubines.
As historical figures they were both made into literary characters in drama. As Chen' s
contemporary, Wang Duanshu considered Chen to be identical to Xiaoqing. In my view,
Chen Susu consciously identified herselfwith Xiaoqing in at least three respects: she was
ill-fated, passionate, and poetically talented, just like Xiaoqing.
Chen Susu represents her identity as an ill-fated woman. In her poetic
representations, her life was full oftragic events. Born into a poor lower-class family,
Chen Susu's miserable life began with her childhood, but her life became even more
tragically unbearable during the catastrophe of the Ming-Qing dynastie transition. Her
poem below, entitIed "Describing My Thoughts," reveals information about her family
background, the terrible consequences ofwar, and the miserable sufferings of ordinary
people like her during the turmoil of the Manchu conquest of the south in the early Qing:
48 For the poem attributed to Xiaoqing, see Wang Duanshu, comp., Mingyuan shiwei 1O.19b. The
specifie poetic line is an allusion to the Tang chuanqi story Lihun ji mre01ll'lê (Story of a wandering soul) by
Chen Xuanyou ~-*X:WJt.î. In the story, Qiannü was lovesick and housebound, but her soul wandered,
following her lover. For the story, see Wang Pijiang, comp., Tangren xiaoshuo 49-51.
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Describing My Thoughts

l' m from a poor family.
1 grew up in Yangzhou.
At the age ofthirteen 1 leamed embroidery.
At the age of fifteen 1 leamed to play the zither.
During difficult times 1 found 1 was unable to protect myself:
Without intending to 1 lost my chastity.
Though 1 have only one blemish in a lifetime,
Who will again believe in my sincerity?
This is very hurtful, how can 1 talk of it?
My life is cast away like the feathers of a swan.

49

(Erfen mingyueji, Ib-2a)
:iz!t'I~
~*j!~:R, y/J\:ft~t~.

+.:::.~*U., +1i~5'~.
;LWI::f§t~, ;:J~~*:g:~.

S if-3IfJ:i, ~1iJr~~~~.
~~1EïJpJT~, ~I~~~::é'~.

During the Manchu conquest of Yangzhou, Chen Susu lost almost everything precious in
her life-her home, parents, and her chastity. She fled from Yangzhou, her native home,
to the southem city Suzhou, where her love story took place. Pang Huixiang, the
annotator of Chen Susu's poetry collection, provided a short note right after the poem,
49

Translation by Ellen Widmer in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 422.
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c1assitying Chen Susu into the category of "Hongyan boming," beautiful women who are

Being in a romantic relationship with a scholar should be the start of a new happy
life for a courtesan. However, Chen Susu's tragic story in both her actuallife and poetic
representations did not end after she entered into the love relationship with Jiang Xuezai.
This is partly because she was kidnapped by bandits and taken back to Yangzhou soon
after she met Jiang. But another reason for Chen Susu's infatuation with the less happy
aspects ofher life lies in the larger literati trends ofher day that suffering originated from
qing and talent was a source of sorrow. In other words, tragic aspects of one's life could
be viewed as embodiments of one' s outstanding literary talent and passion. In this light,
it is not surprising to see that most of her love poems are devoted to descriptions of her
deep sorrow and pain caused by frustration and separation. She chose to focus on the less
happy moments ofher life such as those ofloneliness, sickness, and sorrow. Her poems
are full of images oftears, graves, cuckoo birds t±g,J®,51 autumn leaves, fallen flowers, or
the setting sun, images that were conventional in Chinese poetics and often employed to
evoke a melancholic scene. In the poem entitled "Huai qin" 'l'~*Jt she writes, "AlI night
long l could not sleep, tears soaking my gown" *~WWg~1~~~).52 In another poem
describing her fallen hair, she writes: "My dark hair like yellow leaves / Falling one after
one in the autumn" Mk1ftzDji~,
~ifI j],

IfIfT'*fj(.53

In the song lyric to the tune Qinlou yue

she lists only several autumn images leaving the reader to imagine her feelings

Erfen mingyue ji 2a.
According to legend, Du Yu Hf, the ruler ofShu!il during the late Zhou dynasty, was
obsessed with the wife of an official. He died lovesick and was transformed into the cuckoo bird. When
weeping, the bird spits blood. The cuckoo flower is said to be spotted with the blood of the cuckoo bird.
52 Erfen mingyue ji 2a.
53 Erfen mingyueji 12b-Ba.
50

5l
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behind these images: "Autumn mists, autumn rains, a few piles ofyellow leaves" ;f*tI;f*

ffi ~:ttji~. 54

In this self-representation, pain and grief seem to be the most essential

motif ofher poetry. Chen Susu's obsessive melancholy makes her essentially identical to
Xiaoqing.
Closely related to the above point, Chen Susu's poetry conveys her personality as
a woman obsessed with love (qingchi '[Wmî),just like Xiaoqing. lndeed, ifwe regard
Chen Susu's tragic self-image in another light, we find that the very tragic self could
serve as a foil to highlight her identity as a "person rich in emotion" (youqing ren

~,[W

},.J The idea of qing is so evident in her collection that almost every poem is a result of
her deep feelings. For her, qing was a supreme principle that exceeded aIl existing
principles. On the morallevel, the usual primacy of the five human relations was given
to the ruler-subject relation, but for Chen Susu the male-female relationship was essential.
The poem on Xi Shi j2:§1îffi is a case in point:
Mouming the Palace of Guanwa
The Palace of Guanwa was built specially for Xi ShiA beauty who toppled cities. 55
Seductive dances and tender songsshe performed a hundred feminine charms.
Because ofher, the well-armoured forces [of Wu] were utterly routed.
This woman from Zhuluo was too unfeeling!
Erfen mingyue ji 3a
The term "[a beauty who) topples cities," qingcheng, is used to denote the charms of Xi Shi. It
also implies that Xi Shi was the one who should be blamed for the decline of the Wu king dom. It was
derived from a line of the song lyric entitled "There is a Beauty in the North" :;ft:1:f:f:.l"{:=ËÀ by the Han court
musician Li Yannian *~:if:. Li sang the song before Emperor Wu to arouse his interest in Li's younger
sister, a beautiful dancer. For the poem, see Xu Ling, comp., Yutai xinyong 21-22.
54

55
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(Erfen mingyue ji 2b)

Xi Shi was a beauty from the Mountain Zhuluo in the State ofYue. She was sent by the
king ofher state, Gou Jian tJ~3€, to the king of the enemy state Wu, Fu Chai, to avenge
the defeat of Yue. Fu Chai indulged himself in the charms of Xi Shi. He built the
Guanwa Palace for Xi Shi where she danced and sang for the king aU day and everyday.
As a result, Yue succeeded in conquering Wu. In Chinese literary and cultural tradition,
Xi Shi was often depicted as a patriotic beauty who sacrificed herself for her country.
However, under the prevalent values of the cult of qing, Chen Susu held a rather negative
attitude towards Xi Shi. She severely condemned Xi Shi as an ungrateful woman who
betrayed the excessive love of Fu Chai, the king of Wu. In her eyes, Xi Shi was simply a
woman who lacked feelings (~JII~). By calling Xi Shi "the woman from the Mountain
Zhuluo," she shows her strong contempt for Xi Shi, the most famous beauty in ancient
time. Pang Huixiang offers a comment on the poem, saying that "Chen's reverse
argument about Xi Shi was novel and made by no one else before" (im~~:g**~À:itn.56
In another poem entitled "The Grave of Mandarin Ducks" ~:I:;fJ, Chen Susu
passionately celebrates the roman tic love between men and women: "If we can long stay
side by side like paired mandarin ducks 1 It does not matter if we have to live in the

56

5?

Erfen mingyue Ji 2b.
Erfen mingyue Ji 3b.
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Chen Susu's unusual criticism of Xi Shi and her celebration oflove reflect the
larger literati trends in the early Qing. Her emphasis on qing as the supreme principle of
human relationships can be traced back to the famous arguments by F eng Menglong and
Tang Xianzu, great champions of qing in the late Ming. Feng Menglong's manifesto of
the cult of qing trend was clearly stated in his preface to his anthology of anecdotes, the
Qingshi )l~~. As Dorothy Ko has summarized, "Feng wrote love as a supreme princip le
that govems all human relationships.,,58 However, the most powerful voice in the late
Ming cult of qing was generally acknowledged to be that of Tang Xianzu, the playwright
of the famous Peony Pavi/ion. In his preface to the drama, Tang declared:
Love is of source unknown, yet it grows ever deeper. The living may die of qing,
but by its power the de ad live again. Love is not love at its fullest if one who
lives unwilling to die for it, or if it cannot restore to life one who has so died.
And must the love that cornes in dream necessarily be unreal? For there is no lack
of dream lovers in this world. Only for those love must be fulfilled on the pillow
and for whom affection deepens only after retirement from office, is it entirely a
corporeal matter. 59
This late Ming tradition of the cult of qing represented by Feng Menglong and Tang
Xianzu continued to be in great vogue in the early Qing as demonstrated by many of
Chen Susu' s poems.
Chen Susu's poetry collection reveals that she was also a talented poet. Like
many ofher contemporaries, Chen Susu was deeply absorbed in writing, and her
unfortunate life became a rich mine for literary composition. She recorded the most
Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers 81.
Trans. by Cyril Birch, in The Peony Pavilion ix. As quoted in Ko, Teachers ofthe Inner
Chambers 79.
58
59
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important occasions or events in her life, especially her emotionallife. As 1 mentioned,
she was the one who finalized and compiled her writings. Thus, it is obvious that she
was deeply eommitted to the preservation ofher own writings. Making her name known
to the world and leaving behind a literary reputation to posterity seemed to have been the
top priorities in her life. The song lyrie below, whieh eontributed mueh to her winning
the scholar Jiang Xuezai as her lover and finally, her husband, demonstrates a high
degree of Chen Susu's familiarity with Chinese poetic imagery, historieal and literary
allusion, and prosodie regulations of ci poetry. The song lyric, written to the tune Qinlou
yue, subtitled "Zhenniang's Grave" ~Y.R~, reads:
The fragrant flower is at rest,
The green mountain is so shut away you ean't tell what year
and month it is.
Can't tell what year and month it is.
Pines wilt while the cypresses grow oldIt is hard to bind two hearts together.

The Lord of Heaven does not care that the flowers fall like snow.
[He] fritters away the time of the orioles and swallowsTo whom ean 1 bare my heart?
To whom ean 1 bare my heart?
Autumn mists, autumn rains, a few piles ofyellow leaves. 60
60
1 have consulted with but modified Widmer's translation of the song lyric. For example, 1
believe the phrase "hard to bind two he arts together [Q}{AfUâ," is a transformation of the line "Not a thing
to bind hearts together as one" (M,t9,lJ*5[Q}{,,) from the poem entitled "Grave of Su Xiaoxiao" i*/JVj\~ by
the famous Tang poet Li He $j!! (791-817). Also, in the second stanza, my reading of the phrase "[He]
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(Erfen mingyue ji 3a)

According to the biographical note by the Tang poet Li Shen

**$ (772-846), Zhenniang

was the renowned Tang courtesan from Suzhou. She was good at singing and dancing.
After she died, she was buried in front of the Tiger Hill Temple reli~. Her grave was
always covered with flowers as she was missed by many passionate young men of
Suzhou (~rp:Y'1f.).61 The theme ofehen Susu's poem itselfis a cliché: life is short and
it is hard to find true love. The vocabulary and poetic images she uses in the poem are
also highly conventional. But, her passion for love and desperation caused by the
absence of a lover are so forcefully expressed that a strong individual voice appears in the
poern.
The poem begins with descriptions of the gloomy surroundings of Zhenniang's
grave. The images in these lines such as "withering flowers," "wilting pines," and "old
fritters away the time of orioles and swallows" is different from Widmer's. 1 believe Chen Susu is using a
poetic convention to express her unhappy feelings for her lonely life. In Chinese poetic tradition, orioles
and swallows are harbingers of spring and a cliché for one's youth and love. Chen Susu blames the Lord of
Heaven for frittering away her youth and happiness by not granting her an ideal match. For Widmer's
translation ofthis poem, see Widmer in Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 422.
61 See Li Shen's preface to his poem under the same title "Zhenniang's Grave," in Quan Tang shi
482.5484.
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cypresses" aIl serve to evoke a desolate scene, indicating the transitoriness and
delicateness ofbeauty and life. In the phrase "hard to bind two hearts together

ri~tHAJI

*5," she alludes to Li He's famous line, "Not a thing to bind two hearts together ~tm*5
[i=t]{,,,,,62 expressing her deep sorrow for being lone1y without love. In the second stanza,

she cannot help but pour out her strong complaint. She blames the Lord of Heaven for
wasting her beauty and youth by not granting her an ideal match. She employs two
groups of seasonal images, which are highly conventional- (1) spring flowers, orioles,
and swallows, and (2) autumn mists, rains, and piles ofyellow leaves- contrasting them
with each other to reveal the "life is short" motif, and thus producing dramatic effect in
expressing her anxiety and desperation caused by the absence of a male lover. In
addition, the tune Qinlou yue uses entering tone (Aw) rhymes, which is abrupt, vigorous,
and intense. !ts rhyming words such as Xie~, yue Jj ,jie *5, xue §:, shuo ll~, ye ~ all
together help to effectively express her strong sentiments. Chen's ability to manipulate
poetic conventions with regards to diction, image, and tonal prosody, won her not only
love, but also a great reputation as a talented courtesan poet in the early Qing literati
circ1es. The title of the song lyric later became Zhu Suchen's drama, the retelling of
Chen Susu' s story.
Less usual, and thus worthy ofnote, was that Chen Susu, as the compiler ofher
own writings, feels comfortable inc1uding in the Erfen mingyue ji as many as twelve love
poems addressed to her by her lover Jiang Xuezai, referred to by the name Tianshui 7ê.

62 For the text of the poem, see Li He's poem entitled "Su Xiaoxiao mu" if/JvJ\~, in Quan Tang
shi 390.4396.
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71<.63 As Wang Duanshu suggests, Xiaoqing's real tragedy lies in the fact that she did not

have a refined match cultivated enough to appreciate her passion and literary talent.64 In
this regard, Chen Su su was a fortunate woman because as both a woman and poet she
was greatly appreciated and loved despite the many tragic events that occurred in her life.
These poems provide textual testimony of the historicity of the Chen-Jiang romantic love
story. By including love poems by Jiang Xuezai in her own collection, Chen Susu
expresses her confidence and pride as a woman poet and lover of Jiang.
In addition, Chen Susu also includes a few poems she exchanged with Jiang,
poems in which love was identical with sexual des ire (yu tlX). The following poem
entitled "Rhyming with a poem sent by Mf. Tianshui ::fD:X7j(±'Ji!.~fW~" (Second of two)
illustrates this association:
Suddenly the parrot announces the visit of a guest.
l lift the curtain and in one smile l already have feelings for you.
How audacious, my Jade-like young man!
By the mimosa flowers, you ask my nickname. 65

(Erfen mingyue ji Sa)

63 These poems are appended to her poems in response to his original. "Tianshui" is Jiang
Xuezai's style name. Wu Qi also referred to Jiang by Tianshui sheng 7ê7]<.:<:t (see "Ti qing" ~'I'1'f la, in
Qinlou yue) or "Tianshui xiansheng" 7ê7]<.)IG:<:t (see the poem entitled "Nianzu tang" ~ml-l.Y, in
Linhuitang quanji 18.21b.
64 See Wang Duanshu, comp., Mingyuan shiwei lO.l7a.
65 Again, l have used Widmer's translation with a slight modification of the second couplet. For
Widmer's translation ofthis poem, see Chang and Saussy, Women Writers ofTraditional China 423.
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In the last tine, "yehe hua" (folded-at-night-flower) is a conventional metaphor that
strongly indicates sexual fulfillment between men and women. ln Chinese poetic
tradition, there are two kinds offlowers called ''yehe hua," one ofwhich is the magnolia
flower; the other the flower of the mimosa tree, the so-called hehuan shu

-él1J11ïf (joined-

pleasure-tree).66 These images were often used in male-authored shi and ci poetry.67
However, during the late Ming, literary women with the encouragement of men began to
make use of male-dominant poetic conventions to express their own emotion and desire.
Accordingly, images such as that of the yehe hua, which was a metaphor for sexuality,
started to appear in poems by gentry women of the late Ming. For example, this image
appeared in the poem by the talented gentry daughter Ye Xiaoluan ~/J\., a poem
entitled "Wandering with immortals ~JH.1llJll~.,,68 Employing erotic images to de scribe
women's own emotional attachments as in Chen Susu's poem discussed above was a late
Ming and early Qing phenomenon. There are three reasons why sorne women felt at ease
writing about sentiments of sexual des ire in the late Ming and early Qing: 1) writing
erotic conventions could be viewed as a pure literary performance; 2) under the strong
influence of the Taizhou school, especially as represented by He Xinyin (1517 -79) f6JI~\
~,

love, passion, and desire were regarded as aspects of the essential moral nature of

humans;69 and 3) according to the fashion of companionate marriage, unrestrained female

66 Widmer translates "yehe hua" as "magnolia flower." This flower is in flower during the daytime
but closes its petaIs at night. But 1 prefer to translate "yehe hua" as "mimosa flower" as the double leaves of
this tree are said to fold together at night. See the entries on "yehe hua" and "hehuan" in the section
"Caomu bu" l'j'!:*~~ in the Gujin tushujicheng, vol. 554: 45.
67 See, for example, Bai Juyi's 8!i5~ poems entitled "Gui fu" OO~ffl and "Dui wan kai yehe hua
zeng Huangfu Langzhong" !t11ll1*l{5(i't7ËJlît~JijË!B9='. See Quan Tang shi 442.4947; 455.5155,
respectively.
68 See Zhang Yuzhang, et al, comp., [Kangxi} Yuxuan Mingshi lI5.32b.
69 See de Bary, "Individualism" 178-83.
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literati emerged in response to nonconformist literati men. Pang Huixiang, a gentry wife,
does not seem to have had any uneasy feelings towards the poem in which Chen Susu
expresses her passion and desire in such a bold way. Pang simply placed a short
comment after the poem, indicating that "One can imagine the moment 1'~~M'B~.,,70
Chen Susu's poetic representations well illustrate how prevalent the values and
fashions of literati culture were among women in the early Qing. The fact that Chen
Susu and Pang Huixiang felt comfortable enough to write and comment on poems that
contained sexual sentiments demonstrates how popular literary figures had a profound
influence on women's perceptions oftheir love, desire, and talent. From Chen's writings,
we see the Ming-Qing transition did not stop the libertine lifestyle oflate Ming literati;
on the contrary, the free style of the late Ming literati was ev en greatly accelerated during
the early Qing.

Valorizing the Courtesan:
Early Qing Textual Responses to Chen Susu's Story
If placed in the context of hundreds of scholar-beauty romances in fiction and drama
produced in the Ming and Qing, the Chen-Jiang love story retold in Zhu Suchen's drama

Qinlou yue was hardly an original one. However, what 1 am particularly interested in
exploring is why so many well-known literati-both men and women were actively
involved in promoting such a conventional story. Who were these men and women, what
were their motivations behind the valorization of the Chen-Jiang story, and what are the
implications of this early Qing phenomenon of promoting the courtesan within the larger
historical and cultural contexts of the Ming-Qing dynastic transition? These are the basic
70

Erfen mingyue ji Sa.
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questions with which l am concerned. But before examining the collective efforts by
both male and female literati to promote the Chen-Jiang love story, l will first pro vide a
biographical sketch of Jiang Xuezai, the hero ofthis story, as a historical figure, because
almost all the literati behind the valorization of Chen Susu had personal connection with
him, especially Wu Qi. An examination of Jiang offers a better understanding of the
motives behind the idealization of the Chen-Jiang love story.
Jiang Shijie ~.fr'î (1637-1709), known by his courtesy name Xuezai, was born
into a celebrated scholar-official family. He was the second son (fq:t-=f)71 of the famous
scholar-official Jiang Cai ~t* (1605-73), courtesy name Runong ~Dlt a native of
Laiyang. 72 Unlike many late Ming literati who abandoned political ambitions in order to
live an independent life, Jiang Cai succeeded in thejinshi examinations in 1631, at the
age twenty-seven (Chinese sui). He was appointed to vice-president of the Board of
Ceremonies (ffi~n4*€i:jJcp) in 1642. But because he submitted a memorial sharply critical
of the Emperor Chongzhen, the Emperor ordered him beaten in court and then
imprisoned. In 1644, Jiang Cai was sent into exile to Xuanzhou (Xuancheng) in Anhui.
On the way to Xuanzhou, the house of Ming collapsed and he received pardon from the
Hongguang regime. 73 At that time, the Manchu conquest of China was far from complete.
Accordingly, Jiang Cai had to flee from the northern war zone to the south. He finally
settled down in Suzhou where he bought for his family a grand villa named Yi pu ~[mJ

71 See Mao Qiling, "Zajian 5i$~" 24, inXiheji t§~OJ~ 23.l2b (SKQS-dianziban); Xu Qiu, Ciyuan
congtan 9.37b-38b.
72 For Jiang Cai's biographical information, see entries on him in Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing
Jiangsu wenren nianbiao. See also Mingshi 258.26b-29a.
73 See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 579. See also Mingshi 258.26b-29a.
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(Artistic Garden).74 He started to spend much ofhis time on writing and the ex change of
poetry with his friends and associates for more than twenty years. 75 The Ming-Qing
transition helped to convert Jiang Cai from a strict official to a less conformist literatus.
The Yi pu was a property that previously belonged to the prominent late Ming
scholar-official Wen Zhenmeng 3t&~ (1574-1636), a Donglin sympathizer who was
able to rise as the grand secretary in Chongzhen's reign (1628-44).76 Wen Zhenmeng
died before the faH of the Ming. His son Wen Cheng

x* committed suicide after being

captured by the Manchu army during the political cataclysmic turmoil of the dynastic
transition. 77 It may have been because ofthese family crises that the Wens had to seH
their luxurious family villa to the Jiangs.
Although he did not die for the fallen Ming as did Wen Cheng, the former owner
of the Yi pu, Jiang Cai was widely recognized as a Ming loyalist official. After the faH of
the Ming, he still claimed to be a Ming criminal official. He engraved a seal, with the
style name "Old Soldier ofXuanzhou" (Xuanzhou laobing '§'1\[\[~~).78 On his deathbed,
he asked his sons to bury him in Xuanzhou by following the late emperor Chongzhen's
order. They buried their father in Jingting shan ~)(:~U-J ofXuanzhou after he died, which
became a well-known event in the Jiangnan literati circles. Accordingly, Jiang Cai was

74

See Chen Weisong, "Preface to poems on the Yi pu ~1mIlli't&," in Chen Jianfao siliu ~jJfjl&~1[9

1\ 5.lOb-15b (SKQS-dianziban).
See Wang Wan, "Jiang shi Yi puji" ~.B:";~JmIg[3, in Yaofeng wenchao 23.9b-11a.
For Wen Zhenmeng's English biography, see Goodrich and Fang, Dictionary of Ming
Biography 1467-71.
77 See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 604.
78 See the entry on Jiang Cai's Jingtingji shi juan, buyi yijuan :/!&"Y~+~, tj~t)i-~ in Qinding
Siku quanshu zongmu 180.30a-30b.
75

76
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portrayed as a Ming loyalist in writings by his contemporaries. He was even privately
given by scholars the posthumous name Zhenyi ~~ (loyal and eamest).79
The Jiang family was politically powerful and wealthy as well. Jiang Cai lived
for almost thirty years after the fall of the Ming and he had eminent friends both in and
outside of office. Many leading political or literary figures ofhis day became the
frequent guests ofhis family villa. Among them were prominent scholar-officials of the
early Qing, such as Wang Shizhen 3:.±ff~ (1634-1711), Chen Wei song, Mao Qiling::§
~tfj (1623-1716), Shi Runzhang 1Jffi1Mi~ (1619-83), Wang Wan, Song Luo *~ (1634-

1713), and Wu Qi. Many writings by these scholars about the Jiangs, especially writings
on Jiang's family villa Yi pu were extant in their individualliterary collections. 80 The Yi
pu inc1uded scores ofbeautiful scenic sites, such as the Hong'e guan ~IfX~~ (Red Goose
Pavilion), Zhao shuang tai ~Jî~i! (Moming Fresh Tower), and the Xiang cao ju :m=1j'[J5
(Fragrant Grass Dwelling). Being considered the "most attractive place in Suzhou (l&~
~cpMJ~),,,81 it was one of the most important centers for contemporary literati

79 See Mao Qiling, "Diao Jiang Zhenyi shi you xu" ~~t;[~jf;:f:nj;, in Xihe ji 144.6b-7a. See
also the poem entitled "Huangmen gao zhong ge" j!F~r'&/~.llfX, in Shi Runzhang 1illi~l'lt (1619-83),
Xueyutang wenji_shiji ~~~3t~~,liUf-f~ 22.3b (SKQS-dianziban).
80 See, for example, writings on Jiang's family villa Yi pu are found in many individual collections:
Wang Wan, "Jiang shi Yi puji" and "Yi pu shi yong fiîJml+\'ilJ<," in Yaofeng wenchao 23.9b-lla and
42.22a-24a, respectively; Wang Shizhen, "Yi pu za yong shi'er shou ~JmI.\'ilJ<+=~," in Jinghua lu;m~
i!k 3.30b-33a; Shi Runzhang, "He Yi pu shi'er yong ji Jiang Zhongzi Xuezai fD~IiI+ =\'ilJ<1lf~frp-=f~
ft," inXueyutang wenji_shiji 13.lOb-13a; Song Luo, "He Yi pu za yong shi'er shou you xu :fD~!mI~g:,}:.+
=~~&," Xipi lei gao g§~~!JiJif~ 6.9a-llb; Wu Qi, "Yi pu shi wei Jiang Xuezai fu fiîJmlW'~~fttit," in
Linhuitang quanji 18.21b-23b; Tian Wen E85!t (1635-1704), "Yi pu shi'er yong Ruanting xiansheng ming
zuo ~JmI+=M<mT %~$1'F," in Lianyang shi chao fi#W'~J> 1.8b-lOb, and Chen Weisong, "Yi pu shi
xu," in Chen Jiantao siliu 5.lOb-15b. For the English biographies of Chen Wei song, Shi Runzhang, Tian
Wen, Wang Shizhen, Wang Wan, and Wu Qi, see Hummel, ed.,Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing Period 103,
651,719,831-33,840, and 864-65, respectively.
81 Chen Weisong, "Preface to poems on the Yi pu," in Chen Jiantao siliu 5.10b-15b.
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entertainment and their social and literary gatherings. 82 As l will discuss below, many
writings by literati to glorify the name of the Jiangs, such as writings about their family
villa Yi pu, the Chen-Jiang love story, and biographies of the Jiangs were commissioned
by Jiang Xuezai himself.
Jiang Cai had two sons and Jiang Xuezai was his second son. 83 Like many late
Ming and early Qing literati, Jiang Xuezai did not hold any office in his entire life. A
poet and painter, he lived the life of a free literatus. He was particularly good at drawing
pine, bamboo, and plum blossom, a conventional gesture among literati to show the
nobility of their character. 84 As the son of a famous father, Jiang Xuezai greatly
benefited from his father' s wide social networks even though he remained out of office in
his life.

Men behind the Making of the Drama Qinlou yue

Although, the authorship of Qinlou yue was recorded under the name of Zhu Suchen, this
project involved many other well-known literati in the early Qing period. The preface
writer for the drama was Wu Qi and he also composed a set of qu lyrics entitled "Ti qing"
~J[w (Songs on feelings), a section placed after his preface to the drama. The annotator

of the drama was Hushang Liweng ~)L.t11[@ï, the famous playwright Li Yu. Meicun ~iij

if1 [Wu Weiye] was the one who wrote a postface (dated 1671).

Besides these writings,

there are seven dedicatory poems in the shi or ci forms placed between the table of

See Wang Wan, "Jiang shi Yi pu ji," in Yaojèng wenchao 23.9b-lla.
Mao Qiling, "Diao Jiang Zhenyi shi you xu," inXiheji 144.6b-7a.
84 See Mao QiIing's poem entitled "Ti Jiang Shijie Suihan tu ~~.~P~~I.il," in Xihe ji 144.3b;
see also Li E's poem entitled "Ti Jiang Xuezai hua song wei Bao Xigang yunpan zuo ~~~:tE1'if~.m~
j7§1PtI5:I~U{'F," in Fanxie shanfangji, Xuji 2.5b-6a.
82

83
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contents and the drama proper. These poems were written by the following scholars,
arranged in this order:
Houxijuren :f&~}IDÀ [Zhang Fang '*H (1612-95+), seven-character
regulated-verse ],
Wuxia Hui'an ~ -f'lm1i [Y ou Tong; seven-character quatrain],
Yiren {J3" À [Gu Mei i~1)§; ci, to the tuneXiangjian huan],
Qinian shi ~if.f\; [Chen Wei song; ci, to the tune Chang xiang si],
Shu Meishan Dunlao iJ)§LlJiJt!~ [Wang Wan; six-character quatrain],
Guangxia shanren .SLlJÀ [Yu Huai; seven-character quatrain],
Liweng :i1~ [Li Yu; ci, to the tune Queqiao xian].
Accordingly, a total of ten male literati were involved in the valorization of the ChenJiang romance. Of the ten men, Zhu Suchen, You Tong, and Wang Wan were natives of
Suzhou. Zhang Fang, Wu Weiye, Gu Mei, and Chen Weisong were from neighbouring
districts of Suzhou, such as Jurong, Taicang, and Yixing. Wu Qi was a native of
Yangzhou. But during the period ofthe writing of the drama, he lived in Suzhou, Jiang's
hometown. However, from Wu Qi's poem entitled "Watching drama in Kuaixue tang"
JI9(~'§tD'U,85 we see that Wu Qi also found time to become acquainted with poets such

as Feng Yunjiang in Hangzhou Wang Ruqian's circles. Yu Huai, author of the Banqiao

zaji, was a native of Fujian, but spent most ofhis time in Nanjing and Suzhou. He was
obviously a core member of Wu Qi's literary circ1es as Wu Qi wrote many poems
recording his activities with Yu Huai. Li Yu was the only one who belonged to the

85 See Wu Qi, Linhuitang qumifi 22.6a-6b. "Kuaixue tang" was the family villa of Feng Yunjiang,
the son ofFeng Mengzhen. As we have seen, Feng Yunjiang was a member of Wang Ruqian's circles.
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Hangzhou literati circ1es but he also had a residence in Suzhou. Therefore, it is safe to
say that these early Qing scholars were members of the literati circ1es in Suzhou and
Hangzhou.
In studying women' s literary culture in the late Ming and early Qing, Ellen
Widmer has drawn critical attention to the relationship between women's active
participation in literary culture and Ming loyalist efforts. Taking the city Hangzhou-a
"major site of Ming loyalist resistance"-as example, she points out that "Hangzhou's
role as a center for women's activities has something to do with its centrality in Ming
loyalist efforts." "[A] significant number ofmale loyalists in Hangzhou became
interested in cultivating the talents ofwomen writers, for example, Wang Ruqian
(Ranming). ,,86
If we take the early Qing efforts to promote cultural continuity of late Ming
literati trends as literati efforts to show a sense oftheir Chinese identity, it is true that
these efforts had to do with loyalism. However, my examination of the motivations of
literati behind the publication of the chuanqi drama Qinlou yue demonstrates that
although the making of the drama might have reflected sorne loyalist sentiments, personal
friendship networks contributed much more to the completion of the work.
On the one hand, for these ten early Qing scholars who encountered the disaster
of the dynastic transition, the making of the Qinlou yue reflects their efforts to seek the
cultural continuity provided by the representation of late Ming courtesans, giving the
sense oftheir defiance ofManchu authority. As mentioned above, Jiang Xuezai was
regarded as the son of a Ming loyalist official. Besides his father Jiang Cai, his unc1e

86

See Widmer, "Xiaoqing's Literary Legacy" 126 (note 51).
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Jiang Gai ~j;t< (1614-53) was also a Ming loyalist. In 1653, Jiang Gai wrote a poem to
Wu Weiye, condemning Wu's collaboration with the Manchu regime. 87 Jiang Xuezai's
own writings also portrayed the Jiangs as Ming loyal subjects. A romance between such
a loyalist scholar and a courtesan in the context of the Ming-Qing dynastic transition
definitely gives a sense of "loyalist efforts."
Moreover, most of these scholars did not serve in the Qing or at least during the
time of the making of the drama in the 60s ofthe seventeenth century. Yu Huai, Zhang
Fang, Li Yu, Zhu Suchen, and Gu Mei were literary commoners who completely gave up
any political ambitions. Wu Qi and You Tong were just dismissed from their posts
during that period. Wu Weiye lived an idle life after a short period of serving in the Qing
govemment while Chen Weisong lived as a literatus involved in many literary activities.
The only scholar who held office in the 1660s was Wang Wan who appeared to be
Jiang's family friend. 88
The tune Qinlou yue, originally derived from the great Tang poet Li Bai' s

*

É!

(701-62) "Yi Qin'e t~~m," was identified with loyalist sentiments for a lost country.
According to Shao Bo's E~tw: Wenjian houlu M5!1&~~, after the Song moved its capital
from Bianjing [Kaifeng] to the southem city Lin'an (Hangzhou), when listening to Li
Bai's "Yi Qin'e" sung by a singing girl, people in the old capital city aIl wept with
sorrow and sadness, sighing at the fall of the Northem Song. 89

87
88
89

See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 655.
See the entries on these scholars in Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao.
Shao Bo, Werljian houlu 19.6b (SKQS-dianziban).
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However, as Peterson has argued, loyalism is also a very individual issue and
personal predilections would have to be taken into account as wel1.

9o

In the making of

the drama Qinlou yue, personal situation played a much larger role than did loyalist
sentiments. Sorne ofthese scholars such as Yu Huai and Li Yu did not serve in the Ming
either. Sorne others such as Wu Weiye, Wu Qi, You Tong, Wang Wan, and Chen
Weisong became collaborators to the Manchus right after the faB of the Ming by either
taking examinations or holding appointments, or doing both in the new regime. In
particular, You Tong, Wang Wan, and Chen Weisong, later became successful candidates
of the Boxue hongci examination, a special examination that Kangxi he Id to recruit
Chinese literati to govemment service.
As 1 have mentioned above, Wu Qi played a leading role in the process of
promoting the Jiang-Chen love story. He wrote prefaces for both Chen Susu's Erfen

mingyue ji and for the drama Qinlou yue. During his stay in Suzhou, with his organizing
efforts, the chuanqi drama Qinlou yue was completed. Almost aIl of the literati who
participated in the promotion of the romance were friends or associates of Wu Qi and
their names appeared in Wu Qi's literary collection, the Linhuitang quanji. Not only that,
Wu Qi also involved many ofhis family members, such as his son, younger brother, and
his sister-in-Iaw in the celebration ofthis literary romance.
But Wu Qi's efforts to promote the Jiang-Chen romance had little to do with his
loyalty to the Ming. He had served in the Qing before. Made a Qing tribute scholar in
1652, Wu Qi was two years later appointed a secretary in the Grand Secretariat in Beijing.
His fame as a playwright reached the Emperor Shunzhi who commanded him to compose

90

See Peterson, "The Life of Ku Yen-wu."
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a drama on the life ofthe famous Ming official Yang Jisheng

m.!m. (1516-55). Yang

was sentenced to death for being critical of the powerful minister Yan Song ~~ (14801567). The drama, entitled Zhongmin ji JiSIJ6~~§ê, so pleased the emperor that he granted
Wu Qi the same office Yang had once held, namely, a vice director of the bureau of
personnel in the ministry of War. In 1666, Wu Qi was appointed prefect of Huzhou,
Zhejiang, but three years later, he was dismissed from that post. Thereafter, he devoted
his life to writing and other literary pursuits. He lived in Suzhou from 1670 to 1681.
After that, he returned to his native home Yangzhou. 91 In fact, from Wu Qi's collected
works, the Linhuitang quanji, we see that Wu Qi was a lifelong friend of Jiang Xuezai.
He went sightseeing in Suzhou with Jiang Xuezai. 92 He also presented a poem to Chen
Su su at a gathering held in the Hong'e guan in Jiang's family villa Yi pu when Chen was
still a courtesan. 93 In the poem, Wu Qi highly praised the beauty and elegance of Chen
Susu.
After Wu Qi was dismissed from his post as the prefect of Huzhou in 1669, he
lived in poverty in Suzhou from 1670-1681. Many of Wu Qi' s writings for the Jiangs
were likely commissioned by Jiang Xuezai. Wu Qi in his poems recorded what he
received from Jiang after he completed a certain piece ofwork for him. For example,
after he composed a series ofpoems on Jiang's family villa Yi pu, Jiang Xuezai sent him
gifts including the best of the four objects for a scholar's study Cxm[9jf) and a piece of

91 See Hummel, ed., Eminent Chinese of the Ch 'ing Period 864; see also Zhang Huijian, Ming
Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 651,670,680,732,750,756,823.
92 See Wu Qi's poem entitled "Xie Jiang Xuezai you Huqiu gui yinjiulou" f'~~~:tt~œnJfi'i~
1@,fI, in Linhuitang quanji 18.25b.
93 The poem was entitled, "Hong'e guan xiao ji zeng Chen Susu Jiaoshu ~J:lt~â§/J\~l!lW~Jft**;f3i:
iIlF," in Linhuitang quanji 18.33a-b.
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orchid painting by Ma Xianglan, the well-known late Ming courtesan painter.

94

Jiang

Xuezai also asked several other scholars to write something to eulogize the Jiangs. He
asked Wu Qi's son Wu Tongben to compose a lyric song to chant his love relationship
with Chen SUSU. 95 He also asked Zhang Zhen ffi~ to be his guest to write "Huqiu er
Jiang ci ji œli=~mrtJ§ê" to celebrate the life ofhis father Jiang Cai and that ofhis uncle
Jiang Gai. 96 On his family villa Yi pu, besides Wu Qi, severalleading scholars such as
Wang Shizhen, Shi Runzhang, Wang Wan, Song Luo, and Tian Wen were also asked to
write about the Yi pu after its renovation was completed. These writings are extant in
scholars' individualliterary collections. 97 At Jiang Xuezai's request, Chen Wei song
wrote the preface to for the collected writings by these scholars on the Yi pu. 98
Obviously, personal friendship played a more important part than loyalist sentiments in
the valorization of the courtesan Chen Susu and her poetry.
As for Wang Ruqian, as we have seen, he had never served in his entire life. His
efforts to promote women' s literary culture started long before the fall of the Ming
dynasty. Although he himself did not serve the Qing, his second sonjoined the force led
by the influential military official Hong Chengchou 1;!:tjJ''CP!I (1593-1665) in the MingQing transition period. Once a Ming official, Hong submitted to the Manchus even
before they arrived in Beijing. Sent to Nanjing under the titIe ofPacificator of Jiangnan
(ftUif!~1Im)

in 1645, Hong was responsible for the capture and execution of Huang

Daozhou in 1646. He suppressed many Ming officiaIs who stood against the Manchu
94 See Wu Qi's poem, entitled "Yi pu shi cheng xie Jiang Xuezai song mingjian Ban guan Wu cao
Lu yan Ma Xianglan hua lan qi," in Linhuitang quanji 7a-b.
95 See Xu Qiu, Ciyuan congtan 9.37b-38b.
96 See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren nianbiao 842.
97 See Chapter 4,286 (note 80).
98 See Chen Weisong, "Preface to poems on the Yi pu," in Chen Jiantao siliu 5.lOb-l5b.
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invaders. 99 Hong sent a gift to Wang Ruqian and Wang gratefully recorded this event in

'

one 0 fh lS poems.
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Women Writers of the Poems Col/ected in the "Mingyuan tiyong"

As mentioned earlier, there are twenty women poets writing about Chen Susu on the
subject ofher poetry, her portrait, or the drama ofher love story. These dedicatory
writings are collected within the section called "Mingyuan tiyong," appearing after the

Erfen mingyue ji in the appendix to the chuanqi drama Qinlou yue. Similar to the
geographic distribution of male literatÏ involved in the chuanqi drama about Chen Susu,
these twenty literary women were also clustered in the two major regions of Suzhou and
Hangzhou.
Of the twenty women poets, seven are from Suzhou. Wu Qi's sister-in-Iaw Pang
Huixiang was the key figure in the Suzhou female literary circles. As we have seen, at
Wu Qi's request, she composed two dedicatory poems on Chen Susu's poetry collection
in a seven-character quatrain form. It was she who edited and arranged dedicatory
writings by women in the "Mingyuan tiyong." The two poems by her are placed at the
very beginning of this section. She was also the commentator on the poems in the Erfen

mingyueji. Other Suzhou women poets, such as Wu Wenrou, Zhang Ping, and Zhang
Fan apparently followed Pang Huixiang by also writing two seven-character quatrains
about the Erfen mingyue ji. Jiang Qian, Tianshui's Httle sister ("Tianshui xiaogu") wrote
one poem about Chen Susu's portrait also in the same prosodie

fOfill.

Only Zhang

See the entry on Hong Chengchou, in Hummel, ed., Eminent Chinese afthe Ch'ing Periad359.
See Wang Ruqian's poems entitled "In the year Jiawu [1654J ... " Ef3q:.t-J=! ~)t~m~I1ffi~JWJ~
~B>J1[M and "My second son ... " ~)tBjlj113Hffl~~~eijjJ!i7JçmRft!Jt!.~lli[$i5êJj!$It9®Z~Jt:tz:, in Wang Ruqian,
Chunxingtang shiji 5.14a-16a.
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100
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Xuedian and Liu Renyue wrote song lyrics, under the tunes Yu meiren ~~A and

Qinlou yue, respectively.
Compared to most of the women in the Suzhou literary circles, who wrote about
Chen Susu's poetry collection in the seven-character quatrain form, the majority of
women in the Hangzhou female literary circles wrote about Chen Susu's portrait in
various prosodie forms. Women who wrote shi poems are as follows:
Qian Fenglun (ju style, one poem);
Xu Zhaohua (seven-character regulated-verse, 1 poem);
Lin Yining (seven-character ancient-verse, 1 poem);
Zhuo Yanxiang (seven-character regulated-verse, 2 poems);
Shao Sizhen (five-character regulated-verse, 1 poem).
Women who wrote song lyrics are as follows:
Shang linghui (To the Tune Yuezhong xing jj tpi=r, 1 lyric);
Shang Cai (To the Tune Wushan yi duan yun

illLlJ~~j~,

1 lyric);

Feng Xian (To the Tune Ruanlang gui 1Fê.ll!~&1fi, 1 lyric);
Gu Si (To the Tune Yu meiren, 1 lyric);
Zhu Yushu (To the Tune Xijiang yue 5~I.F3, 1 lyric);
Wang Duanshu (To the Tune Qinlou yue, 2 lyrics);
Su Huijuan (To the Tune Die lian hua .~!~fË, 1 lyric).
Not an ofthem were natives of Hangzhou and sorne ofthem came from neighbouring
districts of Hangzhou, but these women stayed connected to the same literati circles.
These Hangzhou women poets were generally more accomplished and thus more famous
than their counterparts in the Suzhou literary circles discussed above. Wang Duanshu,
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who compiled the famous anthology of Ming dynasty women's writings, the Mingyuan

shiwei, as l have discussed in Chapter 2, was one of the most celebrated and respected
female literati in late imperial China. She was a native of Shanyin, but she was obviously
an active member of Wang Ruqian's literati circIe. She had poems addressed to Wang
Ruqian. 101 She was once approached by Li Yu to write a preface to one ofhis plays, the

Bimu yu

te § jr, (Sole Mates).102

It is my speculation that Li Yu, as the commentator of

the chuanqi drama Qinlou yue, likely played a similar role as did Wu Qi by involving
women in the Hangzhou literary circles in the promotion of Chen Susu's poetry.
Moreover, Lin Yining, Qian Fenglun, Feng Xian, and Gu Si, were key members
of the most well-known Hangzhou female literary society in the early Qing, the Banana
Garden Poetry Society ~~~~ff±.I03 The founder of the club was Gu Yurui lil~E&u,
niece of Gu Ruopu IilfiJ~t who was famous for her erudition and chastity in the late
Ming. 104 Gu Ruopu's father-in-law Huang Ruheng, as we have seen, was a core member
of Wang Ruqian's Hangzhou literary circles. Qian Fenglun was the daughter of Gu
Yurui while Lin Yining was Yurui's daughter-in-Iaw. Gu Si was the grandniece of Gu
Ruopu while Feng Xian was related to the Qians by marriage. As Dorothy Ko has noted,
these talented women were all family or relatives of Gu RuOpU. 105

101 Like Wu Shan and Huang Yuanjie, Wang Duanshu was also a visitor to Wang Ruqian's
Buxiyuan, writing to match Wang's rhymes. But her poems were excluded from Wang's collections by the
compiler, Wang's grands on because of the limited space. See Chunxingtang shiji 5.33b and 5.75a. But
Huang Yuanjie's poem was included. Chunxingtang shiji 5.28b. See also Widmer, "The Epistolary World"
10-11.
102 Hanan, The Invention of Li Yu 18. See also Widmer, "The Epistolary World" Il. The title "Sole
Mates" is a pUll on "Soul Mates."
103 For a detailed account ofmembers of the Banana Garden poetry club, see Ko, Teachers of the
Inner Chambers 232-42.
104 On Gu Ruopu's biographical information and translations ofher poems, see Chang and Saussy,
Women Writers ofTraditional China 302-13. See also Idema and Grant, The Red Brush 414-21.
105 Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers 232-42.
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The Banana Garden Poetry Society has offered a perfect example to illustrate how
fashionable it still was for early Qing women in the upper class to cross domestic and
gender boundaries for their literary pursuits in a world often beyond the family, the world
dominated by men. The following passage describing literary activities of women in the
Banana Garden Poetry Club was quoted and translated by Ko:
At the time, Hangzhou people had extravagant habits. In the warm and
clear spring, pleasure boats with brocade curtains swarmed the waters;
sightseers on the lake rivaled those on the shore in gaudery. AU were
decked out in bright earrings, feather-shaped jades, and silk chiffon
dresses with pearly tails, showing off [their fashion] to each other. Chai
[Jingyi] Jixian alone would paddle a small boat with Feng [Xian] Youling,
Qian [Fenglun] Yunyi, Lin [Yining] Yaqing, and Gu Qiji [Si], aU highclass ladies [dajia, literally "great families']. In plain dresses ofraw silk
and hair gathered into a single bun, these ladies passed around the writing
brush and shared sheaves of paper. The pleasure-seeking women [younü]
in neighbouring boats beheld them and lowered their heads, feeling
embarrassed that they were no match. 106
Chai Jingyi was another core member in the Banana Garden club. Compared to Gu
Ruopu, their family matriarch who often claimed she composed poetry only after she had
fulfilled her domestic duties,107 these women had rather bold lifestyles. They had a wide
social network outside the Banana Garden. As accomplished female poets, they not only

106 Wu Hao ~:Ii, comp., Guochao Hangjun shiji ~lj[Jj;t1L~~ll~ïj@, 30.l Ob-lIa. As quoted in Ko,
Teachers of the Inner Chambers 234, 236.
107 For a discussion of one ofher prefaces, in which she defends her writing ofpoetry, see
Robertson, "Changing the Subject" 182-83.
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wrote shi and ci poetry-the dominant orthodox literary genres in the pre-modern period,
but also were knowledgeable about prevalent dramatic literature. Lin Yining was
approached to contribute a preface to the Three Wives Commentary on Peony Pavi/ion.
Gu Si was good at writing poetry and singing. The prominent early Qing scholar-official
Wang Shizhen wrote about the woman poet Gu Si he knew:
Gu Si, courtesy name Qiji, is a native of Hangzhou. She married a certain
Mr. E. In the year Gengshen of Kangxi [1680], she followed her husband
to Beijing. I once read her Jingyutangji. Her shortfu, shi, and ci poetry
were quite heautiful. On the ninth, land like-minded friends drank in the
small garden of Song Zizhao, Director of the Ministry Works. We decided
to write poems only on the rhyme wordxie [crab]. The next day, the
poem by Mf. E was done first-it was written for him by Gu. The last few
lines read:
By nature, I am simple and unrestrained,
I study without seeking a thorough understanding.
I read the Erya, but I don't know the text,
I thus mistake pengqi [small crabs] for [normal] crabs."
I sighed in amazement. Gu is also skilled at singing. What I enjoyed the
most is the song lyric composed by her, which has the line "the bright
moon shining on a pair offaces."lo8

108 Wang Shizhen, Gufu yuting za lu, in Che Jixin, et al. eds., Zhonghua yeshi, vol. 12 (Qing
dynasty, 2): 1252.
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Wang Shizhen was astonished at the poem Gu Si composed for her husband, not only
because the poem was well written in the male literati style in terms of the language, tone,
and mode, but also because the poem has shown Gu Si's erudition as a talented woman.
The ancient word "pengqi," referring to a kind of small crab, was not often seen and used.
Her apology for not knowing the Erya, the earliest lexicographical dictionary, by heart,
indicates the fact that she was a leamed woman scholar because the Erya was illegible
even for many literati men.
Gu Si's husband does not seem to have any official title as Wang Shizhen simply
referred to him as "a certain Mr. E." But obviously he enjoyed a companionate marriage
with Gu Si. From Wang Shizhen's account, whether Gu Si sang the song on the
occasions ofliterati gathering is not very clear to me. But apparently, Gu Si, as a gentry
woman, participated in men's literary activities, through her husband, which is presented
as plausible and fashionable in the early Qing literati world. No wonder that the
"pleasure-seeking women (younü)" felt embarrassed by the talent, fashion, and freestyle
of these talented gentry women.
The only woman poet who did not belong to either the Suzhou or Hangzhou
literary circles is Gong Jingzhao, a native of Wuxi, who composed a poem in the form of
four-character ancient verse. Gong Jingzhao was a talented but ill-fated woman poet who
suffered an unfortunate marriage. Feeling for her ill-fate and appreciating for her poetic
talent, Wu Qi had her writings compiled and published. Probably because of Wu Qi,
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Gong Jingzhao and Chen Susu, two talented women poets became lifelong friends. Gong
Jingzhao was one of two women, along with Wang Duanshu, who wrote general
comments (*,~~ZP) on Chen Susu' s Erfen mingyue Ji. These general comments are placed
before the Erfen mingyue ji proper. It is interesting to note that in her comments, Gong
Jingzhao urged Jiang Xuezai to immediately place Chen Susu in a "mansion of gold" so
that she would not have to live in the courtesans quarters any longer and that he should
not let down such as an emotional "thing" (*m=f7Ç7J<.)'G1:" 1Ï~fi:~:iîtm. ffl:4'l~m1t

Although these women wrote in various poetic forms with different emphasis,
sorne on Chen's poetry collection and sorne on her portrait, they shared one thing in
common-they aIl attempted to celebrate and valorize Chen Susu as both a woman and a
poet. They praised highly Chen Susu's literary talent and beauty. For example, Pang
Huixiang presents Chen Susu as a matchless female talent and a teacher ofthe inner
chambers: "Scholars of the inner chambers should pay your respect / Who else can match
the talent from Yingchuan?"

OOOOxAmr-fff, J!§t~gEdJUI[::t11O

Wang Duanshu

appreciates both the literary mind and feminine charms of Chen Susu C3'(if:l\I@j'f{J:t1?

!];:).111 Gu Si finds Chen Susu a good match of the legendary beauty Xi Shi but with an
indication that Chen Susu was more romantic than Xi Shi because ofher poetic talent Oi~JT

Shang Cai particularly celebrates not only Chen Susu's poetic sentences but also her

Erfen mingyueji, "Zong ping" la.
"Mingyuan tiyong" 1a.
III "Mingyuan tiyong" 4b-5a.
112 "Mingyuan tiyong" 3b.
109

110
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tender feelings reflected in her poems (I@{rJÀ ~~i<, *J[wf\t1f\J[~)113 while Shang linghui
feels more intimate to Chen Susu after reading her poems C5!.13{~1î]J!~§l~?.).114 Both
Shang Cai and Shang linghui express their intimate feelings towards the courtes an on a
personallevel, feelings among women.
These women' s active participation in the promotion of Chen Susu further
demonstrates that male literati networks played an important part in women's literary
clubs. While gentry women poets had actually taken up the role that courtesans
previously played in literati culture, courtesans became much less visible than before. It
is striking that of the twenty women, nineteen were gentry women poets and only one
was a courtesan. Fourteen ofthem were selected to be recorded as accomplished writers
in the early Qing anthology of song lyrics by women, the Zhongxiang ci, compiled by Xu
Shumin and Qian Yue, to which Wu Qi wrote a preface. IIS Sixteen ofthem are now
recorded in Hu Wenkai's catalogue, but all of the famous women poets were women of
the gentry class. From this, we can see that the role of courtesans in men's literary circles
had come to be much overshadowed by that of gentry women. Despite the collective
effort of sorne literati men and women to valorize and promote courtesan culture,
courtesans were beginning to be excluded in general from these circles and their decline
had set in.
During the Ming-Qing transition, sorne male literati already complained about the
paucity of cultivated courtesans in their time. For example, in a song lyric, You Tong
poured out his disappointment and frustration when he struggled in vain to find a refined

"Mingyuan tiyong" 3a.
"Mingyuan tiyong" 2b.
115 See Xu Shumin and Qian Yue, comp., Zong xian ci. For a description of the anthology, see
Chang "Ming and Qing Anthologies" 160-63.
113

114
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and romantic courtesan: l really regret that lever read the "Rhapsody on Gaotang" about
the divine woman (shennü

:t!fl:P:) when l was young 1 Not a piece of cloud or a drop of

rain ofher is anywhere to be seen" (j;.1f.J[m~Jf~,@]l\, Jt~ Jtffi~~W&).116 Sorne other
literati such as Zhuo Renyue were fascinated by the charms of talented gentry women,
considering them to be the most roman tic company.117 The so-called companionate
marriage where the husband and wife shared intellectual interests was highly appreciated
and promoted among literati. Li Yu passionately extolled Feng Xian (courtesy name
Youling

X-%), a member of the Banana Garden Poetry Club and the wife of Qian

Zhaowu ~~~1i, for Qian's marriage to such a beautiful and talented woman:
To the tune Jia 'ou xing to present to Qian Zhaowu
[Author's note: his wife Feng Youling was a famous lady of talent]

What is the most difficult to have in life is an ideal match.
The wife of [Zhang] Chang lacked talent l18
while Meng Guang was short on looks. 119
While [Zhuo] Wenjun was endowed with both,
It is hard to speak of virtue when she was so easy.120

The wife ofMr. Qian is really unique and matchless-

See his song lyric, "To the previous tune [Pusa man]" lW~f.iJ (Third of eight), in Quan Qing ci
iËm~"J, "Shun [zhi] Kang[xi]juan" II~.@:~, ce 3, 1515. The "Gaotang fu" ~mllit (Rhapsody on Gaotang)
and its sequel "Shennü fu" :f$:tzJi (Rhapsody on shennü) are written by Song Yu, describe the charming
Goddess ofWushan H&ùJ:f$:tz:: and the romantic dream rendezvous ofher and the King ofthe state of Chu.
The goddess appeared to be cloud at dawn and rain in the evening. Thus, in Chinese literature, the term
yunyu ~m (cloud and rain) was used to refer to sexual intercourse and "shennü" was used to refer to
courtesans. For the two pieces ofrhapsody, see Xiao Tong, Wen xuan 19.1a-llb.
117 See the song lyric by Zhuo Renyue quoted at the beginning ofthis chapter.
118 For the story ofZhang Chang *~ and his wife, see his biography in Ban Gu, comp., Qian
Han shu lW1J~ 76.23a-b (SKQS-dianziban).
119 For the story of Meng Guang and Liang Hong, see Chapter 3, 248.
120 For the love story ofZhuo Wenjun ~:X~- and Sima Xiangru ~],%fE:I~D (179-118 BCE), see
Idema and Grant, The Red Brush 108-12.
116
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She has aU three merits without any flaw.
On the day when wedding music accompanied her home,
A pair of white jades, both competing to shine.
Well matched not only in looks but also in talent.
Each day you compete in writing without rest.
On the mandarin duck pillows, you are husband and wife,
But before the Bronze sparrow inkstone,
you are two competing states.
When one has this life, what else does he seek?
There is only the light of spring, never autumn.
She is both a perfect wife and mother of sons and daughters:
Her face is like a peach blossom while
her belly is like a pomegranate fruit.
People in the world can only envy in vain,
but they can never imitate you.
Tell me how you cultivated yourselfin the previous life. J21
1~1~ff~~~OO1i
(ïml;g-{,~x1J, ~~:%-&.)

121

See Li Yu quanji, vol. 2: 75.
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Whether male literati were ready or not, respectable gentry writing women finally took
over from courtesans the membership of literature already in the early Qing period.

Conclusion: Rethinking the Relationship of
The Respectable and the Mean
Recent scholarship in Ming and Qing women's literary culture has pointed out that Qing
courtesans no longer enjoyed the high degree of textual visibility and respectability as did
their counterparts in the late Ming. The underlying reason given was that High Qing elite
women such as Yun Zhu had a strong desire to morally distinguish themselves from
courtesans. Accordingly, courtesan poets were marginalized in the Qing while
respectable gentry women continued to flourish and finally replaced courtesans,
becoming the dominant figures in female literary culture of late imperial China. 122 The
reason for deriving such a conclusion lies in the fact that these studies have focused on
two distinct historical periods-the late Ming and High Qing while the early Qing period,

122 See Chang, "A Guide to Ming-Ch'ing Anthologies" 145-46 and Mann, Precious Records 53,
122-25, 136, 142.
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the transitional period between the late Ming and High Qing, has received little scholarly
attention. 123
The High Qing was regarded as "the golden age of Qing women's literature,,,124
while courtesans had no part in this literature. They were beginning to be excluded in
general from anthologies compiled by both men and women. 125 The decline of the
literary courtesans was contrasted with the continuous glory of gentry writing women in
this period. Liao Jingwen ~~:X (1713?-82+) claimed that talented women had to
marry romantic celebrities so that they could enjoy the happiness of poetic exchange (:::t
~&\~e-i~dJiE, ~1&1~OË'r:fD~~). 126 In an essay dedicated to his deceased wife, the high

Qing scholar-official Jin Zhaoyan 3fr:~Is~ (1719-89+), emotionally claimed that "1 have
made friends in half of the world, but the one who really knows me is the one in the inner

However, the de cline of literary courtesans was already underway during the early
Qing when great efforts by both literati men and women to promote writings by
courtesans. In this chapter, through an examination of Chen Susu's love story and the
textual responses of literati men and women, l have demonstrated that, unlike their
successors in High Qing, early Qing women in the upper classes did not marginalize
courtesan poets on moral grounds; on the contrary, in valorizing the courtesan Chen Susu,
123 Meyer-Fong's study is one ofthe very few books that focus exclusively on the early Qing
period, but her main focus is on the physical and cultural reconstruction of a particular city Yangzhou
rather than on women's literary culture. See Meyer-Fong, Building Culture in Early Qing Yangzhou.
124 Liang Yizhen ~31ï, Qingdaifunü 146.
125 See my Introduction, 7-8.
126 Guzao lang shihua ·~I!!k~~g3. Quoted in Qingqiji m~~ by Liao Jingwen ~*:X. As
quoted in Deng Changfeng, "Liao Jingwen he ta de Qingqi ji" ~*:xfD1t!2É1"Jm~:m, in Deng Changfeng,
Ming Qing xiqujia kaolüe 33.
127 See Jin Zhaoyan, "Wang shi Jin ruren zhuan" L::~~Ji'IVd$; quoted in Lu Eting ~~~~ "Jin
Zhaoyan nianbiao" ~~Isii!!~if-~, in Qingdia xiqujia congkao m{-\::Jt1(fftr~:it~ 151.
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they even went one step further than their enthusiastic counterparts of the late Ming. ln
their songs dedicated to the courtesan poet Chen Susu, they collectively expressed their
high appreciation and even admiration not only for Chen Susu's poetic talent, but also for
her beauty and her emotional character. ln these writings, Chen Susu was depicted as an
emblem of prevalent literati values; she was still seen in terms of romantic love and
poetic talent as an ideal match for literati men and as a role model for literary women in
the early Qing.
This chapter serves as an example of the complexities of factors to which the
decline of courtesans can be attributed. The case study of Chen Susu has shown the early
Qing cooperative efforts by both literary men and women to reproduce the cultural glory
of the late Ming courtesan on the one hand; but it has also shown their failure in doing so,
on the other hand. 128 The demise of late Ming courtesan culture was already deeply
rooted in its heyday.

128 Hu Wenkai's catalogue has also reflected that almost aIl the literary courtesans recorded in the
Qing period belong to the category ofthe survivor generation of the Ming eminent courtesans (such as Liu
Rushi and Gu Mei). For courtesans of the Ming and Qing dynasties recorded in Hu Wenkai, see Appendix
1.
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Conclusion

By situating late Ming courtesan culture in its larger socio-cultural context, my
dissertation sets out to examine the significant but heretofore almost entirely ignored
relationship between male poetry societies and the sudden and sharp rise of literary and
literate courtesans in the late Ming. 1 have demonstrated that the flourishing of courtesan
culture and appearance of more equalized gender relations in the late Ming were
intimately related to a carefree lifestyle characterized by the tastes and values of "men of
the mountains" (shanren). These men fashioned themselves as retired literati, devoting
themselves to art and entertainment, interests independent of official concerns. Male
poetry societies not only provided a fertile ground for late Ming eccentrics to express
their cultural distinctions, but also created new space for courtesans and gentry women to
play a significant role in literati culture. Valorization of courtesans and consumption of
many other heterodox values and practices that characterized the late Ming literati world
were the very fruits of this new nonconformist literati social formation that gained
increasing influence and popularity in mid-and late Ming Jiangnan.!
Western scholarship from Max Weber to Benjamin Elman has emphasized the
close relationship between Chinese education and political power? Because passing the
examinations granted rank and power, nearly all those in late imperial China who could
afford time and money to prepare for the examinations dedicated themselves to this
process of selection. However, during the late Ming, many literati chose to remain out of
1 Such values included individualism, contempt for office-holding, cult of qing, sympathy for
women, self-promoting hypocrisy, aesthetic refinement, and religious syncretism-to name just a few.
2 C. K. Yang, introduction, The Religion of China: Confucianism and Taoism xxviii-xxix; and
Benjamin A. Elman, "Political, Social, and Cultural Reproduction via Civil Service Examinations in Late
Imperial China," and A Cultural History of Civil Examinations in Late Imperial China.
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office in order to live independent lives. It became a remarkable commonplace that many
late Ming literati who achieved great reputation in artistic fields, such as poetry,
calligraphy, and painting, were no longer the traditional scholar-officials who accessed
power and influence through civil examination and office-the traditional trajectory for
educated elites.
As l have shown in Chapter 1, the new attitudes towards life that stressed refined
taste and romantic male-female companionship can be traced back to a lifestyle
epitomized by an earlier figure, the late Yuan scholarYang Weizhen. Yang chose to
remain outside officialdom, but enjoyed the company of friends (induding women poets)
and literary communities in scenic Hangzhou. He actively engaged in a variety of
literary activities-forming poetry societies, taking charge of literary contests,
exchanging poetry with male and female associates and friends, anthologizing writings
by them. In particular, he encouraged and promoted women's direct participation in
literati culture. He edited writings by individual women poets and also induded them in
anthologies of contemporary poetry. Yang Weizhen, who rejected public service, but
seemed to have lived a fulfilled life as an eccentric literatus, provided a desirable model
for late Ming nonconformist literati who sought alternatives to government service.
The Ming literati's idealization ofwithdrawal emerged as early as the mid-Ming
Jiajing and Longqing reign periods. It first gained sorne popularity among officiaIs,
especially retired officiaIs. These "officiaIs of the mountains," to use Suzuki Tadashi's
term/ built private gardens and ponds and formed literary societies in order to escape
from the drudgery of serving in office and enjoy a pleasurable private life. But the trend
ofliterati's idealization ofwithdrawal from government office in the Ming was much
3

Suzuki, "Mindai sanjin kô" 365.
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fuelled from the long Wanli era onward when the shanren type gained more and more
influence and popularity in society. The rise ofliterary courtesans had much to do with
this group of men. Literati such as Wang Zhideng and Chen Jiru completely abandoned
aIl ambitions for degree and office, but they left behind great reputation as accompli shed
writers and multitalented artists. Their names were recorded in the "Wenyuan zhuan" of
the Mingshi. 4
Remaining out of office enabled these men to devote themselves more fully to the
production of artistic works and to self-invention. To publicize their common identity as
the traditionally privileged elite in society, these "men of the mountains" did not retreat
to the mountains as did the lofty hermits of the past. Instead, they aIl swarmed to the
most advanced urban centers of Jiangnan, such as Nanjing, Suzhou, and Hangzhou,
where courtesan quarters clustered. They formed literary communities where courtesans
were an important part. These literati men and courtesans associated with each other,
writing, exchanging poetry, entertaining friends and themselves, and living a life as
private citizens in comfort and dignity. The courtesan quarters became a space where
literati culture tlourished as never before. Through the writing brush, both commoner
literati and courtesans successfully carved out a space for self-expression and to
define/redefine their place in literature and society.
However, the idea of living as an independent writer without official salary and
position was not universally accepted in the late Ming. For example, in a letter to her
nephew Fang Yizhi, the subject ofPeterson's book, Fang Weiyi 1J*lfft a native of
Tongcheng (Anhui), known for her morality and integrity,5 openly expressed her

4
5

Chapter 1, 51-53.
On Fang Weiyi, see Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 81-83.
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disagreement with Fang Yizhi's attitude towards office: "Y our father and ancestors aIl
held govemment office. Why should you become a scholar with commoner status"

C&. :x.

ff!§:~~ff~, 1tz:1PJ'i5 J;);tlJ::&m~~)?6 The Japanese historian Kishimoto Mio ~*~*=ti
has also observed that people in the Jiangnan region formed a complex structure of new
social groupings connected both vertically and horizontaIly, including literati societies,
friendship pacts, master-servant bondage, lineage organizations, and networks of
vagabonds.? That Kishimoto gave importance to literati societies and friendship pacts
among these social groups corroborates my view of a culture dominated by fashions and
values of the shanren that predominated in Jiangnan.
The rejection of the very goal of office-holding-the traditional trajectory along
which educated men gained prestige, influence, and wealth in society-had
fundamentally challenged the established labour division in terms of social, economic,
and ritual responsibilities. Accordingly, the boundaries of separate spheres of nei/wai
(male: outside/ female: inner) defined in normative gender ideology also became blurred.
Recent scholarship has paid special attention to the "commonalities" or "similarities"
between the cultural spheres of men and women in Ming-Qing China. 8 As l have also
shown in this thesis, such "commonalities" or "similarities" and more intimate emotional
connections between men and women in terms of their literarily refined taste had to do

6 See Fang Weiyi, "Yu Mizhi zhi shu" Y'iJ:WZ~.?Ë~, in Jiang Yuanzuo, comp., Xu Yutai wenyuan
457. This letter should be written before the faH ofthe Ming dynasty as the Fangs were determined Ming
loyalists.
7 Kishimoto Mio, "Rekinenki ni miru Shinsho chihô shakai no seikatsu," quoted in Ko, Teachers
of the lnner Chambers 31.
8 See Kang-i Sun Chang, "Ming-Qing Women Poets and Cultural Androgyny." In this article,
Chang discusses the tendency toward "cultural androgyny" in Ming-Qing women's literary culture. Both
men and women were very similar to each other in terms of their refined taste and artistic pursuits. Chang
also points out that talented courtesans such as Liu Rushi had achieved a "capacity to erase traditional
boundaries between male and female roles." See Chang, The Late Ming Poet Ch 'en Tzu-lung 14-15. See
also Carlitz, "Desire and Writing in the Late Ming Play 'Parrot Island'" 101-30.
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with changed attitudes towards office-holding, the new social and private space they
created for self-invention, and the transformed status ofpoetry from a public requirement
in civil service examinations to a personal cultural vehicle shared by both men and
women, including gentry women and courtesans.
Late Ming "men of the mountains" actively involved courtesans in their poetry
societies. It was also this group of men who devoted particular efforts to the promotion
of poetry by courtesans. As demonstrated in Chapter 2, they promoted courtesan poetry
not only through compiling anthologies of writings by this group of women, but also used
"prefaces" to their anthologies as sites to legitimize writings by courtesans. To
rationalize and defend their efforts to promote writings by courtesans who were defined
as the lowly in both Confucian didactic texts and officiallegal codes, late Ming
anthologists often associated their efforts in collecting courtesan poetry with Confucius'
compilation of the Shijing, a collection that, as the preface-writers were eager to remind
the reader, contained the "debauched odes" or "licentious songs" (yin shi).
As 1 have demonstrated in Chapter 4, the valorization ofliterary courtesans
continued to be in vogue after the faH of the Ming as evidenced by the efforts made by
both men and women in the early Qing to promote the courtesan Chen Su su and her
poetry. But as we have seen, gentry women poets became so visible in literati circles that
their role came to overshadow that of courtesans. Wang Duanshu, during the Ming-Qing
transition, befriended Liu Rushi and extolled the courtesans Zhang Wan and Chen Susu.

9

Wang had close connections with male literary circles and exchanged poetry with severa!
prominent literati, such as Wang Ruqian, Qian Qianyi, and Mao Qiling. She also wrote a

9

On the connection between Wang Duanshu and Zhang Wan, see Chapter 1,92-93 (note 180).
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preface for Li Yu's play "Bimu YU."IO She was called a "society doyen" (fl9(~ffri~) by
Wu Qian ~~, a woman poet from Huizhou :m:HH. 11 Her poetry collection Yinhongji ~
~I~ was sponsored by members of a male literary society, the Tongqiu she

!'PJfxffd:.

At

the end of the preface, "Ke Yinhongji xiaoyin" ~U~~I~f!VJ\5!, names offorty-seven
men were inscribed as "alliance brothers of the Tongqiu she"

IPJfxffrillfî5f!,- among them

was the prominent literati Zhang Dai. In the case of Wu Xiao ~*~, her poetic exchanges
with her male friends-Ieading scholars such as Gong Xian -U~ (1599-1689), Xu Shupi
1~W::f, Zhang Dingyin 5!U~EP, Chen Kai ~*:f;j, Yu Huai, and Qu Dajun ftîtf(:f;Sj (1630-

96)-were collected and compiled by Wu Shide ~a:çj:1! into the Tong shengji [PJV~
(The collection of same tone).12
Apparently, gentry women and courtesans of the early Qing continued to interact
socially with each other and to participate in male literary communities as was the case in
the late Ming. Gentry women did not attempt to distance themselves from courtes ans as
did their counterparts in the High Qing. However, the paucity of cultivated courtesans in
early Qing literati circles suggests that the decline of courtesan culture had set in much
earlier before the High Qing classical revival. Although 1 am fully aware that there must
have been a variety of factors that came together to bring an end to the glory of courtesan
culture-factors such as the Manchu conquest, govemment repression of the Chine se

See Widmer, "The Epistolary World" 10-11.
See Wu Qian ~~, "Hui lai ge" ;!:**X with a subtitle "Ying[ran], the society doyen, promised
to come to visit me long ago, but she did not come. 1 often write poems to urge her and also for correction"
llSIi:~ffct~~f~f\GWf~z/f~ll'if.1JEz.illZlE. See Wang Duanshu, comp. Mingyuan shiwei, juan 15: 18a-b.
12 Preface by Sun Qianru
dated 1668. See Zhang Huijian, Ming Qing Jiangsu wenren
nianbiao 741.
JO

Il

mmtm
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literati, especially in the Jiangnan area,13 and the subsequent revival ofNeo-Confucian
orthodoxy-I contend that when courtesans considered marriage into gentry families as
their destination, gentry women freely stepped out of their inner chambers to mingle with
men, and companionate marriages came into great vogue in the literati world, there was
little room left for courtesan culture to continue to grow.

13 Of particular note were the Qing edicts and regulations to ban literary societies and literati
alliances during the Kangxi reign period and those to ban female entertainers during the reign of
Yongzheng (1273-36). See Shan Jinheng~mfîT, "Li Yu nianpu" *~fF.~, in Li Yu quanji, vol. 1: 35.
For the edict, see also Huangchao wenxian tongkao ~,Jl3tJi!:illî~,juan 69: 20b-21a (SKQS-dianziban).
Regarding Yongzheng's edicts to ban the pleasure quarters, see Terada Takanobu 'if8311i{§", "Guanyu
Yongzheng di" ~~~:Œ'it1. See also Feng Erkang, Yongzheng zhuan; Yang Qiqiao, Yongzheng di; Mann,
Precious Records 126-28; and Kessler, "Chinese Scholars and the Early Manchu State."
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Appendix 1
Ming and Qing courtesans recorded in Hu Wenkai's catalogue:

-t. (Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 80)
JX~~PJ: -t., -El • •, L7G:SfrX, 1&ffilt:9.:~±,
~PJ,
-=:E~;g

I/J\;J$ét, ~.l11, ~&~, %1'F3Rfj(fr:lfr)]l),

EH~3i*~À. JD~~
-g• • +~Mt.

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 87)
~;g, ltlIi:Sfrx.
JX~~PJ: -=:E~;g, ~y~, É3~ffiHEt, mmJ7~, )17K1'J~M3R. ;1tJ5~f)

:l%:m, A~lJ5fm:l%:m~. ~;g~~TmJ0~, ~~~T~*1i, ~~T~tp:t:
:fJJ, ~f):xft:f§#O', FoBM5'!É!~, ~*'I5lfr]i::fte. ffr±~ffjfft~.ffx, ~:l%:mfffi'j
frij.

*45G (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 94)
XK~~PJ: *451+,*MX, ~~frX. 3R)If'H&3%, w.~I, W~-*~ï$J [~-*1JT]
~~~o!y.

**3i
~frl§

(Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 97 -98)
'§~a*iV:x~HIfr: *~~~*3i, IJ\~D, ;fj~~frX. ~~:x~, Ill~~
W. 7lbfffê§[1609], *$1'Jffr±Wr, ~7(T:S±, ~~~~te, À~§~.

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 103)
JX~~PJ: ~m~.1Ù1, L7GÀ, *:S*:9.:, 1frîg::f1M. ~ J5*i~, ~1'F.,
IlJ\;J$ét. W'm EBïf*rt~:&.~~~~PJ~:f§~HffD.

*~. (Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 109)

gOO.a:*itiî:x~~: *~PI, +1~tlD, ;fj~~~X. pJT~1nii~~.
*1Iffr±~1l~I\: teJ\3Rft, 1'J{5J:9.:É!~1H~~, JE~{îU1Im~.

19>n:fr (Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü

111)
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I*mJt

ffl):XY/!:! (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 124)
~Imifl~~R: :XfrIÇ!R*, ~H~'f~, 1;%$f~Zi§~B, /fm~iQ. ffl)1L~tl
tlEl[lJj, 5ÊM.~llfXm, X{PJ&\'Ut!F-IHj~tPIJ~{-lliA?JTtfTJ:f~? 3:r[1612]
IMJ+- R JFnBJ1;%[*+~]~·
aSf:X~O

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 126-27)
:X~O, 1I~:gfrx, 1ft&w.t~li~~L.
;%J[lil!:xn: M~rs91I~USffr/!:!:x~O,

IJ\'=Fmfi, ~~ijg~M, iiJo~~~PJ.

tîJjri (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 133)
'§ooa~~:x~em: tJ)3j1'=F&1:, ~9frx.
- "É1:gm~~f&5 f~~';§t:x~y: 5'Z"É1:P:rtîJj&1:, I~~:;t ~J5[7Ejr~. '[1:
/f~~{~, .t)~~:;;:~m~±*xrs9. -B~IMJE0~oV::fi~1~$0~~~L,
;f§W1±*~~~.1î~1tfFI~~:;;:~tt, frY~/f~~t50000:g~frI. WZEl~~L,

fr~*'fJA. *~*mRJL A~WL.

1~.~J,~

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 147)
*~~PJ: 1~.~J,~'=F~g~p, *J;llim78.~J,~ §"2, El3fË1~:g.
'§~a~i~:x~em: 1~lim,
~~g~p, -'=F.~~, ~~frX.

-:z:;;::gmum,

~~,ljm~R.
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1ft

~~~ (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 152)

~~/j\~'jf, +2%~, ~~~fr!. ré'i!~BB:x[@~:x~]r~~.

M:s.wtzo (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 156-57)
1K~~PJ: M:S.wtzO+ Jl[*, M:É3 r~Y* ... ~~tI~~11lEîfr)§5EJ1;t~f\7G, dhl:C7j<
1!lI, If)Z~.~~~lt ~1~(:li.W, lN~=* lt~*6ffct~11Ë, S.wtzo~*~@, ~
m1~I B~~~UItt~, .~~CP1!lIr, 1K~~ijR.

*/j\3S. (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 160-63)
glïla~~:x~am: /j\3S.+3S.fr~, §mJN~tz:~, ~.Qfr!.
3S.ffii~fj(A: /j\3S.~i!, 1~*if}~cp~tf}~~, 1*1~~cpWirf, ~~§

:tÇ. · .. ~~§fL%Z:X, :RJ;JM, ~*J;J1:t, *l-~='F, ~J;J~, mJ;J~, ~~
J;J~, ~;f±J;Jg~, Wi;) 1rJ;J~, '§'tJ!jGJ;Jm, !lli1~BB?Gf*~r, 3Jfj~l-~~, (Jj\~tz:

r*.
~~~

CP~~J;JJi!jE~EJffP,

fffi§ZJ;JM, Ilt~€fjt*mÀ::f1~.

(Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 172)
frwÀ~: ~mfr~~~, ~El~tftlG*%tz:iQ. ~~{*r~ftfr.x.

~oom

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 174)
1K~~PJ: ~m~m+=$fç, 9l@lr~t&:. tW:~fJg:x, §lillfX*~*[f~],
~::f~W1.

{;tOO (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 177)
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;\1kj±À

m~ (Hu Wenkai,

Lidai funü 185)

9iP.~~:::t. m:t1.<2-::L~

AJ<. S r1r1J. '1?V.l:V<

~

~f(&11±

.:::rs. s , s

4lJtx (Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü

I%;ZX·

189)

~~}iAj P5?:.
m~fr~

(Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 191-92)
'§~~*i~x:~B!lt: 5f~~~+4-~, :ili:~tlX.
9iP. '7K:"':::t A

AJ<.l=rpr1J:

Î

-.1rt rth /:7 11± J§W., L I;i;l 'cft -Jz ~ë+"::tfj: 71.b.~'''' EE -'-? l:±. 1
1R~T:;t.J;Zl't-, l''f'J tnl-n;ZX· -=PJLI!I:l.~VJÙ, ~:tf}fJiÏLrE, lPi'{AJ J'lé.I±/\.,
~ r-"7 flV 11""

jfm~Z1ÙIT. ~r~5:1H;b-Tr:p~jCk:Wr, *~1Ut\~~, ~8: ~1jt::R...t~~liJ

if, 4-:&JJ!~*~ft~ [the poem entitled "Qixi, tong Zhao Jinyan fu"-t;:)7
[J=tJm4-~~j\ was actually written by Zhang y ouyu. See Qian Qianyi,

comp. Liechao shiji, Dingji 321]. ~ilf-lmJ?a. JJ[~Jt'êÎ1ÉlJMW;1t~P]~~
*~ji, *@~~OOf};~ZfL~. 1Z§f$;1t[W]*~~, t~~~rqj~t§MTf,&*1l

12Y~À.-êJ~Uf$;L.
J}.
mjf~1 (Hu Wenkai,

m-ffHiL-, Wmi=i ffiî#3i. T~;k~., lli~~JijJ.L-~1J'!JM!J

Lidaifunü 192)

jf~imÀ., fEt~Yf~W, ~Wi;mtlX.
t~~

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 199-200)
JJ<:g:~p]: t~~3Z.ilPD5€, +~~, mtt±lilP5?:.
JJI~ffJb~\: ~?F1I1n~~, rJTf,&RJlI, ~1St+ p , ~-=::.I2YB i=i, ~::fM~M*

1fT.
]W'* (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 203)

m**,

f5(~~p]:
~;g~À.. tîgiillîtt, f'F~~gP], ~~~,5t,~, tJftf~E1
fiP· ... JJ[~~JË5B5f,&~j':fXmf, É3r~~HltÉ31lW;1tm1JH1j[ ... r:pif:&JjNJl1~,
lw~~@;j~m~. ~lf:7,(JJR.=E~~ff.

]Wf;if;i (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 204)
f;if;i, ~)jm À..
'§~~.~x:~B!lt: ]Wf;if;i, tJ*:fffimE1!~P5?:.
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15XË:1!lJ (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 224)
XË:1!lJ*~Jif~, ~;QiJfr5t !r1:1~,

ftHW7j(iiff, :1t~ffrlf!!r'fr. (~~lll'lj~jf<)

±f§J (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 233)
f§J*~~, tJ~*fflGA. ~+-, ~~Zfîm. (~~lll'lj~~)
±lffr~ (Hu Wenkai,

Lidaifunü 258)

Iffr~, W]fU~rwA.
Bm~

fr!i., IJ\iJ~~. (m~*~:x~~~)

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 269)
m~*j?§*,

ffJIV 1fiJfr!i..

(~~lll'lj~~)

~fr~fr~ (Hu Wenkai,

Lidaifunü 308)
See the entry on Wu Juan ~fr~ in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 103. (~~lll'lj~

~)

~~

(Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 312)
f~*~tm,

m!Ji7tZfî, ~F139iJfr!i.. (~~lll'lj~~)

*~ (Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 340)

~*:xtzD, ~1§~*ijtJtt9:. glj15frr*{i1ffiC~:~ll~. 'm'm~/J\t1, f~~~OfX,
~fflG:E:f~. ~1§-m, *t~~±. ~~jj 57, m~~~, 4ijtj~!ftt)~m~
fr~. (~~lll'lj~~)
*~~ (Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 345)

~~, ~~1jiJfr!i.. (/J\1i,Hîfâll~ll~~jf<)
1x~1

(Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 372)
~**fi:, 1Iif1~Mf\rfr!i..1ttJ5~tm, !I~1Él=~fJttfiXMl, Jaj]l1:.JE. (nllr~
~~)

:fËg;'; (Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 400)
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1~fNiÉ[ (Hu Wenkai,

Lidaifunü 479-80)
See the entry on Gu Mei Jiijîfr!l in Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 805. (5Xw~P]~

~~)

~~

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 521)
~*n1lÙ, ~F~~1j~1. (5Xw~P]~~~)

~~g~p (Hu Wenkai,

Lidaifunü 527)
**rrÉlP
'ÎI--,f-f-1:El l'['1 ~ -"'È.-l:!itrh-fd: (j ~;i;f~A"'±"'±-+'+-/,>1J.)
;B;!lF ,1...L~nZlj f\., FJ'I3<':'I'~Y.· 1 \:!'ffi'l' I:ifflHi'fI:i'f~)J!4'<
i

~G33J~ (Hu Wenkai,

33J~*$R~,
~-*7G (Hu Wenkai,

Lidaifunü 571)

fff1'['lfr1.

(~R~~~~)

Lidaifunü 575)

:rc*lIi]' iIfffftt:iiÀ, fJ]~Y:f~, 1ji'~cp. (5Xw~P]~~~)
~-*'*'* (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 588)

,*,*, ~=7tf!ljJjY:-=r, iIfffiI~À, *~~~~1±~. (m!7f~~~)
~~ (Hu Wenkai,

Lidaifunü 626)

~*~~, ::It*-1j~1. YW1j1m~~, ~~~~, Mmjtx~p]. (J;rHlf~§j~~)
;t.~M~-=r

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 676-77)

*'*-=r, #MI~JttÀ, fUPYO;{Ëfr*. (/J\t'~t~~*~§j~J;~~)
~~ (Hu Wenkai,

Lidaifunü 684-85)

~*=ffJ, tljH!~1. (~R~~~~)
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~~

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 691)
tzJlif:F~H, ~Il*I7CÀ. :::t~~~.i&&w:t[r!Jt~i%~~. E!3$;{:'JI!, ~~~
J5fliI, Fa~iliÂ~9, ~~cp*m:xI§!llf~, A~j(1a~À, tH~~, :=tOO:BX~B
-L, ~*~Ujift§-W, 1rtIfD.DJ;f1;ITfi. ~~-=F)J-L. C~<W~P]~$~)

~Uf~

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 719)
~~1fÊf7\(, ~~~ilfr~, JliEt~~J, ~~~1~;~, 5E1t~j;J~ffifH~1§. (~W~P]
~~)

li~frJ§l

(Hu Wenkai, Lidai funü 805)
frJ§l~ ft§ Ï, ~Il*I7CÀ, ffiJWlizlMI5!.
:tgp~~: {~:tltBt~ft§Ï, -~~J*, 3Z.~ft§ru:, ~ttli~,

ilfrJ§l, ~Il*I7C

À, ffi;~GffiJWî5m:~IiJffi~f!!U~. (~W~P]~~)

irE (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 819)
irE, ~Il*I7CÀ, ttjt, il~, ~i1~. ~*~1tiillJ'GttX, *~%1f, IRIlI,
i&Jliij-L, ifryG~~m. (~W~5J~$~)
ED (Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 819)
ED, #Jf1I{~fDÀ, 1~tt~il~. ~mw.~~~frY. (~W~P]~~)
*g~p, ~g~p

(Hu Wenkai, Lidaifunü 824-25)

*g~p, ~g~Pfrll~, iIl*~~jf,ilfr~. (~~~~BR~~~)
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Appendix 2
Chinese texts of prefaces produced in the pre-Ming periods that are not included in Hu
Wenkai's catalogue (SKQS-dianziban):
1. ~~~/E1~~J[/*~~~JM/@BWil~M~/~=+: 29a. ([;7fÇ] ~JIHJLfjJf~f)
W&±P:~~~~ [1168]

~~~~T~~P:~~*~~~=+*~ffi~~~~Tm~§~~~~a0
ii-~~{'F~;r;:ti~x0?JT ;r;jitlfl:tih~ ttffifw~~~/f1$4-*~~~ 1J:~*~J!m.
2. ~~~/Jju~~J[/m*~~~1!jjjtî/)C~~/~[9+fL: 22b-23a.

([*]mJ&\:7JJD

fi!Rrtaw [1201]
7k~~~txT;r;~WffU3.frtîrta~~-=-~~UfRS~~*YÉî1îî*fi!R~)§-=YIli!~~-=-S.~
M~~mÀ1J:.-T?JT~lt\ffi1fftl:f:t:XÀ~/f~g:&~Mf)lwJtfffl~~ftiliJF:jjjtî~~~
:X)~,0;r;~lfl:tih~~L[5i*~~~~ 9"~/f § 1fj(~tî~M$fRP:~~tiX5Iffi:iiL 1$J~
~~'f~xÀ~:9U~Wt)JtJT§~t~~*~::t71:~fL,Fj=+[9B.
3. ~~~/Jju~~J[/m*~~~t~jjjtî/1HW~/~+-=-: Ilb-12b. ([*] ~fÉlf~)
1~j;t['Éî'm~ f;@j

)'[;;gTWt'±~0~~F~R~frT:gW-=Y§*~~1~JL1~tr::t:î)'[;;g~~t,±§}@
~:g${tfm~±JJl:g~**~t,±jî,,*T~i)-:R~;M$tI:n*D~0::RÀ~{'Fm~li
t'±~'Jf5Êt)JtxÀ~:xVW)'[;;g~ B~T~P:~~Wî~if§~/f*lIl.~1&"Jm
7ty~ffW0~T W\W~IIli!)I'Éî'm~m{~?~~~~f*J! T tt!l"f!Fa9 § 1±FJn;ftEy*~
f;}~~~tî~:9UP:jJî'ipw*&\~mxÀ,,*),[;5G~~~iljJ.~~B~-:R~~E1t,±
~:X 'f-tî)I:&)I'ÉîJf~m~*IJ.m~~~n~/f4:~tJl/ft)iHiil~~~-=y,.::t}~,ffi a El

~mW~1~/f J!~*:X;fD'I:&*r&fflG~1ttÎ\+~~fffiJ~t.~ E$~J!i&1~m~:x)IJfé~
iUElffi~~UW\1±7%~~.~~)I~J:E11tttitl1ID~PT;ftE~±/fJ!t/f1$~JTf;@jmIEJ!JtJT
mZ~~xÀ~~~mH~-=-SE.~mÀP:T~W~À*"/f~ffi~!l"f!m
ÀZ ~)~\~tt[~~IE1'ffm1J~tit~m ~*I1ID/f1±~~ffifLJlm-=Y1J~~ilT~*
L

4. ~~~/JjU~~J[/1fZ~71:/~;ftE~~/~Î\: 5b-6b. ([71:] ~*;tjfH~)

~:n~~~;r;

*1±tkj~~My~IHg!Z~~BY:~ a* ~~J~t"ffi~M'R~~~1J~*Ji!~T::RXf%~1i/tJtJ f~~
~P:gffi~~'f8)j*:XBz1frE52may:~~ gffi.L-~Jt a~:1J~**~MJ Z filJ~ P ~?li
"'J-h':±'~ c#'Jii'â -'-r A'T-l'Trt~=I:;. A7 ~ -'-r A'T-c#'J-h fr3-/.ii'âfr3-~®S.:::r:: -H-~± l'Trt fr.D -'-r J->. F!B rh
~IIIJ1lIU::9:'~Aa--S j,e;;K..-ÂIIIJi:î'Y'-x"pK..-Â--S ~)lffl1;e;;)lfflaWG J *i:î'fIIlJA K..-9ç:1!RJ'I

5fÇ:l'Trt;'jjZ;(

rl!?l<fi!f~~1J~~fflÀfr.-=f::g-e;EJtt~5lm1~:X~~±m~~~~pg~pJTgfi;J::g-~83Z

-Z § EI~a1~ tJ~~î'i1Ji~F~*~1;1r1~~~L /fMTtitm4:)'[;~;r;~*6~1r~
~ :X)~,0,.;r;tkjP:~Mlfl:tih~wg~~[5i*~~~~ 9"ffrlffi/f1fj(lfl:tih § lf:t~M1J~ À T
11*tit~tzD:X)~,0~;r;ffia~~UffijaM** a /f 5Ê{81J~titmaY:~"'/fŒr1J~~Pél
~~JtEJ{8~1J~*iftffij*~;f;~~~E1~:n~If;Zj$~:Xa~L
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Appendix 3
Xue Susu's poems recorded in anthologies produced in late Ming and early Qing,
arranged in chronological order (a total of27 titles / 30 poems and two sentences):

Qinglou yunyu F'ffl'i!~B (1616), 17 ~ 21 13

5g-:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

~~2
@f3::.1I::g*j(~~

[Zuili shixi: @f3::.1I::gEf:a.*j(~~]
fj(B~{6J1~1fEP~1~1=r* [Mingyuan shigui: fj(B~{6J{~1fEP~]

tpfj( {Yz.~~YJJ~~mp&~.~tp
:Rm~~
16J1~1fEPhtL~~
~B [Zuili shixi: fj(BJ~R~~1tfittp
;fj~~~llEJ[~~tp~:!:B ~~J
!iB~~::;t~~1B~tp [Zuili shixi: ~~::;t~~1B~tp]

10. ~~~rlIÀ~1ï~tpkSl~
Il. ~~:R~P#~~IZSl~

7G*~ *ltz~
12.5jU~YJJ~

ŒPJ 1 ~ 1 §

not counted)

8i!-

~_.

13.WR!JE§
14. ~ttmEJ[~*JT~D
15.~1f

16. 9::::;t~1Y.&{B~~JJ
Gujin mingyuan huishiti~16tzJ..~~ (1620), 1 ~ 1 1:§, ~fï
~If

Mingyuan shigui E!JjtzJ.~~&w (1625), 4 ~ 4 §, ;!ttp 3 ~ 3 1:§~fï.

tJc B~{6J1~1iEP~
17. ~~Pç~~;fIIt~
~~
~If
Gujin nüshi ti~:9:9:

(1628), 1 ~ 1 1:§, ~~.

~If
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Liechao shiji 37U!j!JHj~~ (1649), 3 ~ 3 §f.

18.ffi:&
19. _lIVF'r~~i*a~~~
20. 'I~À~',f
Guixiuji Iïi*~ (1652), 1 ~ 1 §f.
21. ~1Mf~T11
Mingyuan shiwei ~~~',f*~ (1667), 4 ~ 4 ê.
22. ff8~~Ù-!
23. ~!WJllir:pt!P~
24. ~ÙJ
25.81X~_

Cuilouji ~:fI~ (1673) 18 1 êmfJ[.
'I~À~',f

Ming shi zong 8fJ~',f** (1702), 1 8 1 êm~.
~B~~Ù-!
Yuxuan Mingshi 1ft'P~8fJ~',f (1709), 3 8 3 êmfJ[.
~B~~ÙJ (juan 91)

ffi:& (juan 116)
-lIH-'r8~i*ff,f~~ (juan 116)

Zuili shixi tJi1ij*~',f~ (1710); 88 8 êm~.
JjU~i;;/J~

~B::'1~fEt8 :fr*j(~',f
fj( B~ bz:~*i1tffir:p

~:tz:
~~:7.c~1Él~~r:p

-111

.Jljt-'r~~i*B',f~

ffi:&
Shanhu wang fffiJ-f~~ (1643); 1

rm 1 §

21:1].
26.lW*~El8_llj7j( (Shanhu wang 1197)
27.lW*~ffij;1t~~ [~]: /ff~*1§~, ~:;g~0Il* (21:1]) (Shanhu wang 1265)
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Appendix 4
Wang Wei's poems recorded in anthologies produced in the late Ming and early Qing,
arranged in chronologie al order (a total of 130 titles /146 poems; titles of poems
that repeatedly appeared in anthologies are not recorded):

Gujin mingyuan huishir54:!6friiff:fJ!i (1620); 3:lm 31§

1. {5Z.J=l
2. M'~~À
3. 7k~RJl}dt;f§*t) 1iMJ*f~~1jf~~lj:t;t;tl

Mingyuan shigui f!J3~w:~i (1625), 5@ 36; 88
4. ~*2

m98 tt 3 m31§, mfl:.

5. ',~~{1'I'1{1~J=l
~ 'G:::*ElRl3jjïHî-++6 • »;!J
1.1- n" Y:l:;:cg'37'l'f!
7. fjc:&J+tcpW53U

9. fjc:&~53U
10. cpfjci&= B ~~5m1rp*~~~~tiJM:;&fDfbJ~11Eli[[1[HIJ=l ~~fl§0)t;~
~~r~9
11. ~'t~
12. cpfjcMJfXfr1rt0(
13. mag7G~#;~*)t;~ffi'i
14. ~IHua~*
15. ~:&1Bm.lL
16. fjc:&J+tCP'r~JëJ~
17. fjcB~Jlffi:tn~t~
18. Jttif;f§ê:1C[X]
19. ~~:fX

20.

B1JL:fX

21.1i;~

22. m.lLW53U3::.7k~~RJl
23. RÀt)IITMÈ:&!,*1~T{,<JFrml:S[;L [Liechao shiji: "i=fÀt)IIT~JIl*,*1~T1M

5î'~&Z"]
24. ~~fB~)t;~'&MFf{5Z.1fL?JHLr:&!~=1*
25. It*53U U-r§jtj~J[\\jifl',~Jit!1&{1'H~JW~3:.JJJ,êÏ*~JjJ**:X~1rpœ3:. r~Il~~
.fr.. ~b - trh ~ ~'"
/L,,~7G ~A.JJ s~
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

xfi [;fi]

*

j!§m.l~15Z.W4î~lj~r~!ti7t~Jît
~1IJ+t*
**WkÉ3)t;~ffi'i
~~*~ffi
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31. ~l: ~a~t*~

32. ~l: Nm'I~~g~O<fJ~U
33. ~:W:§JU§ 0)t;±
34. m:W:*<fJ~U
35. JîT
36. $JTfxM~mB.rlItp
37. ~J§0)t;±~~UJ~
38. nlfRfBNX1tT1~1J:*

39. fX:W:Ê:55U [Ji'1Jfm, ~~::fr~J]
40.m~~*~'t~

41. ~:W:1M1I
42. fît:Jz1I~~
43. :g:~
44. *:iJËàÉ 4
45. il~~~~

46. fx:W:~~mtp55U1fl'p;g
47. fJ]~ffi*:::tfJ]J1Ji'1J1ff.~~-=f [Liechao shiji: "fJ]~ffJ}:::tffŒlJ1"]
48. ~1fL

49. t~f~
50. ?~f~
51. {~f~1§F

52. jj!lEE~~iI
53. rlI~Ji'1J1ff.~}j

54. (rgtpi!m
55. fmfr~À illIî 4
56. ~1ff.À*~$
57.~55U

58.

tDnlfR

59. ~JT Jî
60.~±-m

61. ~{5(
62. {M~i\
63. H[3§;m${lf

64. mH:g1ff.~Ji'1J1~~UJt~'r~7k~
65. ~1ff.~1ff.~W1J-=Y~~1'f~~lI~~Ji'1JZ 1:1] [Liechao shiji: "Ê:1ff.~1ff.~W1J~1'f
7Ç1II~~Ji'1J;L iD"]

66. MUJ~Jî
67 . ;iJ?twm-i
X/X..3ZSJ'
68. fj({5( 2
69.1'f'~

70. fj( B ~j~i\
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71. g?~
72. ~fX'[~fr!J;l(

73. F1f~~r8~
74.lilLr1j[~ 2
75. ~$lf-*:&7[i!AW3tJl1rli, ~,glre~:p:~~f-*~~~. '[:&~t$il/ffmff!j$~~it-*@
1ff§2~'t~. 7 B 1'F7~{:iÀ. frlà/f §~~J[f'f. i&zH~MtzD1PJ:tI=
76.1i;~J~j'[;±.~t~

77. ~:&J[~m~;l(
78. 1§~$tJI~~2Z3!

79. ~1tiîi[9=rfF
80. HjÏ1B~1l!
81. ~B~'t~
82.1B~rl§'JnW1l~~fu:p:~~

83. 'l'~m~;l(
84. ~*~~@'û~tt*~j'[;&w7jW~~JLt :gm®!ft\
85. ~j[*~~~rs~
86. Jl~1~
87.~n~;l(

88. ~55U~*7(*

Gujin nüshi r='J4:P:~

(1628); 3:!H[ 31§, ~cp 2:!H[ 21§ .:mfiî. §5~~PJm1§ (not

counted).
89. :P:1*;!tIj}j:tç~§T J;) 1iP.$*il!ft\%
Liechao shiji 37U,Jj~~~ (1649),

"Runji" ~~,juan 4; 53:!H[ 60 1§ (but the compiler
indicates 61poems); 24:!H[ 261§.:mfiî.
90.1Ùl*tttz:~P]=1§~*xÀ~:IttMrli1t
91.1~1t

92. ~:&/J\1fL

93. 55Wf&T~
94. ~JTf-*3iÀf)]1!f®'t~~:p:1*
95. ~1L:)zfW!~W~~xÀ
96. ~1~~3!xÀ 1jf~}d~
97.41~~
98. fuJ5t~i~)~,V=f:
99. ~wxÀifu.~
100. :&&wti~fu:P:~~
101. ~'J5
102. ŒxÀJ;)/f~oo~~ 5!7G!ft\ll:t~z
103. ~15:&*j'[;1-'1~:!H[
104. ~~xÀtB~1JrlilŒt~~~ 5!7G:)zfW!M~
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105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.

1~~TfI[9B~rïl~ 4

118.

111/5

~~~Â
;@f~fj3U

~mfL~2
J=J~fjmm§::KÀML
fj(~~E#î;§5t1~'fJ±::f:

~nrr~~OO
~~
r~~1~)GJ=J L1t;f~~~"f
(rgrp1~1tî
~Df4§I~tFgnI~p §

t~1I1$j

~~A~;fl

Guixiu ji OO*~ (1652); 17 n 19 §, ;ttrp IOn Il
119 . ~')(tI:î 2
120. @~~~tE1:
121. ffi1&~1t
122. q.B~M1I
123. 1ïJ'j;AlG~1%
124. 1:::57 1~ ffi JlX1tî
125. .m~.=f1:B1it

§.mfj[; ~P] 1 n 1 § (not counted).

Mingyuan shiwei ~Pitw*l (1667); 9 n 9 §,;ttrp 7 n 7 §
counted).
126. fj(~J=J~OO~~~~
127. :hB1zE#î;§

.mfj[. ~P] 1 n 1 § (not

Cuilouji ~ifI~ (1673); 22 §, .mfJ[.

n

Ming shi zong EAw** (1702); 6
6 §; ;ttrp 3
128. .m~ffi1tJ!~1I1§ ~
129. ~rl!~55U~*1!=p~,
13 o. #î;§L JF.flli

n 3§

Yuxuan Mingshi 1fEP~~JHl~ (1709); 32 ~ 35 -gr, mf!.
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